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1-100: SUMMARY OF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND
MATRICES OF IMPACTS

The summary that follows is an abbfeviated version of the

information contained in the Draft Environmental Impact

Report and the Executive Summary of the Draft Environmental

Impact Report. The impact matrices for both beneficial and

adverse impacts of construction and operation are shown in

full with section references to discussions in the Draft EIR •
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1-110 Description of Project 1-120 Background

Implementation of the project would requir~ the purchase of

necessary rights of way, and the purchase and installation

of a transit system consisting of approximately 1.9 miles of

dual lane aerial guideway, 1.8 miles of single lane aerial

guideway, 0.4 miles of single lane guideway in tunnel

through Bunker Hill, and 60 transit vehicles together with

necessary control, surveillance and maintenance systems.

The Downtown People Mover System would be an automated,

grade-separated circul~tion/distributionsystem linking 13

stations in downtown Los Angeles, including auto and bus

transfer stations at Union Station and Convention Center.

It would follow an alignment from the Convention Center to

Union Station via Figueroa Street, Fifth Street, 3rd Place,

Hill Street, First Street, Los Angeles Street and Arcadia

Street, through the western and northern portions of the

Los Angeles Central Business District. Total trip time from

one end to the other is estimated at 15 minutes. At the

Convention Center a 1750 space parking garage would be

constructed. At Union Station there would be a 2000 car

parking garage and a three level bus station to connect the

people mover with the El Monte Busway and AMTRAK rail ser

vice. Approximately 72, 400 daily trips are projected for

the DPt! in-1990.

In February, 1977, the Council voted to allow the Mayor

to submit a formal Capital Grant Application to UMTA specif

ically for preliminary engineering and environmental analy
sis of the,.Los Angeles People Mover Project. The

In December, 1976, the U.S. Department of Transportation

announced that Los Angeles and three other c~ties-Houston,

Cleveland, and St. Paul--had been selected as demonstration

cities for people mover funding. Los Angeles received $1.3

million in federal funds for preliminary engineering and

environmental studies and a commitment of $125 million for

construction, pending final local approval.

Related Activities1-121

The Community Redevelopment Agency had been stUdying the

traffic and tran~portation needs that would be generated

because of downtown redevelopment projects, since 1969. In

1974 and 1975, CRA cooperated with regional transportation

agencies and expanded these studies to include the entire

~owntown area. Table I gives an overview of the major

analytical tasks and the program milestones that have

occured between 1975 and the present.

In April, 1976, the U.S. Pepartment of Transportation (DOT)

announced funding for a Congressionally mandated demonstra

tion people mover program and issued a call for letters of

interest. The City Council approved submittal of a letter

from the Mayor to the Urban Mass Transportation Administra

tion, notifying UMTA that the City of Los Angeles would be

interested in participating in the competition for funding.

The letter of interest and the proposal that followed

several months later allowed the City Council to keep funding

options open while they analyzed the results of the systems

level Alternatives Analysis prepared by CRA.

include, but

16 -17,000,000

4,000,000

12 -13,000,000

$180 -185,000,000

$122-126,000,000

25,000,000

Proposed sources of funds for construction

are not necessarily limited to:

U.S. Department of Transportation

Urban Mass Transportation Administration

Federal Highway Administration

State of California

Proposition 5 Funds

S8 1879 Funds

Los Angeles City and County

r
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information generated in the preliminary engineering and
environmental studies would increase the level of information

available to Council prior to making a decision whether to
proceed with the Downtown People Mover Program.

In addition to this Environmental Impact Report, an Environ
mental Impact Statement will be prepared by the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration and circulated prior to final

federal approval of the project .

1-3
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Table r
O\o'l:UVlt~W 01-' ""AJOR AUALY1'1CAL 'FhSI\S PRUG IW.f MI LL:S'rOI~ES

III

•

1~7~ ~o-u.:ty Intcrl1.;jcncy SLuLJy

1. Oefinition of stud'}' purP'l~a, scope and a.rca

2. ESlab1islunent of st.udr "cviQW Group

l»hct&e I: Goals, Ol.jcctive:a and tl:ey AssuIPptiou8

1. Definition of transpol'tatioQ 90418 antJ objectives

2. IJentlUcat10n of central City Community Plall

COIP(.Irehen~ivc Goals i.lod OLjcctives

J. Defi"itlon of key d.~sumpt1on5

ct. employrneut

b. cealtlential

C4 future transportation AJ:lliUllIptions

•• Adsessment of neodlJ

1915. 1. l.ocal il'Jt:ucJes tOI:", qroulJ to study

downtown trar.svortalion needs

2. eRA lkJdrd <lets on reco",n~nt..lation of

lnterafJeney qroup And oK-pands scope of

study

J. InterLlqcncy Study and Review Group

aud rlllllic Involvement Pt"oqrilm initi.

alE:d

4. Interagency roview and constJnsu~

on dowutown l'lrowt.h trends and tran

sportation assumpt.ions

1!.f1d Phatill3 Ill: Preliminary En91neectny Studies on

Downtown reoplo Mover Service

1. Definition of roule refi-n<!n.tml optiuns

2. COlllpanltiva evalu.sllon of route refinement options

J. Deled led cnqioaer tng ild env irorunenldl st.ud ice

at spec~fic aligoollJot

Allocdt ion of local monies to fund

prelill~illary enqiJltteriug DC the peol~lo

mover

City Council alJprovlll of ll-c resolu

tiOnt. re4utred by UH1'A; Ag:reuments

with affected lolbor unions slqncd

10.

11.

1971 I.

2.

1978 1-

2.

City Council appt"oval of det.ailed

en<jineerinq and project !twal environ

~ntal studies [or speci fic alicJmnent

senTI) deaiqu of a bus plan to con,plc-

IOOnt DPM operations

.. 1916' 1. eRA Uo,ud review of system level
alt~cnative a.nalyses atudy

2. CIlA rccolQm~ndatiQn that the City

pun.u~ opportunities for implcm~ntill'J

oS ,",ownlown puople mover (DPM)

1. City Council '-'l,vroval ot SUbmitting

a letter of int~re.t to Urban Mass

Tr<lnsportatiol' AtJlainistr.ltion (Ut1TA)

cc: Downtown People Hovel' (DPl-t)

Ocmonstl'"ation program

4. City council dpproval to 9Ul.IIBlt no...,n

town C'eople Hover tni'M) pfopOloial to

UM'I'A

5. SCAG inclu~lon of orN in thL~ Regional

'{'(",mspor'tation ImpIovemont Prugram
6. sell'l'u· endors~muflt of- OPH pr.oposal

7. LA County Ooard of Supcl"visors

oI(Jproval of OP" proposal

8. Proj~cl cect,!jvc& C1))~ clear.lllcU foc

complet ion of sY6l;.elllS analysis ru

quil"emeut8

9. St.lto of Califol'nta allocation ot:

monies to fund prel iminary enqinct,!c

inq dod project. level environment"l

studi~1l of ()1"H

rubl ic ht:arlng on t~ ted~ral grant

applicdtion for the Downtown P~Opltt

Kov~r

u.s. DOT award selecting Los Angolc..!9

as one of four OPM ,lelllOnstration ci

ties

{'hase 11; Altc:rnativ~s Analyuis

1. Dtuliqn of alternatives

a. Analysis l~~din'J to dosign of altl!['nativ~.

l} eVltluatioR of pal·kinq needs

2J evaluation of transit operationa

)J evaluation of transit t.echnulogitl:s

4J . location ot intercepts and init:ial

uegmenl or yuldeway

b. CompjJIative evaluation of system altornativcs

c. Recollimend.:ltion for further al;udy

1977

1976

•

-

I
I
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The basic study area for impact analysis is the DPM Corri

dor, as a five-minute walking distance on eithe~ side of the
proposed route (See Figure 1). In some instances, the

impact study area is defined dif£erently. For example, the
air quality analysis considered an area somewhat larger than

this, and the historic survey concentrated on a smaller area.

Negative impacts tend to occur directly on or adjacent to

the route and positive impacts occur both along the route
and throughout the corridor.

The DPM Corridor includes twelve of the sixteen activity
areas in downtown Los Angeles and has been the focus of

recent development. In 1975, it accounted for 60 percent of

downtown employment north of Pico Boulevard. It also in
cluded:

• 70 percent of office employment
• 94 percent of government employment

• 60 percent of the retail square footage
8 55 percent of retail employment

• 75 percent of service and hotel square footage

• 80 percent of Class A hotel rooms
• 3000 of the approximately 9400 dwelling units in

downtown

In 1990, without the DPM, the corridor will ac~ount for 79

percent of the new CBD employment, projected for the period

1975 to 1990. It will also include:

• approximately 80 percent of office emp~oyment and
square footage

• 64 percent of retail square footage

• 84 percent of government employment
Q 83 percent of service and hotel square footage

o approximately 12,000 of the projected 20,000 resi~

dents

The impact matrices that follow outline the likely changes

that would occur with implementation of the DPM. Impacts

are organized by construction and operation and information

is_presented for both adverse and beneficial impacts. The

matrices were developed by applying the City of Los Angeles

Initial Study Checklist (see Appendix 5) to identify

potential impacts. Only those subject areas where potential

impacts are aniicipated are discussed in this document.

Information about other impact areas studies, but not dis
cussed in this document, can be found in the task termi

nation reports listed in Appendix 3, Phase II Technical
Studies.

The DEIR discussed systems level alternatives, project level

alternatives and route alternatives in Chapter VII, in addition
to alternative uses' of the project sites, alternative sites

for the project, and no project or postponing the project.
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CORRIDOR STUDY AREAIDPM
I

. d Area Boundar)'-Stu y

•
I

• . ST VARIATIONR OF FIGUEROA . __ .. '_CENTE . _
-----

ISource: eRA, 1978

_ ..~_:~~:3'';: ._0"
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TABLE 2A

MATRIX OF MAJOR IMPACTS OF CONSTRUCTION l/

TASK

OIlDER

SOCTION

IN

REroRT

LEVEL

CF

MlTIGI\Tlal

DlPACl'

IJE'lEIMINATIOti

Information in this matrix applies to both the west
side of Figueora Street alignment and the center of
Figueora Street variation (see Figure lOA).

y

.
'rraffie Streets adjacent tD OJngestioo Mverse Reduced capacity partial 1V-140 4.12

route L<J>,.,er speeds

Streets' parallel to Diversion

route

tbise aJ>j Vibratioo Project sites , Violation of legal Mverse Increased ooioo levels at Partial IV-HI 4.03

adjaaoot staOOards/healtll aJ>j ooise sensitive receptDu

armoyance criteria

Increased ooioo Increased ooise levels

levels adjacent to ronstructioo

aitea

Jegional r.ooncmics Southern California Increased activity in Beneficial Q?nstruction IOOrkers' ltJne 1V-13l 4.08

regioo regional eroncmic payroll spent ,in regioo rEqUired

sectors increases econanic

activity

Visual & Project site &-•.. Perceived dillO.tder Ildverse OJnstruction equiplent , !'artial IV-12l 4.14

Asthetics vicinity barriers perceiVed as

unsightly

OJsiness oispla(..e- 1200 Block. South IUtt>er of bJs1nesses Ildve.roo Three busi'lleSSea wJll !'artial 1V-121 4.09

nent Figueroa Street displaced have to move

I
I

..
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TABLE 2A Continued

SEX:fION TASK

IN ORDER

IEVEL

OF

Ml GIlOESClUPTlOO

ItlPACT

DE'J'EmINATIOti1-1EASUllES

PRDlARY

IlIPJIC"" AREACATmORY OF IMPACT

Source: eRA, 1978

. TI nON REPORT •
Two vacant parcels

will not be availablE

for altern~tive:uses

!esidential 018- !esidenUal bdld- NlJTtler of residents ~ 1dvcrse ~ise, dust, vibration, Partial IV-l31 4.33

ruption ings adjacent to /lotel guests visual annoyances

construction Inpaired access

Safety Project site , Potential for Adverse Pedestrians and notorist· partial IV-13l 4.10

vicinity a=idents exposure to accidents

increased

.., "" -

.
..
,

•
I
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TABLE 2B

MATRIX or MINOR IMPACTS or CONSTRUCTION!/

TASK

ORDER

SECrION

IN

WIEL

(F

HITI 00DF.'iCRIPl'IctI

nlP.-cr
DE'1'EIMINATIOl'iCA'rroDll'l G' IMP.-cr . GAT! REroRT

ArchaelogicaJ. / OJnstzuetion sites Disturbance of I'Otentially I'Otential for disturbing rull IV-122 4.31

Historical possible historic ldverse historic remains if they

~s are present

~

Later Foroe SOUthern California NllTtler and types of Ileneficial Increased enploynent of N::loo IV-lJ2 4.08

Regioo wofkers construction workers requir~

Utility Disruptioo CCnstzuction sites lelocatiDn Adverse Relocation of utilities rull IV-122 4.04

for construction will not 3.09

affect service to

cusl:Q'l'ers

Air ()Jality CCnstzuetion sites An'Ounts of pollutants Very miror Slight increase in auto partiaJ. IV-ll2 4.22

adverse emissions fran construc-

tion equi~t and worker

vehicles

• Slight increase in fugiti e

dust-
I

.Y Information in this matrix applies to both the west
side of Figueora Street alignment and the center of
Figueora Street variation (see Figure lOA).
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TABLE 2B COntinued

'fASK

OIDER

u.vEL

OF

HITIGATIGIDESCRIPTIGICA'l'EUJRY OF IWN::r . In' •
Solid waste lDs Angeles County QJantities of waste Very minor 74, 500 cubic yards is a !ble IV-122 4.29

produood , capacity adverse minimal percentage ot re-

of landtiUs maining solid waste lam-

fill capacity in the
.' oounty

Blsiness Disrup- Adjacent to sites Decrease in sales .1ldverse TefttX>rary traffic conges- Partial IV-lJ2 4.09

tion : tion , diversions cOuld

result in decreased sales

a:.munity servioes eatstruction sites eatstraints CIt 1ldverse O>nstruction equiprent , partial IV-122 4.24

Fire/POlioe , vicinity l!ITergency aoooss traffic diversions oould

lldditional potential
iIltJede l!ITerqeney vehicles

for accidents

ve<Jl!tation eatstruction sites l£1lDval, relocation, Mverse None of vegetation is partial IV-112 4.29

or alteration of rare

existing ve<Jl!tation Some mature trees will.
be reaoved permanently

..
other trees wi11 be re-

located or pruned

•

.,

I
I
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TABLE 2B Continued

"

lE.VEL SlrI'ION TJ\5K

CF IN OffiCII

MITIGATION IlEPORrDESCIUI'TICN

PRDllIRY

IllPl\C" AREA.
Wildlife Q)nstructioo sites Disloc~tioo of VeIl' minor '1'enp>r~ dislocation of Ible IV-1I2 4.29

habitat Adverse habitat

It> endangered species

Pedestrian SldewalJ<s a:ljaoent QJogestioo - Adverse Ileduaed capacity of Partial IV-142 4.12

noverrcnts to oonstnlCtion Diw.I"sion sidewalks

sites
, Slower walk tinesIU1t>ar of pSdestrians

Barriers to normal. patterns of noyesrent

.-

CATlmRY CF D-1PACl'

Source, eRA, 1978·I

•
I



TABLE 3A 1/
MAJOIl IMPACTS OF OPERATION-

LEVEL SGCTIO:J
PRUIJIRY IlIPACT OF m

;:;CA,-,T.:;E::.G::;O::.;R;.;,;Y,---,O",F,-,I:.:.~I=P.:.;h:=CTc.:....__I;:;I;,:;IP;.;A;.;,;C::.;T,-,A.:.:RE=A,-- ...:/:=lE::A.::S:.:U"'RE=S'-- ...:D::.;E::.;7:.:E::RI.::.l.:.:I:.:.I,:.:.1\:.:T:=I:=O.:.;U'--__D::;E::;S::;C::;R;.;,;!:.:P;.;T:.;I:.;O",/:..' :..:M=.IT=IG:::A::.'1'.:;.I;:;O:.::N,,--....:REPORT

TASK
<Jiti)ER

-'---

1-12

Visual/hesthetics DPI1 route and
adjacent

Hew vista far DPM passongers

Chango in cityscape

View obstructions, vista
obstructions, potential visual
incompatibilities

Potentially

Beneficial/
Adverse

Improved visual access
to DPII corridor;

Partial IV-221 4.06
4.14

-

Transportation
Service

Central Busi
ness District

DPM CQrridor

Bus mile~, transit ridership, Beneficial
parking

Travel time, costs, access to Beneficial'
and linkages between activity
centers, auto trip miles

. Reduced bus miles down- None
town .
Potential for improving
ceo and minibus serviCe

Increascd transit rider
ship

RedUCed need for addi
tional parking facili_
ties in ceo

Reduced travel time for
C/o trips

Increased access to act
ivity centers

ReJuced auto trip miles
in r.2~ ~ecause of inter
cept parking

IV-241 4.2]

Information in this matrix applies to both the west
side of Figueora Street alignment and the center of
Figueora Street variation (see Figure lOA).

I

•
Land Use Changes

Office

!/

Central Busi
nells District
OPM Corridor
OPM Corridor

conformange with adopted •
plans

Floor space, occupancy rates,
timing of development

Beneficial

Beneficial

Increased prob~ility

adopted plans wlll be
realized
1.0-1.1 million sq. ft.
of internally generated
commercial office space

. None

None

IV-221 4.15,
4.30
4.30
4.15



TABLE JA Continued LEVEL SI.:CTIO:1 T/ISK
PRUIIIRY IIIP/ICT OF IU "ltui:R

.;:C",/I;.:T.;E:;.:G;.:O;.;.!l;.:Y,--,O;.:F....:I:.:.tl",P..:./I:.:C:.:T:......_....;I:.:./",IPc:A:.:C:.:T:..-:II:.:RE=A:.- -:'c:IC"'A;.:S:;.U:;.RE=S"- .::D.::E.;7.::E"'RI::.;I.;I.:;1J::.;/I.;T..:I.;O"'II:.....__..:D:.:E::S:.:C:.:R:.:I:.:P....;T:..;I",O",':..I ...;/"lIo..T:-I::.:G",/I,,"'.:c_;o..IO=N---=RE:PORT 0 __' _

700,000-300,000 sq. ft:-
of regional office head
quarters

1-13

Hotel DPH Corridor CBD capture of ropm night
demand, occupancy rates,
timing and locat~on of
development

Beneficial

accelerated development
3-5 planned projects

160,000 hotel room night None
demand increase

One additional 500-600
room hotel

Increased occupancy
rates at existing hotels

IV-22l 4.15
4.30

Residential DPII Corridor Numbers of units, adsorption Deneficial
rate, timing, and location of
development

Additional 630 unit3 of None
market rate housing in
Bunker Hill by 1990

Additional 1300 to 1500
units or market rate
housing in South Park by
1990

IV-221 4.15

•
I

Retail DPH Corridor Total dollar volume, number
of square feet

Beneficial

Increased absorption
rate of housing units in
Bunker /lill and South
Park

Approximately $90,000,000 ~one

annual net increase in
sales volume
100,000 sq. ft. net in
crease in retail space

IV-221 4.15,
4.30

I Tax Base DPH Corridor Increases in value Beneficial

50,000 sq. ft. net iQ
crease in restaurant
space

Increases in land and
improvement values

Increase in payrolls

Increase in per capital
expenditures

None IV-231 4.16



TABLE 3A Continued
MAJOR IMPACTS OF OPERATION

1-14

CA'rEGORY OF I1IPI\CT
PRIIlARY

IIIPACT AREA IICASURES
IllPACT

DE':'ERllnrIlTIOll iJESCRII'TION

LEVEL
OF

MITIGATION

SCCTro;J
III

REPORT

-

•
I
I

Residential
Population

PPI~ Corridor Ilumber of people Beneficial Approximately 3,000 addi- None
tional residents by 1990

Change in demographic
and social mix of down-
town residents

IV-231 4.15



TABLE 3A Concluded LEVEL
PRUlARY IIIPIlCT OF

~C",II~T.::E.::G.::O",!l~Y.....::O::.F.....:I;:.~l:;P.:.A:.::CTo.:..._.....:I:.:.I1::P.:.A:.::C:.:T,-,-II::RE=A=- --='..:u::::A.::£::.;U::.;RE=S::... D::::E::::·~.::.::::E::RI:..:I.::I;.:r1:..:A.:.T.::I.::O.:.:II'_ __.::D:::E.::S.::C:.:.R:.::I.::P-,T-,I.::O::I1=-__~.IITIGA'!'ION

SIXTI Oil TASK
III ",.wEil.

REPORT _. _'__

1-15

City, County, Dollar ta~es collected
state, federal
taxing jur-
isdictions

-
I
I

Tax Revenues

Employed Poplu
lation

Elderly/Handi,.. ,
caoped Social
Services

Source, eRA, 1979

DPII Corridor

DPM Corridor

Numbers of employees

Access to specialized
servic,es

II

Beneficial

Beneficial

Beneficial

Approximately $800,000
annual 1990
increase in sales tax
receipts to the City of
Los Angeles

Approximately $500,000
annual 1990
inc~eases in property
tax receipts to the City
of Los Angeles

Approximately $300,000
annual 1990
increase in hotel tax
receipts to City of Los
Angeles

9200 new employees in
DPH corridor.

Increased aCcess to
special services at
Bunker lIill elderly
housing project

Improved access to other
governmental and ·social
services

None

None

None

IV-2Jl 4.16

IV-23l 4.13

IV-23l,4.24



TABLE 3B 1/
MINOR IMPACTS OF OPERATION-
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CATEGORY OF
IMPACT

Air Quality

Noise

PRIMARY
IMPACT AREA

Air quality stUdy
area

Intercepts

OPH Co"ridor

MEASURES

Emi~Biqns, tonS/daY
CO concentrations,
PPM

LIO and I'eq values
at 82 reading points
Violation of local
and federal standards

IMPACT
DETER/oIINATION

Beneficial
Adverse

Probably very
minor bene
ficial

DESCRIPTIO'"

Slight decline in
total emmissions in
study area

CO concentrations
slightly higher at
parking intercepts

DPtl noise spectra are
quieter than buses

Noise levels will
still exceed federal
standards

LEVEL
Of'

MITIGATION

Emmissions
not initig
able
CO partially
alitlgable

Partial

SECTION
IN

RP.PORT

IV-212

IV-212

TASK
ORDF.R

I

4.22

4.21

4.21

Historic Sites DPH Corridor
and Parks

Acquisition of ROlt at Partial
potential historic
landlnarks

Partial obstruction Partial
of views of some
buildings

Increased visibility None
and new views of
some sites

•
I
I

!/

Right of Way (ROW)
acquisi tion at
certain sites

Visual obstruction
of certain sites
New views of some
sites
Accessibility

Information in this matrix applies to both the west
side of Figueora Street alignment and the center of
Figueora Street variation (see Figure lOA).

Potentially
adverse

Potentially
adverse
Beneficial

BeneficIal

Increased accessi
bility to some
land..atks
Aoquisition of .06
acres at Pershina
Square and .123 .
acres of Father
Serra Park

None

Partial

IV-222 4.31,
4.12



TABLE 3B Continued

LEVEL SI.:cTIO;1 TASK
PRUIl\R'l IIIPACT OF III ~iWLK

CATEGORY OF UIPACT I1IPACT JlREA III:ASURES DE7ERlII'lllTIOil DESCRIP1'IOtl MITIGATION REPORT ___i__

ppen Space DPII Corridor Accessibility Beneficial Increased accessibility lIone IV-222 4.32
to some sites

-.. Ilew views Beneficial Increased visibility and None
Visual obstruction Potentially new views of some sites

adverse Partial obstruction of Partial
views

Co~unity Services
Fire/Police DPM Corridor !lumber of personnel Very minor Additional foot patrols Partial IV-222 4.29

for parking structures

Emergenc¥ acess Adverse Guideway could limit Partial
emergency access to cer-
tain buildings

Social Service.. DPn Corridor Access Beneficial Improved access to civic None IV-222 4.24
center and other munici-
pal/social services
along corridor

Energy Department of Annual KWH Very minor DPII energy requirements Partial IV-212 4.25
''later & Power would constitute .02\ of
area DWP demand in 1990

Traffic DPM Corridor Congestion

l
Beneficial Decrease in JlDT on llone IV-242 4.2]

streets in corridor

• Safety DPM System Accident potential Probably Vehicle and systems fartial IV-232 4.26
beneficial safety should be of high

quality

I
Security DPM System Crime potential Very minor Vehicles, stations, par- Partia'l IV-2]2 4.26

adverse king areas provide op-
portunities for crimes

Regional Trans-
Beneficial Increase connections None IV-242 4.2]

I
portation \{egion Connections with ot~er II\Odes with other modes..-

1-17
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1-200: SUMMARY OF MAJOR ADVERSE IMPACT, MITIGATION, AND
COMMITMENT TO MITIGATION MEASURES

The matrices that follow identify the major adverse im~acts

discussed in the Draft EIR with mitigation measu+es proposed

in that document of received during the circulation period.

In addition to the major adverse impacts of construction

and operation, two minor adverse impacts are also identified

in this matrix as having a potential for significant effects.

These are archaeological resources and historic buildings

that are subject to the review requirements of the.National

Historic Preservation Act and the Federal Highway Act. The

federal/review process will require a finding of eligibility,

a determination of effect, case studies for effected sites,

and memoranda of agreement incorporating mitigation measufes.

These documents and findings are part of the federal environ

m~ntal process and will be agreed upon by the California

State Historic Preservation Office, the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation and the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration. The entire process, commonly known as the

"4 (f)" and "106" processes, will be reported in the Draft . II
EIS •

1-18



MAJOR ADVERSE CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

1-19

Impact/Mitigation

Major Construction

po"tential
Signi
ficant
Impact

Significant
Cumulative

Impact

Impact
Reduced to
Acceptable

Level

Mitigation
Responsibility/

Conunitment

..,

•

1. Traffic

a) no closure of moving
lanes 7-9 a.m.~ 4-6 p.m.

b) night and weekend con
struction,where possible

c) use of precast guideway
sections where possible

d) stage construction to
minimize period of open
excavations

e) modify sigiia-i -timing

f) deploy traffic control
officers

g) appropriate construction
signing and barriers

CF, WF No

CF, WF

CF, WF

CF, WF

CF, WF

CF

CF

CF, WF

No

a) APP/Yes

b) APP/Yes

c) APP/Yes

d) APP/Yes

e) Los Angeles Traffic
Department

Los Angeles Department of
Transportation

f) Los Angeles Police
Department

Los Angeles Deparbnent of
Transportation

g) APP/Yes

I
I

CF Center of Figueroa WF West of Figueroa APP Applicant



HAJOR ADVERSE CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS (Continued)

1-20

a) provide acoustical CF t WF
enclosures around
stationary equipment

b) scheduling operations to CF t \'IF .
minimize noise levels

c) modify pedestrian routes WF
to maximize distance from
construction

,
•

Impact/Mitigation

2. Noise

Potential
Signi
ficant
Impa~t

CF; WF

Significant
Cumulative

Impact

No

Impact
Reduced to
Acceptable

Level

No

Mitigation
Responsibility/

Commitment

Mitigation measures can be
imposed by Applicant in
contractor specifications

a) Contractor/Yes

b) Contractor/Where possible

c)'Department of Public Works

d) use lower noise gener- CF t WF
ating equipment as mllct!
as possible

• e) place noise barriers near WF
doors and windows of
sensitive buildings

f) schedule construction so CF t WF
as not to coincide with
peak use of adjacent
buildings

. d) Contractor/Yes

e) Contractor/Where feasible

f) Contractor/Where possible

•
•
I

g) use prefabricated struc
tures

h) flexible mountings and
shaft couplings on
machinery

i) provide noise specifica
tions \"hen ordering
equipment

CF t WF

CF t WF

CF t WF

g) Contractor/Where possible

h) Contractor/Where feasible

i) Contractor/Yes



-

•
I
I

HAJOR ADVERSE CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS (Continued)

Potential Impact
Signi- Significant Reduced to Mitigation
ficant Cumulative Acceptable Responsibility/

Impact/Mitigation Impact Impact Level Commitment

2. Noise ~cQntinued)

j) prQvide persQnal prQtec- CF, WF j) CQntractQr/Yes
tive equipment fQr
cQnstructiQn emplQyees

k) maintain OSHA standards CF, WF k) CQntractQr/Yes
on exposure

1) meet requirements of CF, WF 1) APP/Yes
municipal cQde and Contractor/Yes
ordinances

m) use Qf mufflers Qn inter- CF, WF m) ContractQr/Yes
nal cQmbustiQn engines
and air CQmpreSSQrs

n) prohibit use Qf jack ham- CF, WF n) ContractQr/Yes
mers near residences
except during daytime
hQurs

3. Visual CF, WF NQ Yes

a) directional signing tQ CF, WF a) CQntractor/Yes
reduce disQrientatiQn LQS Angeles Department of

Transportation

b) barrier walls tQ screen CF, WF b) CQntractor/Yes
activities from view

c) perfQrm mQre disruptive CF, WF c) Contractor/Yes, where
tasks during off hours possible

d) minimize construction CF, WF d) Contractor/Yes
period at any site

1-21



MAJOR ADVERSE CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS (Continued)

1-22

Impact/Mitigation

4. Business di!?placement

a) payment of fair market
values

b) relocation assistance
through Uniform Reloca
tion Assistance Act

Potential Impact
Signi- Significant Reduced to l-titigation
ficant • Cumulative Acceptable Responsibility/
Impact Impact I,evel Commitment

CF, WF No Yes

CF, WF a) APP/Yes

CF, WF h) APP/Yes

•

I

•

5. Residential disruption

a) application of noise
mitigation measures

b) application of traffic
mitigation measures

c) application of visual
mitigation measures

6. Safety

a) meet OSHA requirements

b) meet applicable City of
Los Angeles, County of
Los Angeles and State of
California safety
requirements

No

CF, WF

CF, WF

CF, WF

Yes

CF, WF

CF, WF

No

No



MINOR ADVERSE CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS WITH POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANCE

1-23

•
I
I

Impact/Mitigation

1. Archaeology

a) meet require~ents of
the Advisory Council
on Historic Preserva
tion (to be deter
mined during EIS
process)

Potential
Signi
ficant
Impact

If remains
are present

CF, WF

Significant
Cumulative

Impact

No

Impact
Reduced to
Acceptable

Level

Yes

Mitigation
Responsibility/

Commitment

. a) Urban Mass Transportation
Administration/Yes



~1AJOR ADVERSE OPERATIONAI. IMPACTS

1-24

•
I
I

Impact/Mitigation

1. Visual/Aesthetics

a) Include design refine
ments in final design
process that will reduce
visual impact, e.g.

1) optical devices to
emphasize linear quality

2) selection of colors and
materials in harmony
with surrounding
environment

3) use of light "trans
parent" stations

4) integration with ped
ways to reduce station
amenities

5) integration with
buildings to reduce
size of stations

6) creation of new
landscaped areas

Potential
Signi
ficant
Impact

CF, WF

Significant
Cumulative

Impact

Yes

Impact
Reduced to
Acceptable

Level

Yes

Mitigation
Responsibility/

Commitment

a) APP/Yes

1) APP/Yes

2) APP/Yes

3) APP/Yes

4) APP/Yes

5) APP/Yes

6) APP/Yes



MINOR ADVERSE OPERATIONAL IMPACTS WITH POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANCE

1-25

•

I
-•

Impact/Mitigation

1. Historic Buildings
adjacent to guideway
or stations

a) Meet require
ments of the
Advisory Council
on Historic Pre
servation (To be
determined during
EIS process)

Potential
Signi
ficant
Impact

CF,WF

Significant
Cumulative

Impact

Possible
Secondary

Impact
Reduced to
Acceptable

Level

To be deter
mined during
EIS Process

Mitigation
Responsibility/

Commitment

a) Urban Mass Trans
portation Admini
stration/Yes



1-300 CERTIFICATION:

It is here certified that this Environmental Impact Report

has been completed in compliance with the California Environ

mental Quality Act and current State and City Guidelines and,

based on information now available, may be considered final.

However, additional information may be accepted and consider

ed prior to making a final decision on the project. The

decision-making body must certify that it has reviewed and

considered the information contained in this Environmental

Impact Report prior to making such decision.

1-26

Submitted by: Approved by:
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Myra L~ Frank
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Senior Transportation
Planner EIR/EIS

Community Redevelopment
Agency

Townsend,Direct~;-~__._

Circulation/Distribution
Program

Community Redevelopment
Agen~y
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CHAPTER 2: CORRECTIONS/ADDITIONS TO THE DRAFT EIR

This chapter includes corrections and revisions to the Draft

Environmental Impact Report arranged according to Chapter~

Section and page in the original Draft report. In addition

to Errata, additional information has become available since

the publication of the Draft EIR and is inserted here as

appropriate. The major changes occur in the operating and

capital cost tables and in the Union Station Intercept Plan.

The cost changes reflect Urban Mass Transportation Admini

stration review and generally consist of lower operating

and capital costs than those shown in the Draft EIR. (Table

II-39A and Table II-SOA). Proposed sources of capital and

operating funds tables have also been revised. Generally,

the replacement for Table II-39B reflects greater detail for

sources of operating revenues than the original Table 1I-39B,

including additional information about costs in escalated

dollars. The replapement for Table II-SOC, Proposed Sources

of Capital Funds, shows lower capital costs than those in the

Draft EIR and a slightly different distribution of sources,

generally a smaller share of state funds and a slightly

larger share of local contributions.

The Union Station intercept plan (Figure 1I-24A) shown in

this document covers a smaller area behind Union Station

than the original in the DEIR. The station and parking areas

no longer extend north to Macy Street, and the busway connect

ions are much closer to the Santa Ana Freeway than in the

original plan. This revised site development plan was the

basis for the traffic analysis in the Draft EIR, but final

drawings of the Union Station intercept were not complete

at the time of publication.

, 2-1

Other station site plans shown as replacements for the ori-

ginal figures in Chapter II reflect more detailed information

than was available at the time of original publication. The

basic site coverage has not changed significantly, except in the

the case of Union Station already discussed.

The corrections and revisions shown in this chapter represent

the best information available as of November 28, 1978, and

an attempt to correct other errors, typographical and other

wise, that have been brought to or have come to the attention

of the agency during the circulation period.



ERRATA CHAPTER I

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

1-1 1-100 Left 3 12 "Agne1es" should be Angeles

1-2 1-100 Left 2 13 Reference to SECTION 11-400 should be
SECTION rr-330

1-2 1-100 Left 2
t

2 "Regional Transportation" should be
Regional Transit

1-3 TABLE R.ight 5 2 "Transportation" should be Transit
I-20A

2-2



ERRATA CHAPTER II

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

II- I II-110 Right 3 5 "1000" parking spaces should be 2000
d

II- 4 II-210 Left 1 6 "at the edge of the newly created curbline"
should be 1 1/2 feet from new curb lines

II-l9 II-220 Right 3 2 Delete "operation with"

II-l9 II-220 Right 3 3 "allows" should be in which

II-l9 II-220 Right 3 3 "to" should be would

• "criterior" criterionII-39 II-230 Left 1 7 should be

II-46 II-250 Left 2 3 "requiring" should be require

II-59 II-362 Right 2 4 "romote" should be remote

II-6l II-390 TABLE II-39A , Revise TABLE II-39A to read as follows:

II-62 II-390 TABLE II-39B Revise TABLE II-39B to read as follows:

II-67 II-420 Left 4 3 Insert or after "rail" and before "are"

II-71 II-500 TABLE II-50A Revise TABLE II-50A to read as follows:

II-73 II-500 TABLE II-50C Revise TABLE II-50C to read as follows:

2- 3



REPLACEMENT FOR TABLE II-39A

ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS
(All costs In 1978 dollars)

West Side of Figueroa
Street Alignment

Center of Figueroa
Street Alignment

2-4

•

Cost Elements:

Labor (including overhead)

Power

Materials and spare parts

Contract services

Liability fund

Intercepts

TOTAL

1983

$2,626,000

529,000

253,000

323,000

226,000

410,000

$4,367,000

1990

$2,626,000

568,000

272,000

323,000

254,000

410,000

$4,453,000

1983

$2,626,000

524,000

251,000

323,000

226,000

410,000

$4,360,000

1990

$2,626,000

563,000

269,000

323,000

254,000

410,000

$4,445,000



REPLACEMENT FOR TABLE II-39B

PROPOSED
SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS

FISCIIL YF.!l1l FISCAL YEAR
(IHllions of 1978 Dollars) (~illions of Inflated Dollars l ))

1983-8.1. 1204-8~ !989-90 1994 ~95 1983-8.! 1984-85 ~ 1994-9~

DPM Passenqer Revenll~s $0.9} $2.10 $2.10 $2.10 St.30 $ 3.16 $ 4.7) $ 6.63
(10 Cents equivalent 2)
fare in 1976 dollars)

Parkinq Gross Revenues}} 0.71 0.71 0.15 0.75 1.00 1.07 1. 70 2.38

Dus 'rerminu 1 Lease 0.0 0.10 0.10 0.10 0 0.15 0.23 0.32
I

Private Sel.:lor Hevenues

1\ds and Concession Rentals 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.27 0.20 0..30 0.60 O.D4

• Slation Hetai.l l.ea5es 0.0 0.13 0.13 0.13 0 0.20 0.30 0.40
Air Rights Lea-sos 0.0 0.13 0.11 0.13 0 0.20 0.30 0.40
Value Caplun~ Revenues 0.0 1.20 1.29 1.29 0 1.80 2.90 4.0"1

Subtotal P["iv<1tt.~ Sector $0.14 $1.66 $1.82 $1.82 $0.20 $2.50 $ 4.10 $ 5.71

UM'i'A Section 6 Ddmonstration
funds 2,59 0 0 0 3.62 0 0 0

Tot.al Opcr"tint.j Funds
OPM and Intercepts $4. j1 $4.57 $4.77 $4.77 $6.12 $6.88 $10.71 $15.04

Less Opel'~t illy Cosls for
DI'H and Intcl'cepts 4. J7 4.37 4.45 4.45 6.12 6.57 10.03 14 .07

Net Opcratinq Cont i nqency $0.0 $0.20 $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 $0.31 $ 0.73 $ 0.97

Net Con t i nqmH:y Percentaqe O~ 5~ 7\ 7\ 0\ 5\ 11 n

l)Oascd un <111 inflation rate o[ 1-8%, compounded annually.

2)/\ ten cent equivalt.... nt fare in 1976 doJJars, when inflated to 1981,
represents an ,1vel-aiJC fare of ] 8 cents, or a 25 cent vase fare with
Elderly .:lnll ll<lnfHColppP,j and monthly pass discounts.

))Covcrs the 0pf:r"£')ti nq cost of iotf!rcept p",rkinq and the operating
cust of t[".:lI1~POl'tiJhl parkecs on the OPM.

SCHu-ce: Wilbur $mith and Associates, 1978

2- 5



REPLACEMENT FOR TABLE II-50A

SUMMARY
PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE

(In thou;ands of 1978 dollars)

Center of West Side of
GUIDEWAYS Figueroa Street Alignment Figueroa Street Alignment

Guideway Structures (Aerial) $ 15,226 $ 16,137

Allowance for environmental treatment
of guideway 2,000 2,000

Guideway structures (Subway) 2,062 2,062

Guideway Switches 1,165 1,219

Street and facilities.modifications 2,147 1,847

• Utility Relocation (by others) N/A N/A

SUBTOTAL $ 22,600 SUBTOTAL $ 23,265

STATIONS

Convention Center $ 1,500 $ 1,500

9th Street 1,029 1,047

7th Street 994 969

5th Street 1,128 1,028

Library 855 855

Pershing Square 610 610

World Trade Center 705 705

Bunker Hill 1,792 1,792

Hill Street 778 778

Civic Center 896 896

Little Tokyo 1,050 1,050

Federal Building 1,050 1,050

Union Station 1,600 1,600

Fare Collection and Signing at Stations 700 700

SUBTOTAL $ 14,687 SUBTOTAL $ 14,500

2-6



.._--
PRELIMINARY CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE (Continued)

2-7

•

ELECTRIFICATION

COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL

MAINTENANCE & STORAGE FACILITIES

VEHICLES (60 at $300k)

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

CONTINGENCY (15% of Direct Cost)

SYSTEM TESTING & START-UP

ESCALATION TO 1982

RIGHT OF WAY

Direct Acquisition

City, County & State Land
(Available for local match)

CRA and Private Land and Associated
Improvements

(Available for local match)

TOTAL COST OF DPM SYSTEM

$2,296

$2,516

$9,203

$ 7,300

$ 4 ,S.2~

$ 4,000

$ 18,000

$ 14,000

$ 1,840

$ 10,671

$ 1,800

$ 18,525

$ 14 ,015

$131,988

$2,673

$2,517

$12,364

$ 7,470

$ 4,550

$ 4,000

$ 18,000

$ 14 ,000

$ 1,800

$ 10,671

$ 1,800

$ 18,685

$ 17,544

$136,614

-

INTERCEPT FACILITIES COST
(InclUding Right of Way and Escalation)

Original Proposal

Multi Modal Terminal Concepts

o Convention Center $17,000

o Union Station $25,000

$ 34,000

$ 42,000

$ 34,000

$ 42,000



REPLACEMENT FOR TABLE II-SOC

PROPOSED SOURCE OF CAPITAL FUNDS
(Millions of Inflated Dollars)

2-8

•

Federal Share

UMTA Section 3

FmvA Interstate

Local Share

State Proposition 5

State SB 1879

City, CRA, County,
State, Private Land
Contributions

City and County ,
General Fund, or
Proposition 5 Funds

Total

West Side
of Figueroa
Alignment

$121. 0

25.0

15.1

2.3

15.2

0.0

$178.6

Center of
Figueroa
Variation

$117.3

25.0

15.8

2.3

12.0

1.6

$174.0



ERRATA CHAPTER II (Continued)

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

Replace each of the figures listed below with
the updated figures, attached.

II-14 II-2l0 FIGURE II-2lJ
II-15 II-210 FIGURE II-21K

II-21 II-220 FIGURE II-22A
II-22 II-220 FIGURE II-22B
II-23 II-220 FIGURE II-22C
II-24 II-220 FIGURE II-22D
II-25 II-220 FIGURE II-?2E
iI-26 II-220 FIGURE II-22F• II-27 II-220 FIGURE II-22G
II-28 II-220 FIGURE II-22H
II-29 II-220 FIGURE II-22I
II-30 II-220 FIGURE !I-22J
II-31 II-220 FIGURE II-22Jl
II-33 II-220 FIGURE II-22K
II-34 II-220 FIGURE II-22Kl
II-35 II-220 FIGURE II-22L
II-36 II-220 FIGURE II-22Ll
II-37 II-220 FIGURE II-22M
II-3B II-220 FIGURE II-22N

II-44 II-240 FIGURE II;-24A

II-54 II-340 FIGURE II-34A
II-55 II-340 FIGURE II-34B
II-56 II-340 FIGURE II-34C
II-57 II-340 FIGURE II-34D

Add the following new figures:

FIGURE II-24C
FIGURE II-34Bl

Il
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE 1I-21J

2-LO

-
CONTRACTOR/AG£HCY:

CITY 0' LOS ANGELES
IBUR 0 OIG_E.. Los Angeles Downtown PeOple Mover Project

COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT N3E.NCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES

C••_, _ SHEET TITLE: PLAN AN! PROFILE --,
1-;=¢~(.1i:.o"-_-.-__J..z.-:!:r::-~~-I STA.146+S3 TO STA.I6I+40INEI 5.12-CE
(..:..:-==--" .f- --I ICALES: STA.156+651$W) TO STA.161+47 $W) __•

t«JRIZONTAL 1-.100' 0 !OO I!OO

V..TICAl. ,.10' ~~ IOA .._lI_
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-21K

A'-RIAl
DOU8LE TRACK

I~

(
..
i

5110

l.!A-.._"_

c.~_ SHEET TIllE: PLAN AND PIlOFILl --,

~~~~~~~~=~!!=ILos Angeles Downtown People Mover Project ""_c:::21~~/P~----,----.J~~""LU ~~:I~I:~~m~11!·~t iiliSV.I~~:=J2~~~. -I
COMMUNITY REDEVElOPMENT /JIJEHCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGElES ,.,."".,... ","0'" "" 2QO

vERncat. '~.IO· 0 5> 20

\
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGUREII-22A

B6-03A
~1itooII'lbef:

III
111

III III
III III
I\I II \
III III
I \I III
III III
III III
III III
III II'
II!I III

~~IIII

'I~I III
II~I III
III III
III III
III .111

III I"
III III
III III
III III

I I
I I
I I

I ", I
/ /

I II
I

'C:::~rI I C I,
I I

I ~-r-'I
I \r 1\

30-.0"
,.... t' '.0" I

I'

'.0" 30'·0"

d

.........

11IIAIIII tlA'lftflll.-...cIE.1TOftAGE YARD

C.,_" SHEET TITLE:

Los Angeles Downtown Pepple Mover Project ......=_=-.='--=-":=',,----,,'~""!".~_----""',-:.L.'=-""'-1 UNION STATION INTERCEPT

COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY Oft THE CITY OF lOS ANG~LES GROUND FLOOR PLANJ.a.ot:ntt

---------------- - -- -r.?"'f===

,AftUllQ lWVIL fA n. • JW'" • CA."'11;" LIYllt n. • .,..... 11IC••
'AIl:IUNQUVllLt. 1\........ NUN
'A'UelNG UvtL 1 IlL.' .,..... mCA.
'AftIUNcauvll." IL......... _CAN
'AIIIUfIlJ L1VlL* It....,..... _CAM
'AIII(INIHIVILM n....... "CAllI
'MICINGlIVIL4 IL' .1".... _CAN
'''''A1NOlIVSLk IL.."...... _eAM
'''''..... LtvlL. 1L. ••1·.... .,CAn
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Station length dimensions may vary
to match train Ienglh except where
IIXed by design criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22B

1

Stltion length dimensions may vary
to match train length except where
f1.ed by design criteria lot passenger
flow. ,
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22C

MEZZANINE LEVEL PLAN

I'
Station length dimensions may vary
to match Irain length except whem
fixed by design criteria for passenger
!Iow.
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Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Project
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF mE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
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•
REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE 11-220
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Station length dimensions may vary
to match train length except where
fiXed by dooign criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22E- 1== 2T....
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Station length dimenslona may vary
to match train length except where
fixed by design criteria 10< passenger
flow.
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=:::m"/AGENCY:~_': I»t\fJI Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Project ~~frl L<?l<.'-"" 1.::'. ..". SHEETH~:~REETDPMSTATION
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- REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE 1I-22F
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I
Station length dimensions may vary I
to match train length except where
fixed by design criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22G
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Station length dimensions may vary
to match train tength except whel1ll
fixed by design critarla lor pesaengot'
flaw.
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B4-23A
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Station length dimensions may vary
to match train length except where
!Ixed by design criteria for _
!Iow.
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Los Angeles Downtown People Mover'Project
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE :II-22H
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- REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE 11-221
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22J

1--__' -+ ---1 FIFTH a FIGUEROA DPM STATION
SITE PLAN

1------+-------1ALIGNMENT WEST OF FIGUEROA
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" "b !!

~ 0&10 20 40 60't;!J rU-L-II

Station ~ngth dimensions may vary
to match train length except where
fixed by deS91 criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22Jl

Station length dirr1<lf1Sions may vary
to match train Jength except where
lI'ad by design criteria lor passenger
tlow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22K

•

MEZZANINE LEVEL PLAN

~ .......:

B4-08A

SITE PLAN (&
O· 25' SO'
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Statton length dimensions may vary
to match train length except where
IIxed by design criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22Kl

II

2-24
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22L

MEZZANINE LEVEL PLAN
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Station length dimensions may var~
to match train length except where
::~ by design criteria for passenger
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22Ll

MEZZANINE LEVEL PLAN
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to match train length except where
fixed by design criter~ for passenger
flow.
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P£PLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22M -

Station length dirnensOlS may vary
to match train length except where
fixed by design criteria for passenger
flow.
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-22N
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-24A
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REPLACEr,1ENT FOR FIGURE II-34A :
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to match train length except where
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REPLACE~ffiNT FOR FIGURE 1I-34B
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Station length dimensi>ns may vary
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fixed by design criteria for passenger
flow.
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\
REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-34C
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REPLACEMENT FOR FIGURE II-34D

Station length dimensions may vary
to match train Jength except where
fixed by destgn cflteria for passenger
lIow

'----- '
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CONTRACTOR/AGENCY: ~'~=- rw.•••
....... Jl1.. '.. =- ..............1

tiro Il."'" -..-..~: J s. Ofnll!.....
Los Angeles Downtown People Mover ptoje\ct I-_~''':'-;__'l~_",,,.+-__..-'_'"'--(

COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES

sHEET TITLE: ,
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~ DOUBLE Ae'~/AL
GUIDEWAY.
SEE RAN AIoID
PROPILE $HESTS

NEW FIGURE 1I-24C
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STRUCTURE

SHEET TITLE: ALTERNATIVE

MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE
SITE DEVELOl-'MENT PLAN

----- ~ OF SINGLE GUIDEW,AY AT GRADE
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Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Project
COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
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CONTRACTOR/AGENCY:
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NEW FIGURE II-34Bl
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ERRATA CHAPTER III

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

III- 1 III-OOO Left 1 4 "San Bernardino" should be Santa Monica Freeway

III- 9 III-ISO Right 1 Last SECTION 1II-2l0 should be SECTION IV-2l2.2

III-12 III-192 TABLE III-19C See response to DWP comment

III-13 1II-192 TABLE 1II-19D See response to DWP comment

III-25 1II-2l2 Right 1 10 Reference to SECTION IV-2l0 should be
SECTION IV-22l

III-27 III-212 Left 1 2 Reference to SECTIO~ IV-210 should be
SECTION IV-22l

1II-31 1II-223 Left 2 Last Reference to SECTION 111-211 should be
SECTION 1II-2l2

1II-49 III-333.1 Left 3 2 "an" should be and

2-36



PAGE SECTION COLUMN

ERRATA CHAPTER IV

PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

2-37

IV- 1

IV-ll

IV-l3

IV-OOO

IV-lll

IV-Ill

Right

Left

Left

1 Last

Last 4

3 2

"Phase II Technical studies" shoUld be
Phase III Technical Studies

"feed" should be feet

Reference to TABLE IV-13B should be
TABLE IV-l3D

4th "bullet" 2IV-l3

IV-14

IV-15

IV-19

IV-29

IV-29

IV-43

IV-49

IV-50

IV-51

IV-53

IV-56

IV-58

IV-64

IV-71

IV-lll

IV-lll

Iv-il2.l

IV-121.l

Iv-13!.1

IV-13!.l

IV-l41

IV-l41

IV-14l

IV-l41

TABLE
IV-20A

IV-200

IV-200

IV-2l2.l

IV-2l2.l

Right

Right

Right

Left

. Left

Right

Right

Right

Right

Left

5

Left

Left

Last

4

3

1st "bullet"

2

1

2

3

2

3

I

1

16

2

2

Last

Last

9

"2

5

"power" should be lower

Eliminate this paragraph

which should be inserted between "spillage"
'ii'i'iO""shall"

"wither" should be either

"of an" should be the

"111 million" should be $111 million

"no" should be not

End sentence after "Club~

"udring" should be during

"clgnal" should be signal

Add to Description: Partial obstruction of
views of some buildings; Change In cityscape

TABLE IV-20B should be TABLE IV-20A

TABLE IV-20B should be TABLE IV-20A

"twelve" (parking levels) should be seven

Add the following: Microscale
dispersion analysis for the revised Union
Station plan indicat:es that carbon monIXIde
emission levels for vehicles using the
faCIlity are essentially the same for the
new configuration as for the old. Moving
the station closer to the freeway increases
the background CO levels because of free
wa~~missions.



ERRATA CHAPTER IV (Continued)

2-38

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

IV-2l2.2 . Left

IV-22l.ll3 Left

IV- 74

IV- 79

IV- 80 IV-221.113 Right

3

2

1

1

6

3

"Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual Trans
mittal 205" should be Federal-Aid Highway
Program Manual 7-7-3 "

Delete "the guidance to"

Delete the period after "station" 1
decapitalize "Could" 1 "schieve" should be
achieve

IV- 82 IV-221.l2 TABLE IV-22A

IV- 88 IV-221.l2 FIGURE IV-22G

IV- 93 IV-221.l2 Left 1

IV-lOO IV-22l.2 TABLE IV-221. 2A

IV-l02 IV-221.2 TABLE IV-221.2A

1 Segment 3a : "+" station rating should be ~

Delete FIGURE IV-22G; insert REPLACEMENT FOR
FIGURE IV-22G (see following page)

All Delete this paragraph

Add to "Bunker Hill" list:
23 The Park (under construction)

Add to Committed Refurbishment for
Olive/Hill Streets:
17 Old Auditorium • 59,500 sq. ft. 1980

Office Building

IV-IOO

IV-IOO

IV-221. 2

IV-221.2

TABLE IV 221. 2A

TABLE IV 221. 2A

Add to Major Existing Developments:
46 Los Angeles Mall. 115,000 sq. ft.

retail

Delete under "Bunker Hill":
46 Los Angeles Mall. 115,000 sq. ft.

retail

Add to Major Committed Developments:
49 GSA Parking • 1,300 parking 1979

Structure spaces

Delete under "Bunker Hill":
49 GSA Parking • 1,300 parking 1979

Structure spaces



REPLACEMENT

Source, Arcblp1an. 1918
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ERRATA CHAPTER IV (Continued)

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH ~ REMARKS

IV-1l3 IV-221.21 Right 3 ", 5 "genant" should be tenant

IV-1l9 IV-221.22 Right 3 7 Insert occupancy rate after "57\"

IV-124 IV-221.22 Left 2 S Reference to TABLE 221.2J should be
TABLE IV-221. 2J

IV-l2S IV-221.22 Left 3 I "residential" should be hotel

IV-US IV-221.24 Right I 3 Reference to SECTION IV-231. 2 should be
SECTION IV-231.3

IV-150 IV-221.24 Right Last Last "efficience" should be efficiency
,

IV-152 IV-221.25 Left I 4 "outline" should be outlined

IV-IS2 IV-221.2S Left 2 Last Reference to TABLE 221.2U should be
TABLE IV-221.2U

IV-lS3 IV-221.25 TABLE 221. 2U TABLE 22l.2U should be TABLE !V-22l.2U
thru

IV-169

IV-174 IV-222.1 Left 3 3 "3000" (feet) should be 400

IV-174 IV-222.1 Right 3 4 "and" should be of

IV-l77 IV-222.1 Left 2 2 "tracts· should be tracks

IV-l17 IV-222.1 Left 3 3 "tracts" should be tracks

• IV-179 IV-222.2 Right 2 5 "waul" should be would

IV-IS3 IV-222.2 Left Last I "The only other" should be Another
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ERRATA CHAPTER IV (Continued)

PAGE

IV-IS3

SECTION

IV-222.2

COLUMN

Right

PARAGRAPH

2

LINE REMARKS

The following should be added to this section:

The only other designated park alon~ the
DPM route Is the lawn area surround ng City
Hall (see FIGURE IV-22V in the DEIR and
number 7 In the key to that fIgure). The
DPM guIdeway will require taking suffIcient
land in thIs park for five column footings.
Depending on the column size finalla adopted,
the taking for column·footlngs coulrange
from fifty square feet to 180 square feet
(see Page 11-40 of the DEIR for column
footIng dImensions).

IV-202

IV-204

IV-217

IV-231.4

IV-241

IV-242

TABLE IV-23F

Left

Right

3

3

2

9

IV-23F and insert
=:..:::==::::.::.....:~~:;.:::=::......:I~V:..-..:2:.:3::..F(see attached)

Reference to SECTION 11-254 should be
SECTION II-330

Additional information about VMT calculations
are contained in responses to David Dubbink
Comment '5, Chapter 3 of this document.



REPLACEMENT FOR TABLE IV-23F

SUMMARY OF NET OPM IMPACTS IN CITY TAX REVENUES
(millions of constant 1978 dollars)

1978
1990

Baseline
1990

with OPM
Net OPU Impact

vs 1990 Baseline
~ .-"

i. , Change
Annual Net Property Tax Re-
venues to Citv from eanH $ 4.26 $ 6.75 $ '.18 0.43 6.4\

Cumulative (1978-1990) Net
Pro~erty Tax Revenues
to City from caD N/A 72.25 74.D 1.118 2.6%

Annual Net Retail sales l )
Tax Revenues to City
from caD 5.35 5.84 6.34 0.50 8.6%

Cumulative (1983-1990)
Net Retail Sales Tax
Revenues to City from CBO NIA 72.74 75.99 3.25 4.5%

Annual Hotel Tax Revenues
to Ci ty from caD 3·12 5.75 6.17 0.42 1.3%

Cumulative (1983-1990)
Hotel Tax Revenues
to City from caD N/A 59.61 62.34 2.73 4.6%

.
Annual Misc. Tax Revenues
(Business Taxes and Fees)
to City from caD .31 0.50 0.60 0.10 20%

Cumulative (1983-1990)
Misc. Tax Revenues
to City from CaD N/A 6.2 7.1 0.9 14.5%

~nta1 Annual Net Citv1 )
$13.34 $ 18.84 20.29 $1.45 7.7\Revenues from caD

Cumulative (1978-1990) Net
City Revenues
from caD N/A $210.80 "$219.56 ~8.76 4.<!~

1) "Net" City taxes are exclusive of intra-city transfers.

Source: Robert J. Harmon and Associates, 1978



ERRATA CHAPTER V

No corrections or additions.

ERRATA CHAPTER VI

PAGE SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPH LINE REMARKS

VI-l2

VI-13

VI-310

VI-3l0

TABLE VI-3lA

TABLE VI-31A

Add to "Resulting DPM Growth-Inducing Effect"
for "Office" :

(2)

In column headed "DPM-Induced Demand" under
(3) (a), line 2, delete "milliQn" after "30"



SECTION COLUMN PARAGRAPII

ERRATA CHAPTER VII

LINE REMARKS

VII-20 VII-122

VII-24 VII-lJO

VII-32 VII-24 0

VII-40 VII-400

Left

Left

Right

Right

2

Last

Last

1

Last

3

Last

6

"will" should be would

Add 1 after "DPM"

Add the after "and"

the

APPENDIX 4

ERRATA APPENDICES

Chapter 6 of this document identifies the
agencies and individuals who received copies
of the DEIR and also notes those who commented •

.
ERRATA MISCELLANEOUS

All references in the DEIR to the Department of Engineering

(City of Los Angeles) should be to the Bureau of Engineering.
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CHAPTER 3: WRITTEN COMMENTS REQUIRING RESPONSES

The following chapter includes the written comments from

agencies, organizations, and individuals which have been

received during the public revi~w period, together with re

sponses to those comments. In order to facilitate cross

references between the comments and responses, comments have

been assigned numbers which are shown in the right hand margins.

The corresponding responses are included immediately after

each written submission.

rhe ordering of written comments presented in this chapter i p

as follows:

Federal Agencies

o General Services Administration

o Federal Highway Administration

State Agencies

0 California Department of Conservation

0 California Health and Welfare Agency

0 California Department of Transportation, District 07

0 California Department of Parks and Recreation

County Agencies

o Los Angeles County Transportation Commission

city Agencies .

0 Los Angeles Fire Department

0 Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

0 Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks

• 0 Los Angeles City Planning Deparbnent

0 Los Angeles City Traffic Department

'0 Los Angeles City Bureau of Engineering

Other Public Organizations

o Southern California Rapid Transit District

Private Organizations

o Automobile Club of Southern California

o League of Women Voters

o Jonathon Club

o National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People

Individuals

0 Anonymous
0 Dr. David Dubbink
0 Mr. Sherman Griselle

0 Mr. Vincent Hodge

0 Mr. Mike Poleinski



General Services Administration· Region 9
525 Markel Street
San Francisco. CA 94105

~~
v"
~,

Oalel •••=::tC ,~~ .:J~.L,.{. .I ,j- I ....t*'F I
Action, .... J-.~~ 1.~J..L'i.~ry ?P

3

We very much spprec:iate the opportunity to review your draft environmental
impact report, and ..e hope that OUr comments ..ill be helpful.

As we bave noted previously the other alternatives' of a.lignment on City- I
owned property on the weat aide of Los Angelea Street, Or down the center
of that atreet would also be acceptable to CSA. Certainly the location
on the west side of Los Angales Street would provide the most convenient
aeces. possible to the City Hall.

"~?l .
h~?i:?

• 'Ra on..! COllIll1sa!oner
P~ Buildings Service

tnfo ..

• J •••• u •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••

.0 H •••

..............................................u ...

OCT 27 1979

Mr. Edward N. lIeHeld
Community Redevelopment Agency
Attention: Ms. Myra Frank
727 West Seventh Street, Suite 400
Loa A~geles, California 90017

Dear Mr. Helfeld:

We have reviewed your letter of September 12 and the Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the proposed Downtown People Hover. the goals of the
system are certainly commendable. We reiterate, however, that tbe
guideway alignment and station location on Federal property in front of
the Federal auilding at 300 North Los Angeles Street are not acceptsble.

The Federal auilding has a high volume of vi.itors, many of whom sre
unfamiliar with downtown Los Angeles. The high visibility and easy
recognition of the building sre essential for the effective operation 11
of our public contact oriented tenant agencies. The currently proposed
guideway alignment and station location would be a definite hindrance.

I

The visual impact on the Federal Building ia another serioua concern. I2
We disagree with your judgment in the DEIR that the atation, with ita
attendant escalatora and elevator, would "adorn" our building. The
massiveness of the building requires the balance of the now uncluttered,
deep setback. Further, whLle the guideway .s you propose to locate
it might possibly be perceived from the City Mall as a "slender spine
floating high above the street", it would perc:eived from the Federal
prope~ty as a masaive detraction.

Our preference of an alternative guideway alignment and location for I3
the station ia east of the Federal Building as~was originally agreed
upon. Our parking atructure, soon to be under construction on the east
side of the building, vas planned to accommodate the People Mover station
at significant sacrifice of design tlexibility on our part. Please note
that in August 1977 your agency advised our environmental consultant
that, "The projects would, in fact, appear to complement each other
'lith a People Hover station incorporated into the parking structure. II

GSA was not advised until June 1978 thdt you propoaed to locate on
Federal property, directly in front of our building_



RESPONSES TO THE GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION:

1 The currently proposed guideway alignment and station

location pro~ide a Federal Building station with very

convenient access and a high recognition value for the

"high volume of visitors" to the building.

:! The final design of all of the stations will be carefully

coordinated with the surrounding visual environment.

The question of whether a station will adorn or detract

from the visual environment is a SUbjective one.

However the kinds of architectural and design conside

rations outlined in Section IV-22l.ll will be even more

stringently observed during the final design phase.

~ Each of the potential alignments along Los Angeles .

Street was exa~ined by urban planners, architects and

engineers in developing a preferred alignment. The

west side alignment provided the best access to the

Los Angeles Mall and Civic Center buildings. The turn

from First Street to Los Angeles Street within the

allowable radius cannot be made to the westside, there

fore, the guideway would have to swing out to the center

of the street and back to the west side and again cross

over at the freeway.

The multiple crossings of the guideway provides a visual

discontinuity that disturbs the linear quality of the

whole Los Angeles Street corridor.

The center of Los.Angeles Street alignment provides

equal access to both sides of the Street. Its major

disadvantage is the limitation of left turn lanes along

Los Angeles Street in both directions. The reconstruction

of left turns would add to traffic congestion in the area

as cars would be forced to circle the ~rea to use parking

a
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facilities at the L.A. Mall, The Parker Center and The

Federal building.

The east side alignment was selected as having the least

impact on the total corridor. Careful attention will

be given to column design and spacing along the street

to allow visual recognition of the various structures.

As part of the preliminary engineering studies started in

January, 1978, the City Council requested that a route

refinement analysis be conducted to determine an optimal

route and station location. The Council requested that the

results of the route refinement study and recommended align

ment De brought to them for approval.

An excerpt from the route refinement ana~ysis overview is

attached.

Also, the City council's report and actions relative to

the route refinement analysis states, in amendment 6,

"To incorporate feasible parts of the pedway plan
with special consideration to be given to the
pedway over Los Angeles Street to provide access
to the City Hall and over the Hollywood Freeway
to provide access to the Olvera Street area."

EXCERPT ROUTE REFINEMENT ANALYSIS OVERVIEW APRIL, 1978

The Route Refinement Evaluation was conducted in a manner

similar to that of the Phase II Alternatives Analysis.

During Phase II, Program Goals and Objectives were synthe

sized into a set of performance, impact and cost criteria.

During the current set of analytical tasks each route re

finement option was reviewed according to this comprehensive

list of criteria to determine if there were significant

differences among the options. A detailed analysis was

conducted in each case to identify significant differences.



..

Figures I and II summarize the major differences among the

route options. As shown in Figure I, the options do not vary

significantly in terms of patronage, travel time, comfort

and convenience of the ride, and operating costs.

Major differences appear, however, in terms of capital cost,

direct access to activity centers, visual, noise and historical

site impact, and joint development opportunities. Furthermore,

as shown in Figure II, Option C covers a greater service

area because of the split alignment.

Previous DPM anal~ses indicated that significant opportunities

for joint development exist in downtown Los Angeles and there

i~ a potential for a commitment of private sector monies to

operate and maintain the system.

Figure III identifies near-term developments along each

corridor. Current urban design and financial analyses in

dicate that opportunities for joint development exist pr~

marily along Figueroa Street and in the Bunker Hill and Hill

Street areas.

Design solutions to visual, noise and historical site impacts

were developed during this stage of analysis. Routing the

system behind St. Paul's Cathedral is a solution to the visual,

noise and nistoric site impacts at that site. (see Option F

in Figure II). Locating a single station in front of the

Federal Building and providing pedestrian linkages to the Los

Angeles Mall and Olvera Street offers design improvements

particularly for the El Pueblo State Historic Park. (see

Option E in Figure II). Given these two proposed modi-

fications, there appear to be minimal visual and noise impact

differences among the alternatives. There are more local

historic sites and parks along Option C.
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PIGURE I: SUI>'''IAllY uf? FHIDI::OS

Hecommended Baseline Route Options Slr;nlflcance
--- -----~

. :!"I\~;LInE Al1cnment A n C D E F
--- "-- ----- -------
Service flleaSlu-es

Patronage esl;1l1lateB - dal~y 8'1,200 78,300 79.500 " 811.700 81,000 79.300 76,300 ~
total

------

'lypical 'I'rip tines - minutes 0
a) City Hall to Broadway 13.6 12,5 10.6 13.6 12.4 12.5 12.7

Plaza

b) Convention Center to 8.2 11.1 11.5 8.2 11.1 11.1 11.3
Ulltuore lIotel

c) Convention Center to 12.6 9.9 10.3 12.6 9.3 9.9 10.1
~cul'1ty Plaza

--------

Stl'eet tl'url'Je loads

NIUII'IW of locations with 3 4 2 6 ) II 4 ~
Vic gl\mter than .8

---_._-- -----------
Act!vJty centers served •f41ll iUlUlI :;ervlce 26 19 18 25 19 18 18

Le:m than 3 anJ "ute walle 9 "9 9 7 9 9

3 1II111111e wall, 10 10 ] 11 10 10- ---"--_._--- --_..-. ------
(]u11.1ewily ClIl"VCli and gr"ddes

lIol1f~lli:!.t:d factor 125 100 106 99 89 96 12') 0

" I
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FiGURe I: SUf.lf·11H1'l OF Fli:OIIIUS (continued)

3-6

Recommended Base line Route Options
---------------------~ - -- ----- ------

Alignment A D c D E F

Significance

Impact Measures

Minimize construction impacts

Utility relocations -
normdlized factor NA

Construction
difficulties-
normalized factor NA

Business disruption during
construction number of
business parcels NA

Environmental Areas

100

100

315

65

102

267

143

123

317

109

112

284

113

93

315

90

109

310

o

o
o

Numlwr of visually sensitive
arCdli
NUlIlhGr of/noise sensitive use
drCilli

IIi s tode Sites and parks
~edera) register
Loca)

1

o

1
.5

2

2

1
4

1

o

1
3

3

a

1
7

2

o

1
4

1

o

I
4

o
o

1
3

Yes Yes- Yes
better

Confonnilllce to adopted plans

Bxpansion Flexibility

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ves

¥es- Yes- Yes
better

Yes

Yes

Yes o
N. A. Not available but approximately equal to C



FIJURE I: Slif·IHAi". t m FI::DU:aS (continued)

3-7

Recor.:ml..'ndetl Dasel1ne Route ~t1ons SIgn 1 f 1cane,:

•.. .:::/\:: l"I~f Allfnrent A n C D i:: to'

!~InMcial l-l!as\If'es

Operating & Plaint. Costs - . N/A 100 Ita 105 101 99 101 0
nOl1nullzetl factor

PrIvate Sector Revenue loll 100 57.5 loll 99 100 94.,4 •potential normalized factor

Pal'ldng subatll;utlon 122 100 82 10~ 100 100 100 •potent.! al

Potential ()evelOp!OOnta Sel'Ved •/leI.. I Ll/Co"l.lTC La 1 MIllion aq. ft .".8 ].75 2.25 3.55 3.75 3.75 Il.e
:;otel unIts 3771) 2351 1305 3110 2851 27"0 2851
Ne\~ ne~tdent1al Units nOD 1100 1800 noD 256 noD noo

OPt~l·i.It LlIg; Revenue td Gost ratios 108 100 101 108 103 100 100 Q

Capltul CLl~ls NOl11u11zed 91 100 99 95 87 99 101 •
f.lax Inun {Ileal Sh:we fo\uld 11Ig;
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Figure III
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November 6, 1978

HED-09

General COlllJllent

Table II-SOC on page 11-71 lists the Federal High...ay Administration as
the source for $25 mUion. Use of Federal-aId highwa!J funds for park
ing and highwa!J elements of the plan was suggested b!J Secretary Coleman
In hIs December 22, 1976 letter. Highwa!J funds ....y be used for the above
purposes under sections 117 and 142 of Title 23, U.S. Code, Highways.
The rules for such use ar~ found in part 810.2 of Title 21, Code of Federal
Regulations.
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Ms. Myra L. Frank
Senior Transportation Planner
Commun~ty Redevelopment Agency
727 "'est Seventh Street·, Suite 400
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dear Ms. Frank:

we have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Los
Angeles Downtown People Hover in Los Angeles Count!J, California, and
provide the following comments.

However, before FHWA Ny make funds available it ...ill be necessary to
identify the plan elements fOr which highway funds are sought, and to ob
ta ill ~I,o .1pproval of the RegIonal Transportation Planning Agency. To
meet this Idtter requirement, CRA ...ill have to work throllgh the Los
Angeles county Transportation CommissIon and the Southern California
AssocIatIon of Governments.

In addition, for other than Federal aid Urban funds; application must be
made through CALTRANS to the Federal Highway Administration.

We appre~iate this opportunit!J to review the subject Draft EIS and would
like to receive a cOp!J of the Final Statement when it becomes available.

6

Section IV-HI

To minimize freeway traffic operational impacts during construction, I
consideration should be given to divert through tr.ffic aw.y from
the construction .re. by use ot .ltern.te free....y routes, e.g., for work 1
on Route 101 divert tr.ffic onto Routes 11 and 5 by .dvance signing
and public informational techniques.

1.

2. Include discussion on freeway opera~ional impacts ~uring construction I
of the proposed eastbound Route 10 off-ramp trolll d~rectional connector
ramp to Pico Boulevard.

2

Sincerely yours,

()p#i.~~T l.- Office of Environment and Design

1.

-

Section IV-242

With the existing freew.y operational problems due to substandard g8O-1
me tries at the westbound on-.nd off-ramps .t Vignes Street .nd with 3
the anticipated incre.se in r.mp traffic contributed by the union
Station intercept, further discussion concerning freeway oper.tional
problems and necessarg corrective measures is required.

2. Discuss freeway operational effects from the proposed eastbound off- I~
ramp from Route 10 connector ralllp to Pico Boulevard.

1. Expand discussion on potential freeway traffic problems from Con-
vention Center intercept generated traffic in the p.m. peak, e.g.,
need information to determine if the freeway facility will be able to
accolMlOdate the added traffic from the 11th Street on-ramp. IIlso, to 5
facilitate access to the freewag ramp .t 11th Street in itself, as
suggested on page IV-216, will not alleviate the traffic problem at
this location if the freeway cannot accollllllOd.te any additional ramp
traffic without mainline upgrading. O~el :;:; .. , ,.... . /"

Atllon: V
Info.: 'i.E.(lP.~~Jl).



RESPONSES TO THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION:

1 As indica~ed in Section IV-14l, most DPM construction
activity in proximity to Route 101 can be accomplished

without affecting freeway flow. However, all service

interruptions will be addressed in accordance with Cal

trans standards.

~ A discussion of the freeway operational impacts due to

the construction of the off-ramp at pico Boulevard from

the eastbound Santa Monica Freeway was not included due
to the absence of specific design details at this time.
All construction activities would be staged to minimize

the impacts on freeway traffic, particularly during peak
demand periods. .

~ Ease of access is the key to full utilization of the in
tercept facilities. At the Union Station intercept,

Vignes Street will be widened and straightened, and the

driveways have been designed to maximize ease of ingress

and egress. There are a variety of access routes that

are available from both freeways and surface streets. In

addition, the extension of the San Ber~a~dino Freeway

busway will accommodate carpools and buses, decreasing

freeway demand. Based on a corridor demand analysis, it

is not anticipated that a sufficient number of vehicles

will utilize the Vignes Street ramps to significantly

affect freeway operations.

II As indicated in section 11-332, "the ramp modifications
,will not eliminate or significantly change existing

traffic patterns", with the exception of trips destined

to the intercept which are discussed in Section IV-242.

3-12

!) The DPM will not significantly affect CBD trip demand.

However, some trips that would have continued into the

CBD core will be intercepted at Union Station and the
Convention Center. Tois should improve freeway flow at

critical locations along the west and north sides of the

downtown area. The same number of trips would then be

added back into system during the P.M. peak. Therefore,

the DPM will not significantly affect freeway system

dema~d. As indicated in Section IV-242, the 44-foot

w~dth of 11th Street ~nder the Harbor Freeway acts as the

major capacity constraint at that location. Diversion to

s~rface streets and other freeway ramps was considered as

a .part of the traffic analysis and was determined not to

be significant (Section IV-242l.

E) The program staff has worked with the Los Angeles County

Transportation Commission and the Southern California

Association of Governments during the current and previ

ous planning phases. The need to continue this coordi

native effort is well recognized. Several meetings have

also been held with Caltrans and FHWA to discuss specifi-

, cally the matter of Federal-aid highway funding and the

process for securing both FAI and FAU funds.
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RESPONSE TO CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

S~bioct' Review of: Draft EnvirollDlental Impact Report - The Los Angeles Downtown
People Mover Program Los Angeles County SCH 78072467

This document is unacceptable from a geologic standpoint as it is al.ast
entirely lacking in the evaluation of geologic ha.ards and impacts. Contrary
to the statement in section 111-110, geology, topography and soils are
definitely affected or involved by those portions of the people mover route
through Bunker Hill. Additionally, those portions of the project which are
above ground are potentially subject to ground shaking and secondary earthquake
affects. Among the secondary affects which should be evaluated are the
potential for liquefaction in the areas underlain by alluvium, and slope
stability problems in the Bunker Hill area. Even if geologic considerations are
thoroughly analyzed in other referenced reports, the conclusions regarding
specific ha:ards should be presented in the final fIR.

In addition, it should be noted that soil core borings, and

subsequent analysis, will be-accomplished as part of the fina~

design of the DPM. Such analysis will be translated into

appropriate structural design requirements, relating to slope

- stability and seismicity. Also, compliance with the approp

riate sections of the City of Los Angeles Building Code will

be completed before DPM construction begins.

A geology and soils engineering report was requested of the

City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, for the area

of potential DPM construction, in September, 1976. The re

port which was submitted, including a subsequent addendum,

indicated that DPM construction activity, or the resulting

structures, presented no particular or unusual difficulty,

from the points of view of geology, soil, and seismicity.

This was further reinforced by the recognition of required

compliance with the City of Los Angeles Conservation Plan and

Building Code, which take these considerations into account.

For these reasons, the applicable geology reports were not

included in the Draft EIR. However, for the sake of complete.
reporting, the applicable geology and soils reports are re-

• printed. in their entirety. Also included, for reference pur

poses, are maps of both the geology and soils conditions

in the Central business district .. These maps were prepared

for an earlier Draft Environmental Impact Assessment, which

was one input to the preparation of the Draft EIR.

telephon.. ATSS 6~0·3S60

620-3$60

Dolo. OCtober 5, 1978

Jerome A. Treiman
Geologist

v~ ,<\./.........:.-.

L. Frank Goodson
Projects Coordinator
The Resources Agency

Albert Perdon
~i~y c~ Los Angeles
727 W 7th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Department of Conservation
DI.'II•••1 Mi"••••4 G••••,t
107 S• .,.h .r '. l A 90012

~~
y(lmes F. Davis

l
Si ate Geologist
kG 3468

JAT:JFD:br

from I

To

Memorandum
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CITY or LOS .\SGaLf.'

PErART~IE1iTOF rURI.IC WORKS

Bureau of Eucinc:c:rinc
STREET OPENING AND WIDENING DIVISION

GEOLOGV A:-ID SOILS E!<G1~EERINO SECTION

nEronT
September 20, 1976
166-179

September 20, 1976
166-179

minerals and is probably "perched" ground water. Sulfate Ions are
predominant components of the minerals analy~ed. Potable drinking
water is tapped by wells averaging 120 feet In depth in the general
area.

Sml~IARY OF GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS ALONG THE ROUTE OF TtIE PROPOSED
DOl~NIOI\'N PEOPLE i·IOVER SYSTE~I - W.O. 61966

Upper limits of ground water zones are found in the area frOM
H feet to 33 feet from the surface. This "ater contains dissolved

Bedrock strata in the eastern half 8f the ~egion strike east-«est
and dip south at various angles (10 to 83). The western half of
the region contains anticlinal and synclinal structures whose axes
trend from east-west to north«est-southeast.

~earby acti~e faults which might possibly affect the site are
approximately 6 miles northeast (Raymond lIill Fault) and 6 miles
soutl",est ( a sogr.lent of the NC\'port-lnslewood Fault System). In
addition, the active San Andreas Fault lies approximately 20 miles
northeast and. though mor~ distant, would probably have some etroct
on the site.

The surface soils along the proposed route have been classified as
several types of loa. (mixtures of sand, silt and clay) by the
Department of Agriculture. These classifications (Hanford Loam,
Hanford Fine Sandy Loam, Ramona Loaa and Altamont Loam) have similar
engineering properties and can be class~ied as silty sand or sandy
silt for the purpose of foundation design.

Extensive grading has been done throughout the area in past years;
therefore, man-made fill of unknown extent and quality could be
encountered almost anywhere along the proposed route.

SEISMIC CONDITIONS

No accurate prediction can be laade as to the occurrence of "liquefaction"
effects from seis~ic activity. Nevertheless, since some ground water
occurs less than SO feet from the surface over most of the area.
liquefaction could ~ossibly result from strong seismic motion. This
should be considered during the investigation for foundation design.

usinf charts and data in the State Division of Mines and Geology
publ cation, Map' Sheet 23 (1974), an approxima~ion of possible bedrock
acceleration for-probable earthquakes was obtained. This publication
indicates that the Raymond Hill Fault 'could have an earthquake of
aafnitude lS on the Richter scale at some future date. Based on
th s data, an expected 0.53 g bedrock acceleration could be expected
in the area of the proposed circulation system. The Newport-Inglewood
fault system might experience an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude on the
Richter scale. This could result in an expected 0.48 g bedrock -

• acceleration at the site. In both cases, the active or potentially
active faults are approximately 6 miles away. The more distant San
Andreas might experience an earthquake of magnitude 8.25 on the Richter
scale. Bedrock acceleration at the site could reach 0.34 g from a
seismic event of that magnitude.

Also listed in the data are approxilaations of durations of shaking caused
by fault movement. At magnitudes of 7.0 or greater, a duration of
Z4 to 35 seconds of shaking might be expected.

The above data are not to be considered as authoritative official
standards, but are only approximations based on information available
when ~Iap Sheet 13 was published. ~Iore recent findings indicate that
the peak accelerations 1is ted in ~Iap Sheet 23 are questionable.
This is because ·ground velocity" and "ground displacement" are not
taken into account. Iloreover, "harmonics" of the §round and/or a
proposed structure are not considered. "Harmonics' may differ or
coincide, causing either a dampening effect or an increase In
predicted peak accelerations. Much more study is needed to reach
valid conclusions regarding seismicity and this proposed project .

.)

GENERAL GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

INTRODUCT ION

lhe foUo«ing information was campi led in response to a request
dated September 8, 1976 from the Community Redevelopment Agency of
Los Angeles. Huch information and data were obta.ined from [1'0
published sources: "Geology of the Elysian Park-Repetto Hills
Area, Los Angeles County, California" and "~Iaxi..u" Credible Rock
Acceleration from Earthquakes in California," ~Iap Sheet 23,
both published by the California Division of Mines and Geology.
Additional sources of information are contained in the Bibliography
in the Appendix.

Alluvium of Pleistocene to Recent age covers most of the region and
overlies continental (non'marine) terrace deposits in the northeast
and southwest segments of the proposed circulation routes. Iwwever,
over most of the region, alluviua overlies marine strata of'
Pliocene and ~iocene ages. The alluvium consists of unlithified
horizontal layers of sand, gravel, silt and clay. The Pliocene
and Miocene formations consist of sandstone, siltstone, shale,
diatomaceous shale (locally) and, in some areas. oil-bearing sediments.
However, no producing oil field is within the boundaries of the
proposed circulation routes. The northern boundary of the nearest
oil field (Union Station Oil Field) is 1800 feet south of Union
Station.

•
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September 20. 1976
166-179

September 20, 19i6
166·179
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Art Dennis. Division Engineer
Street Opening 6 Widening Division

Tunneling for the subway portion of the proposed Circulation
Distribution System will have no apprcciable ~etrimental effect
on the geologic environment that can be ascertained at this time.
Likewise. standard footings Or foundations to support the overhead
portions of the System should have no detrimental effect on the
underlying geologic and soils conditions.

G . ,1. h .

,~. _,.. " ' ",.{ ~. L.
c~Ric-h;~ds'-. ....
Engineering Geologist

·-:7)/..L(/~~L.{ [';7 .}-
H. Ii. :,alters
Project Soils Engillecr
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October 7, 1976
166-179 Addendum

ADDENDUM TO SU~~ARY OF GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS ALONG THE ROUTE OF THE
PROPOSED DO~mTOWN PEOPLE MOVER SYSTEM - W. O. 61966

This additional information is supplied in response to an oral
request (September 28. 1976) from a representative of the
Community Redevelopment Agency. This information is desired in
order to clarify and interpret certain items and cORlRlents contained
in our report dated September 20, 1976 (File No. 166-179).

The first item needing clarification concerns the proposed short
section of tunnel which f~ needed to facilitate construction of
the "People ~Iover." The tunnel will traverse the Bunker Hill area.

No special problems will be encountered In constructing the tunnel.
Going below existing utilities would cause the tunnel to traverse
the Lo...er Pliocene Shale formation Cas mapped by Dr,. John But<alda
in 1941). The formation contains olive lray and bro"nish gray silty
shale with occasional sandstone. pebbly and conalomeratic beds. The
strata are indistinctly bedded, poorly to moderately consolidated.
and relatively soft. Tunneling can be accolllplished by conventional
methods without d~fficulty. Inasmuch as bedding strikes east-"est
and dips steeply to moderately south. components of dip will project
into the northeast side of the tunnel. Addition31 shoring lIIay be
required unless a tunneling machine is utilized. Gas lIlay be
encountered in the tunnel excavation. but ground liater will be no
problem.

The second item needing clarificatipn is the mention of upper limits
of ground water·tones. The September 20. 1976 report states that
such limits are found from 21 to 33 feet from the surface. Emphasis
is placed on the fact that these water zones are probably '~erched

"ater." "Perched "ater" is of limited quantity and pressure. not
truly representing the "water table," which is found probably 120
feet below the surface. Footings for the people mover or the
proposed tunnel will be ..ell above the "ater table. Should "perched
"ater" be encountered. drainage rRight occur into the tunnel if the
bottom of the water zone is above the invert of the tunnel. The
drainage "ould continue until the water zone is sufficiently drained
so that a "hydraulic head" no longer exists lletlieen the tunnel op~ning

and the water zone. ~ith flowage limited by such gravity' floli. the
minimal qual tities of "perched "ater" can be easily pumped out of
the tunnel .

October 7. 1976
166-179 Addend~.

The third and last ltell concerns the type classifications given
to the soils in the area. For planning purposes. it is useful to
refer to the "Soil Survey of the Los Angeies Area. California."
USDA. 1919 and the "Report and General' Soil ~fap. J.as Angeles County.
California." Soil Conservation Service. 1967. f1oliever. these are
very feneralized studies done primarily for agricul tural purposes.
The f eld work for these studies was done prior to the extensive
downtown development which has occurred in the past 50 years.
Soil investigations done' for other projects in the vicinity of the
proposed people 1I0ver project generally show the presence of
silty sand and sandy silt. with sOllie poorly graded sands and gravels.
These soils would be rated as ".oderate" with respect to "Degree
of Soil Ll.itatlon" in the 1967 SoU Conservation Service report.
Other limitations such as those caused by soil swelling and
shrinkage. or excessive settle.ent are not usually encountered in
the area of the proposed project. .

The presence of man-made ,fill and underground utilities. structures.
and tunnels. those abandoned or those still in use. wili be a major
concer~ when buiiding the project. Some of these obstructions can
be predictod froll old records; however. many more arc of unknown
extent. ·and will not be discovered until construction is underway.

It is recomllended that a thorough soil and geologic investigation
be made along the actual route of the project prior to any design.

C. A. RIchardS
Engineering Geologist

Art Dennis. Division Engineer
Street Opening &~id~ning Division

CAR/HGlt/hz
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GEOLOGIC MAP
of Downtown
Los Angeles

SOURCE: U.S.G.S.,197?
~ ,LQ.W\..rJ 1'110 .
~~ ~ I

d

c:::::J ALLUVIUM (Silt, sand and gravel)
.. TERRACE DEPOSITS (Slit, sand and

gravel forming dissected alluvial plain
and alluvial terrace deposits)

~ FERNANDO FORMATION (Siltstone,
massive, light grey)

.. PUENTE FORMATION (Siltstone,
well bedded, light brown and
light grey) ,

.. PUENTE FORMATION
(Diatomaceous shale,
punls.Y, dull white)

I.S OLD ALLUVIUM (Silt,
sand and gravel form
ing dissected allu- "4)

vial platn and ' "4)

alluvial terrace "
deposits) •

•
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~ Altamont Clay Loam
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Memorandum

from 1 Env Irormen ta1 Hea lth Services Branch

In LIO and leq for 1990 with the DPH Project. These differences should
be explained. In addftion, the arlthmetfc sound level average of all
posItions In the area (bottom of page IV-73) Is acoustically meaningless.

Orlglnal.81~8d b1
Ie~neth Bilell

Kenneth Buell, Chief

-2-Health and Welfare AgencyOcpaf"n,c.,' 0' tI"c.lth
~(~t~'/icf::l

OCT 13 1918
SCII 111072461
Los Angeles Downtown
People Mover Program

Subied :

Do'. ,Ilea lth and We IfaI"e "Jency
Attention Assistant t.o the

Secret,lI''y, Operations
915 Capitol Hall, Room 200

uf Cult'ornio

fo

The Office of Iloise Control within the California Department of Health Services
has reviewed the Draft EIR for the Los Angeles Downtown People Hover Program
and offers the following comments.

1. The reference in the last sentence of page 111~9 to Section 111-210 does
not refer to the Results section of the noise survey. It is believed that
this should be changed to Section IV-212-2 on page IV-71.

2. Possible construction noise abatement techniques are adequately delineated
In Section IV-Ill; however, the section is too vague in its explanation of
how the noise sources impacting the area will be mitigated. For example,
the section might state that the contractor will be required to take
specific noise abatement procedures such as using quiet afr compressors,
substitute high noise generating equipment with quieter ones, etc. In
addition, absolute standards can be suggested for maximum noise exceedance
values such as as dBA for dally operation between the hours of 1 a.m. to
7 p.m. except Sundays and legal holidays. During Sundays and holidays
and between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. the noise should·not exceed 70 dBA.

3. It should be explained how, if the center Figueroa variation is selected,
the noise levels due to construction will result in decreased noise levels
on the west side of the street as stated in the paragraph entitled, ·Un
mitigated Construction Noise Impacts", on page IV-14.

4. The statement regarding the decreased noise levels on the west side of
Figueroa Street (and increased onlthe east side) is repeated verbatim
under the section: Construction Vibration Sources. This statement may
have resulted from incorrect printing of the report but in any case
should not be found in the section under Vibration.

5. References to Municipal Codes and City Ordinances on page IV-14 should be
more specific, stating either the title of the sec ions or a brief (I sen-

.. tence) summary explaining to the lay person what is contained in sections·
of the Code or Ordinances.

6. It is stated that due to the computer predictions, the DPM should have no
significant impact on noise levels. This statement Is supported by most
of the presented data; however, Positions 9 and II (Francisco Street E/S
between Figueroa Street and Harbor Freeway and Fremont Street W/S between
5th Street and 6th Street respectively) shew predicted Increases of a dB
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RESPONSES TO THE CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY:

1. The reference should be changed to read:

"The results of the survey are discussed in Section

IV-2l2.2."

2. See the response to the Los Angeles.County Transportation

Commission comments.

3. If the center of Figueroa variation were selected, the

location of construction activity along Figu~roa, between

the Convention Center and 7th Street would be shifted from

the area of the west sidewalk to the centerline of the

street. This would increase the distance of construction

activity to west side land uses,and decrease the distance

to east side land uses. The net result is that of two

sensitive land uses located on the west side of the street,

both would experience a decrease in construction noise of

about 12 dB(A). Of the five sensitive land uses located

on the east side of the street, construction noise increases

would range from 4 to 8 dB(A).

4. Delete the last paragraph on page IV-14.

5. See the response to the comments of the Los Angeles County.
Transportation Commission.

6. The computer program output for positions 9 and 11 was

verified with another run, and the results as shown on page

IV-73 were reaffirmed. However, on the basis of data and

results at all remaining noise measurement positions, the

8 dBA differential appears inconsistent. Looking'at the

Ambient Noise Survey (ANS) data and the 1978 computer pre

dictions, which should be comparable levels, one finds that

the noise level differences are about 8 dBA at position 9

and about 6 dBA at position 11. (For the vast majority of
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all other positions along the route, the 'differences

between 1978 measured and 1978 predicted were not

significant.) This inJicates that there is as much of a

question on the reliability of the 1978 and 1990 Null

output at these two positions as for the 1990 DPM output.

Comparison of the ANS levels and the predicted 1990

DPM LlO levels indicates an increase of 0 dBA at

position 11.

We recognize that the average levels shown on page IV-73

have no acoustical meaningJ these numbers were put in to

afford the lay person some idea of the overall noise level

variations between the three cases. Considering the rather
narrow' range of values for all positions, the averaging

does not present a misleadin~ idea of anticipated noise
.impacts.

. I
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J,im Borden -2- October 13, 197~

o FAU could be spent on most any aspect of the guideway, I

stations or vehicles. If FAU. where' would they cOlDe:
trom? L.A. COWlty as a whole receives $35,000,000 per:
year,. ot which $11,000,000 goes to C1tl of Los Angeles.
In the past, 2~ ot the FAU funds, or $7 mil.lion per ,
year, has cOlDe otf the top for "Regional Tranait and :
Transit Related" projects (SeRTO and Caltrana). I

o Interstate funds could not be used ror the guideway
and vehicles. Possibly the interface between the DPM :
and an Interstate freeway or busway at the terminals I
could be eligible. In any event. this project 1s not 1a
1n the Interstate estimate and is not in caltrans draft
5 year 5TIP. It eventually included in the Int~rstate .
estimate and program, this project would' have to compete
with other projects statewide tor early runding. If Route
105 is delayed. it could serve a8 a temporary substitute
to expend available I tunds.

UMTA - Are these Section 3 or Section 5? Any encouragement
trom Federal Department ot Transportation?

We have reviewed the DEIR and submit the tollowing comments tor
your consideration.

Funding

1. Table II - 50C (Table 7 in Exec. Summary) shows tive sources
ot capital funds. There should be a discussion or these
sources.

3
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Proposition 5 - The $16.6 million indicated is well within the
. available State Highway Proposition 5 funds. However,
it will.be in competition with other proposals. $11
million ± per year. is the maximum available.

SB 1879 - These tunds will not be committed by the State
Legislature until January 1979.

Los Angeles - Are these" Proposition 5 or general fund?
City &: County

Union Station Intercept

Because or some major short-term transportation service facl1ity
interruptions (Le. freeway lanes closures and traffic re-routing) I
during the construction stages. C~LTRANS recommends that an intra
agency task force be established to provide additional traffic ~

construction -,mitigation plans or measures tor inclusion in the FEIS -to
and project plans. It should also be noted that all construction
activity within CALTR~ right-ot-way requires permits and early
consultation. CALTRANS start liaison tor these concerns 1s Robert
Noad (620-2206).

Proposed Improvement at the Convention Center

The DEIR discussed one possible modificatfon to the LA-lO/li
connections to northbOWld Route 11. A potentially significant
impact ot additional trattic due to the modification and added
otf-ramp to Pico Boulevard was not considered. We have studied an
alternative eastbound santa Monica Freeway ott-ramp to the
Convention Center locati~ and suggest widening the existing NIB
connectors to provide an otr-ramp to 12th Street. However.
teasibility ot the 12th'Street otf-ramp has not been, at this time.
supported by preliminary engineering.

Coordination and Consultation

The proposed sources ot capital Funds appear to be extremely I
optimistic. The source ot $25 million in Federsl Hlghway 12
Administration (FHWA) tunds is unknown. It this is any
category other than Interstate, then other currently planned
projects will have to be deleted.

3. ,The possibility appears remn~e that the Federal and State I
agencies involved will contribute Over 93~ or the cost ot .....
the project and not expect the local share to consist ot more IJ
than donated County and City rights-ot-way.

2.

The DEIR does not discuss the most current plan being considered
which is a reduced transportation center with an "On-line II" bus
station situated on the Busway Extension. Shown is the "Orr-line"
station which costs approximately $50 million.

1I

fll. I A-95 REVIEW

Telephone, ATSS (

oo'e, October 13. 1978

DEIR - The Los Angeles Downtown People
Mover Program

FHWA - Are these Interstate or FAU?

project Review Comments

DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION

KEITH E. McKEAN District 07

SCH NUMBER

78072467

from s

Subje<1!

To • JIM BORDEN, Deputy Division Chief
Division ot Transportation Planning
Department A-95 Coordinator
1120 N Street
Sacramento, Calitornia 95814

Attention: Mr. A. C. Lichtman

•
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RESPONSES TO CALTRANS, DISTRICT 01:

-

program/Policy Conformance

Aside from some funding concerns, discussed'previously, CALTRANS
finds the L.A. DPMP supportive ot and in conformity with its multi- 6
modal plans and programs (i.e.,.El Monte Busway Extension, Freeway
Transit (Bus-On-Freeway), Rideaharing, and Elderly and Handicapped
Programs). '

Air and Noise Assessments

The DEIR appears to adequately analyze these environmental concerns.
Reference to transmittal 205 (DEIR page 74) should be FHPM 7-7-3.

Patronage

During April 1976, a subcommittee of the LARTS/SCAG Modeling Task
Force reviewed preliminary eRA/COS modeling assumptions, methods 5
and findings to that date. Several concerns were raised. (See
letter of May 13, 1976 CALTRANS to SeAG). Two in particular have
not sUbsequently been resolved. These are la) an assumption that
noon-hour and peak-hour trips are similar and (b) that patronage
is relatively insensitive to tare. It is tARTS understanding these
concerns are resolved in a tinal report to be published soon. Until
LARTS has an opportunity to review the report, it cannot offer
constructive comments re6arding this issue.

~~~
KEITH E. McKEAN, Chief
Environmental Planning Branch
Transportation District 07
Clearinghouse Coordinator
For information, contact Jim Danley
(ATSS) 640-5567 or (213) 620-5567

Attach:llent

I,

1. UMTA funds are proposed to be derived from the Section 3,

discretionary program. To date, D.O.T. has committed

$100 million to the People Mover.

FHWA funds are proposed to be derived from the Federal

Aid Interstate program. Caltrans and FHWA representa

tives indicated that inclusion of the People Mover pro

gram in the June, 1978, update of the Interstate estimate

was not necessary for the program to receive Interstate

funding. Preliminary discussions are in progress to

4etermine the process for securing these funds. Formal

applications and requests for funding will follow City

Council review and action on program recommendations.

FHWA has informally advised that the City should pursue

both FAI and FAU funding options. Interstate funds would

represent ~d~itional dollars to the City, whereas FAU

fundS would'represent an allocation of existing dollars.

If FAU fund~ are to be used, the FAU Committee and the

County Transportation Commission will have to approve,

what~ver plan is developed. All transportation projects

must compete for limited transportation dollars. The use

of highw~yfunds for the highway-related elements of the

People Mover program could help District 7 in expending

the minimum funding levels prescribed by law. Over $100

million in highway funds go unused because projects to

which these funds have been committed are not moving

forward.

Since Proposition 5 was approved by the voters in 1974,

$86 million (98%) of Proposition 5 funds have been spent

on highway projects rather than transit projects as man

dated by the public. This funding level represents the

amount of highway-diverted transit funds available under

the percentage formula (25% from 1978 and beyond).



Proposition 5 provided for expenditure of all State high

way funds on transit projects--a total of $450 million

since 1974. The level of available transportation fund

ing is constantly declining.

This makes it imperative that the most cost-effective

programs receive the highest priority for funding; the

People Mover's demonstrated cost-effectiveness gives rea

son to use these limited funds for this project.

Los Angeles City and Cou~ty funds could come from several

sources, including Proposition 5, general funds, tax in

crement funds, land contributions, parking revenue funds,

and others. The City Council and Board of Supervisors

will each decide which of these sources or combinations

thereof is the best.

lao The proposal,to use FHWA funds came from the Secretary of

the u.s. Department of Transportation.

lb. The financial plan as proposed ,calls for Federal and

State agencies involved to contribute 92% toward the cost

of the project. The City, County, and private sector

will contribute eight percent toward the project cost.

The value of land donated to the proj?ct represents a

real cost to local entities. For example, one parcel of

City-owned land required for the project was recently re

moved from auction. This parcel would have provided the

City several hundred thousand dollars in revenues. With

out the ability to use this land as part of the local

share, the City would have to sell the land and then buy

it back, probably at an inflated price. The use of land

already owned represents a potential savings in total

project cost and reduction in State and Federal funding
requirements.
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2. A change has been made to Chapter II to reflect the re

vised configuration of the intercept facility at Union

station.

3. section IV-242 contains a discussion of traffic impacts

near the Convention Center. This discussion includes the

assumption that access is provided from the eastbound

Santa Monica Freeway to Pico Boulevard. Trips destined

to the Convention Center int~rcept were assigned accord

ing to corridor approach desires. Except for trips to

the intercept, it was not anticipated that modifications

to the freeway connections wouldsignific~ntlyalter the

existing traffic pattern in the area.

If the proposed ramp were to be'located at 12th Street,

further analysis of the traffic circulation to the inter

cept would be necessary.

We look forward to continued coordination with Cal trans

in order to develop the best possible solution for im

proving access to the People Mover from the eastbound

Santa Monica Freeway.

4. Since close coordination and cooperation between Cal trans

and the DPM Program is an absolute necessity, we can only

agree that inter-agency communication and cooperation

continue and that jointly agreed-to plans concerning

mitigation measures relating to traffic interrupt~ons be.
included in the plans for final project implementation.

5. During April, 1976, a subcommittee of the LARTS/SCAG

Modeling Task Force reviewed preliminary CRA/CDS modeling

assumptions. One concern that was raised at that time

was whether the differences between noon-hour and P.M.
peak hour trip characteristics had been adequately taken

into account. Another concern, as expressed in a letter



to William Ackermann, Jr. of SCAG, was that models were

"overly sensitive to changes in costs."

There is no question that the trip purposes change be

tween noon hour and P.M. peak hour. That is why separate

models were developed for each time period. These models

are described in detail in Models and Estimates of Los

Angeles DPM Demand (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1978).

Four demand models were developed--two to account for

noon-hour circulation trips by workers and non-workers,

and two to predict caD distribution trips by auto users

and regional transit users in the P.M. peak hour. The,
report fully describes the utility functions for each of

the four models. The differences between the market

groups, modes, and time periods are specified by the

time, cost, and modal constants in 'the. utility functions.

(See Chapter II of the CSI report.)

During the Preliminary Engineering ~h~se of the DPM pro

ject, a major effort was made to refine and update the

DPM demand models. Special attention. was given to refin

ing cost and time coefficients to correct for oversensi

tivity to transit fares.' BegInning on page 11-30 of the

CSI report is a section called "Sensitivities to Travel

Costs." The problem with the models as originally cali

brated is described, and the rationale for adjusting the

model coefficients is fully outlined. Briefly, the time

and cost coefficients, as originally estimated, implied

an extremely low value of time. The solution to the

problem was to adjust the cost coefficient, thereby es-

.. tablishing an implied value of time more in line with

other recognized demand models and accepted literature.

This adjustment effectively corrected for the oversensi-

tivity to travel costs. I

6. The People Mover's conformity with and support of the

Caltrans multimodal plans and programs results from the
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continuing, comprehensive and cooperative coordination

which was carried out during the preliminary engineering

phase, as well as during previous planning phases. We

look forward to continuing this coordinative effort dur

ing the next phase.
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SUit Of (AUrORNI ... ·- THE R(!lOURCU AGENCY EDMUND O. '.OWN' JR., Go"..tnOt RESPONSE TO STATE PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT

DEPAlHMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

The Resource Preservation and Interpretation Division of the State Departaent
of Parka and Recreation has reviewed the ltDllta Refinement Analye1a and the
SUIIlIIIarY,EIA for the undertaking referenced above.

We are concerned', that the varioua route optiona for the project all
appear that they will involve iIIIpaet to the Father Serra Park area of
El Pueblo'~e Los An~el.s State Hiatoric Park. Any grouod ,disturbance in
this area (at the corner of Alameda and Arcadia Streeta) will have a bigh
potential for disrupting .igo1fic:ant archeological'remains. ' ; I:

. ~ ~! . I

The Los Angeles Plaza Historic District (t.e., El pueblo de Loa Angele. State
Historic Park) is listed on theNat1Doal Reghter of Historic Placea. This
designation applies to the complex of,hiatorlc buildings end the archeological
reznaioa within the District,

PO. ftO' 71?O

'.ca"MfNfO 'SI ..

(916) 445-7067

Ifr.- Daniel T. Townsend, Director
Circulation/Distribution Program
The COlJllllunity Redevelopment Agency
City of Los Angelea
727 Wast 7th Street
Suite 400
Loa Angelea, California 9001.7

Attention Ma. Myra Frank

Dear Hr. Townsend:

Los Angeles Downtown People Mover

Sft Zl 9 06 AH ·78
This comment from the State of California Parks and Recrea

tion Department was received during the comment period for
the DEIR but qctually represents a comment on the Notice of

Intent to prepare a Draft EIR sent to that Department in

June, 1978. In the meantime an Archaeological Survey has

been prepared (CRA, June, 1978) and submitted to the State

Historic Preservation Office for review. Mitigating mea

sures to preserve or protect archaeological resources along

the route will be part of memoranda of agreement prepared

by the State Historic Preservation Office, the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation and the Urban Mass Trans

portation Administration as part of the federal E~viron

mental Impact Statement process according to the requirements

of the National Historic Preservation Act as amended and the

Federal Highway Act.

Should you have any questions or coacents, please contact Jeff Bingham of the
Cultural He~itage Section by calling (916) 322-8578.·

Da1e,
Aclfon:·······..·••···· ....•....·.. ·......~ ....····i

Info., .;;Citt.~&~l;:;;{~
...............................................

0/10-{)1

f7

ell {jolJcl7 clIl111ipe~$ai~1.:·h:i::~ih~··:"R!:;lJ~.~~:· (Slate's 9?a'Lk (~'lsh'111

-
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, JEROME C. PREMO
Cf{lJIM DIRECTOR

October 16, 1978-2-

It was not clear to us in the assessment of noise I
impacts during construction (Section IV-Ill) whether fJ
a commitment is being made to employ the mitigation
measures cited and, if employed, whether they would I
reduce the anticipated noise levels below the maximum ~

allowable levels cited in the section, especially in
sensitive areas.

Section IV-221 of the report includes an extensive
analysis of thapositive development impacts the DPM
is likely to have along its corridor. However, very

4. The basis for making the capital cost estimate 14
for the DPM should be explained.

5. The capital cost estimate indicates that $11.7
million worth of land needed for the project is
eligible as a local ~hare contribution. The 5
capital financing program outlined in the report
cites $12.3 million from Los Angeles city and
County. It is not clear whether the value of
the land is included in the City and County con
tripution.

He have a couple of questions concerning the
relationship between the DPM and the proposed
Wilshire Rail Line. First, the descriptions of
the DPH stations at 7th and Figueroa and civic
Center make no reference to them being the main 6
transfer locations for movements between the DPH
and Wilshire Line. While we realize that detailed
statements concerning the physical relationship
between the two systems may not be possible at this
point, we believe the question of ease of transfer
between them shoUld be addressed. Secondly, the
report .(P. IV-213) indicates that the impact of the
Starter Line on DPM patronage will be minor, an
additional 98 riders in the 1990 peak period at the
7th and Figueroa Station. The SeRTD, however, has
indicated in the past (by letter to you of Febru- 4r
ary 13, 1978) that they project an additional 3,400
riders entering and leaVing the DPM at 7th and
Figueroa in the peak period as a result of the
Wilshire Line. This apparent major discrepancy
should be addressed due to its impact on the design
and' operation of the DPH.

6.

7.

8.

Mr. Townsend

October 16, 1978

Dear Dan:

Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
C/DS Program Manager
COQmunity Redevelopment

Agency
727 West 7th Street
Suite 400
Los Angeles, CA 90017

The Los Angeles County Transportation Commission (LACTC)
staff has reviewed the Draft Environment~l Impact Report
on the Downtown People Mover (DPM). The document is a
comprehensive one covering a multitude of potential impacts;
you and your staff have done a good job of trying to consider
all possible areas of concern.

Based' on our review of the report, we have the following
comments or questions:

1. The annual operating costs for the system are 1
1
'

estimated to be roughly $4.6 million in 1978
dollars. The report should explain the methods
used in making this estimate.

2. The financing sources for operating costs include
$1.4 million from a variety of private sources.
If possible, there should be more detail given on ~

which of the private financing mechanisms will be
used, how much each will raise, and how each will
work. We realize that all of this information may
not be available now.

3. The financing sources for operating costs also 13'
includes $1.0 million annually from parking revenues.
It shoUld be explained how this figure was derived.

•

Dd'fll, ;;;;;;;;;;;; ..

Act'';", ,_

Info., 7!fCWl.Sf, -:.::....
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RESPONSE TO THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION:

-

little is included on the likely impacts on the 110
east side of downtown. Is it possible to deter-
mine whether further development of the west
side, aided by the DPM, will result in lieu of
possible intensification of east side development,
or as a result of further vacating of east side
commercial space?

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on your
Draft Environmental Impact Report and look forward to receiving
the final report as well as your financial plan for the project.

Sincerely,

cr,~
JERor-m C. PREMO
Executive 'Director

RR:ca

•

1. System Cost Estimates

Detailed estimates of system capital and operating costs

are required to serve as the basis for financial

planning and for the commitment of federal and local

funds to the construction of the Los Angeles Downtown

People Mover (LADPM) system. Development of these

estimates was accomplished through a disciplined and

logical sequence of tasks. These tasks and the general

flow of information and work are, illustrated in the

attached figure.

System Definition - The first of these tasks was the

definition of the baseline system. Based upon existing

hardware, this definition included an operating plan,

designed to respond to~he anticipated patronage. The

plan specified the num~er of vehicles required and the

operating schedule.

Defi~ition of Capital Cost Elements - capital costs

are those investments associated with the design and

construction of the permanent facilities required for

the operation and maintenance of a transportation

system. The major elements of capital are the con

struction of guideway, stations, maintenance, and storage

facilities~ the manufacture and installation of track

guidance, controls and communications, power collection

and distribution, and vehicle equipment; acquisition

costs of right-of-way; agency costs for engineering and

construction management, and contingencies.

The first step in developing capital costs was to

develop cost categories which would realistically

describe the system costs and allow direct comparisons

....



COST INFORMATION AND WORK FLOW
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-

Establish Assemble

I Unit Costs Capital
Costs

/Define... Capital Cost
Elements

Establish
Equipment I

Replacement Assemble
Requirements Replacement

Historical

L
Costs

Define Operating Assemble Review
Baseline f- & Capital - Syslem f---+ &
System

Cost Data Costs Evaluate

/
Define
Operallng & Assign Eslablish

Assemble
Assemble

Maintenance ~ Tasks to f-+ Ops. & Malnl. f--+ StaflCosts ~
0125. & Malnt.

Skill Levels Stair Size Costs
Tasks

Establish
Vehicle .. t

~
Miles and
Equipment
Operallng Establish

---. Establish PowerCoslsHours Power
Requirements

"

,
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with established historical data. In developing cost

categories, it was also important to consider

flexibility in recosting modified system alignments.

For example, vehicle components and guideway components

of the control system were costed separately to facili
tate control system recasting in the event of revisions

of the fleet size.

Unit and Capital Cost Build-up - Having broken the

system into suitable categories, unit costs were

developed for the individual categories. Because

historical cost data show marked variations due to

differences in location, time, period of implementa

tion and system characteristics, a site specific

approach was used for the design and costing of most

major elements. Each system ,element was priced using

unit costs for typical designs. The resultant costs

were then compared with current data for similar types

of equipment and construction. The estimated costs for

site mOdifications were developed based upon quantities

of excavation, curb and gutter, sidewalks, and dra~nage

structures; street and traffic signal modifications;

the need to maintain traffic; and other miscellaneous

costs. The cost of certain elements, such as the

vehicles, were derived {rom historical data with inputs

from various suppliers.

Based upon the preliminary designs, quantities were

established and standard estimating procedures were

implemented to assemble system capital costs. These

costs reflect material and labor wage rates applicable

to the Los Angeles area.

Establishment of operating Parameters The costs

associated with the operation and maintenance of a

transportation system are largely related to hours of
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operation and total miles traveled by the vehicles.

These 'parameters were derived from the fleet size and

operating schedule established in the operating plan.

Equipment Replacement Costs - Applying the experience

others have gained in operating the systems at the

Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport (AIRTRANS), University of

West Virginia (Morgantown), and others, an estimate was

made of the requirements of equipment replacement for

the LADPM operating plan. Using the unit costs

established in the capital costing effort, equipment

repla~ement costs were established.

Power Costs - The vehicle miles traveled and the

equipment operating hours largely determine the amount

of power required by a transportation system. Once

these parameters were established, power rates for

similar users in the Los Angeles area were used to

establish the estimate cost of power for the system.

Staff Costs - Based upon the experience gained by

others, the tasks required to operate and maintain the

LADPM system against th~ operating plan were determined.

Each of these tasks were assigned to a skill level,

and an estimate was made of the time required to

perform them. From·this and the operating schedule,

the size of the required staff was established.

The cost estimate for the operating and maintenance

staff was established using current labor rates for

similar tasks performed at SCRTD and in other city

agencies. These were also compared with prevailing

wages at non-governmental estabJishments.

Review arid Evaluation - All of the cost estimates for

the LADPM system were compared to those of similar
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systems for "reasonableness". In addition, they were

compared to targe~s established early in the program.

Where deemed desirable, changes were made to unit costs

to bring them in line with the experience of others.

In addition, some changes were made in system

definition and "rippled" through the cost structure to

bring the totals closer to the established targets.

2. Private Financing Mechanism

Four value capture options were studied. Two were

based on negotiated contracts between the private and

public sector and two were based upon the implementa

tion of a benefit assessment district in downtown.

All value capture options would generate $1.2 - $1.3

million (1978 dollars), meeting the criterion of

providing 25-30 percent of the system's operating

costs. These options are shown on the following

table.

On the basis of a careful evaluation of these options,

a Benefit Assessment District approach, based on .

retail and office square footage charges and hotel

room-night fees, is recommended as the optimum value

capture option. A Benefit Assessment District would
/

be easier to administer than the other options,

revenue would be guaranteeable for the life of the

project, and more establishments that would benefit

would pay.

Specifics - A Benefit Assessment District is proposed

to be established by the City of Los Angeles under

existing City and State of California statutory re

gulations. Payments would be collected annually in

conjunction with tax payments and would be tax deducti

ble. Under the Benefit Assessment District approach,
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a "two-tiered" district would be established based on

distance from DPM Stations (see accompanying figure).

Establishments within 300 feet would be assessed at

a higher rate thc;n those within 3,00 feet - 600 feet.

In the case of reta!l and office bUildings, fees

would be based upon the number of net square feet

within those buildings used for retail and office

purposes. In the case of hotels, fees would be

based on room-nights.

The payments of these DPM system maintenance/operation

costs would be transferred from the building/hotel

owner to the tenants/guests as part of a direct

assessment. A consumer price index (CPI) factor

. would be incorporated into the fee structure to

account for inflation. In all cases, the assessment

payments would be tax deductible and; therefore, the

actual burden to the private sector would be 25-48

percent less than the dollar amount paid.

3. Annual parking revenues are derived as follows:

$25.20 ($18 fee inflated @ 7% compounded
annually to 1983 dollars)

(X) 12 months

(X) 3750 parking spaces

(X) .90 occupancy factor

$1,020,600 /year

4. See response to comment one.

5. The financial plan for the DPM specifies $15.2 million

and $12.0 million in land contribution for the West

Side and Center of Figueroa alignmen~ respectively.

The value of this land is included in the City and
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county contribution.

6. See response to City Planning comment II-I.

7. In a letter to CRA on February 13, 1978, SCRTD

commented on the interface between the rapid transit

Starter Line and the DPM. RTD was particularly

concerned with the number of transfers between the two
systems:

"If the rapid transit line crosses the DPM
at 7th and Flower on the way over to
Broadway, we assume that about half would
walk to and from their destinations, and
the other half would use the DPM."

The estimated number of transfers between the rapid

transit line and the DPM is obviously an important

factor in the design of both systems. For this

reason we felt it was necessary to test RTD's

assumption by using the caD demand models to simulate

travel behavior. The results of the analysis

indicate that a 50 percent transfer rate is

unrealistically optimistic by an order of magnitude.

A transfer rate of about 5 to 6 percent can be

expected, based on the mathematical prediction of mode

choice and transit paths. For the 7th Street

location, this implies that 300 to 400 DPM/starter

Line transfers would occur during the P.M. peak
hour (4:30 - 5:30) in 1990 •

Not all of these transfers represent net additions to

DPM ridership. Without the Starter Line, many of

these same passengers would transfer to the DPM from

RTD buses. That is why TABLE IV-24F of the DEIR shows
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that the station volumes (total ons and offs) at the

7th Street DPM station for the "Starter Line Scenerio"

and the "TSM Scenerio" differ by only 98 passengers.

These results are not unreasonable considering that

the DPM share of all distribution trips in the caD by

regional transit users as a whole is predicted to be

8.5 percent in the peak hour. The vast majority

(about 82 percent) of regional transit users will walk

to their transit stqps instead of using other access/

egress modes, such as the DPM or the minibus.

The results of the simulation indicate that about 89

.percent of the Starter Line passengers who get off

at the 7th Street Station would walk to their final

destination; as stated earlier, about 6 percent would

use the DPM: and the remaining passengers would transfer

to RTD buses. These shares are quite realistic, when

we consider the strategic location of the 7th and

Flower rapid transit station. This station is within

walking' distance of one of the largest employment

centers in the downtown area. It is also very unlikely

that a Starter Line passenger bound for the Civic

Center would transfer to the DPM at 7th Street. It

would be faster and more convenient to stay on the

rapid transit line and deboard at the Civic Center.

8;9. The control of noise associated with construction of

the Downtown People Mover will be accomplished through

the special provision section of all construction

contracts. This section will be in accordance with

applicable portions of City of Los Angeles ordinances

Nos. 144,331 and 148,594, which are the ordinances

controlling construction noise in the City of Los

Angeles. The contracts will require, at a minimum,

the following:
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o The use of mufflers on all internal
combustion engines and air compressQrs.

o Prohibiting the use of jack hammers near
residence, hotel and motels, except
between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and
6:00 P.M.

The various mitigation measures cited in ,section IV-Ill

would be discretionary, except as may be required by

the applicable portions'of the ordinances.

Estimates of noise reduction resulting from the use of

specific mitigation measures have not been developed.

However, selected mitigation measures will be chosen

so as 'to, produce reduced noise levels which would be in

compliance with Los Angeles ordinances.

It should be further noted that the maximum noise

levels pited in Section IV-Ill are suggested in the

case of non-occupational exposure, and required in the

case of occupational exposure.

Thus, where non-occupational exposure is concerned,

the Los Angeles ordinances have control, whereas

occupational exposure is primarily controlled by the

Occupational Safety and Health Act.

10. Modification of the route from the original alignment

which was developed during the Phase II Alternatives

Analysis studies provides wider geographic coverage

of service within downtown. The Phase III alignment
with a station at Pershing Square provides direct

access to the Pershing Square area, and the Hill

Street Station is only a 1.5-minute walk from the
Broadway retail. area. This direct access to the

older, yet still active portions of the East Side of

downtown will reinforce some of the filtering effects

of the West Side's economic growth.

As shown in Figure IV-22l.2A and in Table IV-22l.2A,

there are nine major buildings within a 5-minute walk

of the Pershing Square Station which ar~ either commit

ted or proposed for development or refurbishment.

Implementation of the People Mover would support these

activities. For example, many older buildings do not

have adequate on-site parking facilities. The People
Mover would provide a permanent, direct connection

to per~pheral parking facilities/areas, thus enabling
the buildings to operate at their highest and best

use. Also, the People Mover would provide quick and

convenient access from ~he Pershing Square and

Broadway retail areas, to other areas of' the caD and

increase the volumes and concentration of people

moving past or through these locations. Finally, the

DPM would enlarge the "effe<:tive market area" of ~he

CBD which currently'exists with existing modes

(i.e. auto, bus, minibus). This enlarged market area,

in turn, ,will provide expanded retail opportunities

on the East Side (i.e. Broadway/Spring Street area),

as Figure IV-22l.2B in the DEIR shows. (Refer to

Section IV-221.21 "Office Space Impacts" and Section

IV-221. 24 "Retail Activity Impacts" for more detailed

information of the economic impact of the DPM in the

East Side of downtown).
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, To:

rom:

Subject:
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-

October 11, 1978 ,/ T ,_ •

/ _ Oc, j' '~" • ~" '-(L
Kr. Daniel Townsend, Circulation/Distribution ProgramvDfrec~~,
Community Redevelopment Agency, 727 West Seventh Street, Suite 400
Donald F. Anthony, Battalion Chief, Planning Section, Fire
Department, Room 1010, City Ball East

DOWNTOWN PEOPLE KOVER QRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IIrIPACT REPORT

The Fire Department has reviewed the Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the Downtown People Kover which was forwarded
by your office on September 23, 1978. In general, the
information contained in the Draft EIR relating to fire
protection and life safety is accurate. In particular,
the Draft EIR cited the specifiy buildings that may have
to be modified as mitigation measures.

Through an oversight, it appears that your office may not
~ave received a copy of our March 23, 1978, letter to the
City Engineer which identified our concerns for the subterranean
segment of the Downtown Peop1~ Mover system. This Department is
Vitally concerned with mitigation measures during the
construction and implementation phase of the Downtown
People Mover subterranean segment, and is of the opinion
that it is in the City'S best interest to include such
information in the Final EIR.

Attacbed Is a copy of our report dated March 23, 1978, listing
the mitigation measures that would be required by the Fire
Department for subterranean and aboveground transit systems.

JOHN C. GERARD
Chief Engineer and General Manager

.f 7cfiic-l:;c:~(
DONALD F. ANTHONY \:...
Battalion Chief
Planning Section

DFA: liS: Img

Attachment

Date: March 23, 1978

To; Mr. Donald C. Tillman, City En~ineer, Bureau of Engineering
Room 800, City Hall

From: Donald V. Mello, Captain, Planning Section, Fire Departmen t
Room 1010, City Hall East

Subject: DOWNTOWN PEOPLE /dOVER

Attention C. E. Robinson, District·Engineer

This Department has evaluated the proposed People Mover and
Aetermined that to construct this project directly adjacent
to existing buildings would have an adverse impact on the
Fire Departmen t.

The Fire Department could not provide adequate fire protection
to conventional multistory buildings. The proposed· People
Mover would restrict th~ use of aerial ladders, the raising
ot ground ladders, hoisting of hose lines, use and laddering
of existing fire escapes, and the use of fire escapes by the
pUblic. This proposal would also increase rescue incidents
in the downtown area due to possible malfunction of the
system.

It should be pointed out that the proposed People Mover would
have little, if any, affect on this Department to provide fire
protection to high-rise structures that are recessed from the
curb line.

Attached is a copy of the Bus/Bus Rail System showing the
mitigation measures that would be required by the Fire
Department for subterranean and aboveground transit systems .
Many of the mitigation measures required for the Bus/Bus Rail
System would also pertain to the People Mover system.

JOHN C. GERARD
Chief Engineer and General Manager

DONALD V. HELLO
Captain
Planning Section

DVM:rm

Attachment
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February 22, 1978

Subject: llUS/IJUS RAIL SYSTl>U

-

Dale:

·tv.

From:

February 22, 1978

Calvin S. lIamllton, Director, Planning Department
Room 56lC, City Hall

Donald F. Anthony, Battalion Chief, Planning Section
Fire Department, Rnom 1010, City Hall East

Attention Robert Sutton

This Department is unable to estimate what impact the proposed
Bus/Bus Rail System will have on the fire protection and fire
related services without specific details pertaining to the
proposed construction of a Subway, Aerial, or Bus System.
lIowever, wi th the limited information tha t is !lvailable, the
following mitigation measures may be required to implement the
program.

I. SUllWAY RAIL SYSTEU

A. SUPPLElfEN'UL FIRE PROTECTION AND RESCUE REQUIREMENtS
DURING TilE CONSTRUCTION STAGE

In order fOT the Fire Department to safely execute
their fire suppression and rescue responsibilities,
during the construction stage of the suh.lect project,
the following recommendations are some· of the miti
gating measures that should be required by those
agencies having jurisdict~on. These conditions, if
incorporated into the proposed project, would be
contingent upon;

1. Presence of gassy zones.

2. Operational procedures and methods.

Oenerally, operational procedures, methods, and
equipment should meet all applicable requirements
for tunnels, as covered by the following publications;

1. Department ot Industrial Safety, Electrical
and General Safety Orders.

2. California Labor Code relating to tunnel
safety.

3. United States Department of Interior, Bureau
of Mines, Bulletin 644, Tunneling, Recommended
Safety Rules, 1968.

4. OSHA - Rules and Regulations.

5. LoR Angeles llunicipal Code.

6. Natinnal Fire Protection Association
lIandbook.

•7. Other applicable safety orders.

The safety conditions imposed during the construction
would be dependent upon the classification of the
tunnel zones by the Department of Industrial Safety
as .to the degree of gassiness. Consideration commen
surate with the hazard involved should be given to the
following;

1. Oas Monitoring Systems

Primary explosive ~as testing during production
operations should be provided by continuous
.multiple-head automatic gas monitoring system
on the tunnel machine, plus a separate automatic
gas monitor system located nflar the exhaust
ventilation system intake. Doth automatic
systems will provide an alarm at 10 percent ot
lower explosive limits and shutdown' all con
trolled power to the heading at 20 percent of
the lower explosive \imits. The tunnel atmos
phere should be tested tor toxic gases and
oxygen deficiency as frequently as is necessary
to assure that the required quality and quantity
of air is maintained. .

2. Ventilation Systems

Provide a primary (exhausting) ventilation and
an auxiliary (blowing) ventilation system that
will supply fresh air at a volume adeq~ate to
hold the concentration of flammable gas below
20 percent of its lower explosive limits and
to ensure that a health hazarrl from insutficient
oxygen or toxic su~stances does not exist.

3. Fire Suppression Systems

Automatic extinguishing systems should be
installed with all flammable hydraulic oil
systems,including pumps, lines, and supply
areas. Also, a fire fighting water supply
system with adequate hose lines to combat any
tunnel fire tbat may occur during construction.
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4. Electrical Systems

All electrical equipment, includinr, motors,
switches, relays, etc., and aU wiring and
li~hting located or operated in an established
ca~sy area should be at the explosion-proof
type approved for use in Class I, Division I,
Group (d) hazardous atmosphere.

5. Open Flame

A written permit will be required trom the
p,'oper authority before any waldinr:, spark
producing, or other name-producing devices
or operations that are conducted in the
gassy arnas. 0

6. Communications System

An approved communications tiystem Cor all
sections of the tunnel with the surface is
essential for any rescue efforts.

7. Access

Adequate ~ccess durin" all stages ot
construction will be required. Vertical
tubes Cor emer~ency access should "be
provided at various intervals and are not
to exceed 1,000 teet during construction.

8. Training

An evacuation ~lan and procedure be developed;
incorporating Ire and accident prevention
programs, and made known to all employees or
other persons reqUired to enter the tunnel.
The employer ,,111 instruct all employees
and supervisors on the hazards ot flammable
and toxic gases and vapors, and inform them
of precautions necessary for their salety.

Rescue crews should be trained in the use of
permissible breathing apparatus as recommended
by the United States Bureau of Mines. The
apparatus shall be maintained in "ood repair
and ready for use at all times. All men
designated for this training shall be
physically fit. One crew shall always be
available tor rescue work when any men are
working in the tunnel.

9. Safety Equipment And Methods

The Bureau of fUnes' Self-Resclle Units shull
be provided to all persons rertllired to be in
any r:aBSY area. Also, a reserve supply of
permissible, long duration (two hours)
breathing apparatus (12 sots), npproved for
Fire Dera.rtment use in the event Firofllthters
or,rescue men are required to enter the tunnel
under emergency conditions.

Also, approved portable ~as testers and kits
for testing of explosive or toxic cases nnd
oxygen deficiency should he available for
use by personnel in the event of an emergency.

A check~board system to provide visual record
of all people entering gassy (or controlled)
zone of tunnel.

For those zones that are declared extreme gas
hazards, an emergency retuae chamber and
escape shaft should be located adjacent to
~n air exhaust sbaft. Thts chamber shouid
include separate emergency tresh atr fans to
supply the refulte chamber, and a rescue stretcher
"capsule" to hoist men trom chamher to surface.
The refuge ch~nber should be equipped with a
separate telephone.

Exploration holes (at least fllur) parallel to
the axis ot the tunnel shall be maintained at
least 20 feet ahead ot the tunnel tace. Before
drilling, the feeler holes sholl be monitored
for the release of explosive "ases. ACter
drillinn, the area near the tnce of the holes
'will be monitored to see if the holes are
producing cas. At least one hole shall be
"",intained 20 feet ahead a.! the face at all
times.

•
B. 'SUPPLEHENTAL FIRE PROTECTION AND RESCUE REQUIRElffiNTS

WH~U SYSTEM IS OPERATIONAL

1. Access

Provide access tor tire and rescue operations
to stations, parking structures, and subway/
tubes ot the system. EmerKency access/vertical
tubes should be provided at every 1,000 feet.
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2. Fire Protection System

Fire protection systems should be well planned.
A concept of dry standpipe connections, at
street elevations adjacent to access points
into subways, should be considered. The lise
of a combination standpipe ,system should be
considered in lieu of the dry standpipe system.
The combination system may consist of a wet pipe
supplied by on-site tire pumps from a specUied
water supply. A 2 1/2-inch Fire Department
outlet connection and a I 1/2-inch outlet, with
hose and nozzle. shall be housed in cabinets. and
their locations should not exceed 200 feet or
travel distance on both sides of the tunnel. If
a combination system is utilized. consideration
would be given to increasing the travel distance
to outlets to 300 feet. Fire Department inlet
cOlillections may be required at grade level in
designated areas. Fire extin~uisher8, with a
rating of 20 ABC. will be req~ired in each
hose cabinet. Dry chemical extinguishers will
be required in each aar. Size and location will
be determined after the car is constructed.

3. Watc~ Evacuation

Consid~ ,'ation should be given to adequate
drainage facilities from suhsurface areas.
Improper drainage capabilities may' result
in rescue techniques that lRay he hampered
or escape routes that may become impassible
due to water used during Cire fighting
..perat ions.

4. Under-Train Fire Sprinklers

Due to the inaccessihility or undnr-train
comJlonents. and to aid in.extingulshment of an
under-car Ctre. the installation at under-train
fire sprinklers in the trackway of all stations
must be considered to provide adequate fire
protection.

5. Automatic Sprinklers

All v~rtical exitways. shafts. and subsurface
walkways should be protected by an automatic
Ure sl.rinkler system.

All waiting stations. resta~rants. or other
places of assemblage shall be protected by
all automatic fire sprinkler system. The
atorflmentloned place of assemblage should
be ~eparated from the remainder of the
structure by three-hour occupancv separation.
Consideration to reduce the three-hour
requIrement to two hours would be considered
with automatic sprinkler coverage.

6. Ventilation

Smoke removal systems, similar to those in
high-rise buildings, will be necessary.
Forced ventilation and smoke purge capabili
ties should be designed into the underground
stru~ture. This may be incorporated into the
comfort nir handling mechanisms provided the
smoke purge cycle is activated by automatic
detection devices.

7. Communications Systems

A Fire Department communication system shall be
incorporated into all vertical exitways.
subsurface walkways and similar areas. Phone
Jacks shall be located at hose cabinets in
tunnel areas. This system may'consist of the
sound-powered principal' as incorporated in
high-rise buildingsl in the City ot Los Angeles.

8. Early Warning Detection Systems

A local fire warning system nnd automatic
detection system shall be installed as
follows:

a. Automatic detection system in all
electric vaults. switch t~ear rooms.
air handling shalts and similar
locations.

b. An emergency phone alarm system
should be installed; box locations
should npt exceed 200 teet of travel
distance. The phone alarm should
respond to a central control station.

Manual pull stations. located adjacent
to exitways, walkways. and similar
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areas not to exceed 200 feet of
travel distance, may be an alternate
tu the above phone alarm requirement.

All systems shall be electrically supervised
and shall respond to a constantly-staffed
control station. The control station should
have the capabilities to control. monitor. and
supervise all portions of the structure and
fire protection devices and systems.

9. Emergency Third Rail De-enercization

A fall-safe de-energization of the electrical
system must be designed to ensure that the
system is not ener~ized by equipment
malfunction or human error.

10. Emergency Electrical Systems

An emergency electrical system throughout
the subwny is recommended to provide lighting
for exitways, alarms, and communicutionti
systems.

11.. Lighting System

All subsurface exitways and vertical exit
shafts shall have ~pproved exit illumination
with a secondary source of power. Exit
li~htlng shall be located at ceiling and
ground surtaces.

11 • SPECI AL nus J,ANES /

Special bus lanes,currently in use. do not appear to he
a problem for this Department to provide adequate tire
protection and safety for bus occupantli. Uowever, the
proposal to close streets, which Gould impair this
Department's ability to provide adequate fire protection
to the inhabitants of the City~ must be thoroughly
evaluated.

• III. AERIAL RAIL SYSTEMS

A. Access to aerial tram vehicles, at locations
. other I han loading platforms, is a primary

COli!'! id.H'a t ion. Special plann lng will be

necessary to guard against environmental influence
Rnd plnnting arranl{ements to en"Jure the Fire Depart
ment of adequate access tor aerial ladders and engine
companies.

B. Dry standpipe inlets and outlAts at elevated passen~er

staticlIIs will be required to provide a IVater system
aboveground.

C. A thorough evaluation ot the aerial rail systeM wi 11
be r~luired to determine what effect the aboveground
rail will have on providing accel'lsibJ 1.1 ty to mul ti
story blllldiDgS for tire protection and rescue
purposes.

CONCT.U~ION

Petailed descriptions and more specific conditions of the above
re1luirements could be established when actual plans become
available. ThIs Department will make an in-depth study and
specific recommendations on tho type of mitt~ntion measures that
will be required to ensure that adequate safety measures are
incorporated into the proposed program.

JOliN C. GERARD
Ciliet Engint!er 6'< neneral )lanager

Wa;~(
DONAI.D ~f~~1I0NY L
Battalion Chief
Planning Section

DFA:DVM:rm
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applicable to deep tunnel construction rather than cut

and-cover constructio~.

DPH Supplemental Fire Protection and Rescue Requirements

When System is Operational

Section 11-361 of the EIR addresses the general nature

of the. ~ystems safety and fire protection program of the

OPM. The Preliminary System Specification and Draft

Technical Statement of Work for the System Contractor

have established the DPH technical and program require

ments relative to providing'code and standard equi

val~ncies for fire protection, loss prevention, and life

safety considerations for the unique aspects of a down

town people mover system. These requirements have

encompassed the fire department's recommendations to a

conceptual level consistent with the overall project level

•

The OPM is also vitally concerned with mitigation

measures which may pertain to the OPH system during the

construction, implementation, and subsequent operational

phases of the program. There has been established an

organizational unit to act as a single point of contact

for establishing and implementing a systems safety and

fire protection program. This safety and fire protection

organization will coordinate program efforts and miti

gating measures with the fire department, city building

department, fire prevention bureau and other appropriate

agencies to provide equitable and timely agreements and

approvals for building and occupancy perm1ts as well as

safety approvals for opening of passenger service. This

unit will also coordinate the training of fire department

and emergency medical personnel relative to the OPH

system.

OPM Subway Supplemental Fire Protection and Rescue Require

ments During the Construction Stage

Section IV-l]l.] of the EIR addresses the general nature

of the construction safety and security requirements to be

levied on the contractor(s). The site-specific require

ments for the OPH subway supplemental fire protection and

rescue requirements during the construction stage will be

based on fire department recommendations fot mitigating

measures applicable to a subway rail system as adapted

to the DPM system. The DPH plans to use: (1) cut-and

cover construction for the 450 foot portion of the most

easterly subterranean guideway section and station, and

(2) an existing tunnel beneath the Security Pacific Plaza

and cut-and-cover construction for the remaining 800

foot portion of the subterranean guideway section. The

fire department recommendations were specifically

being presently pursued.

manner of implementation

with the fire department

phase.

The site-specific details and

will be defined and resolved

during the detailed design
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Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
circulation/Distribution Proqram Direct~r

community Redevelopment Agency
727 West Seventh street, suite 400
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dear Hr. Townsend:

Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
Downtown People Mover

This is in response to your letter dated September 22,
1978, requestinq comments on the subject Draft Environmental
Impact Report (EIR).

By letter dated November 10, 1976, your Ms. Harsha V.
Rood previously requested information in connection with
preparation of the subject EIR. The enclosed response, dated
November 29, 1976, provided material appropriate for inclusion
in the Draft EIR. We did not, however, in our review find
that any of this material was used in the subject document.

The tabular material and text on pages 111-12. 111-13,
and IV-75 involving the Department of Water and Power contain
several errors. We recommend deletion of this tabular material
and text.

Should you require additional information, please
contact me at 481-4104.

Ve"Y' truly yours,

~overober 29, 1976

Us. lIarsba V. Rood
Community Redevelopment Agency
727 West 7th street, Suite 400
Los A~geles. California eOOl1

Dear !-:Is. Rood:'
I ..

This is in reply to your letter dated Koveober 10, 1976,
requesting power stlpply i!lfor:nation for'rour Draft EnvironJilental'
Ir.lllact Assessment for. the proposed D..Q!:"lltol'Oil People Hover System.

1I0l1e~'grollnd electrical qistdbdt!on facilities are
a,':dlable to supply the proposed projec~,. and electrical service
r.ithiQ tbe project will be un~erground.

Based on the estimates of consumption you provided. the
Electric Utility Tax would amount to approximately $50.000 annually_
The project, ho~ever. may be exempt from the Electric Utility Tax.

Witb respect to the impact ot the proposed project on
our Power System and for suggested methods of conserving energy,
please refer to the enclosure.

Should you requir~ additional inforl'lation. please contact
me at 481-5651.

•
Enclosure

//J!tL~~~
MELVIN FRANKEL
Engineer of

Environmental Coordination

Oai~· ::: :.: .
Action: i: ~·

Info.• .5J:f..G:r5? .

Very truly yours,

Oi\iG:- = .,~. ~,~~-~ =Ei:l .
I:;. rr..-'.! ;;;=:!...

UELVIN FRANKEL
Engineer of

Environmental Coordination

Enclosure



MF/MJN:rw. IMPACT OF PROPOSED PROJECT ON PO~ER SYSTEM
o_lq_7~

AND

METHODS OF CONSERVING ENERGY

DEPARTM~NT OF WATER AND POWER
• 0' •

.. '0.

Impact on Power System

The estimated power requirement for this propos~p;oject
is part of the total load growtb forecast for the City and has been
taken into account in the planned growth of the Power"System. When
needed, electric service will be provided in accordance with the
Department's Rules and Regulations.

Several factors should be recognized, however, with respect
to future planning. While recent efforts to conserve energy and
eliminate unnecessary uses of electricity have resulted in reductions
in electrical consumption, present forecasts indicate a considerable
increase in electrical requirements in "the future.

The Power System's generating~facilitieswhich are
existing, cdntracted for, or in construction, should be adequate t~
meet current projected electrical requir~m~nts into the early 1980 s.
In recent years, however, organized opposition and governmen~al
actions, largely the result of environmental consi~erations, have
blocked or delayed the construction of new generatlng facilities
vitally needed by the utility industry .• In ~he event the Department
is unable to carry out its progra~ ~or the/development of new
generating facilities, tbe facilities required to meet current
projected requirements beyond this period may be inadequ~te.

A similar problem could also occur as a result of shortages
of fuel needed to operate our power generation facilities. Although
availability of fuel supply has improved, a critical shortage similar
to tbat which occurred'in late 1973 could occur again" "

Conserving Energy

The Power System provides consultation services to consumers,
architects, and engineers regarding the most efficient ways of using"
electrical energy. General energy conservation measures 'such as the
following to achieve conservation in new construction are recommended.

, a. BUilding designs which incorporate such features
as adequate insulation so as to minimize the us~ of energy_

b. Design of air conditioning and 'heating equipw~~t

so as to minimize the use of energy.
,l· .,~

c. Greater use of fluorescent lighting in neW commerciall
industrial construction. particularly in large open areas such as
warebouses,' parking, hallways, etc.

More detailed information regarding these and other energy
conservation measures can be obtained from the Department's Power
Services Division by calling Mr. J. "B. Cody, telephone 481-5812.
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RESPONSE TO LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER:

Based upon subsequent consultation with the Department of

Water and Power, the following text and table replaces the

existing material on pages- 111-12 and 111-13.

111-192 Electrical Energy

The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)

-supplies the electricity used within the City of Los Angeles.

The LADWP served a total population of 2.8 million, had a

peak ~ystem load of 3594 megawatts and total sales of 16.0

billion kilowatt hours in 1975. The net generating capacity

of the LADWP (in megawatts) is summarized in Table III-19C.

The material on page IV-75 has been modified as follows:

IV-2l2-3 ENERGY

First paragraph--unchanged

Replace second paragraph with the following:

The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power's esti

mated 1973-74 annual load was 18,800 x 10 6 kwh. Before the

1973-74 Arab oil embargo, growth in power consumption had

been doubling every 10-12 years, Since that time, through

'various mandatory and voluntary conservation measures, the

energy growth rate has been reduced to approximately 3 per

cent per year. Applying this growth rate to the 1976 load

yields a 1990 load of approximately 28,400 x 10 6 kwh. The.

DPM system would requirelB.9 x 106 kwh in 1990, or 0.066% of

the total demand, which is a very small proportion and there

fore would not produce a significant impact.

The estimated power requirement for this proposed project,is

part of the total load growth forecast for the City and has
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been taken into account in the planned growth of the Power

System. When needed, electric service will be provided in

accordance with the rules and regulations of the LADWP.

TABLE III-19C

LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER

EXISTING NET GENERATING CAPACITY - 1978(a)

-

NO. OF
GENERATING NET

TYPE UNITS CAPABILITY (MW) LOCATIONS

COAL 5 866(b) NEVADA AND ARIZONA

DISTILLATE 4 76 L. A. HARBOR

HYDRO ELECTRIC 28 1229 VARIOUS LOCATIONS,
INCLUDING NEVADA
AND PACIFIC NORTHWEST

OIL/GAS 18 3155 (e) LOS ANGELES AND
SEAL BEACH

PUMPED STORAGE 7 1247 NORTHEAST L.A.
COUNTY

(a) Represents total capacity which would be available with all

gene~ating units operating.

(b) Includes DWP share of Mojave generating unit (20% of l580.·m\i)

and Navajo generating unit (21.2% of 2250 row), plus 73 row of

Bureau of Reclamation layoff.).

(c) Includes· Scattergood generating unit 3, for which 284 mw are

available only if gas fuel is available.

Source: Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, 1978.
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CITY OF Los ANGELES RESPONSES TO CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND

RECREATION:COMM'••tON•••

LY'I'WN VllAlliH "'N~'ON

11""0 "YE. Jtf

ftOnnU 0 !'Ofl-ltC",

ROYCI: NI.USCHATI

JACK ff.NNIR

CALli ORNIA

Nov It/

DlPAnlMUH Of
RECREATION AND PARKS

,JUU Nu",fI ...... " • .,."•• ,
13rtl "1.0011

LOS AH('Ol.LI:'S CALI' .0011

3 )ll PH '78 '.'~'71
-.... (51 E. HAOAWAY
O«HI..&L MAfojI",.,.

1. This reference has been incorporated.

page IV-IS3.

See corrections to

TOM BRADLEY
MAYO ..

November 13, 1978

2. We appreciate this information, and due caution will be

exercised during final design.

Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
Program Director
Circulation/Distribution System
Community Redevelopment Agency
727 w. 7th Street, Suite 400
Los Angeles, California 90011·

Dear Mr. Townsend:

Thank you for sharing your draft EIR for the proposed Los Angel~s

Downtown People Mover. This is quite an ambitious project and
will hopefully relieve some of the transportation problems we
face in crowded metropolitan Los Angeles.

It should be noted, how.ever, that on Page IV-94, "the lawn area
t/Which serves as a setting for City Hall,· is actually a dedicated

park (City Hall Park).
I1

On Page IV-179-l83 the report indicates that an aerial station
will be located on the northern edge of Pershing Square and an
additional small portion of the square used for access to two
escalators. Your designers and engineers should be aware that the

\/ surface of the Pershing Square is very fragile (as we found out
when we redesigned the park a few years ago) due to the parking
below; and any intrusion should be carefully analyzed and weighed
against other locations.

2

Since the draft report indicates possible usage of at least two
dedicated parks, we would appreciate being kept informed of the
progress of the People Mover. We note that among the agencies
consulted, no one from this Department was contacted prior t~

the printing of the draft document.

......·::::·:::::::::::··.. ·:::::::Xl/·::
...............

..................,..,~:,. : ., ··t······· .ALONZO A. CARMICI AEL
Planninq Officer

cc: Alice Lepis,
City Planning Dept.

AN Eq''''L EMPLOYME:NT OPPORTUNITY _ A,.,..R ATlVIE ACTION EMPLOYE.. - .

JB/AC:jlw

Very truly yours,

JOEL BREITBART, Superintendent
Planning and Deve opment ........•..

• "U:~l ·:··..·7.17T.···/··;::..n
\ ' AetkAt .•....r~.\;·."..~ ;..\1.' ,

•



November 9, 1978

Los Angeles City Planning Department
Room 561

Thank you for the opportunity to review the DPM Draft EIR. This has truly been a
monumental effort. The attached comments are Intended in the most constructive
manner to help you add information to strengthen the EIR and make it a better
decision-making tool. The comments are keyed to specific chapters and pages for" easy
reference, however they generally fall Into the followIng categories:

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Daniel T. Townsend, Program Director
Downtown People Mover Program
Community Redevelopment Agency

727 West 7th Street, Suite 400j;('~.~.~
Calvin S. Hamilton, Director - ~

Department of City Planning·... •
City Hall, Room '61-C

PLANNING DEPARTMENT COMMENTS ON DOWNTOWN PEOPLE
MOVER DRAFT ENViRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

; 3-4S

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Retail sales projections resulting from DPM Implementation appear to be too
generous. Similar reasons for Income seneratlon are stressed for the DPM but
negated for the Improved bus alternative. It appears that tile DPM may be taking
too much credit for Induced CBD growth.

INTEGRATION WITH STARTER LINE

It Is U'lClear whether physical Integration with starter line stations can be
adequateJy accomplished, particularly if the Seventh and Figueroa Station is offset
from Figueroa.

Basically, the EIR assessment grants the DPM the benefit of the doubt In almost all
categories, even In those clearly Identified as having an adverse Impact. It would be
helpful to set forth "worst case" scenarios If there Is a possibility of their existence.
Even if ranges of possibilities were given, the City Council could know what to
expect If the project did not meet fuji expectations. To do less makes the EIR a
sales document, which is clearly not the Intent and spirit of CEQA.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT COMMENTS ON
DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER DRAFT EIR

CHAPTER I - Overview and Planning History

No comments.

COSTS

(I) Capital costs may be understated. Several new elements, such as freeway
ramp Improvements at the Convention Center and Union Station Terminals as '
well as pedestrian bridges to public buildings, will be required, but their costs
are not attributed to overall project cost nor Identified as to funding.

(2) Relocation·costs appear to be Wl<Ierstated.

Ol It Is not clear how private-sector participation Is forthcoming to delray
operating costs.

PATRONAGE

The projections appear to be somewhat optimistic based on the use of the expansion
factors used to determine daily circulation trips and the exclusion of a time penalty
for making a physical transfer to the DPM at the peripheral terminal from eltheran
automobile or a bus.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Air quality, noise and safety Impacts are not adequately assessed. The problem of
noise during construction appears to be considerable. The assessment of visual
impacts is necessarily subjective, but somewhat skewed In favor of the DPM.

CHAP!ER II - Description of the Recommended System.

this chapter Is essentially a summary of Impacts, and therefore, comments may be
somewhat repetitive of those made for other chapters. However, this Is necessary
to insure th.at relevant points are raised.

I. Pages 7 and 32. Seventh Street Statlom It Is Important to assure that the rapid rail
station and access to the new mlxed-use development are properly integrated. The
EiR should be more explanatory on these poInts.

2. Pages 9, 13, and 23. It is not clear whether the DPM cost estimate Includes the
public costs of pedways to be constructed or how they are to be linanced. Will an
assessment district be utilized?

3. Page 22. A brief discussion of the Impact of peripheral parking at Union Station and
a station at the Federal Building on parking revenues generated by the Los Angeles
Mall should be Included.

4. Pages 49 and '8. Does the average station dwell time of 2' seconds permit someone
In a wheel chair to access ~he system and get Jocked In for safety? What about the
rush of other passengers? How many wheelchairs can each DPM car accommodate?
How does this affect the ability .to seat or stand passengers?

,. Page 'I. Patronage. The projected 1990 dally patronage Is made up of two types of
trips, drculation trips within the CBD and distribution trips to or from the regional
transportation system. Projections of these two types of trips are based upon
patronage models that estimate the circulation trips that wlll occur during the noon
peak and the one-hour period with the most distribution trips (p.m. peak hour). Each
of these single-hour patronage projections Is multiplied by an "expansion factor" to
obtain daily trips of that type.

. I
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Chapter II (cont'd) Chapter II (cont'd)

12.
II. Page 30. It should be Indicated that the 1,400 loeal and 3,000 regional jobs that

would be created are temporary (due to construction) and not permanent. No cost
assessment has been made If shortages of labor·ln certain crafts ,?,=cur because of
competing construction projects.

5. Page 36. Safety of auto drivers Is a concern. No information Is given on the current
incidence of accidents Involving wrong-way drivers. U street closures are
necessitated for construction, what can be the expected accident rate? If
projections cannot be made, at least present statistics should be supplied.

If night and weekend construction were deemed possible on certain segments, have
higher associated labor costs been taken Into conslderatlon7

3. Page 29. The statement is made that "The Federal money Is only available to the
City of los Angeles for the sole purpose of constructing a DPM system."

It appears reasonable to assume that the Federal government is anxious In these
times to Insure the most productive use of all tax dollars. If the case can be made
here that lU)other transit system will yield far better advantages to the region In the
long run, It Is not Inconceivable that the Congress can be persuaded to reallocate the
monies from a demonstration project to another system.

The statement that economic development funding would be considerably delayed or
diverted to other areas of the United States Is Inappropriate and should not be
surmised at this time.

CHAPTER III - Environmental Setting

Page 12. Energy capability should be translated into kilowatt hours. There is no
way of easily comparing the DPM power needs (page 11-60) to existing DWP
capability or whether there will be sufficient power capacity to meet 1990 growth
needs (cumulative needs for office, Industry, etc.) without construction of new
power plants.

CHAPTER IV - Environmental Impacts

I. Page's 11-14. Noise. The noise Impact has been properly Identified as~. Can
adequate mitigation measures be effected? A costing of mitigation measures does
not appear to have been made.

2. Pages 24 and 48. Mitigation measures to alleviate negative Impacts on law
enforcement, fire protection, and traffic congestion Include recommending that
night and weekend' con~tructlon be encouraged whenever -feasible. This will be
counterp.roductlve toward mitigating the severe noise Impacts that were identified,
since background noise Is lower at night. Therefore, any noise that Is produced Is
more Intrusive.

tage13• Has UMTA formally agreed to pay the extra $22.6-26.1 million over the
100. million promised by former Transportation Secretary Coleman? Inasmuch as

other cities, e.g. Baltimore and Miami, are preparing proposals to share in those
grants that have been cancelled, can Los Angeles be assured of receiving this
additional funding? If not, are contingency plans being prepared to fund the
shortfall?

u.In the case of circulation trips, the expansion factor used Is 10 times the circulation
peak hour; the minibus expansion factor Is only 5. (Minibus ridership Is now at 6,100
trips per day.) Although the models may accurately project the single-hour trips,
use of these expansion factors yields a questionable dally patronage projection (Page
49 estimates 72,400 trips on an average work day)

Another concern related to the patronage projections Is the assumption used to
determine whether a bus passenger or auto driver/passenger will transfer to the
DPM at the Union Station or Convention Center terminal or continue in his bus/auto
to the vicinity of his destination In downtown. The distribution model assumes that
the incoming commuter weighs the cost and time required to make each trip. The
transfer to the DPM scenario includes the time necessary to make the transfer but
does not include an addi tlonal time penalty that reflects the inconvenience of
transferring vs. staying In the vehicle. this has probably resulted In an
overstatement of distribution trips.

6. Page 52. It is unclear whether ramp modifications to the Santa Monica Freeway to
Improve access to the Convention Center are Included In the capItal costs
attributable to the DPM, regardless of which agency would be financially
responsible. In the absence of the DPM, the modifications would not be made. If
they are made, It means that other freeway projects In District 7 may have to be
foregone. The EIR should describe this eventuality.

7. Page 59. The Systems Safety Program Plan should be made avallab!e before a
decision is made on DPM implementation. A worst- and best-case scenarIo should be
described. What are evacuation strategies, tlmes;.etc.? What can people expect?

Is it adequate to leave stations unattended by security personnel, particularly at
night? How will arrests be effectuated?

a. Page 60. Energy savings for users of the DPM should be calculated so that
comparisons can be made against the amount of power required to operate the DPM
system.

9. Page 61. What will be the Impact on operating costs if full patronage projections
are not achieved until beyond 1990? If patronage projections are exceeded in 19907

10. Page 62. How are private sector contributions of $1.4 million for operating costs
going to be generated?

11. Page 63. There is a 32-39 month construction time during which varying. levels.of
disruption would exist. Will this Impact Impede attempts to meet ilIr quality
standards by 1982? Will violations of air quality standards in downtown be
significantly increased as a result of traffic congestion?

Page 70. Is cost of business relocation Included In estimates? U not, from what
source of funding will costs be paid? Costs for utUlty relocation have not been
Identified. Similarly, It Is not clear who pays for the utility relocation that must
take place.



Chapter IV (cont'd)

6. Page 47. No assessment Is made of emissions from traffic congestion caused by
construction activity. this may be much more critical than pollution from
construction equipment or workers' cars, which Is discussed on page 16.

7. Page" - Emergency Access. The discussion has been omitted that, If the guideway
were located in the centerline of Figueroa, access for-firefightlng equIpment would
not be obstructed.

&. Pages 76-97. Visual and Aesthetic Impacts. This section should be rewritten to
delete as many subjective statements as possible. Of any section susceptible to
subjective interpretation, aesthetics Is most prone. Therefore, special efforts must
be taken to minimize this.

9. Page 82. The chart contains "plus" marks In several columns that could just as well
be "minus" or "x's", for instance It Is questionable that the tunnel ride can be given
double "pluses" for offering an enhanced aesthetic experience. It all depends upon
Individual Interpretations. To ascribe the chart to the Plannlnl Department makes
It appear as if It has management endorsement or has achieved a departmental
consensus when, In fact, this Is not the case.

The positive overall visual/aesthetic impact liven the system lIhould be revaluated.

10. Pages 84-". The "canyon effect" of the DPM Is first acknowledged, then
dismissed. However, as described, there Is no conclusion to be drawn for the
stations on Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Streets other than they will be oppressive,
therefore negative, not positive as the chart lIhows.

11. Page 86. An effective mitigation measure to screen users of the Hilton Hotel pool
from the intrusive viewing of DPM riders might be placing a screen upon the
guideway Itself.

12. Page '4. Open space fronting the City Hall and State property wlll be diminished
and views wlll be altered. This s~ld be acknowledged.

13. Page 96. As on page IV-1I9, reference Is made to the construction of pedestrian
bridges to public facilities. Are the costs for these structures Incorporated Into the
overall estimate? (See also comment 11-2.) It Is unclear which agency wlU pay for a
landscaped deck to be constructed over the freeway to link the DPM with the Plaza.

14. Page 141. The EIR quotes a report by Dark and Higinbotham as the source for an
estimated '1% Increase In retail sales between 1'72 and 1977. Review of that
report indicates that Dark and Higginbotham used the 1972 Census of Retail Trade
sales totals for various groups of CaD stores (e.g., seneral merChandise, appareU and
applied the increase In per capita sales statewide for each of those categories to
obtain the 1977 figure. But the same Information reveals that central business
districts have not performed as well as the State as a whole. For example, In the
1967-72 period, the State gained 48.2% in salesl the Los Angeles CaD gained 1'.'%,

• and the State outperformed the L. A. CaD in every major category of store type.
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Chapter IV (cont'd)

Use of _this seemingly overs~ated estimate of retail sales affects the estimate of
retail sales per square foot made In the thIrd r.aragraph on page 141, as well as the
per capita spending estimates and projected ncreases In per capita spending used
later in the secton.

.,. Page 141 (cont'd). The EIR quotes Dark and Higginbotham as predicting an annual
growth rate of retail sales In the western portion of the Los Angeles CaD of 1.6'll>
per year -10 constant dollars. In the next paragraph, an estimated sales increase of
2.2'll> per year (in constant dollars) Is predicted for the DPM corridor without the
presence of the DPM-. No methodology Is given for this upward adjustment, but the
statement Is made that "This projection assumes that there would be an increase of
about 3D'll> or about 1.0 million square feet of additional retail space in the DPM
corridor by 1990". It Is not clear whether Dark and Higginbotham also forecast an
Increase In Slluare footage; perhaps they assumed that sales made by additional
retailers would come at the expense of other retailers In the area. At any rate, the
EIR does not explain IX" justify the JI'll> upward adjustment In predicted annual sales
In what Is essentially the same area.

16. Pages _ 143-14'. The section describing DPM-Induced retail sales presents
conclusions that need more Justification. The analysis rlghtfolly assumes that the
additional office and non-o fice employees, residents and hotel guests that are
Induced by deployment of the DPM will become downtown purchasers, adding to
retail sales. The fiR analysis goes on to predict, however, that!!.!... CaD purchasers
(existing plus projected pius DPM Induced) will spend more per capita because the
DPM Is In place. Reference Is made to the Washington, D.C. Metro and the
Minneapolis skyway pedestrian system to support this assumption. These per capita
safes - Increases are estimated to be 2'-30'll> for office workers, "-20% for
I"on-offlce workers. '-10% for local upper- and middle-Income residents, and 2'-)0'll>
for caD hotel guests.

The followlns table hlghllshts the Impact of these DPM-Induced per capita sales
Increases. For example, in 1990, with the additional downtown purchasers projected
without' the DPM, but spendlns at the per capita rate estimated without the DPM,
retail sales will increase '.I'll> because of the DPM. When the "bonus factor" of
Increased per capita spendins We to the DPM Is used, ret!lIl spending in 1990
increases 30'll> over retail sales projected for the same year without the DPM,
indicating that the increased spendlns per capita and not the increase in numbers of
employees, residents and hotel suests Is the major factor producing the sales
Increase.



Chapter IV (cont'd)

Total Sales In 191' Total Sales In 199O
using 191' Projected using 1990 Projected
Per Capita Spending Per Capita Spending

Without per With per Without per With per
capita capita capita capita

. spending spending spending spending
increase increase Increase Increase
due to DPM due toDPM ~~ due to DPM

Office Employees $1",92' $ 14",906 $ 14',530 $ 1",220

Non-Office Employees 13,682 16,216 17,336 20,80"

CaD Residents 8,291 1,883 19,320 20,700 ..

Hotel Guests 60,nO 1',600 74,133 94,190

Hotel Room Charges 78,320 71,320 14,723 n,723

Total $ 276,698 $ 317,60' $ 341,042 $ "06,337

Increase over Baseline $ 18,789 $ '9,696 $21,"2' $ 93,73"

~ Increase over Baseline +7.3% +23.1% +9.1 % +30.0~

• Correction of error In.EIR table.

Minneapolis has one of the most severe winter climates In the U.S., a covered
pedestrianway Is very likely to induce additional sales because of the protectIon and
comfort It offers. The Washington, D.C. system (Metro) has been operational for
such a. short time that sales Increases might be largely due to the novelty aspect of
the system. The experience 01 BART does not appear to have been equal to that of
Metro.

Although It Is agreed that some measure of retail sales Increases will occur because
of increased numbers of persons In the C8D, there are not sufficient data In the EIR
to support the conclusion that persons will be spending, not saving, more of their
incomes In 1990 merely because the DPM system Is In place.

17. Page 145. The EIR estimates that the DPM wllllnduce a 30% Increase In retail sales
in the DPM corridor•. One assumption underlying this projection Is that the system
will transport a rider to anywhere along the system In CBD In 10 minutes or less,
thereby inducing additional noontime shopping and dining expenditures.
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Chapter IV (cont'd)

Presently, the minibus system Is capable of transporting riders to most popular CaD
destinations within 10-1' minutes, yet the dally patronage Is only 6.100. Studies
show that almost 40% of the non-ettvllc spending In the CBD is In general
merchandise (department) stores. These are In the Seventh Street corridor,
Including Bullocks, Robi!'sons, the 8roadway and extending to the May Company.
This corridor may be negatively impacted by shifts in shopping patterns due to the
DPM. Now the minibus gives fairly direct service; the nearest DPM station wi1l be
located two blocks west of the 8roadway Plaza, the closest department store to the
DPM. Therefore, the assumption of Improved accessibility to those stores
generating a high preponderance of retail sales Is questionable. The possibility that
a shift of retail sales may occur should be addressed In the EIR.

If possible, the EIR should also attempt to address the possiblUty that the Increased
application of flex-hours and a four-day work week may result In fewer persons
being In the CaD on a continual dally basis. Even previous market studies prepared
on various Bunker Hill parcels did not take these changing work patterns into
account.

II. Pages 148-1'1. A portion of the sales increases due to DPM deployment has been
assigned to existing and proposed retail stores, with the remainder Indicated as
available to support addltlonalCBD retamng. if the estimate of DPM-Induced sales
Is excessIve, as discussed In '" above, then Investors who develop additional
retalllng will eIther fail or cause existing retailers to fail. Furthermore, It appears
that the estimate of 1977 C8D retail sales, discussed In 113 above, forms the basis
for current and projected sales figures per square foot used In the analysis. If the
estimate of 1977 sales Is overstated, then existing retailers are not doing as well per
square foot as the ErR indicates, which means that any DPM-induced spending,
whether from more purchasers or Increased per capita spending, will have to go
mainly to existing retailers. Otherwise, retail sales will simply shift.

19. Page 17&. The statement Is made that "the DPM Is expected to have little or no
Impact on the Music Center beyond a marginal Improvement In access." In fact,
present-day service to the Center. with direct minibus service, Is better. The DPM
stations are located so that all Music Center patrons would have at least a
two-block, uphill walk to reach the Center.

20. Page 183. Reference to the lawn portion of City Hall being a park Is omitted.
Mitigating measures, therefore, need to be considered.

21. Page 117. Additional problems concerning fire and pollee protection for urban
development, not the system Itself, are Identified, but no costs of mitigation are
presented. These should be estimated.

22. Page 214. Studies on fare sensitivity analyses reported In various Issues of I!:!!!!£
Quarterly confirm that, with fare InCreases, there Is a strong elasticity of demand
for transit ridership In those groups that do not have high regular bus ridership (Jul)',
1971).

In the C8D, the'same experience was reflected In minibus ridership In 1976-77 when
the fare was raised from IO¢ to 2'¢ and patronage dropped '0%.



Chapter IV (cont'd)

Tourists wllJ not be affected, but local discretionary trips would probably decrease lf
the DPM fare were raised. Although a rise from l'¢ to 2'¢ Is a minor Increase In
and of Itself, persons begin to think twice about whether the round trip Is really
worth 'OC to them. The glamour of the DPM may not be sufficient to overcome this
human inertia.

Therefore, the fact that the models indicated the demand for the DPM Is relatlveiy
insensitive to an increase In fare appbrs to contradict the findings of aU other
transit studies conducted on the subject and should be reevaluated.

23. Page 21'. There Is an Inadequate report of findings of impacts of columns on
pedestrian activity because of reduced sidewalk widths, partlcuiariy on Fifth Street.
The information is not reported In the text or the summary chart on pages .53-51.

24. Page 2i6. The traffic Impact discussion assumes ramp Improvement to the Santa
Monica Freeway (at Convention Center) will be made. If they are not made, what
will the traffic Impact be? What wUl be the expectation that carpoolers will be
willing to use the Intercept If the ramp Improvements are not made?

2'. Page 217. The determination of VMT savings In the ceo assumes that 45'J(, of the
DPM circuiation trips would be diverted from the automobile, resulting In It dally
VMT savings of 900. It appears more reasonable to assume that noon-hour
circulation trips are walk or transit trips, or the trip Is not made. Therefore, these
VMT savings are overstated.

26. Page 217. Therl!! is no impact assessment of VMT Increases Imposed by a median In
Figueroa Street. Likewise, an Indication of the traffic Impact on adjacent streets,
e.g., Fiower Street, shourd be made.

CHAPTER V- Measures to Reduce Energy Consumptloh

No comments.

CHAPTER VI- The Relationship Between Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity

I. Page I. The DPM system '!!!I encourage the use of peripheral parking•. "Will" is too
strong. The statement that "the visual effects will· therefore contribute to the
iong-term productivity of the downtown area" Is highly subjective and should be
deleted, particularly since possible view obstructions and other visual
incompatibilities have been Identified (page IV-220) as unavoidable adverse Impacts.

2. Page 6. (See CSH)

3. Page 9. Land. No mention is made of the possible alternate uses of private land at
the intercepts, If there are any. To the extent they are relevant, opportunity costs
and benefits should be discussed.
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Chapter VI (cont'd1

Money. No mention Is made of the possibility of a financial Impact on City
taxpayers In case joint development opportunities or assessment districts do not
come to fruition.

If. Other growth-Inducing Impacts, e.g., retail sales, are discussed under comments for
Chapter IV.

CHAPTER VII - Alternatives to the Proposed Action

1. Pages 9 and 10. The conclusions reache<l regarding the economic Impact of an
Improved bUs alternative vis-a-vis the DPM seem somewhat Inconsistent. Credit Is
given to the bus alternative to Increase aMual retail sales, but due only to the
Increase In the number of employees shopping In the downtown area. Yet, the DPM
Is given a high-level of ability to increase sales from this same greater number of
employees. Inasmuch as the Broadway and Seventh Street complexes will have less
access under the DPM alternative, It Is unciear why the system should have
superiority for Inducing expenditures.

Additionally, economic ilCtivity Is occurring on the west side of the CBD today
without the DPM. this area already has heavy bus ridership.

2. Page 2'. Impact on Development. To the extent that development decisions in the
private market are predicated on f~ctors other than public transit availability, the
statement that "the Null Alternative would negatively affect downtown's
competitiveness in attracting new deveiopment" is untrue. Locational decisions take
into account labor market, transportation, desire of executives to locate within an
area, cost of land, etc. for InstanCe, when corporate executives were interviewed,
they Indicated their decisions to locate in the San Francisco CBD were not made
solely on the availablUty of BART.

Even with the Null Alterllative, the Los Angeles CBD remains the most transit-rich
area of the City.

Air Quality. It Is unclear whether the assessment took rising gasoline prices or
ridesharing promotion into account when it was determined that the Null "Alternative
would not alter automobile travei dependency.

3. Pag~ 27. The private sector today benefits from existing transit systems such as the
milllbus. Yet, It makes no'direct financial contribution. It Is premature to assume
this will change as a res,ult of the DPM.

If. Page 30. The operating speed differentials of the minibus vs. DPM do not appear to
show a clear superiority for the latter. It will still take about 14 minutes for a rider
to get from the Civic Center to the Broadway Plaza. That is competetive with
today's sChedule. As for schedule adherence, t~ minibus Is subject to traffic delays,
particularly at the noon peak. Yet, if operating breakdowns occur on the DPM, it
will be subject to longer delays.
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Chapter VII (cont'd)

The operatil,lg costs for one year of DPM could pay for four years of minibus service
at present rates. If actual patronage Is below estimates or private-sector financial
partlclp.atlon Is' not forthcoming for the DPM, costs wlll rise. Legally, a benefit
district could be Imposed on that portion of the CBD In the minibus corridor Just as
well as for the DPM. if the Council so desired.

Page /4. It Is unclear how closely the starter line stations at Seventh Street and
Fifth Broadway are Integrated with the DPM. It appears there will be some walking
for patrons to get from one system to the other.

The DPM EIR stressed that the prpposed system Is In conformance with the Central
City Community Plan. That plan outllned a people mover/mass rapid transit system,
with people mover lines connecting physically Integrated people mover/mass rapid
transit stiltions and extending to minor activity nodes and peripheral parking
facilities. It Is unclear how physical integration of the DPM station at Seventh
between Francisco and Figueroa and the Wilshire llne can be adequately
accomplished If they are constructed a block apart. If these two systems are not
physically Integrated, Implementation of the Central City Community. Plan will be
~~~ . .

6. Pages 11-14. The alternative alignments should be furthlr evaluated, e.g., Flower
Street allgnment and the Grand Street allgnment with a stop near the Music Center
and County Courthouse. From the standpoint of Impacts, Option 8 (Flower Street)
appears to compete favorably with the recommended allgnment, e.g. traffic, noise
and d Isr upt Ion Impacts. •

The summation of page 10 and tables do not explain why Basellne A was selected
when Route B looks superior.

Likewise, the all-bus alternative was rejected as unvlable to meet CBD needs, even
though it Is relatively competetlve with the DPM for providing service.
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RESPONSES TO LOS ANGELES CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT:

II-I. Integration of the starter line CBD stations and the·

DPM requires close coordination through all phases of

engineering. The starter line activities in the CBD

are just approaching the point where such coordination

is possible. In concept, the size and depth of the

starter line stations (platforms are 500 feet long and

depths are 60-100 feet) provides ample opportunity for

extensions of mezzanines. Pedestrian corridors and

vertical access points can extend well beyond the lim

its of the platform. These access points would then be

integrated into eXistin~ or planned buildings, pedways,

or other available sites such as. the DPM stations.

These station extensions would provide an alternative

to pedestrian movement at the street leve~.

11-2. See response to comment IV-13.

11-3. Access to Union Station parking via the DPM is likely

to result in an increase in parking revenues for· the

Los Angeles Mall garage. Currently, the garage allo

cates approximately 1500 monthly spaces to City employees

at $5.00/month; 70 spaces to non-City employees (e.g.

Federal office workers) at S50.00/month; and 600 short

term spaces to daily visitor parkers at $2.50/day.

Because of the demand for employee spaces (as evidenced

by a waiting list of 1500 City employees for $5.00/month

spaces), a sizable number of short-term spaces are used
by employee parkers paying the $2.50 daily rate. At

traction of 100-200 employee parkers using short-term

spaces to the DPM intercept parking facilit~ at Union

Station (or the Convention Center) would open these

spaces to short-term visitor parker.s, thereby increas

ing daily parking revenues generated by these spaces

from $2.50/day to $4. 00-$5. OO/day. (There is sufficient
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demand to fill these short-term spaces with short-term

parkers. Currently, the Bureau of Public Works is con

verting 200 City-employee designated spaces to short

term use for L.A. Mall visitors/shoppers.) A higher

turnover rate of th~se short-term spaces could yield

from $55,000 to $110,000 or more per year in parking

revenues (200 days x 100-200 spaces x $2.50 ($5.00

$2.50)/day). This would represent a 7.5%-15.0% in

crease over the estimated annual L.A. Mall garage rev

enues of $700,000 to $750,000.

11-4. In keeping with the current desires of the handicapped

,community and the associated regulatory agencies, the

DPM vehicles will not provide lock-in features for

wheelchairs. The wheelchair user will be expected to

set the wheelchair brakes at a stanchion in the desig

nated area.

The System Specification requires vehicle door design

that precludes injury to or entrapment of patrons; this

may involve obstruction detection, push back, recycle,

traction interlocks, emergency release, door closing

warning, etc. Such safety features could extend the

average station dwell time to that required by elderly

and handicapped patrons.

Relative to the rush of other passengers, the platform

doors will act as patron flow areas to the vehicle

doors. The combination of multiple platform and

vehicle doors, level of service provide with short

headways, and the seated to standee patron ratio should

. alleviate the need for patron rush.

The System Specification, in keeping with the present·

conceptual level of design, has established requirements

for patron capacity to the extent of 4.5 square feet

minimum of floor area for seated patrons and an average

of 2.5 square feet for each standee. These factors,
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when combined with the 1 to 1 required standing to

seated passenger ratio in any station-to-station link,

the required service level for all patrons during the

peak 20 minutes, the maximum vehicle physical dimen

sions, and the projected station volumes and link vol

umes, equate to an approximate 207.5 square feet of

clear floor space in a DPM train. This area could ac

commodate wheelchair users to the extent of their

mobility in getting situated, but then standee floor

space would be diminished. Other rail rapid transit

property experience would indicate that the LADPM could

expect very few and infrequent wheelchair users in a

given service day.

11-5. To obtain estimates for daily DPM ridership, expansion

factors ~ere applied to the model results for the P.M.

peak hour distribution trips and to the noon hour cir

culationtrips. For the distribution trips, factors

were d~rived from two-way CBD Cordon Counts made in

1976 by the Los Angeles City Traffic Department. The

factors are 5.26 for regional auto users and 6.75 for

regional tran~it users. For circulation trips a factor

o£ 10 was applied.

This factor of 10 is based on information from two
1major sources, including the 1975 CBD travel survey,

and statistics from other transit systems, particularly

the Washington Metro. 2 These data sources were used

in conjunction with the model results to create the

hourly distribution of DPM trips shown in Figure 1.

The relationship betw~en daily and noon hour circulation

t
1 Barton-Aschman and Associates, Inc. Los Angeles Central

Business District Internal Travel Survey prepared for CRA,
October, 1975.

2 Washington Area Metropolitan Transit Authority, May, 1978
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FIGURE 1

Estimated DPH Ridership bv Hour of the Dav. 1990

was derived, in part, from an analysis of the relation

ship between circulation and distribution trips at

different times of the day. For example, for the A.M.

peak period, distribution trips account for roughly 91.4

percent of all DPM trips. This is comparable to data for

the washington Metro System (88.1 percent). Circulation

trips comprise 35.5 percent of total daily DPM trips.

For the washington Metro, the comparable statistic is

·35.8 percent. It,has been estimated that 6.1 percent

of total daily DPM ridership will occur during the noon

hour. This compares favorably with the washington Metro,

where 5 percent of daily trips occur during the noon qour.

The Metro, while not strictly a "downtown people mover"

can be compared to the DPM since both are automated tran

sit systems operating on exclusive gU~deways, and both

offer service for 18 hours per weekday (6:00 A.M. to

12 midnight).
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Additional points of reference are available for the 1975

pedestrian survey. While pedestrian trip rates vary

widely by hour of the day for different land uses, on the

average it was found the circulation trips in the P.M.

peak hour were 68 percent of what they were in the noon

hour. A round figure of 70 percent was used in the DPM

analysis. The 1975 survey also estimated that in the

P.M. peak hour, 26 percent of all trips are circulation

trips. A slightly lower figure was used for the DPM

analysis (20 percent).

With this information, it was possible to "fix" the

circulation trips at various times of the day. It was

then possible to construct the graph shown in Figure 1

on a step by step basis. The result is that daily

circulation trips are about 10 times the number of noon

hour circulation trips.

Estimates of transfer times between regional modes and

the DPM were based on detailed drawings of the intercept

facilities at the Convention Center and Union Station.

Transfer times were oalculated by adding estimated walk

times, escalator times, fare gate times, and average

wait times. Walk speeds, escalator speeds, horizontal .

and vertical distances were all taken into account. The

transfer time between ~he outbound busway and the DPM

platform at Union Station is estimated to be 2.5 minutes

not counting wait time. The comparable time for the in

bound busway is 2.1 minutes. The bus/DPM transfer time

at the Convention Center is estimated to be 1.6 minutes.

Transfer times between parking structures and the DPM

platforms are estimated to be 2.9 and 3.0 minutes for

Union Station and the Convention Center, respectively.

Clearly, these are meant to be averages. Times will

vary for individual passengers depending on where ~hey

park within the parking structure, and other factors.

The estimates are also subject to change during final

design.
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Quantifying an additional time or cost penalty to reflect

the "psychological inconvenience" of transfering would

be very difficult. Any estimate would be extremely

arbitrary. It is felt that the times used in the model

ing analysis are reasohable estimates for the transfer

penalty. It is also likely that during the final engin

eering and architectural studies, designs will be im

proved from the passengers perspective, resulting in

lower transfer times than originally estimated.

11-6. It is true that trade-offs must be made in the alloca

~ion of limited transportation funds. The impact of

~pecific fund allocation decisions is not always clear.

In many cases allocation of funds to a project does not

lessen the opportunity for funding other projects. This

is due to such requirements as minimum levels of expen

diture for each transportation district. The freeway

modifications proposed may actually increase the total

level of transportation funding in District 7 and not

foreclose opportunities to fund other freeway projects.

11-7. The LADPM Systems Safety and Fire Protection Program

Plan is available and is currently under review by the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA). This

plan establishes the disciplined and authoritative pro

gram required to assure that safety is designed, built,

and verified into the system. The safety program acti

vities will lead to documented demonstration that the

system can be safely allowed to commence revenue ser

vice. Documentation will include agreements with safety,

emergency service, and regulatory agencies. In this

manner, it will be assured that the safety of the opera

tion of the LADPM system will equal or exceed that of

other modern, fixed guideway transit systems built and

operated in the United States since 1965.
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The security plan, design criteria, and requirements

have been established in conjunction with the Los Angeles

Police Department (LAPD) for the express purpose of

yielding a real as well as a high perceptual level of

security for patrons and personnel throughout the system.

Although vehicles and stations are unattended, their

open design will allow easy surveillance from outside t~e

system by LAPD foot and car patrol. This surveillance

will be supplemented by closed circuit television (CCTV)

surveillance by central control personnel, having direct

communications with the LAPD.

11-8. See response to Hubacher comment for an analysis of the

relative energy conclusions between DPM system power

requirements and VMT savings resulting from its operation.

11-9. Operating costs are related more directly to the number

of vehicles and operating miles and indirectly to the

number of patrons covered. If patronage projections

are not achieved as quickly as anticipa~ed the size
of a consist and the frequency of service can be re

duced. Both these actions will reduce the number of

vehicle miles and, therefore, the operation and main

tenance costs. Conversely, if the patronage demand

exceeds that projected, additional capacity is avail

able through more frequent service and using the

excess space in each car for more standees. The comr

bination of these actions will have only a slight

increase in total operating costs with a reduction in

cost per passenger.

11-10. As shown in the DPM financial plan, approximately

$1.3 million will be required from the private sector

to assure that the monies needed for operating and

maintaining the system will be available. The pri

vate sector contributions are based entirely upon
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benefits received. For example the $1.3 million

represents about 20% of the net benefits received

by the private sector. The basic premise 'is "those

who benefit pay". ~enefits are divided into four

categories: 1) office, 2) retail, 3) hotel, and 4),
other. The benefits for each category were determined

depending upon the distance from the DPM station.

various methods for collecting or "capturing" a portion

of the increased value were examined including joint

agreements, retail overrides and benefit assessments.

It was decided, in conjunction with the private sector,

that the benefit assessment method was the most easily

,administrable from both the public and private sector

points of view. The assessment, based upon distance

from the station and the category of business, would

be collected along with taxes normally collected each

year. The monies generated and the impact upon the

private sector are essentially the same in all the value

capture methods examined. The benefit assessment is

most easily administered and was therefore selected.

11-11. Construction of the DPM system will produce some addi

tional congestion on certain downtown streets, during

periods of normally high traffic volumes. It has been

estimated by the Department of Traffic that in 1983,

an estimated all day average speed on streets in the

DPM corridor would be 17.9 miles per hour. With DPM

construction activities taking place, the resulting

congestion could reduce this figure to 17.6 miles per

hour, by Department of Traffic estimates. The effect

of this on emission factors would be on the order of

one-to-two percent.

Considering the small proportion of regional pollution

attributable to the downtown area (about one percent),

it is reasonable to suggest that the net effect of DPM

construction on achievement of the ambient air quality

standards would be insignificant.
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11-12. In all instances it was considered desirable to locate

the DPM quideways within public right-of-way to mini

mize the displacement of residential and business esta

blishments and to minimize Community disruption. How

ever, in specific locations where guideways and other

facilities could not be located within public rights

of-way, a minimum amount of additional right-of-way is
required. The only anticipated business relocation oc

curs in the vicinity of the Convention Center Intercept

on Figueroa Street between 12th Street and Pico Boule

vard. The estimated cost of potential business reloca

tion has been included in the estimate for right-of

way. These costs were developed based on guidelines
provided by the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real

Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970.

A detailed estimate was made of the cost of modifying

or relocating both public and private utilities re

quired by DPM construction.

Section 62.01 of the City of Los Angeles Municipal
Code requires that all utility companies under franchise

with the City (such as gas, telephone, telegraph),

fire and police signa~s, and the City Department of
Water and Power bear the cost and relocate their own

facilities.

City storm drains, sewers, traffic signals and street

lights are designed to City standards and the cost is

included as part of a proposed project.

11-13. UMTA has not at this time formally agreed to fund the

$17.3 million additional caused by delays in the program

and will not do so until the formal application for

final designs and implementation is submitted. The

additional funding requirement has been discussed with

UMTA, however, and it is assumed by all parties th~t
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formal approval will be given upon receipt of the applL

cation. If the additional funds were not forthcoming

from UMTA then the City would have to re-examine the

funding plan and determine the source of the funds.

The worst case would be to revert to the original fund

ing plan wherein the City and County would contribute

cash dollars instead of using right-of-way land as 1n
kind contributions.

III-I. See responses to Department of Water and Power and
Hubacher.

IV-I.. See response to the Los Angeles County Transportation

Commission. Costs 'of mitigation measures are included
to the extent that, these measures would be required by

existing City of Los Angeles ordinances.

IV-2. The cost of evening and night construction work has

been accounted for in reduced productivity, resulting

\ in higher unit costs. This reduced productivity is

based on CALTRANS experience with freeway construction.

IV-3. There have been several suggestions on how to use the

DPM mo~ies for othe~ purposes such as bus systems, rail

system, housing, social programs etc. It has been made

very. clear from the beginning of the national DPM progr~rr

that the monies were set aside solely for implementing

DPM's. This was further emphasized by DOT Secretary
Brock Adams during an address to the Los Angeles Cham-

ber of Commerce on May 17, 1978 (see Sierra Club re

sponse). To att~mpt to reallocate the funds can only

cloud the issue and add more delay to solving our

total transportation problems.

If the issue is one of priorities, i.e. what should be

built first, two items should be considered; 1) Since

the RTDP 4-part program represents an integrated
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approach to solving the total transportation problem,
each element should be implemented when funding is

available for that element and 2) the City wide plan

pp 17, 18, Department of City Planning 1974, indicates

that auxiliary systems should be built before the

primary transit system. Therefore the idea of imple

menting the DPM when funding is available, even if it

is before implementation of the regional system, is
the right one and is in conformity with City plans.

If the DPM were delayed or not built, ,due to a diversion

of funds, many joint development opportunities would be

lost. In addition the recently signed transit bill

provides for up to $200 million per year nationally for

public/private sect~r joint development relating to
transportation. These funds are available as soon as

applications can be submitted and approved.' If the DPM

maintains its schedule a significant portion of these

funds can come to Los Angeles now. Delays can only cause

these funds to go to other cities.

IV-4. The observation that the jobs created due to construc

tion are temporary and not permanent is correct. The
socio-economic impact on the construction labor force

was addressed on page IV-37 as follows:

"Construction activities for the DPM are
expected to generate over $74 million in
local wages during the 39-month construction
period. A labor force of about 1700 person
years would be required for the project.
Construction of the guideway, stations, and
other elements would require a labor force
of about 1220 person-years, and construction
of the intercepts and maintenance facility
would require about 480 person~years, over
an estimated IS-month period."
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The construction of the Los Angeles DPM Project will
provide relief to the currently depressed construction

industry. Increased construction employment because

of the DPM would par~ially offset the current (5.5 per

cent in October, 1978) unemployment rate in the Los

Angeles-Long Beach area. In the construction trades,

this figure may be even higher. In the summer of 1978,

it was estimated that approximately 85 percent of all

union members in the twelve major construction crafts

were employed, with about 100,000 of these in contract

construction activities. The construction industry has

~raditionally been able to resP9nd to variable levels

Qf building activity. It is not anticipated that the

construction of the Los Angeles DPM Program will tax

the capabilities of the Southern California construction
industry.

IV-5. Accident data attributed to wrong-way drivers or street

closures are not readily availabl~. From January 1, 1977

to December 31, 1977, 2,485 accidents witbin the City

of Los Angeles were classified with a primary collision

factor of "wrong side of road". These represent approxi-

'mately 4 percent of all accidents occuring within the

City, but include a myriad of driver actions. No specific

data for the CBD have been co~lected and no reference
to any street closure or construction activity is made.

IV-6. See response to comment ii-II.

IV-7. A discussion of the impacts on access by firefighting

units. resulting from the selection of the center of

Figueroa variation is presented on page IV-187.
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IV-S. As was pointed o~t in the introduction to the visual

section in the DEIR (p.IV-78), reaction to the guide

way and structures "will depend upon the tastes and

attitudes of the observer." The visual impact section

as written discusses both positive and negative reactions

to the guideway, stations and associated structures

from a number of perspectives.

IV-9. The tunnel section is described as adding interest to

the ride, with both positive and negative reactions

possible from the rider depending on the rider's

reactions to tunnels. The plus rating for the tunnel

ride reflects the judgement that the interest of the

tunnel as an aesthetic experience is greater than its

negative effects.

Ascribing the chart to the Los Angeles City Planning

Department was meant simply as an identification of the

agency/consultant affiliation of the person who prepared

the chart. Other charts, figures, and tables in the

DEIR are ascribed to other agencies/consultants who

prepared sections of the document for the same reason.

The notation was not meant to imply management endorse

ment or departmental co~sensus regarding the contents

of the chart any more than it would for any other con

sultant who participated in the preparation of the

document.

Reevaluation is not necessary for the reasons stated in the

answer.to comment IV-8.

IV-IO. The discussion of' a "canyon-like visual character" on

p. 86 refers not to the DPM but to the buildings on

either side of Figueroa Street. The overall rating

for the stations in the center of Figueroa variation

(segment 3a in the visual analysis) has been changed
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in Table IV-22A from plus to an "X" to reflect the

differing effects of the 5th, 7th and 9th Street

stations. (The 5th Street station was judged very

positively and the 7th and 9th Street stations nega

tively) •

IV-li. While it is agreed that the use of a screen would pro

vide an effective mitigation measure, the necessity for

such a screen does not appear to be warranted.

IV-12. Open space in front of the State building and City Hall

will be diminished, although it should be noted that

these spaces are for visual or circulation use only.

The DEIR did acknowledge in the fourth paragraph on

p. IV-95: "However, the presence of the guideway will

also create a visual band in front of the civic build

ings, including City Hall. Views of these buildings
are now intermittently available through the trees;

some close up and medium views of these buildings

could be affected ••• " In addition, depending upon

the f~nal site coverage of th& proposed state build

ing, the open spac~ in front of the building will be

diminished to a greater or lesser extent.

IV-13. In all cases, the design of the Los Angeles DPM

guideway and stations has recognized, and is compati

ble with, the plan for expansion of the pedway sys

tem. In most cases, substantial development must

occur before completion of the pedway program. Be

cause of the uncertain~ies involved, the,cost of the

pedestrian bridges, with the exceptio~ of the pedway

at the Federal Building station, have not been inclu

ded in overall project cost estimates. In all cases,

access to stations is sufficient to'meet projected

patronage demands without current direct pedway
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access. At this time, the plans for development and

financing of a landscaped deck over the Hollywood

Freeway in the vicinity of the DPM Federal Building
Station have nQt been defined. No costs related to

the possible future connection have been included in

- the capital cost estimate for the DPM Program.

IV-14. The Dark and Higginbotham study conducted for the
City of Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency

was the most recently published report covering re

cent retail sales trends in the Los Angeles CBD.

Therefore, it needed to be included in the DEIR as

the primary reference document.

It should be noted that the annual retail sales fig

ures contained in the Dark and Higginbotham report

were not directly applied in the calculation of

either retail sales per square foot or per capita

sales. These statistics were provided from other

DEIR or CBD/planning reports, and conJ;irmed by "in":

house" CRA data files on existing retail operations.

In order to develop a baseline forecast for total caD

sales, the lowest per capita sales figures developed

from surveys of Bunker Hill residents and from a

separate analysis by Property Evaluation Services

were utilized.

IV-IS. As explicitly stated on page IV-14l, the Dark and

Higginbotham study did not take into account esti-
I .

mates of "future activity for the Eastern CBD, in-

cluding the Broadway shopping area." This factor,

plus the planned/committed addition of 1.0 million

square feet of new retail, were the primary consider

ations reflected by increasing the anticipated annual

retail sales volumes by an anqual rate of 2.2% in

stead of 1.67%. The net difference between the Dark

and Higginbotham and the Harmon forecasts is about
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$40 million or approximately the annual sales volume
minimally expected from the "mixed-use" project pro

posed at 7th and Figueroa Streets.

The baseline DEIR retail sales forecast was extremely

conservative in its assumption that the 1.0 million

square feet of new space planned for the DPM Corridor
Area ·would be feasibly undertaken by 1990 without the

DPM system implementation. Essentially, no credit

was taken for the DPM system's positive influence on

the private sector proceeding with these proj~ctcom

mitments.

The methodological approach to this type of forecast

is axiomatic. Retail sales of existing outlets were

held constant in current prices. ~econdly, it was

assumed that a 30% increase in retail space (i.e.,

with a high percentage of specialized retail) would

. produce a 33% increase in the total retail sales.
This means that centrally located new retail space is
expected to produce sales volumes at 10% higher per

square foot rates. The net difference between the

two forecasts eguates to a net increase of retail

space in the mixed-use project (i.e., 340,000 net

square feet), producing a $110-115 per net square

foot in retail sales.

IV-16. It is correct that "the increased spending per capita

and not the increase in number of employees, resi

dents and hotel guests is the major factor producing

the forecasted sales increases." To be consistent,

the. QEIR document did not take credit for "joy-rid
ing" either in the ridership or retail sales esti

mates. ("Joyriding" comprises 40-50% of the Dear

born, Michigan, people mover system riders.) The
sy~tem's influence on expanding both the "perceived"

and actual pedestrian domain of employees, residents

and hotel guests will minimally produce the per capi

ta sales increases described in this document.
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The Minneapolis example was cited to illustrate the

minimum level of increase that could be expected.

The noon-time shopping impact of the washington, D.C.

Metro system has consistently increased during its

two and one-half years in operati?n. In fact, the

percentage increase in per capita sales rates exceeds

the increase forecasted in the Los Angeles DPM DEIR

report.

Not mentioned in this comment is the fact that credit

was not taken in the DEIR for any potential increases

in the regional shopping portion of the CBD retail
sales market (see page IV-144). It is an established

fact that physically and conveniently connected and
compatible major shopping facilities: (1) substan

tially increase the volume of "impulse" purchases;

and (2) increase their combined regional drawing

power. (See Nelson's law of retail compatibility.

Richard L. Nelson, The Selection of Retail Location

(F. W. Dodge Publishing House: 1958, 1965, 1972).

Also w. J. Riley, Law of Retail Gravitation (Pills

bury, New York Publishing Company, 1953).)

A valid empirical case could be made for a 50\ in

crease in the "captive" CBD per capita retail mar

kets. Instead, a minimum' percentage increase was
established by parametric analysis of each sub-mar

ket. Neither calendar time, resources nor questions

of state-of-the-art analysis requirements warranted a

more in-depth analysis of this issue.

. IV-~7. There is no valid comparison between a minibus and a

OPM. The reliability and non-barrier continuum of

the "horizontal elevator" experience of the fixed

guideway DPM system ride will be perceived as 3-4

minutes less travel time than a street corner-minibus

ride.
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The DEIR retail analysis assumes that Bullock's will

move to a location in the mixed-use project at 7th

and Figueroa Streets. This decision was supported by

the Urban Land Institute panel team analysis conduct

ed in July, 1978. This decision will shift the

retail centroid of the Los Angeles CBD. Physical DPM

system integration with both the Bank 'of America/ARCa
Towers and Broadway Plaza retail facilities is very

likely. In effect, the system creates the opportuni

ty for the equivalent of a major 2.0+ million square
feet shopping center.

National Labor Department studies indicate the highly

skilled professionals, especially lawyers, account

ants, etc., who are heavily concentrated ·in CBO

areas, are spending more not less time at the office.

The 1960 average of 47 hours has increased to nearly

55 hours in 1978. Furthermore, speculative assump

tions regarding work week and life-style changes,

are not appropriate for basic environmental impact.
analysis.

IV-IS. Based on the Robert J. Harmon and Associates analysis

of reported reta~l facility sales to building owners

for the purposes of reporting "override" rental p,ay
~ents, it appears existing merchants have understated

rather than overstated their retail sales volumes.

As previously stated, the Dark and Higginbotham study

forecasts were not utilized as the primary' source to

estimate the DPM retail sales impacts. Instead,

independently developed 1976-1977 per capita sales

volumes were applied to estimates of future CBD

employees, visitors and residents.

As an illustrative example, the DPM system will make

the CBO more competitive for large-scale conventions.

The national experience is that per diem expenditures
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from this type of convention delegate is $8-10 per

day more than the medium size conventions. This in

crease is below the increment predicted to occur as a

result of the DPM sys~em.

In summary, the market segment per capita retail in

creases can be justified from observed experiences;
and retail market capture principles developed and

documented for the past thirty years from case

studies made throughout the United States. Consis

tently, conservative assumptions were utilized to

develop the baseline forecasts and only a minimum

credit was given to the positive influence of the DPM

system.

IV-19. It should be noted that minibus scheduled service

terminates at 6:45 P.M., we~l over one hour before
performances are scheduled to begin at the Music
Center. DPM service, which would operate until 12:00

midnight, would therefore improve access to the Music

Center, despite an additional walk distance.

IV-20. Reference to the park status of the City Hall lawn

has been made in Chapter 2 (Corrections/Additions) of

this document and is included in the reference to

page IV-lS3.

IV-21. The urban development projected with the DPM is with

in the growth levels outlined in the .appropriate city

and redevelopment agency plans for the area. A dis

cussion of the impacts of increased residential popu

lation on fire and police services is presented on
page IV-190, Section IV-231.1 of the.DEIR.
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IV-22. A major conclusion of a recent study, summarized in

Traffic Qu~rterly, is that journey-to-work mode
choice models should be "classificatory, so that

policy alternatives may be directed toward realistic
segments of the urban commuter market."l By this the

author means that travel surveys, and thus the models

derived from them, should be segmented into logical

market groups: based o~ socioeconomic, locational, or

other attributes, including attitudes toward transit.

The DPM demand models are consistent with this phi10

.sophy. For the P.M. peak hour, travellers were clas

sified as either "regional transit users" or "region

al auto users." For the noon-hour, travellers were

classified as "workers" or "non-workers." Each mar-

'ket group behaves somewhat differe~tly when faced

with changes in DPM levels of service. One of the

findings in Dr. Biel's study (which was based on a

surv~y of travel1er~ in Columbus, Ohio) was that
groups with large percentages of bus riders tended to

be considerably leS8 sensitive to increased fares.

Groups with ~ransit "splits" of 50 percent, 46 per

cent, and 97 percent appeared to have the "greatest

resistance to adverse changes in transit operating
characteristics. ,,2 This finding is consistent with

the results of .the DPM fare sensitivity analysis.

68 percent of the DPM riders in the P.M. peak hour

are regular regional transit users. To a large

degree, ,therefore, the DPM users as a group are al
ready accustomed to' riding transit. Of the four

IHoward Biel, "Classificatory Models of Urban Journey-to-Work
Mode Choice", Traffic Quarterly, July 1978, p. 447.

26ie1 , ~. cit., p. 444



groups studied in the DPM analysis, regional transit

users were found to be the most tolerant to an in

crease in fare. Predictably, auto users who transfer

to the DPM were found to be more sensitive to DPM

fare changes than regional transit users. Demand was

most elastic for circulation trips in the noon. hour.

It is expected that DPM demand would be somewhat less

sensitive to fare chaQges than minibus demand. This'

is partly because of the higher "modal image" which

the DPM possesses. For the same percentage change in

fare, the utility equations for the two modes would

therefore predict a smaller change in ridership for

the DPM than for the minibus.

Prior to July, 1976, the minibus fare was 10¢ and

average weekday ridership was 9680. On July 1, the

fare was raised to 25¢, bus miles were cut 25 per

cent, and headways were increased. Ridership during

the month of July .dropped to a daily average of 6406

(a 34 percent reduction, not 50 percent as stated i~

the comment from City Planning). The short term

point elasticity of demand with respect to fare-

assuming the service cuts did not affect patronage at

all--is therefore _.22. 1 If we assumed that this

elasticity was applicable to the DPH, then for a 10¢

fare increase (15¢ to 25¢, as studied in the fare

sensitivity analysis), we could expect a 14.7 percent

drop in DPM patronage.
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The results of the fare sensitivity analysis conduct

ed by Cambridge systematics showed that reductions of

10 percent and 4 percent in noon-hour circulation
trips by non-workers and workers, respectively, could

be expected. Considering the higher "modal image" of

the DPM, and the simultaneous service cuts embedded

in the minibus data, these results·.. are not unreason

able.

IV-23. As noteq.in Section 111-436, downtown Los Angeles has

an extensive network of sidewalks and grade-separated

pedways. The pedway system will be expanded in the

future to provide continuity of access to major in

terest points. Although placement of support columns

will require the narrowing of sidewalks at certain
I

locations, the. minimum width will be sufficient to
accommodate pedestrian flows. (See Task 4.23.)

IV-24. Section IV-242 contains a discussion of access to the

Convention Center Intercept with and without ramp
construction. It is anticipated that carpoolers and

other motorists will use a number of routes 'to ap

proach the interc~pt. If the ramp were not construc

ted, only eastbound motorists on the Santa Monica

Freeway would be affected. It is not certain ~o what

extent intercept utilization would be influenced by

the absence of this ramp 1 however, ease of access is

of paramount concern.

•
Ipoint elasticity = :~~~

where ~V is the change in patronage and ~F is the change in
fare.

IV-25. Estimated mode shares for noon-hour trips by workers.,
and non-workers in 1975 are shown in the table below'.

These estimates are' based on model results validated



by the 1975 CaD Travel Surveys conducted for eRA by

Barton-Aschman and Associates. l The automobile mode

is shown to attract 35.1 percent of all circulation

trips in the noon hour. It is, therefore, incorrect

to assume that noon-hour circulation trips are walk

or transit trips, or the trip is not made.

IV-26. The VMT variance occasioned by the center of Figueroa

Street variation would be a function· of the selected

channelization scheme and travel routes of parking

facility patrons. Since the channelization scheme

has not been determined, and parking access is ran

dom, there does not appear to be a methodology to
adequately gauge the change in VMT. However, the

prohibition of left turns would alter travel patterns

and it seems reasonable to assume that additional
trips would be made on contiguous streets with some
increase in VMT.

-

PREDICTED BASE YEAR (1975) NOON-HOUR TRAVEL BY MODE

Mode
Model Shuttle Regional

\lalk Bus Bus Auto Total .
\lorkers 13.952 832 894 10.116 25.794

54.1% 3.2% 3.5% 39.2% 100%

Non-Workers li,S73 98 456 5.347 17.474
66.2% 0.6% 2.6% 30.6% 100%

Total 25.525 930 1,350 15.463 43,268
59.0% 2.1% 3.1% 35.7% 100%

VI-I.

VI-3.

Revise reference on page VI-l to read as follows:

"The DPM system is aesigned to encourage the use of

peripheral parking facilities ......

Revise the reference to visual effects to read:

"The visual effects could well contribute to the

long-term productivity of the downtown area."

The total financial plan will be considered by the
City Council when the Capital Grant application is

before them. status of joint development agreements

and/or benefit assessment districts, and the impacts

of the status, will be reviewed and considered as

part of the decision-making process.

Section VII-130, pages VII-23 and VII-24 of the DEIR,

discusses alternative uses of guideway, station, and
intercept sites.

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Models and Estimates of
Los Angeles DPM Demand, October 1978.

1 .
Barton-Aschman and Associates, Los Angeles Central Business
District Internal Travel Survey, Octo er 1975.

VII-I. The DPM is credited with the ability to increase

retail sales in downtown for numerous reasons. The

DPM offers fast, direct, convenient service among

numerous activity centers, thus enabling employees to

access a range of opportunities during noon hours.
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The DPM also connects hotel facilities with retail,
restaurant, and visitor attractions throughout down

town. The bus service can provide access to activity

centers but it cannot offer the high levels of serv

ice associated wi~h the DPM. Service must compete

with traffic and pedestrians in the street at noon

hours, and service is dramatically reduced during the
less busy hours in the evenings and weekends.

A comparative assessment of "draw areas" was conduct

ed using access by walking, regular bus, minibus, and

DPM. The results emphasize the dramatic effect the

DPM can have in attracting people to a particular

area. The number of people who could access the Con

vention Center within a 10-minute time period changes

dramatically according to access mode: 3,000 walk

ing; 33,000 by regular bus; 85,000 by DPM. The num

bers for the 7th Street station area are: '33,000

walking; 61,000 by regular bus; 102,000 by DPM. The

numbers for the Libr~ry station are: 57,000 walking;

66,000 by regular busl and 102,000 by DPM. As these

figures indicate, the DPM dramatically expands the

market draw area for activities along the route. And

since there are 77,000 employees, 1500 individual

businesses, 200 food and entertainment facilities, 7

major retail shopping plazas, 6000 hotel rooms, 13

million square feet of commercial space, City, Coun

ty, State, and Federal offices, and the Convention

Center activity all operating within the same corri

dor, the economic benefits associated with linking

these activities are substantial .

Furthermore, the Seventh street centroid of regional

shopping facilities is expected to shift towards 7th

and Figueroa as a result of the mixed-use development

which will contain a major department store. The

impact of a DPM (i.e., fixed guideway ,system) on

retail sales will be greater because it reduces both

the actual and perceived pedestrian travel times. In

addition, the reliability and greater attractiveness

of a DPM system will encourage greater utilization..
As an example, recent minibus service in the Post Oak

shopping center (2.0 million square feet) attracted

fewer than 200 riders a day. The automated guideway

transit system in Dearborn, Michigan, is attracting

8,000 riders a day;

VII-2. The induced development impact of the DPM is a cumu

lative/resultant degree of change. The primary of

fice gains will be from a greater retention of the

",self-generated" CBD market. The BART experience is

a true reflection of how decisions are' made, for

example, in the corporate headquarters market. The

DEIR concluded that, all things being equal, the DPM

and its combined effects would induce one additional

corporation to choose the Los Angeles caD (and, thus,

. the region) over alternative locations in the entire

1983-1990 time period.

There could be a significant 10s5 in private sector

confidence in the future of the Los Angeles CBD, if

the DPM system wer~ not implemented.

The air quality analysis was conduct~d in a compara

tive manner, in order to identify the relative conse

quences for air quality which would result with the I

implementation of a DPM system, as compared with a

transportation system which would not include such a

system. For both the Null and the DPM alternatives,

assumptions regarding gasoline prices were taken from

the LARTS regional travel demand model, which contin

ues to function as the modelling base for travel pro

jections throughout the region. The model scenario

which was used included the Transportation System



Assumed Average 1. 38 Mile Trip OPf. Travel Time
Speed (:nph) Run Time (min) Advantages (min)

DPM 15 5.52
Minibus 10 8.28 3.03

RTO Bus 8 10.35 4.83

Walk 2.5 33.12 27.87

•

VII-3.

VII-4.

Management plan, which incorporates regional

ridesharing promotional programs.

While the private sector has made no formal long

standing financial commitment to the minibus,

it has supported its operation by such things

as reimbursing rider fares when the riders patro

nize their facilities. The principle of private

sector participation in financing the operation of

the OPM is similar but i~ is on a formal and

committed basis. The private sector accepts this

since the fixed guideway DPM, unlike the minibus,

cannot be moved about and its benefits are under

stood.

In the P.M. peak hour, the average DPM trip is

about 1.38 miles in length. At an average speed of

15 miles per hour, the run time would be about

5.52 minutes. For the same distance, comparable

run times for other modes are shown below.

Clearly, the estimates of OPM travel time advantage

will change if we take into account the differences

among the modes in wait time and access time, as

shown below. The table indicates that for the

typical 1..38 mile trip, the DPM is 6.25 minutes
faster than the minibus, 7.13 minutes faster than

a regular RTD bus, and 25.25 minutes faster than

walking.
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Run Wait Escalator Total Travel DPM Travel Time
Time Time Time Time (min) Advantage (min)

OPM 5.52 .85 1.2 7.57

Minibus 8.82 4.0 0 12.82 5.25

RTD Bus .1).35 4.35 0 14.70 7.13

Walk 33.12 0 0 33.12 25.25

These ~stimates ar~ based on the assumption that

wait time is one-half the average headway. Average

P.M. peak hour headways for the transit modes are

8 minutes for the minibus, 8.7 minutes for a

regular RTD bus, and 1.7 minutes for the OPM.

Escalator times for a DPM average 1. 2 minutes,

including entering and exiting times.

It is anticipated that delays due to system failure

will be considerably less frequent and of less

duration than for the other transit modes. The

"System Specifications" require that the DPM will

have a demonstrated system service dependability

of 0.99 before revenue service can start. (CRA,

System Specification, October 1978). This implies

that a regular user of the DPM will experience

no more than two delays per month which extends

the duration of his trip by 5 minutes or more.

Within on~ year of revenue service, system depend~

ability must reach .995, which means no more than

~ 5-minute delay per month would be tolerated.

Since minibus service began in 1971, annual

operating costs have been increasing at an average

rate of 20 percent per year. Assuming that this

rate of increas~ holds until 1990, and further

discounting at an annual inflation rate of 7 percent,

1990 annual minibus operating costs, expressed in



VII-5.

VII-6.

1978 dollars, would be about $1,445,000. The

comparative DPM operating cost (1990 cost in 1978

dollars) would be $4,635,000~ which is approximately

three times as large as the minibus figure.

However, when these costs are evaluated in terms of

passengers carried, ~he.minibus system results in an

operating cost of 66 cents per passenger. The DPM

system operating cost effectiveness measure would

be 17 cents per passenger. The DPM system is

~herefore superior on an efficiency basis. This

efficiency is further seen in terms of labor

intensiveness. The minibus system currently has

80 percent of its operating cost expended on

labor, whereas the DPM would have 56 percent of

its operating cost expended on labor.

The comment regarding private sector involvement

is noted. Acceptance by the private sector is key

to the creation of a benefit assessment district.

See response to comment II-I.

The alternative route alignments were evaluated

accordi~g to numerous performance, cost and

impact criteria. This data is contained in the

Route Refinement Analysis prepared during the

initial phases of Preliminary Engineering studies.

That report which was reviewed by the City

Planning Department, contains a detailed list of

reasons why a Figueroa Street alignment appeared

preferable. The overriding consideration was that

it had the greatest potential for joint develop

ment opportunities that would result in capturing

cash contributions from the private sector for

operating the DPM.
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Inaddftion. the current roadway configuration of three peak-period lanes in
each direction, without left-turn channelization, would probably be changed
to two slightly wider through lanes in each direction, with offset left-turn
channelization designed to fit the ultimate roadway median configuration.
This would require prohlb1tfon of stopping and loading all day along both
sides of Figueroa Street. Such prohibitions would be difficult to imple
ment and enforce and may cause hardship to some contiguous businesses.
The offset channelization necessftated by the 8-foot-w1de raised island
for the DPH columns would ultimately result in reduced left-turn visibility
compared to standard configurations. I concur with the DEIR analysis which I
concluded that accident rates would be increased. It is likely that addi
tIonal left-turn signal phasing would be required at some future time to
mitigate this problem, thereby decreasing throughput capacity.

It is claimed In the DEIR that a savings of $4.4 million will be realized
by cons~ructlng the DPH in the center of Figueroa Street. This amounts to
an annualized savings of $448,000 per year over a 20-year period at 8 per
cent interest. However, despite some diversion of auto traffic to the OPM,
the increased congestion which would result if the DPH were located In the
center of Figueroa Street would cause additional motorist delay valued at
$300,000 per year. This conservative estimate does not include the cost of
increased accidents or the inconvenience to pedestrians and businesses.

There are also issues concerning the proposed Intercepts that warrant addi- I
t10nal comment. The Union Station Intercept plan shown in the DEIR is not
the most recent configuration that we have reviewed. To reduce costs. the
station has been downsIzed and redesigned. The latest rendering has cut I
the area to be occupied by the site in half and has necessitated undesirable
changes in the surface street-driveway access. Although these problems may I
be resolved later durIng detailed design. issues such as the possible
closure of the Vignes Street on-ramp to the northbound Santa Ana Freeway
remain unresolved.

As with.the Union Station intercept, ease and speed of access are the key·
to the full utilization of the Convention Center intercept. The DEIR
states that "...a new ramp would be constructed from the existing eastbound
Santa I~nlca Freeway (transItIon road to the northbound Harbor Freeway) to
Pico Boulevard off-ramp."

Without this new off-ramp, traffic from West Los Angeles would be reqUired
to use circuitous routes as access to the parking site. The selected site
is located more than a quarter of a mile from the proposed off-ramp and
more than a half-mile from the existing Harbor Freeway ramps at 9th Street.
Traffic circulation is further complicated by the high number of left turns
which will be required to access the parking structure as presently located.

[ .rec09nlze the economic constraints placed on the DPH program and under
stand the need to minimize capital costs and ~aximize joint development

2

3

Another area for concern is the apparent emphasis on the so-called "center
of Figueroa Street variation." This alternative, which was not recom
mended during previous route refinement analysis, would result in safety
problems and substantial disruption to' vehicular traffic during both
construction and operation of the DPH. .

To construct the DpM in the center of Figueroa Street. the existing road
way should.be widened between 6th Street and Olympic Boulevard. This
would result in sidewalk widths being reduced from 12 feet to a substan
dard width of 8 feet. The barely acceptable conditions of safety and
congestion associated with such a narrow walkway would be exacerbated by
DPH-generated pedestrian traffic. Datel ,••" ,;;•.

Actlon ~r.

Info•• ...::t:t.411..';2.P .

In general, the OEIR appears to adequately address the traffic/transportation
impacts of the DPH on the CBO street system•. I concur that the movement of
traffic would be severely impeded during construction of the OPM, and that
traffic safety and/or capacity would be reduced both now and in the future
on 5th Street west of Grand Avenue and on Figueroa Street. On the other
hand, improvement in traffic flow along other streets paralleled by the
OPH could be expected when the system is in operation, provided that the
predicted intercept patronage is realized. There are, however, segeral
issues that [ believe requfre further amplfffcation due. to their importance
to the enUre OPH program. .

There has been much discussion about the estimated DPH ridership and the
abflity of the computer modeling process to accurately predfct patronage.
Although we have not reviewed the detailed assumptions used in the pro
jectfons, the general methodology employed to estimate DPH trips appears
reason~ble with the followfng exceptfons. Oafly circulatioq trips have
been estimated by expandfng the model-generated noon-hour demand by a
manually estimated factor of 10. There is no documentation of this ex
pansion factor, such as a comparfson with current minibus ridership
(which has recorded a factor of 5) or wfth other similar operating transit
systems. Therefore, the predicted figure of 25,720 daily'circulation
trips appears to lack substantiation. Also, the predicted statfon loading
and transfer volumes for the PM peak hour at the 5th Street and Figueroa
Street station do not seem reasonable. Assuming the statfon loadings
shown on page 11-51 are correct, approximately half of the tr,nsfer vol-
ume total of 859 must be composed of southbound travelers destined for
the Library or Pershing Square stations between 4:30 PH and 5:30 PM.
This seems unlikely considering normal.travel deSires during this time
period and the current and projected development In these areas. .

·To:

October 26, 1978 . 'OCT 10
Daniel T. Townsend, Program Dfrector, Circulation/Distribution System, 6
COlJJllunfty Redevelopment Agency, 127 West 7th Street, Sufte 400 •

FRWn: Acting City Traffic Engineer, 1200 City Hall

~Subject: OOWNTOWN PEOPLE HOVER DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACt'REPORT
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RESPONSES TO THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT:
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opportunities to generate operating revenues. However. emphasis on intercept
access m4st be paramount to ensure system use. Furthermore. 1 do not favor
selection of the center of Figueroa Street alternative. which will require
deterioration in quality of service on Figueroa Street. the only continuous
north/south artery on the west side of the CaD.

TKC:jcv

cc: Calvin S. Hamilton. Director
Department of City Planning

Donald C. Tillman. City Engineer

S. E. Rowe

tL B. Clark

Transportation Studies

lao To obtain estimates for daily DPM ridership, expansion

factors were applied to the model results for the P.M.

peak hour distribution trips and to the noon hour circula

tion trips. For the distribution trips, factors were de

rived from two-way caD Cordon Counts made in 1976 by the

Los Angeles City Traffic Department. The factors are 5.26

for regional auto users and 6.75 for regional transit

users. For circulation trips a factor of 10 was applied.

This factor of 10 is based on information from two major

sources, including the 11975 caD travel survey,l and

statistics from other transit systems, particularly the

Washington Metro. 2 These data sources were used in

conjunction with the model results to create the hourly

dist~ibution of OPM trips shown in Figure 1. The rela

tionship between daily and noon hour circulation was

derived, in part, from an analysis of the relationship

between circulation and distribution trips at different

times of the day. For example, for the A.M. peak period,

distribution trips account for roughly 91.4 percent of

all DPM tr~ps. This is comparable to data for the

Washington Metro System (88.1 percent). circulation

trips comprise 35.5 percent of total daily DPM trips.

For the Washington Metro, the comparable statistic is

35.8 percent. It has been estimated that 6.1 percent

of total daily DPM ridership will occur during the noon

hour. This compares .favorably with the Washington Metro,

where 5 percent of,daily trips occur during the noon

laarton-Aschman and Associates, Inc. Los Angeles Central
Business District Internal Travel Survey prepared for
CRA, October, 1975.

2Washington Area Metropolitan Transit Authority, May,
1978.
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hour. The Metro, while not strictly a "downtown people

mover," can be compared to the DPM since both are auto

mated transit systems operating on exclusive guideways,

and both offer service for 18 hours per weekday (6:00

A.M. to 12 midnight).

Addi tiona1 points of reference are available from the

1975 pedestrian survey. While pedestrian trip rates

vary widely by hour of the day for different land uses,

on the average it was found the circulation trips in the

P.M. peak hour were 68 percent of what they were in the

noon hour. A round figure of 70 percent was used in the

DPM analysis. The 1975 survey also e~timated that in

the P.M. peak hour, 26 percent of all trips are circula

tion trips. A slightly lower figure was used for the

DPM analysis (20 percent).

With this information, it was possible to "fix" the cir

culation trips at various times of the day. It was then

possible to construct the graph shown in l"igure 1 on a

step by step basis. The result is that daily circula

tion trips are about 10 times the number of noon hour

circulation trips.

lb. The CBD demand models predict transit paths which mini-

.mize travel time and travel cost. The DPM headway in

the P.U. peak hour is approximately 1.5 minutes. This

means that the transfer time between the northbound and

southbound DPM alignments (at the Hill Street and the

Fifth Street/Figueroa Street Stations) includes a wait

time of only 45 seconds. For a southbound DP~I passenger

whose bus stop is located next to the library or in

Pershing Square, it is less time-consuming to transfer

to the northbound DPM for one or two more stations than

to get off at Fifth and Figueroa and walk the rest of

the way. Considering the high volume of bus service

a19ng Fifth and Sixth Streets, the number of transfers

at the Fifth and Figueroa Station is not unreasonable.

It is also important to remember that not all P.M. peak

hour trips on the DPM are outbound ending at Union

Station or the Convention Center. Approximately 18

percent of all P.M. peak hour DPM trips by regional

transit users are inbound, and about 23 percent of all

~PM trips by auto users are inbound. An inbound trip

from Union Station to Pershing Square would of course

require a transfer at Fifth and Figueroa.

FIGURE 1
Estimated DPM Ridership bv Hour of the Dav. 1990 2. As noted in Section 11-210, the center of Figueroa

Street variation was included in the DEIR because of

fl ••• its lower capital cost for both construction and

right-of-way and for the improved operating and service

characteristics associated with the shorter alignment."

(p. 11-4, DEIR) Sections IV-141 and IV-242 enumerate

the construction and operation impacts on traffic for

this alignment.

3. As referenced in Section 111-436, pedestrian. volumes

along the affected segment of Figueroa St~eet are sig

nificantly lower than volumes recorded on Broadway:'1" .'
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between Sixth and Seventh Streets. The eight-foot side

walk,in concert with the proposed pedway system, should

be sufficient to accommodate pedestrian activity in the

area. Furthermore, as shown in Figures 11-22 Kl and Ll,

the Seventh Street and the Ninth Street stations will be

reached by elevators, escalators and stairs located

behind the sidewalk area.

4. The decisions regarding roadway striping and signing on

Figueroa Street could have a profound effect on contigu

ous businesses. The Department of Traffic has indicated

in Section IV-242 that there are two possible striping

schemes that could be employed on the section of

Figueroa Street from Eighth Street to Olympic Boulevard.

One scheme would require some torm of parking prohibi

tion to provide two lanes of traffic in each direction.

The Department of Traffic has suggested that initially

stopping and loading would be prohibited all day. This

signing would be particularly detrimental to businesses

located on the east side of Figueroa Street north of

Olympic' B~ulevard and on the west side of Figueroa

Street north of Ninth Street. These establishments do

not have adequate off-street facilities for passenger

or loading access. Access to the Kent Inn Mote~

the Gala ,Inn Towne Motor Hotel, and the Hotel Figueroa

will also be impaired. It seems probable that these

prohibitions may have to be altered to "No Parking"

during the off-peak periods and "No Stopping" during

the peak traffic hours. The impacts on businesses are

,somewhat mitigated by the avai~ability of existing off

street parking facilities and the benefits of possible

patrons being generated by the DPM. An alley located

east of Figueroa Street between Eighth Street and Ninth

Street can be used to access some establishments on

that block. Also, Cottage Place, located west of
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Figueroa Street between Ninth Street and Olympic Boule

vard provides rear access to the Gala Inn Towne Motor

Hotel and the Hotel Figueroa.

5. Section IV-242 contains information regarding increased

left turn and fixed object accident potential and

decreased midblock left turn conflicts. The possible

installation of left-turn phasing is within the purview

of the Traffic Department.

6. No attempt has been made to assign a dollar value to

e~ther delay ir'\C\ll:red or time saved by motorists as a

result of the DPM. This analysis appears speculative

and sUbject to a wide range of inte~pretation.

7. A correction to Chapter II has been made to reflect the

most recent configutation.

8. The Union Station intercept plans have been modified

in accordance with those recouunendations contained in .a

memorandum from the Traffic Department dated August 25,

1978. As you indicate, it is ,anticipated that other

related issues can be ameliorated during the next phase

of the program.

9. The current Cal trans design for the San Bernardino

Freeway Busway extensioq retains both the on-ramp and

the off-ramp at Vignes Street. Retention of the ramp

access is critical for full utilization of the inter

cept.

10. Section IV-242 contains a thorough analysis of access

to the Convention Center intercept. The ramp modifica

tions are discussed in Section II~332.
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Mr. Edward N. Helfeld -2- October 26, 1978

trips/
day

.. 25,200
4,800
2,800
3,200

.. 12,000

48,000 trips/
day

1,800,000 sq. ft. @14 trips/lOOO sq. ft.
438 room-nites @ll trips/room .
62,500 sq. ft. @45 trips/lOOO sq. ft.
65,000 sq. ft. @50 trips/lOOO sq. ft.
2000 units @6 trips/unit

A cursory calculation of the vehicle trips per day
generated by the DPM-induced development indicates that a
substantial amount of VHT would be generated. The number of
vehicle trips is calculated as follows&

Office
Hotel
Restaurants
Shopping
Residential

The DEIR states that guideway columns will be placed
at the west edge of sidewalk so that if the street is widened, the
columns would be at the edge off the newly created curbline (DEIR, 6
page 11-4). It would· be more aCcurate to state that the columns
are to be placed at least 1.5 feet in back of the proposed curb
face, to avoid creating a potential safety hazard.

3.· Column Placement - Figueroa Street South of 7th Street

It should be noted that the trip generatiQn factors
used, based on the City Planning Department's EIR Manual, may
overestimate the number of vehicle trips in the project area due
to the ,proximity of these developments to public transit to a
greater degree than the average development in the City. None
theless, if a reasonable correctiQn factor and average trip
length are assumed, ,the resulting VMT would be substantially
greater than the 17,400 VHT diverted to the DPM. ThUS, when
both primary and secondary impacts are considered, a signific
cant net increase in VHT with the. project built, as compared
to the baseline case without the project, is expected.

The report should clearly discuss present VHT data in
Section 111-435, and projected 1990 VMT data for both the base
line case (without project) and for the project case in Section
IV-242. The report should clearly portray automobile traffic
congestion, both in the present and 1990 baseline case, and the

.project's effect upon th1s congestion when both diversion of
auto trips to the DPM and increases in automobile trips due to
DPM-induced growth are considered.. Suitable mitigation measures
should be developed, inclUding any necessary street improvement
projects sponsored by the Bureau of Engineering.

The beneficial impacts of -Reduced need for additional
parking facilities !n ~he CBD-, -Reduced auto trip miles in the
CBo because of intercept parking-, and -Decrease in AOT on
streets in corridor- (ES, pages 30 and 34) do not appear to be
accurate when parking and VHT associated with DPM-induced develop
ments are considered.

1. Local Traffic Circulation

The impact of the proposed parking facilities
upon traffic circulation (OEIR, pages IV-215 to IV-216) should
be more clearly portrayed by inclusion of a map for each site
showing the location of entrances and exits for parking, the
affected freeway on-ramps and off-ramps, and the surface streets 1
affected by traffic between the freeways and the parking
facility. The location of the proposed modifications to the
Santa Monica - Harbor Freeway interchange and the El Monte
busway should be shown.

October 26, 1978

The impacts of the parking facilities upon local
traffic circulation and potential mitigation measures should
be thoroughly evaluated. Mitigation measures could include 2
modifications to freeways by Cal trans, improvements on surface
streets by the Bureau of Engineering and/or Department of
Traffic, and provision of additional traffic control officers
by the Police Department.

It is not clear whether the freeway modifications by I
Caltrans are scheduled and budgeted for completion prior to :J
the start of the OPM operation (OEIR, page IV-2l6, right side).
The report should distinguish between mitigation measures
included in the project and those not included, together with 14
an evaluation of feasibility, pursuant to the City's CEQA
Guidelines, Article VI, Section 2a(3) (c).

2. Regional Traffic Circulation

The analysis of changes in vehicle miles travelledI
(VMT) from the base 1?90 case (OEIR, pages IV-2l6, right side, 5
and IV-2l7) does not include secondary increases in VMT by
the growth expected to be induced by the OPM.

Your letter of September 22, 1978, requested comments
on the above document, consisting of an Executive Summary book
(ES) and a Draft EIR book (DEIR). The reports have been
reviewed by the affected offic~s of this Bureau, and the .
following comments are submitted to assist you 1n preparing
the Final EIR.

Mr. Edward N. Helfeld, Administrator
Community Redevelopment Agency
Attn: Ms. Myra Frank
Mr. Donald C. Tillman, City Engineer

Subject: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT - THE LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN
PEOPLE HOVER PROGRAM

From:

Date:

To:

•
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Mr. Edward N. Helfeld -3- october 26,1978 Mr. Edward N. Helfeld -4- October 26, 1978

4. Related projects

Related projects should be identified pursuant to
the c~ty's CEOA Guidelines, Article VI, Section 2a(2) (b). This
would include Bureau of Engineering sponsored street and pedway 7
projects within the DPM corridor, as indicated in Sections A
and C of the Five-Year Capital Improvement program, together with
any necessary street modifications to be undertaken by the DPM
sponsor.

o This ~ureau should be cited as "Department of I
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering" in lieu of
"Department of Engineering" (DEIR, Appendix page l-l)2~
and "Engineering Department" (DEIR, Appendix page
4-1) •

If there are any questions, ~contact David Boone at
extension 6556.

15

DONALD C. TILLMAN
City Engineer

A pedway should be shown at the 7th and Figueroa Station
site (DEIR, page 11-33) connecting the Hilton Hotel with the
proposed station. We note that the owner of the property on the
south side of 7th Street is committed to funding half the cost of
such a pedway.

10. Minor Errors

a The di8tan~e, between the DPH and the California
Club, measured parallel to Flower Street, should
be 400 feet in lieu of 3,000 feet (DEIR, page IV
174, left side).

o The nUmber of parking spaces at Union Station
should be 2,000 in lieu of 1,000 (ES, page 2, left
side, and DEIR, page II-I, right side).

The allocation description should clarify the number
of spaces available to the general public and the number planned
to be leased and thus not available to the pUblic.

The report does not indicate if the parking facilities
would be economically self supporting, and, if not, the source
of any necessary subsidies. The anticipated annual parking
revenue of $1,000,000 (DEIR, page 11-62) illOount'iJ to about $1 per
working day per parking space - is this adequate to cover capital
and operating costs?

9. Pedways

The station plans (DEIR, pages 11-22 to 11-36) depict
several pedways, some of which are denoted as "pedway by others".
A description for each of these should be provided, including
financing and construction scheduling. Will any adverse effects
upon a~cess occur in the event that any of the pedways are not
constructed concurrently with the DPH? Some pedways involve
funding from developments which mayor may not be concurrent with
the DPM.

11
12
13

10

1
8

8. parking Facilities

Several aspects of the proposed 2000 and 1750 car
parking facilities at Union Station and the Convention Center,
respectively, appear unclear.

1. Funding

The document should indicate whether the $12.3 or
$13 million of local funding for capital costs (DEIR, page 11-73)
will divert money from any existing programs. In addition,
in the event that capital and/or operating costs exceed the
actual revenues, the sources of any required additional funds
should be identified, and effects upon existing programs,
including Bureau of Engineering sponsored programs which
utilize gas tax ,funds, should be discussed.

5. DPM System Capacity

The capacity of 3,~00 passengers per hour (ES,
page 2, right side) should be clarified in relation to the
expected ridership of up to 9,000 passengers per hour (ES,
page 8, right side).

6. Visual Impacts

Section IV-22l.l2 (DEIR, pages IV-81 to IV-91)
should be revised. We find that the overuse of adjectives makes
this section editorial to the point of reading like a public
relations brochure glorifying the proposed project. This
section jeopardizes the integrity of the entire report and
extensive rewording is imperitive if the DEIR is to be taken
seriously.

In addition, the proposed Central Library Renovation
and Expansion, sponsored by the Board of Public Works, should
also be cited.

•

cc: Central
Attn:

Street
Attn:

Donald

The allocation of the spaces is indicated as 1500 for
long-term carpool parking, 1500 to other long-term parking and
750 for short-term parking (DEIR, page IV-217, left side). Other
parts of the document mention the proposed leasing of parking
spaces to developers of new facilities for off-site parking in
lieu of on-site parking which 'would otherwise be required.

LDP!DRBlbp

By

IH-j)r;::~
LLOYD D. PAULSEN
Division Engineer
Coordinating Division

District
Harry Sizemore

Opening and Widening Division
Tom Jones
R. Howery, Deputy City Engineer
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RESPONSES TO THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES BUREAU OF ENGINEERING:

1. The DEIR presents site plans for both of the intercept

facilities. The plan for the Union Station intercept has

been revised to reflect a more recent configuratiqn.

(See corrections to Chapter II, section II~220.) These

plans show means of vehicular access to these facilities,

as well as affected surface streets in the immediate

vicinity. The affected freeway ramps, and the proposed

modifications to the Harbor-Santa Monica freeway inter-
I

change and the El Monte busway are described in section

11-330. In addition, the approximate location of the

El Monte busway extension as it affects the DPM inter

cept; is shown in Figure II-24A.

2. Section IV-242 describes the effects of parking demand

for DPM i.ntercepts on the adjacent street system. As

noted in Figure 11-2lK and Sectiop 11-332, Vignes Street

will be realigned and ramp modifications will be made

near the Convention Center. The intercept parking can

be accommodated within the existing capacity of the ad

jacent street system. It is true that if additional

mitigation measures are required, they could be implement

ed by Caltrans, Department of Traffic, the Police Depart

ment, the Bureau of Engine~ring, or others.

3. As of November 6, 1978, Cal trans has not scheduled or

budgeted for completion the off-ramp from the eastbound
Santa Monica Freeway.

Program staff will continue to pursue construction of

ramp modifications during the implementation phase.

4. See section 1.2 of this report.
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5. As noted' in the comment, implementation of the DPM would

result in additional development in downtown. However,

a ~arge portion of this induced development would repre

sent an increased capture by dcwntown of development

that would take place'in the region •. The~efore, additional

trip making related to these facilities does not consti

tute additional regional travel accruing to the DPM.

However, of the 1,800,000 square feet of additional office

space, 800,000 square feet represents new or added devel

opment in the region. This development would be a new

major national headquar~ers attracted to the Los Angeles

region because of the DPM in downtown. The VMT generated

by this development would repr~sent an addition to the
region.

Also, facility-related trip generation rates cannot be

generally applied to the downtown area, for two reasons.

First, to apply such rat~s by type of facility, and then

sum the results, would overcount many trips between acti

vities which would be secondary to a primary trip pur

pose, such as for employment. A great many of these

secondary trips, because they are internal to downtown,

would not require the use of an automobile. Second,

generalized trip generation rates, when applied to down

town, would not reflect a level of public transit access

ibility which is much higher than elsewhere in the region.

Therefore, a substantial number of public transit trips

would not be accounted for.

Taking into account the above two points, additional reg

ional travel, induced by the DPM, has been estimated

by the following methodology.

Induced office-related distribution trips have been

estimated using the following assumptions.
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o 800,000 square feet of DPM-induced office space

o 95% occupancy rate

o 85\ of gross space represents net leasable space

o 1.35 average occupants per vehicle

o 53.2\ of regional trips are made by auto

o 2 home-based work trips per day are made by each
employee

o average regional trip length is 7.5 miles

o 250 square feet of net office space are occupied
by one employee

In summary, the DPM would effect a gross savings in vehicle

miles of travel of 27,400, as follows:

accruing to the new residences would be 11,822 vehicle

miles of travel. This means that with respect to work

trips made as a result of induced residental development,

the DPM would result ~n an additional savings of 10,000

VMT (11,822-1,823).

Applying these assumptions yields an

new regional vehicle miles of travel,

tribution trips, induced by the DPM.

estimated 15,278

in terms of dis-

o

o

o

10,,000 - dQe to shorter work trips and lower auto
use by new residepts of downtown. .

8,400 - due to intercepting regional auto trips
at Union Station and the Convention Center.

9,000 - due to diversion of auto circulation .
trips to the DPM.

..

Induced travel related to new residences in downtown has

been estimated using the following assumptions.

o approximately 2000 new housing units downtown

o 1 worker per household

o 2 work trips per day

o 90% of workers employed downtown

o 10\ of workers employed outside of downtown

o 20\ auto mode share for intra - caD trips

o 53.2% auto made share for internal-external trips

o 1.2 miles a~erage trip length for intra - caD trips

o 1.5 miles average trip length tor internal-external
trips

o 1.35 average auto occupancy

Applying these assumptions yields an estimated 1,823 new

vehicle miles of travel induced by new residential devel

opment. Without the DPM the new residential development

would take place elsewhere in the region with an assu~ed

work trip length of 1.5 miles. Assuming that 'all of the

2000 residences would be thus affected, and applying the

appropriate assumptions above, induced regional travel

The DPM would result in a total of 16,300 induced vehicle

miles of travel, as follows:

o 15,300 - from distribution trips

o 1,000 -.from circulation trips

Thus, the DPM would result in a net savings of 11,100

vehicle miles of travel in the region, as compared with

the 11,400 VMT noted in the DEIR.

The.revised DPM-related VMT savings results in a difference

of 6300 VMT from that which was reported in the DEIR. In

the context of total travel for the DPM scenario in the

air quality analysis, this represents approximately two

percent. This difference is therefore not sufficient to

alter the, conclusion regarding emissions.

6. The Comment is correct, the design criteria for column

placement will require l-~ ft. setback between the edge

of the curb and the column to provide clearance for auto

and truck traffic.
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7. Projects related to the construction of the DPM include

those projects which are part of the 5-Year Capital Improve

ment Programs (eIP) of various City agencies. Related

projects in the Bureau of Engineering CIP include various

street improvements, pedestrian overcrossings, and land

scaping. Coordination with "the Bureau of Engineering will

be necessary to ensure compatibility between these projects

and the DPM.

8. The proposed Central Library renovation project was not

referenced in th~ DEIR. This was an oversight. The
Draft EIR for this project included 28 alternatives. A

Final EIR has been prepared and circulated, but no City

Council action has yet been taken on this project. A

discussion of the Central Library project is provided in

the visual impact section of the DEIR.

9. System capacity is often ~easured in terms of the maximum

one-way link volume during peak conditions; that is, the

maximum number of passengers riding between any two ad

jacent stations. This.statistic is used in the calculation

of fleet and headway requirements. If there is enough

vehicle carrying capacity to accommodate the maximum

link volume, then all other segments of the DPM network

will be adequately served. It is estimated that the

maximum one-way link volume will be approximately 3500

passengers in the P.M. peak hour in 1990. As shown in

Figure II-32B of the DEIR, this maximum occurs between

the Pershing Square Station and the Hill Street Station.

The total number of trips that occur on the DPM during

this same time period is estimated to be 9200. System

capacity is therefore more dependent on how trips are

distributed on the DPM network than on "the total number

of trips.

10. Comment noted.
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11. Land contributions of $15.2 million and $12.0 million are

identified as available for local match requirements for
the West Side of Figueroa alignment and the Center of

F}gueroa variation respectively. A City Council decision

to utilize these land contributions as local match would
result in no diversion of these monies from existing
programs.

12,13. The City o~ Los Angeles, as grantee for the DPM, must

accept responsibility for its share of the capital

costs and full responsibility for operating costs of

the DPM system. In the event that capital and/or op

erating costs are exceeded, the City Council must

decide which funding sources tb utilize in any parti

cular year of the project. These sources could be
I

General Revenue Funds, Central City Parking Revenue

Funds, or any other Council-designated source. The

impact of utilizing these funds on other City pro

jects (s~ch as those under the aegis of the City

Burea~ of Engineering) would be determined at the time
of allocation.

It should be noted that Proposition 5 funds are eli

gible to furid only a small portion of DPM operating

cost, such as the mainte~ance of immediate structures

and rights-of-way; specifically excluded are the opera
tion and maintenance of mass transit power systems and

passenger facilities, vehicles, equipment and services.

14. At the present time there are no commitments for

leased parking or substitute parking at the inter

cepts; therefore, all parking is available to the gen

eral public. If a si~nificant_demand develops for

substitute parking, it will largely be satisfied by

expansion of the parking areas rather than a decrease

in public parking.



15. The DPM System is designed to be compatible with the

adopted and planned city pedway systems. The sta

tion I s drawings in the EIR· shm"l· how the pedway systems

and the station mezzanines may be interconnected. The
designation "pedway by others" indicates that when

such pedways are built. they would interconnect as
shown.

Only pedways at the Federal Center and Convention

Center Stations are needed for primary access to the
DPM. The remaining stations are designed to provide

full access without the use of pedways.
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18. Although development of some pedways may not be concurrent

with the DPM, stations have been designed so that probable

future pedway connection could be made at a later date.

For response regarding pedway funding, see response to

City Planning comment '11-2.

19. See response to ques'tion 15.

20. Revise reference on page IV-174 to read:

"California Club •••••• as it is approximately.
400 feet from the club."

-

16. See response to comment 18.

17. The pedways in question are loc~ted at Little Tokyo (to

City Hall/South Mall). 5th and Figueroa, alternate 2a

( West Side of Figueroa Street). 7th and Figueroa. Center

of Figueroa alt~rnative (to mixed use facility), and 9th

and Figueroa (across Figueroa Street.) It is clear that.

without these pedways. the DPM platforms would be some

what less accessible. Of course there would still be

alternate ways of accessing the stations, albeit less

convenient for some passengers. Without the pedways

certain DPM users would have to cross the street with

the rest of the pedestrian traffic. This could add one

or two minutes, in some cases. to a person's trip. DPM
patronage would inevitably be affected, but it is felt

that the impact would not be serious (approximately 2

to 3 ~ercent on a system wide basis). Probably 'the most

critical pedway (of those mentioned) from a patronage

standpoint is the one ~t 7th and Figueroa. The predicted

station volume in the P.M. peak hour is 1,970 ons and

offs. It is expected that a high percentage of these
passengers would be either employees of or visitors to

the mixed use facility at 7th and Figueroa.

21. R~vise reference on page 11-1 to read:

"Additional improvements will provide 2000 parking spaces
at the Union Station • •.•• "

22. Revise references in DEIR appendices, pages 1-1 and 4-1
to read:

"Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering."
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Jack R. Gilstrap
a...... Men-g.

Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
ProgriUll. Director
Circulation/Distribution System

(C/DS) Program
Conununity Redevelopment Agency
127 W. 7th Street
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dear Mr. Townsend:

03:'ii '78
November 13, 1918 Soulhern CalIlomie RapId 1hInsll D1alllcl

425 SouIh Main 51. Los Angeles. California 90013
Telephone. (2131972·6000

JACK R GILSTRAP
General Manager

Me. Daniel T. Townsend
Program Director
ClrculationjDistribution

System Program
Community Redevelopment Agency
727. West 7th Street
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dear Mr. lbwnsend:

August 9, 1978

At this time, DIstrict staff has no further conunents relative to
the environmental impacts of the Los Angeles Downtown People
Mover project. Inasmuch as the District Board of Directors has
formally endorsed the project, we shall continue to work in support
of the agencies involved in developing the Downtown People Mover.

The Southern California Rapid Transit District appreciates the
opportunity to review the Draft EnviroDmentallmpact Report for
the Los Angeles Downtown People Mover, which you sent to us on
September 22, 1978. On August 9, 1978, we wrote to you in .
response to your Notice of Intent to prepare a Draft Environmental
Impact Report. Our letter, a copy of which is attached, contained
corronents relative to the District's responsibilities in connection
with your proposed project.

•
Attachment

ce: Board of Directors
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In response to your notice of CRA intent to prepare a Draft Environ
mental Impact Report, the District submits these comments relative
to the District's responsibilities In connection with the prqJosed
[))wntown PeqJle Mover Project (DPM) for the Los Angeles Central
Business District. We believe these concerns should be given
apprqJriate attention as a pan of the impact analysis of the Draft EIR.

In the qJinion of RID staff, at this time a subject in need of .additional
analysis Is the DPM patronage estimates, in particular the number of
regional bus riders projected to transfer to the DPM. As outlined In
the attachment, such estimation of patronage can have a significant
effect on the convenience and fWldlng of the overall pUblic transponatlon
system for the downtown Los Angeles area.

1l1e RTD staff has worked closely with the CRA staff In the latest DPM
patronage refinement phase. It appears,the work being performed Is
as technically correct as the state of the art of travel forecasting
mathematical models allows at this time. In light of current experience,
staff believes that your analysis may be over-estimating DPM riders
from regional buses and possibly from regional parkers and internal
circulation trips. For this reason, the RTO staff seeks a commitment
from CRA [0 review in detail the RTD staff independent patronage
analysis when It Is cO(Jlpleted by early fall. This independent review

1

2
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RESPONSES TO TilE SOUTHERN C1>.LIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DIS'l'RICT:

1,2. The patronage forecasts are based on several months'

work involving intensive review of available prediction

techniques, sources of data, and technical assumptions.

A major task of the DPM demand modeling process has been

to independently forecast RTD bus and rail transit ser

vice levels in the downtown area for the year 1990. RTD

staff provided CRA with detailed assumptions for each

downtown transit route, including locations of bus stops,

headways and operating schedules. Comparable level of

service data were collected for the DPM, auto, and walk

modes. Modeling assumptions were thoroughly reviewed

by SCRTD staff.

•

focuses upon present bus ridership factored up In proportion to CBD
employment growth projections.

As part of the joint RTD-CRA cooperative staff effon In planning for
the DPM, the RTD staff has endeavored to meet CRA DPM project
deadlines. We do not wish to cause any delay In getting'this project
before the Los Angeies City Council for final review as a part of the
approval process. Since patronage estimates are a key Item for
design work In a transportation project of tbIs nature, It appears
Impractical at this point In the conceptual design work to Introduce
another patronage review element. However, when the project receives
final approval for construction by the Los Angeles City Council, together
with the necessary local and federal fundlng commitments, further
review of patronage projections as to their reasonableness In the light
of present ridership levels Is recommended. 1be work schedule for
final design should prOVide for this.

As you know, the SCRTD Board of Directors has formally endorsed the
proposed DPM project. In the q>inion of the RTD staff, even if the
DPM patronage projections were to be reduced, the remaining patronage
could indicate that tbe DPM Is stlll a worthwhile transit Improvement
project. SUch downward revision of ridership estimates would. of
course, require a reworking of tbe financial plan with re~ct to DPM
fare revenues. The lower patronage estimates could q>en tbe door to
additional system design options. On the other hand, to be conservative
in allOWing for maximum DPMrldersbIp growdl potentials, the larger
system sizing requirements of the higher patronage prqections could
stand.

Other RTD staff comments. not requiring CR A response as part of the
formal environmental review process, are also Included In tbe attached
staff memorandum, "General Considerations for Notice of Preparation
of a Draft EIR for Proposed Downtown People Mover (DPM)". At the
time your Draft EIR is submitted for public review. the DIstrict may
have further comments on other environmental Issues. The DPM will
continue to have high prioritY for the RID staff toward our goal of
providing the eRA with good technicalllaison on this project.

Attachment

2.

The DPM demand models simulate travel behavior in the
downtown area. Passengers choose among the available

modes by evaluating relative levels of service (such as

cost and travel time). The results of the analysis show

that in the P.M. peak hour, 8.8 percent of all regional

transit users in the caD wo~ld choose the DPM for trips

to/from regional bus stops. It was also found that about

3.7 percent of all. regional auto users in the P.M. peak

~our would use the DPM for trips to/from their parking
lots. These do not seem to be excessively large mode

shares.

We ~gree to review the RTD staff's independent patronage

analysis when it is completed and to further review the

patronage projections when the project is approved for

implementation.
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COMMENTS OF THE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

ON THE

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAcr REPORT

FOR THE

LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER PROGRAM

My name is Vince Desimone. I am Transportation Planning

Engineer for the Automobile Club of Southern California. The

Automobile Club w&lcomes the opportunity to comment on the Draft

Environmental Impact Report for the proposed downtown people mover.

The Club historically has supported "major activity circulation

systems" and the improvement of mobility for downtown Los Angeles.

The Club along with other community leaders has been instrumental in

the creation and continued operation of minibus service downtown.

The Club continually has supported traffic operational improvements

to enhance traffic flow and transportation service on downtown streets

for pedestrians, buses and private vehicles.

The club supports the concept of the downtown people mover to

improve local circulation; however, the Club wishes to express three

concerns relative to the projectl

1. Inappropriate use of highway funds.

2. Loss of roadway capacity and safety.

3. Operating subsidy from parking fees.
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Inappropriate Use of Highway Funds

The proposed project identifies substantial benefit for adjacent

property owners and the downtown business community. The motoring

public will receive very little benefit from ~he implementation of

the proposal. Our principal concern is that substantial highway user

tax revenues are identified for financing construction of the project-.'
a total of $54 million. In our view, the balance not funded.by the

demonstration grant should be provided by benefiting local property

owners, the downtown business community and general fund revenues of

local government.

We believe that the use of these motorist funds would result in

greater public benefit if spent for improving local roads and freeways.

The City, the County, the County Transportation Commission, and the

State all have identified specific needs upon which the funds could

be spent for road improvements.

1

1a
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1b
facil! ties.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.

Loss of Roadway Capacity and Safety

2

An additional concern is the potential for loss of roadway

capacity and safety resulting from construction on street area currently

used by the motoring public. The loss of right turn lanes at 5th

Street at Flower street and 5th Street at Figueroa Street would con

tribute to unacceptable levels of congestion and poor service to

motorists. Disruption to traffic flow during construction will also

be significant.

existing facilities. The reconstruction program is almost at a

standstill. Next year only one major street, York Blvd., is scheduled

for reconstruction city wide.

We recognize that the issue of competing priorities for transpor- 11J
tation funds will Ultimately be resolved by other agencies. And there

fore, urge you to identify alternative methods of funding the people

mover rather than relying on the use of highway funds,.

The proposal calls for the motorist to subsidize operating

costs for the people mover. It does not Beem fair to ask the motorist

to support operation of the proposed system through the use of parking 3
revenues which are over and above those necessary to provide parking

Operating Subsidy From Parking Fees

I would like ~o suggest several poss~ble examples in the City

of Los Angeles:

o Completing the Routes 91 and II,Harbor Freeway - Redondo

Beach Freeway interchange and local street connections.

o Completing the Route 118 Simi Valley - San Fernando Valley

Freeway in the north valley.

o Adding lanes for increased capacity and safety on the~an

Diego and Ventura Freeways.

o Upgrading ramps and safety features on the Pasadena Freeway.

o Completion 9f the Long Beach Freeway from V~lluy ~lvd. to

at least as far as Huntington Drive.

o Construction of the Valley ~lvd. - Eastern Avenue railroad

grade separation to imprcve safety and traffic service.

o Improvements in the Santa Monica Blvd. corridor.

o Improvements on arterials in the increasingly congested

Century City - Westwood area.

o Improved traffic flow improvements on Pacific Coast Highway.

o Improvements on Century Blvd. through south central Los Angeles.

o Improvements on Canoga Avenue in the south valley.

o Upgrading Hollywood Blvd. in Hollywood.

The City of Los Angeles currently receives $25 million,per year

in state gas tax subventio~s. Of this amount $8.5 million is used for

maintenance and $?5 million is used for traffic operations. This

leaves $9 million for capital improvements. Dividing this between

the fifteen council districts there is only $600,000 available per dis

trict. These funds must be used for reconstruction and upgrading.
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RESPONSES TO THE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:

1. Inappropriate use of Highway User Tax Revenues

The following highway user tax revenues have been identi

fied in the DPM's recommended financial plan:

a. $25.0 million in Fm~A Interstate funds

b. $15.1 million - $15~8 million in Proposition 5 funds·

$40.1 - $40.8 million total identified from highway

user tax revenues

*Depending upon alignment selected.

The use of these funds are appropriate for the following

reasons:

a. FHWA Interstate - Federal

These funds are eligible for "highway-related" items

such as urban street improveme.nts, ramps, signals,

bus streets, buses, bus and parking facilities and

mass transit transfer stations.

On this basis, the DP~1 Program has recommended the use of

such funds for:

(1) The Union Station Intercept Facility (including

bus transfer and auto parking facilities) which

will be connected to Interstate 10 (San Bernar

dino Freeway), and

(2) The DPM transfer station at Union Station

The use of FHWA Interstate funds for these "highway-related"

facilities would not require the withdrawal of monies fo~

Interstate segments. These "non-mileage projects" (the

San Bernardino Busway Interstate project is a recent

example) do not require either an Interstate transfer of

3-80

funds or a deletion of Interstate mileage in other s~ates.

These Interstate funds would represent "new monies" to the

State based on a budget increase in the national Inter

state estimate.

b. Proposition 5 (Article XXVI) - State

Proposition 5, passed by voters in June 1974, modi

fied Atticle XXVI of the State Constitution to allow

State motor vehicle fuel revenues to be used for mass

transit guideways as well as for public streets and

highways. Implementation of this constitutional

change was made possible by two legislative actions.

Proposition 5 funds can be used for the research,

planning, construction, and improvement of exclusive

public mass transit guideways (and their related

fixed facilities). Such monies, however, cannot be

used for the maintenance and operating costs for mass

transit power system and mass transit passenger

facilities, vehicles, equipment and services.

On this basis, the DPM Program has recommended the use of

such funds for the guideway and related fixed facilities
/

(e.g. DPM stations). No Proposition 5 monies will be ex-

pended on DP~ vehicles.

Also, no Proposition 5 monies have been programmed for

maintenance and operating funds for the DPM. These opera

ting funds will come from DPM passenger revenues, parking

g~oss revenues, bus terminal leases and private sector

revenues from businesses along the DPM route.

Benefits to the motoring public

The motoring public will benefit from the implementation

of the proposed project in a direct way. Given rising land



prices on the West Side CBO, the fringe area of downtown

will o!fer the only long-term supply of moderately-priced

parking. However, successful operation and utilization of

that parking depends upon a direct, permanent connection

to emplQyment opportunities in downtown. The proposed OPf1

offers such a connection. The parking facilities at the

Union Station and Convention Center Intercepts will pro

vide for the long-term availability of moderately-priced

parking i~ downtown ($18/month in 1978 dollars as compared

with $20-$40/month in 1978 dollars in the West Side of
downtown.)

The DPM also will provide access to moderately-priced park

ing facilities/lots adjacent to both Intercept parking

structures. In addition, the DPH will improve access to

many destinations in downtown during the noon hour, thus

saving the motorist added parking fees for these short

circulation trips.

lao Although the capital costs for constructing the DPH will

come primarily from federal and state sources, previously

purchased land is specified for local share purposes. This

local non-cash land contribution represents actual funds

which could have been received by the Community Redevelop

ment Agency (CRA), the City of Los Angeles, the County of

Los Angeles, and the State. This is the case in Bunker

Hill, Figueroa Street (across from the Convention Center)

and Hill Street parcels which could have been sold with

out reserving DPM land and easements. Developer construct

ion of DPM structural supports and negotiation of ease

ments were financial considerations in CRA agreements on

land prices in the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project. The

higher amount in eligible land contributions for the West

Sid~ of Figueroa alignment is due to developer easements

at a proposed Seventh and Figueroa Street mixed use devel~

opment.
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In terms of operating sources of funds, the private sector

would fund from 38 percent to 41 percent of total DPM opera

ting costs. Advertising, concessions and station retail

leases would generate approximately 10 percent (or about

• $.53 million in 1978 dollars) and "Value Capture Revenues"

(revenue from those directly benefiting from DPM operation)

would generate approximately 25-30 percent (or about $1.29

million in 1978 dollars) toward DPM operating costs of

$4.37 million (1978 dollars). A breakdown of all operating

funding sources is shown on the accompanying table.
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SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS

(millions of 1978 dollars)

DPM Passenger Revenues

(10 Cents equivalent

fare in 1976 dollars)l)

Parking Gross Revenues 2 )

Bus Terminal Lease

25.0

$117.3

Center of
Figueroa
Variation

$121.0

25.0

West Side
of Figueroa

Alignment

UloITA Section 3

FHWA Interstate

Federal Share

0.14 0.20 0.27 0.27

0.0 0.13 0.13 0.13

0.0 0.13 0.13 , 0.13

0.0 1.20 1.29 1.29

$0.14 $1.66 $1.82 $1.82Subtotal Private Sector

Private Sector Revenues

Ads and Concession Rentals

Station Retail Leases

Air Rights,Leases

Value Capture Revenues

UMTA Section 6 Demonstration

Funds 2.59 o o o
Local Share

-

Total Operating Funds

DPM and Intercepts

Less Operating Costs for

DPM and Intercepts

Net Operating Contingency

Net Contingency Percentage

$4.37

$4.37

$0.0

0%

$4.57 /

$4.37

$0.20

5%

$4.77

$4.45

$0.32

7%

$4.77

$4.45

$0.32

7%

State Proposition 5

State SB 1879

City, CRA, County,

State, Private Land

Contributions

City and County

General Fund, or

Proposition 5 funds

15.1

2.3

15.2

0.0

15.8

2.3

12.0

1.6

TOTAL $178.6 $174.0

1) A ten cent equivalent fare in 1976 dollars, when inflated to 1983,
represents an average fare of 18 cents, or a 25 cent base fare with
Elderly and Handicapped and monthly pass discounts.

2) Covers the operating cost of intercept parking and the operating
cost of transporting parkers on the DP;4.

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1978



2. It is stated in Section IV-242 that roadway capacity will

be affected by the elimination of the right turn only

lanes on 5th Street at Flower Street and at Figueroa

Street. This capacity loss will be somewhat mitigated

by the diversion of auto trips to the DPM.

The impacts of DPM construction activit1es on traffic

movement are clearly stated in Section IV-14l.

3. Parking fees($18/month in 1978 dollars; inflated to $25/

month in 1983 dollars) would cover the operating costs of

the parking facilities as well as the DPM fare for trans

porting parkers to their destinations in downtown. If

the DPM fare were reduced, the parking rate would also

be reduced. Thus, the motorist would not be subsidizing

the DPM above and beyond the established fare. It should

be noted that, in order to be eligible for Fm~A capital

funding, parking rates cannot exceed the total operating

costs of the parking facilities and People Mover service

for all parkers and auto riders. (Also see Question 'I)

3-83.



to serve e I I major nodes of act IvI ty downtown" The OFM does not pretend to serve

all major nodes of activity. There are people w~o could well use the round-the-

clock, every day service an automated system Is capable of provIdIng_ They may wor!:

~ A\ A\ .I#l~"~~tr==========
VI~~6. 1978

==-=.. ====

Downtown People Mover HearIng on EIR 10/26/76 page 2.
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3
DOwntown People Mover CRA Agency Hearing on EIR

October 26, .9713

The League of Women Voters strongly favors balanced transportation In the Los

Angeles regIon. However, we see no virtue In the Downtown People Mover (DPMI,

as proposed.

A regional four-element plan, OPM, bus-on-freewey, Improved transportation manage

ment. and the WilshIre corrIdor rapid transIt lIne, Is outlined In the draft EIR.

If the other three elements come ahead, the OPM would be redundant. At three

major poInts there are duplicative statloo!!--both Df't4 and rapid transit.

Certainly tho 112 or SIJ ml Ilion of loca' matchIng funds could be better used, In

a varIety of ways, to Increase the efflclen~y of the present transit system and

work toward an Integrated one.

On page 54 of the EIR (ExecutIve Summaryl, we are told of the difficultIes facing

minibus operation. However, many of these difficulties are financial. Were some

of the local revenues planned for the OPM to be used for alternatIve surface

transportation, could I.e not offer the Information servIce, stations or bus shelters

maps and signs which would make these more convenient?

For short trIps, buses serve welt. The difference of a few minutes does not seem

worth the proposed expendIture for 3 mIles of line. Perhaps reserved lanes for

buses would provIde the same tlma-savlnq.

We are told, agaIn In the draft EIR, 'a rail system functIons poorly If It tries

1

2

.I~.cafes. nIght clubs, hospItals and rest homes. hotels. at the flower and produce

markets. even the clty Jail. They may be study'lng at one of the night schools to the

south or east of the proposed route, or working at the RTO building or a computer

center.

While ~e are assured bus depots will be moved to be served at Union StatIon, ~e are I
not told ~hen. Surely thIs Is one mod~' transfer for which provIsIon should be made. ~

'If the parking management plan being considered by tho city Is Implemented, commuters

will. to a much greater extent than now, be boardIng, transIt In remote areas. That

Is. at least. the aim of the plan. Passengers are unlikely to choose to transfer to

another mode of transportation, once In the downtown area. If the same plannIng

effort as that being made for the DPM were made to have bus and starter line work

wIthout the DPM. we are confIdent It could be dono.

There are references to requIrements by existing ordInance for street widening when

new buIlding takes place (page 41. Supporting columns for /:,e D?H would be placed 'It

the edge of the newly created curbllne. There Is no cle~r st~t3ment as to where

people wIll wa'k, except lor the suggestion that pedl"ays above ground level be

provided. \1111 thIs not leave merchants wIth dIsplay .,In''O''S rot 9"-'md level at

some disadvantage?

Much of the draft EIR Is devoted to convincing anA the fedoral funds available for

constructIon make this a bargain for the city. Aut can It be a bargain, at whatever

price, If It Is something we don't need? Perhaps not evon something we want!

The statements that "Iocal building code seIsmIc desIgn r'1qulrcm'3nts may result In
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS -tc LOS ANGELES

3660 WILSHIRE BOULEVARI). SUITE 116 .LO'; ANGelES. CALIFORNIA * 90010.121313816'111 a column cross sectIon that could be quite heavy" and roferonce to "'iaslc
I I
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RESPONSES TO THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS:

But automobile congestIon, and the foul aIr It produces, can force people and firms

out of the downtown area. We must make It possIble tor people to park elsewhere

possible to see the trends. Congestion Is the enemy, the only thing that can

prevent the rehabl "tatlon of downtown. los Ange'les Is buIlt around the Central

structure I design which may appear bulky" (page 5) suggest that the OPM will

require more than cosmetic treetment of the columns to convince the citizenry

those columns are as graceful and delicate as depleted.

The target date--1990--ls now little more than a decade away. It Is alreedy

Business District. The ceo continues to play an Important role, particularly

wIth new theatre, new hotels, new Interest In fIne old bUildings.

and be transported In reasonable comfort and convenience to the downtown area---

not In 1983 not In 1990, but today.

We urge you to spend no more time or money on this project. Thank you for the

opportunity to present our views.

1
8 1. The DPM is one of the four elements of the Regional

Transportation Development Program. The RTDP represents

the melding of several different approaches to transpor

tation problems, such that the resulting program is inte

grated, with each of the parts contributing to the suc

cess of the entire system. The DPM occupies a unique

position in the RTDP in that it may serve the needs of

the downtown area, independent of the other three ele

ments, or it may offer significant regional interface

opportunities in the presence of these elements. It is,

therefore, not redundant in the context of the RTOP, but

rather complement~ry in its function.

2. The local matching share revenues for the DPM Program are

proposed to come from State Proposition 5 (Gas Tax)

funds. These funds can be used, by law for only two pur

poses: (1) for fixed guideway projects such as the DPM,

and (i) for highway projects. If no fixed guideway pro

jects request these funds, then all the Proposition 5

funds are used for highway projects. The funds cannot be

used for any other purpose; therefore, the suggestion

that local matching funds be used for alternative surface

transportation is not possible.

The best use of local funds is to use them as leverage for

the maximum number of federal dollars to help solve our

total transportation problems. This is being done with

the OPM as part of the ~egional Transportation Develop-

ment Program. #

3. The DPM has been planned to serve areas of high activity

in downtown, including major hotels, office headquarters,

shopping malls and the government center. In order to

provide a high level of service to these areas, the OPM
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operating plan has been defined such that on weekdays,

the OPM would operate between 6:00 A.M. and 12 midnight

at headways ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 minutes. On Satur

days, the schedule would be the same, with headways rang

ing from 3.0 to 4.5 minutes. On Sundays, the s~hedule

would be from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 midnight, at a headway

of 4.5'minutes.

4. The proposed construction and operation of a multi-modal

bus transfer at Union Station has been extensively

coordinated with public and private agencies responsible

for design and construction and with potential tenants.

The Union Station Multi-Modal Terminal will serve as the

CBO terminus of the San Bernardino Busway which extends

from El Monte to downtown Los Angeles.

A significant milestone in the development of this multi

modal terminal was reached on November 1, 1978, when

Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams announced approv

al of ~he Cal trans plan for a 0.9-mile extension of the

current San Bernardino Busway. This extension will con

nect the busway and high occupancy vehicle lanes with the

~Union Station facility. Construction of the busway is

expected to take place between 1982 and 1985. The Union

Station multi-modal terminal will be constructed in 1982

83, allowing use of the lower level for additional inter

city buses during the initial DPM period .

The Union Station area is currently being used as a bus

staging area by American Pacific Lines. Conversations

with the Southern California Rapid Transit District and

private carriers such as Continental Trailways indicate a

strong desire to use the Union Station Facility as early

as possible.

5. See response to Poleinsky comment 15.

•
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6. As noted in Section 111-436, downtown Los Angeles has an

extensive network of sidewalks and grade-separated ped

ways. The pedway system will be expanded in the future

to provide continuity of above-ground access to major

points of interest. Although placement of support col

umns will require narrowing of the sidewalk at certain

locations, a minimum sidewalk width of eight feet will be

employed along the DPM route. Based on previous studies

of pedestrian movement, this width will be sufficient to

accommodate pedestrian flows. The DPM columns will also

be positioned in a manner to minimize impact on abutting

development. Therefore, there should be sufficient side

walk width for pedestrians without affecting adjacent

business activity.

Section 12.37 of the Municipal Code of the City of Los

Angeles requires dedication of easements and street im

provements along certain major secondary and collector

streets in conjunction with new building construction .

The purpose of this ordinance is to provide additional

street width to accommodate vehicular and pedestrian

flow.

The width of the dedication is generally ten feet on both

sides of the street. The proposed columns for the OPM

system would be located within this ten-foot dedication,

as shown on next page:



Existing Sidewalk

EXISTING CONDITION

FUTURE CONDITION
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Pedestrian access will be maintained at ground level.

Future pedways will cross the DPM system generally at

right angles. Considerable attention was given to the

placement of columns to avoid interference with display

windows and other commercial activity.

7. If the DPM guideway is placed in the center of the

street, there will be no interference with pedestrian

movements. If the guideway is placed on the side of the

street, it is expected that ground-level retail will

maintain its sales; the second-level retail will do bet

ter, but not at the expense of ground-level retail acti

vities. Sidewalk widths in some locations may be reduced

to eight feet, but the Department of Traffic has found

such a width to be adequate for normal pedestrian flows

in these locations. These judgements are based on the

experiences of the Nicollet Mall and Skyway System in

Minneapolis, Minnesota (see American Institute of Plan

ners, 1975, Impact Evaluation of the Nicollet Mall and

Skyway System, Rod England, Principal Investigator) .

8. The exact size and shape of the columns will be deter

mined during final design. The size of the columns must

be sufficient to support the weight of the guideway, the

loads imposed by the vehicle system, and to resist seis

mic forces.

The aesthetic treatment of both aerial guideway and sup

porting columns was given considerable attention during

Preliminary Design. Additional work will be required

during final design to ensure that the design of columns

is compatible with the existing scale of the urban archi

tecture.
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RESPONSES TO THE JONATHAN CLUB)

1. The analysis of traffic impacts presented in Section

IV-242 indicates that DPM operations would result in a

net reduction of 17,400 daily vehicle miles of travel on

streets within the DPM Corridor. In response to a com

ment made by the Bureau of Engineering, it was noted that

the net reduction in regional travel would be approxi

mately 11,100 vehicle miles of travel, which takes into

account additional travel from DPM-induced development.

These reductions indicate that surface street congestion

al~ng Figueroa Street would be improved with the DPM.

How~ver, the traffic analysis also indicates that the

center of Figueroa variation would. result in some reduced

capacity and restricted visibility, resulting from the

construction of a median between 3rd and 12th Streets.

On balance, therefore, it is noted that, depending upon

'the alignment selected, congestion on Figueroa Street may

be characterized as having somewhat reduced traffic,

coupled with some reduction in capacity and turning move

ments.

2. with the alignment behind the Jonathan Club and Hilton

Hotel, Figueroa Street in this area would not be obstruc

ted by DPM facilities. However, with the ceQter of Fig

ueroa variation the presence of a median would require

the use of public right-of-way. Revised roadway geometry

would require the reduction of sidewalk space on both

sides of Figueroa from 12 feet to B feet. However, traf

fic studies have indicated that the a-foot sidewalk width

would be sufficient for pedestrian flow in this area.

3. As noted in Section IV-242; Figueroa Street will be modi

tied between 6th Street and Olympic Boulevard to accommo

date the eight-foot median in the center of the roadway

without any loss in roadway width. The center of



Figueroa Street variation will, however, result in some

loss of roadway width north of 5th Street and south of

Olympic Boulevard, as indicated in the DEIR.

4. As noted in Section IV-242, the center of Figueroa Street

variation " .•. would increase the potential for fixed

object accidents; at the same time the median could

reduce midblock left turn accidents."

5. Comment noted.

6. Both routes described in the Draft Environmental Impact

Report have been presented for final decision-making by

the City Council. All aspects of Preliminary Engineering

analysis will be presented, along with the environmental

considerations, and will become part of the decision-mak

ing process which will culminate in a finally-approved
route.

7. A "finding of effect" on designated historic/architectur

al sites alonq the People Mover corridor will be made by

the California State Historic Preservation Office, the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration, and the Advis

ory Council on Historic Preservation, according to the

guidelines implementing the National Historic Preserva

tion Act as amended. These findings of effect and memo

randa of agreement containing mitigation measures will be

part of the Environmental Impact Statement that will be

published by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration

on this project. Height relationships and viewing angle

studies for pedestrians on both sides of the street are

reported for Saint Paul's Cathedral on page IV-l74 of the

DEIR. These studies concluded that "there would be a

clear view of the facade from either side of the street

because the guideway is sufficiently high."

8. If the center of Figueroa alignment is selected, the

guideway would appear to be in marked contrast with the

semi-ornate brick facade of the Jonathan Club. However,

placement of the guideway in the center of the street

would nearly completely mitigate impacts upon building

occupants, by virtue of its distance from the building.

similarly, noise analysis presented in the Draft EIR in

dicates that the expected attenuated interior noise level

in the Jonathan Ciub building would not exceed a level
which would allow normal conversation.

, .
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The transportation c~ittee of the Los An~eles Branch NAACP has taken a
position a~ainst the Downtown People Hover (DPH) at this time.

~, believe that if Los An~eles area politicians were to put one-tenth as
much eCfort into rail transit as they have put into the Century Freeway. Los Angeles
would have one of the best transportation racilities in the country.

Jle are not critical of the project frOlll an en~ineerin~ view point, but we do
believe that without an adequate rapid transit facility a precise justiCication of
the D~ will be difficult to dete~ine. However, we do Ceel that at the present ttme
all effort and ~eanin~ful funds should be put into the development of rapid transit
rail routes (i.e., extensions oC the starter Line).

RESPONSE TO THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

COLORED PEOPLE:

The DPM is part of the RTDP which includes TSH. Improved Bus.

regional rail starter line and the DPM. It is not a matter

of completing one before the other but completing them all

when possible, contingent upon funding availability. The

RTDP is an integrated program with each part doing what it

does best. As far as using the DPM funds for other trans

portation modes such as rail or buses, it is not possible.

Secretary of Transportation, Brock Adams, made this very clear

in his May 17, 1978 presentation to the Los Angeles Chamber

of Commerce concerning this question. His statement was,

"I think what you need to know is that money contained in

certain program categories ••• People Movers (DPM), light

rail and certain other categories ••. is not transferable.

That is, if you decide to cancel one program, the Federal

money maY,not be moved over and added to another type of

program" •

October 26, 1978

POSITION all OOiINTO'..m PEOFLE ~OVER

Transpor~atlon ~o~ittee

Los Ulileles 9ranch NAACP
2921 '". Vernon Ave.
Los An~eles. CA 90008
Tel. (21}) 296-26}O

We therefore envision the DPM as a "cart-beCore-tha-horse" project as pri
orities ~o. and ur~e those concerned public officials to ask the federal government
Cor a "fund-swappin~" arran,!e~ent. L'llder such an agreellent Cunds Cor the DPH would be
returned to the ~overnment in exchan~e Cor an equal amount to be applied to rail tran-
sit. ~

Analysis shows that even if it were possible, it would not

be desirable since it would cause delay in solving downtown

transportation problems, and many private/public sector joint

development opportunities would be lost. The People Mover

ope~ating plan calls for financial involvement from the

private sector, based on bene~its, to assure that no deficits

will ever occur to be paid by the public.
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RESPONSES TO ANONYMOUS

1. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) funds are being pro

posed as the prima~y source of funding the Union Station

parking facilities: federal Urban Mass Transportation

Administration (UMTA) funds for the Convention Center

parking faci~ities. Both of these funding sources

would represent a "capture back" of funds collected on a

formula basis from the State of California by the federal

government. The use of such funds would improve the

State's ability to receive its "fair share" of nationally

redistributed tax dollars. In the past, the Los Angeles

area has received a disproportionately low amount of

federal dollars from federal transit capital grants.

With 16 percent'of the combined population of the 10
largest urban areas in the country, Los Angeles has only

re~eived 2.8 percent of the capital grant money distri

buted by UMTA over the past 12 years. (Los Angeles

County Transportation Commission, July 1978).

At the local level, land contributions and multimodel SB

1879 funds are identified as local funding sources, re

quiring no cash dollars in the case of the West Side of

Figueroa alignment and $1.6 million in the case of the

Center of Figueroa variation. SB 1879 funds ($8.7

million available in the State for Fiscal Year 1979/80)

are allocated on a State-wide competitive basis and re

present a redistribution of tax dollars collected on a

State-wide formula basis. An award of such monies for

the DMP parking facility at.U~idn Station would "re

capture" dollars for the Los Angeles area.

At the State level, Propositions 5 funds (collected on

a formula basis for gas tax revenues) are proposed for

funding a portion of the Convention Center facility. As

in the case of federal 'transit capital grant monies,
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CALTRANS District 07 (made up of Los Angeles, Ventura

and Orange Counties) has received less than its "fair

share" of highway monies (a portion of which can be used

for transit projects with fixed facilities) allocated to

Southern California by the State. This shortfall is

estimated to be $61 million for the 1975-1979 period.

The primary reason for this shortfall is the lack of

freeway projects which could be programmed in District

07 during the four-year period described above.

(CALTRANS, Office of the Director, March 1978). The

People Mover, as an eligible transit project, could
help "recapture" a portion of these "lost dollars".

In summary, although the tax structure would pay for

nearly all the capital costs ,of the proposed parking

facilities, these dollars would represent no new taxes

and would enhance attainment of "fair share" allocation

of these funds to the Los Angeles area.

Parking rates for the parking facilities are set by the

DPM Program to be competitive with parking near Union

Station and the Convention Center. These fees ($18/mo.

in 1978 dollarsl'inflated to $25/mo. in 1983 dollars)

would cover the operating costs of the parking facilities

as well as the DPMfare for transporting parkers to their

destinations in downtown. As a result, no public sub

sidies would be required for operation and maintenance

costs for the parking facilities. The DPM Program also

is proposing that a private contractor operate both

facilities.

2. The DPM is a circulation/distribution system to serve

the downtown core of Los Angeles. Proposals for regional

line haul service to other parts of the metropolitan

region are being studied by the Southern California Rapid

Transit District.
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DfM EIR
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•

1339 H. Sultana
Ontario, Ca. 911611

"

Ms. Myra Prank
Community Renevelopment Agency
Suite 310, 7~7 W. 7th St.
Los Angeles, Ca. 9)017

Dear Ms. Fran!<:

The following comments have been prepar~ concerting the Draft Environmental
Impact Report on the Los Angeles Downtown People Mover. As a faculty member
at California State Polytechnic University, teaching classes in urban trans
portation, my interest ,'as naturally drs..-n 1<0 the technical aspects Of the
DPM proposal. The technical material backing 'up the statements in thn EIR
is not yet typed or avaUable to th.. public. This IIIllkes a thorough appraisal
or the "ork impossible for outsiders. I discussed this situation by phone ,'ith
you and vith the other ataff members you suggested and apparantly the technical
backup material for the EIR viII not be available until after the time for
public comment is pass~.

1 hope that the CRA staff has faithfully interpreted th.. infonaation coming
from its many consultants. The problem here seellls to be that the CRA's
obvious enthusiasm for the DPM project aeelllS to have led to an over-emphasis
on benefits and an under-reporting of negative impacts ••• and a lack of a
sincere concern for possible alternative actions.

The report structure itself reflects this emphasis on benefits at the expense
of considerations of cost and possible alternatives. There are 11 pages devoted
to a description of the presumed economic benefits of the pro,ject to the do>'o
town economy but only 41 pages devoted to a consideration of all possible alt
ernatives. The technical material in the report (to the extenr-any is presented)
follows this pattern as veIL.

In the economic impact study it is notable that a multilier of 2.4 is applied
to dOllars "generated" by nev construction but that no stadlar inflating
factor is applied to dollara lost because of dc.'ntown disruption during con
struction. The text's treatment of these lost dollars is a further indicator
of the one-sided countin6 of benefits rather than costs. This is the only place
in the report "here locational redistribution effecta are measured. The report
notes that these "lost" dollars "ill probllbly be spent elsevhere in do>'ntovn Or
.. lse..-h"r.. ,'ithin th,' TPgion. Th.. s~1OO lOGic nnd account ina is not applied to
the "conomic bcn~J'1ts <:l'lim~d ror t,h", p"opl<! mov"r. The 1098.,s rothp. rp.st 01
<lo' ntOl:n or to t,hp. rest or th" r.,,~ion at, lh., ." p'msro of the DR4 rout., ar", un
reported. Obviously most of thp. impact dollars claimed for the DPM vould other
vise be spent in other parts of downtown or the region. The report doesn't
treat thesp. losses to th.. regional economy from b",nefits in the same vay that
it minimizes downtovn losses by ad'ting on the regional gains.

The report counts land value gains for properties np.ar st~tions vithout
consid"ring the obvious blightinG effects for l\J'oP<"'~i"~ in th" s~a,lm' 01 th"
~lpvat..d right of 1'ay, I·lost citics have torn dwn elp.vat"d transit structures

1

because of thes" blighting effects, as I"D surp. you reali"e.

The same sort of uneven treatment of proJp.ct benefits and costs is evident
in the discussions of energy consumption, traffic congestion, andair 'uality
conCerns. It appears that the downtown growth assumed to be induced by the
peoplemover has had no influence on the lIlP.asurement of th.... pro.lect' s adverse
environmental effects. The report counts th", economic benefits of,this
imagined development but does not develop a corresponding vision of its
.mvironmental pricetag. For example, the report states that 3,')00 vehicle
miles of travel "ill b" "S'!lved" downtown becfLuse cars vill be intercepted
at peripheral parking lots. Elsevhere it is claimed that the DPM vill
create 8,200 new jobs downtown. The average LA "ork trip is today about
10 miles long which, if everybody drove, would create a simultane~~s increase
of 82,000 VMT. Even allowing for sllbstantial increases in transit use there
simply could be no net savings in vehicle travel because of DFM (or related
energy consumption, noise, or air pollution).

As I have noted earlier, it is probable that most DPM grovth (if any really
vill occur) vill simply be borrowings frOlll other parts of downtovn or from
the rest of the region. Actually it really makes no difference to th" point
1 am lna1<ing "hether tte r;rovth is nP.w or only borra.:ed. 'rh~ r;;IR is not
l:or1<ine lrO:1l ," consistent bas" since it obvlo,,~ly ia vorking frOID such 1iffe""(1'
Irse" in .,val·lation bp.nprtts "aainst environmpntal costs.

The unsightlinl!sB of th.> pro,ject is its .....jor Uabllty. The choice of a
vritten narrative appr~ch to a visual analysis is unfortunatp.. There ar..
some e~cellent tp.chni'ues for cr~ realistic visuali,ations of how th"
DPM vill actually look in place (these include dravings, photo montage, models
and computer aided simulations). I get the imprp.ssion that this rerlp.cts more
than ,lust an inappropriat" selection of evaluation t ..chnoloBY.

I hav.. attached a compari!ion or 1\ drllving t,,,,,,,,," rrom th" •· .... Isu'll Imp'lcts" ,,,ction
of th~ EIR am '!l corr"ct~ -".,roio:l or th" samP. Rcon.. th9.t r,.flects th.. actual
construct-ion proposals <!,.scrib"d in anot.h.,r s,.ction. Ttl .. ".:lR visual study shovs
ollly 5 support columns for a 'U'!lrter IIU" of elp.vat"d track. Thl! engineering
dravings of the route call for at least 16 supports for this sam<! sp.ction.
A station, stairway, and a pedestrian overpass are also omitted. Th" trees in
the EIR study are shodowed on the Underside but the underside of the elevated
structure is not shadowed. There are obvious differp.nceB in column size, design,
and guidevay vidth. The obvious draving talents of the person who made the
sketch suggest that these numeroua graphic misrepres"ntations are not accidental •

In conclusion I regret that I caD find little positive to say about the EIR .
In ita enthusiasm for the project the CRA staff has produced still another

• promotional doculIlent. Presumably the CRA bellev£s tha~ the DPM vill greatly
benefit the section of thp. city served by the proposed DPM but an EIR is
supposed to be an evenhanded counting of general environmental effects upon
the larger community. The EIR seems deficient in the technology employed and
in the dUferential vay costs and benefits are counted. There is some evidence
of direct lIisrepresentation. As vas noted initially, no real public scruitiny
of this report is possible vithout acceBS to the supporting documentation.

Si~lY~'A".'
Wrf;/A~l", __

'- I, .~.
David T. Dubbin!< '
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In subcontracting studies among consultants aDd pJblic agencies it seems that
everyone vas "left free to invent their own version3 of the "no project" altern
ative. The prO!Dotlonal writing 'style of the documents intende1 for the pUblic
by someone vho didn't UDderotaod the technical work further confuses things
but I think I can tigure out what happened and what should have been said.

Thank' 'you far rurnishing IIIl! with copies of the several reports on interest to
lIIe. The reports are adeQuate in that they satisf,. rq interest in the study
technology elDplo;yed in the EIft draft. Tou have courteousl,. offered to let DIe
review the total product of the patronage studies b,. CalDbidge Syste~tics •••
an otfer that I have pol1tel3' (aod I suspec~, wisel,.) declined. I would hope
that the detail of ~hese studies was carried out with accuracy but my major
interest concerned the critical assUlllPtions Ullderlying the analysis. FrOlll
reading lihe Em and the earlier repart, Movins People in Los Angeles, I had
developed a concern that t~ "base case" or "null" formulation was shifting
from chapter to chapter aDd frOlll report to report. This is exactly what has
happened.

'\.

" .FIFTH STREET AT GRAND AVENUE LOOKING WEST I

1339 H. Sultana
Ontario, CA 911151.

Ms. Myra Frauk
COlIIIIamity Redevelopment Agency

I Suite 300, 127 w. 7th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90011

Dear Ms. "rauk:

Nov"lDber 13, 1913

~
NaVI5 205FH'78.............i;t!fet _

Actio", .•••':t:f:.C;lI:.1..S ,
Info ..

. . ................................
•••••••• •••• .1..

. \lith all the attention focussed on the CRA favored project aDd alignment
~t i~. apparant that the consideration of alternlJ.tives was slighted. I
note the following inconsistencies in defining the "no project" alternative
in support of this statement:

(l)Tbe "no p,roJect" alternative presented in the EIR assumes no DFM but~
no bus iiaprovements. This makes no sense because, in reality, the regioe"s
proposals for bus improvements are to be dimin1Bhed sauevhat it' the DPM is
built. As Movins People in Los Anples noted, "no project" means more busses.

(2)Tbe patronage estimating system applied to the favored alignment of DPM is
based upon projections of 1990 travel borrOlled frQII LARrS. These assume
bus improvelllents (as part of the TSM). The DPlt analysts found it neccessary
to inflate these borrowed forecasts b;y about ~ so that the forecasts
of riders on the DPM would match the increases in office yorker space being
produced b,. CRA. This monUlllental "a4.Just:ll8ot" is buried in the Cambridge
Systematics report on "model." and certainl,. deserves more attention than
the one sentence treatment it gets here. Since the DPM is onl,. diverting
a slD811 percentage or dowDtlNn trattic this means that most of this 8o)~

increase above 1990 trafric projections would be affecting dO\lntown streets.
It appears, however, that onl,. the DPM 18 atfected by this assumed inflation
of dOlllltOlln trips above projections produced by other agencies.

(])
Other parts of the EIR, such as the air ljuality and energy sections are not
consistent \lith the "DO project" or the 80~ in1"lated travel forecasts.

1
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The back up report to the air ..uality section assumes a "nul~" situation \lith
the bus improvements (and TSM). The study seems to lIix several concepts SiiiCe
it takes its bus travel data from the existiag plans for regional service
improvements (a 15~ increase) but takes its auto travel data trom the Cam~dge
Systematics work which reflects travel that vould be ao~ above this. MoreOver
the "null" case assumes that all the office space that would cOlDe about becau~e
of the people mover would still be there if the system vere not built.

I could go on wit,h this topic since sttll other assumptions about "no. project"
vere made for Hoving People in Los Angeles. There,the alternative schemel vere
evaluated according to the procedures delcribed al "dertcient" in the October
1978 report by C8JlIbridge Systelll&tics. CorrectiODs vere oaly made for the
analysis of the favored al1g.mment. The Em borrOlls randomly trom this Jumble
of disorganized material usually picking the numbers most flattering to DPM.
I had noted in my earlier remarks tbat this seeMed to be the case ••• end it is.

h~ile on the topic of Jumbled material I would like to note several corrections
that should be made to!!!l earlier letter and testimony. First, I neglected to
double the vehicle miles of travel figure to reflect t"o-way trips. The
3~,)~ Vln' figure should be 16~,ooo. Second, in making my "corrected" draving
I failed to portray the DPM's changes in vertic~4 sUgnment. The Em artist
and I both sha<;ed the thing lIl3king a clean arc across the lanscape where it
should look humped where it changes elevation. Neither of these errors \lere
unfavorable to DPM.

11

12

As f~r as the EIR i_ concern~ our differing levelS of faith in th~ peoplemover's
abilities to ~ork urban DI'gic is not at iSBU". The basic problem spems to
be th.t the EIR is guite differential in the ~ay that project costs and benefits
have been totaled up. The imb!llance reflect~ in th" aimpl~ counting of pages
dp.voted to benefits as opposed to costa (and ;lterm.tives) is echoed in :h..
technical reports.

I really do appreciat'l h')ving the s';udy r"ports made av"llable to me. Once you
',ccept the cen:i-al articles or faith in Peeplemover Magic the applications of
technology U'e g, virtuoso perfonDllnce. Iadividu"ll,y re3d, the varlous study
reports are of good proCessional guality. Regrettably, DlUch more could hav..
been done to coordinate the effort so that th~re ~ould have been som~ basic
consistency "'110118 reports. Some attention should have beeo given to defining
., base case and less to spinning out the tales of glory. I douht if the
present product meets Era reguirelDSnts in this resp"ct. Cert~inly it does
not reflect the spirit oC the envir~ntal impact reporting legislation.

Ib closin8 I might note th..t Mr. Tcwnselld's cover letter for the study reports
mak~s a point of saying that th~ reports had been available for inspection at
the eRA offices ~'hen you and I know that they', eren 't typed until the 138t
days ot October. You might pallS on to Mr. TO'~nsend that Buch trivi~l deceptions 15
tend to feed all manner ot p'lI"anoid thoughts ..bout the "hidden meaning" of
th... DFM proposal. People should be a\larded m~"ls for reading reports or the
type produced by Cambridge System,tics.

In addition to m;y earlier confusion about the treatment of induced grcr"th I
~~st add some concern for the ~ay t~~t tax benefits have been calcu13ted.
Apparantly th'~ b3Sic idea b~hini the DP:. -is that it ,·,111 lure pro)"cts that
o!'el"','1s~ 'oul:! h'lYe been located som~"hdre else ~ithia the region. You have
told me that this point should be cle~ enough since the EIR refers to the
increning~ of regional grO,·1;h attr!icted to do>:nt",:n 10cat1ons. If this 13
is the case though, you are ~Tong to describe these as tax benefits to the
county, city and school district. Realiz1ng that the entire dawnto~n area is
a redevelopment district ~-'here land value increueB ~'ou1:I. not be reaU~ed-

by other taxing districts, I ~onder if the "increases" really should be considered
".ii losses to the city, county, and th.. schools. Obviously the Em is deficient
in its bandling of this topic. The mdliag addr'lss from ..hich tax dollars are
sent doesn't make any difference to the taxing agency.

One can quibble about SOUle of the choic~s lJ8je ..ithin th., p"tronnge forecasting
:echnology, \.~. that chunging vehicles and climbing st"irs is positively valued
if it occurs "ithin an integr"ted structure. I acc"pt the fact, ho·ever, that 14
until SOm~ city buil,ls a peep!'! mover ve have to rely upon informed guesses. The
re"lly central assumptions being made are tbat construction of the people-mover
,ill revitalLe dm:ntc.'n Los Ang.,les and siphon off grcrJth that "ould have occureJ.
els"'here in the city. Belief in this seems to be a ma~ter of faith.

The part that :;orrles m- is hoo: this raith in DP.-f has driven out a consider..tion
of competing thoughts. Apparantly it is heresy to suggest th"t the 3~ boost in
forecasts thJ.t makes, the p"oplemover se".. feasible \'ill ,,150 affect dO'ointo' n L.A.

hen the~k~ of th·, popul,tion 'ho~ ride DPtt, take to the streets. ( But then
I'm r'nlly not COm:p.rn- I "bout th"t sinc, I ba~ine th3t the DP:4 '-ill "nhance
io:n~o' n Los Angeles in th' S'llll!l ..ay th... t the Triforium enhg,nces th'! .Civic center)
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RESPONSES TO DUBBINK:

1. The supporting material that is referred to here was sent

to Dr. Dubbink on October 30, 1978 and he acknowledged

receipt by phone on Nobember 3. This material consisted

of an air quality appendix which elaborated on the metho

dology described in section IV-212.1 in the DEIR and a

patronage study which detailed the methodology employed

in the patronage analysis reported in section IV-24l of

the DETR. Dr. Dubbink was informed when he originally

called about the material that task memoranda for all of

the tasks were available at CRA offices for inspection

and his specific questions about the air quality analysis

were answered in that initial phone call.

2. The regional multiplier effect of dollars "generated" by

new construction is only applied to "new dollars" which

would be expended in the region as the result of construct

ing the DPM. No credit has· been taken for right-of~way

(i.e. land) purchases, or the cost of intercept parking

facilities. In the case of right-of-way costs, these

transactions may involve dedication of property (not sales);

in the case of parking facilities, these funds could be

spent on projects in the region other than these intercepts

(see Section IV-13l.l). Based on the same assumption, no

"'regional multiplier" was ap!?lied to sales losses which

would occur to CBD businesses disrupted during the con

struction phase because such sales would remain within

the region (see Section IV-132.2).

2a. In the case of increased retail sales in the DPM corridor,

it is expected that these sales will represent "displaced"

sales from other parts of the Los Angeles region, not the. .
downtown area. A~ the accompanying figure indicates, the

DPM will expand the "effective market area" which would

exist without the DPM for the more than 147,000 employees
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who will work in the DPM corridor in 1990. These employees

will represent over 60 percent of the total projected

1990 downtown study area employment of 237,000. The

effect of this expanded downtown market area will be

increased rather than'displaced sales made by local down

town residents, visitors and employees.

. I .
In order to remain conservative in estimating the DPM-

induced retail benefits, no credit was take~ for increased

expenditures by retail customers not residing, employed

or staying in downtown (see Section IV-221.24,p. IV-14l).

These expenditures account for about 72 percent of caD

retail ~ales (see Section IV-221.24,p. 144). Without a

detailed study of regional spending patterns of these who

will work and,live in downtown, the specific geographic

area in the Los Angeles region which would be effected

by increased CBD expenditures would be difficult to de

termine. It is expected, however, that such losses would

be dispersed, representing a negligible economic impact

for any specific area in the region.

It sh~uld be noted that from the viewpoint of the con

sumer, a purchase ~ade in downtown rather than during a

weekend regional shopping trip would represent savings

in time and automobile operation and maintenance costs.

It also would represent a minor reduction in vehicle miles

traveled (UMTA) in the region as a whole •

In terms of DPM-induced office space, it is expected

that a national firm (occupying a 800,000 gross square

foot building) will choose to locate within downtown

(and, therefore, the region) because of the DPN. This

would represent new growth to the region, not redistri

buted growth (see Section IV-221.2l,p. 112). Also, the

DPM is expected to induce "internally generated" office

demand in downtown as the result of the DPM. That is,
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it is expected that the DPM will create a higher satis

faction level for firms with a downtown location who wish

to expand. This is estimated to be 1.0 to 1.1 million
gross square feet (see Section IV-22i.21,p. IV-IIO).

The effect of this improved capture of internally genera

ted office demand will be the stabilization and expansion

of the CBD office market segment. In a sense, this growth

would be at the "expense" of other parts of the region.
However, over time, the.continued strength of the Los

Angeles central business district is important to the

economic vitality of the Los Angeles region as a whole.

In terms of hotel room-night demand, the DPM is exp~cted

to induce an additional 160,000 room-nights in the CBD.

This induced demand represents three national market
segments for hotel rooms: business/government, visitors,

and convention/group (see Section IV-221.22,p. IV-122).

This demand, in turn, would support the construction of

a 500-600 room hotel in the CBD. As in the case of a

national firm locating in the CBD, this added room-night
demand would represent "new" regional growth.

The expected DPM-induced 2000 market-rate residential

units in the CBD would represent a redistribution of

regional residential growth. The impact of this loss

to the region on any specific area would be difficult to

determine; however, it is expected to be negligible

because of the dispersed nature of the potential impact.

3. Many comparisons are made with -the "EI" in Chicago when

evaluating the potential impact of the DPM's elevated

guideway. In terms of economic impact, the area around

the "El" is very profitable for retail and commercial

office space, particularly the "Loop". Currently,
ground-level retail space in buildings along State Street

(adjacent to the Loop) is'generating about $800-$900 per
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square foot in sales, the highest in the United States

(Robert J. Harmon and Associates, 1978). At the second

level, there has been some recent (1973) deterioration

in wholesaling activities. However, the primary cause

was a drop in market demand for products (e.g. women's

foundations) which were manufactured in buildings ad
jacent to the "El". Office space, primarily in 50-year

old buildings, is doing well when compared with similar

buildings not adjacent ~o the "El" (Robert J. Harmon and

Associates, 1978).

At th~ present time, noise and vibration are the primary

probiems associated with the "El". Also, there is little
if any integration of the system with adjacent structures.

There are no stations integrated with buildings and the

elevated structure is made out of steel girders (currently

black and rusting), a stark contrast to the adjacent

concrete buildings. The DPM guideway, on the other hand,

would be a~ integral part of the downtown urban environment.

Six stations would be integrated with existing and pro

posed developments in the CBD. In all liklihood, the

guideway structure itself will be concrete, thus blending
more effectively into existing and planned developments.

Also, the DP" will effectively promote retailing at the

second-story building level, creating expanded economic

opportunities in the CBD. Finally, the noise levels of

the DPM are SUbstantially less than that of buses (in the

general comparative range of 70 dBA vs 84-86 dBA at 50
feet), and, as discussed in Section IV-212.2, the DPM

is expected to have a minor beneficial impact on noise

levels in the DPM corridor. Interior noise levels of
buildings adjacent to the DPM will be sufficiently atten

uated,' resulting in no adverse impacts.

As disaussed in Section IV-221.2l, p. IV-113, appropriate

use of space by building tenants as well as integration



of the building.

4.

5.

6.

7.

of retail uses into the guideway itself will mitigate any

potential adverse impacts (e.g. vibration) of the guide

way. For example, tenant space planning efforts could

include the provision of computer, mail distribution ~nd

other support services for that portion of the building

adjacent to the guideway. The shadow effect of the guide

way itself on retail activities could be mitigated by re

vamping of display window lighting. Jf there is a decline

in the dollars per squa~e foot such space could command

without the DP~I, it will be more than balanced by the

positive economic impacts the DPM would have for the rest
I,

All of the induced development reported for the DPM is

within the perameters established by community develop

ment plans, redevelopment plans, and their respective

EIR's for the downtown area.

See response to Bureau of Engineering comment 5.

The DEIR provides an analysis of the economic benefits/

costs and environmental benefits/costs of the proposed

DPM. The balancing of these benefits and costs is a

judgement which must be made by local, State and federal
I

decision-makers.

See also responses to comments 2 and 2a.

Photo montages to display the visual impacts of the pro

posed system are shown in Figures IV-22S, IV-22U, IV-22W,

and IV-22Y. These figures were developed to show the

visual impacts on buildings of historic/architectural

interest adjacent to the route.
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8. The "no project" alternative used by CRA was defined in

response to federal guidelines. In 1974 CRA, Caltrans,

and SCRTD worked cooperatively to define a null alter

native for the purposes of comparative analysis. The
No Build alternative is separate from the Improved Bus and

the Improved Bus/People Mover. It assumes no added bus

service to and within downtown and reflects a condition

wherein no added public transportation improvements are

implemented. Comparative fleet size and operating charact

eristics of each alternative are contained in the 1977

Summary Draft Environmental Impact Assessment.

9. An ,input .to the DPM demand models is the projected number

of auto and bus passengers entering and leaving the CBO

during the P.M. peak hour. CBD cordon crossing forecasts

were derived from two major sources of data, the Depart

ment of City Traffic Cordon Counts for 1974 and 1976, and

LARTS Trip Tables for 1990. The City Traffic data, with

"through" trips excluded, indicate that there are about

.55 cordon crossings per employee in the P.M. peak hour.

It was felt. that this figure should be used as a control

total for all 1990 forecasts.

The LARTS Trip Tables are projections of automobile and

bus passenger trips among 1285 zones in the LARTS region.

Estimating cordon crossings from the LARTS data involves

counting only those trips which either begin or end with-

in the CBD. This procedure effectively eliminates "through"

trips~ i.e., those passengers who are simply passing

through the CBD on their way to their final destinations.

A standard computerized procedur~l from UMTA was used to

count the 1990 LARTS trips to/from the CBD. The result-

ing totals were far below the expected levels -- lower

73. Figure IV-22G, p. IV-BS of the DFIR, has been corrected.

See Chapter 2 of this report.
1 Program USQUEX from the UTPS package of transportation

I

models.



in fact than current levels measured by the City Traffic
Department in 1974 and 1976. Since the totals from the

LARTS model were considered incorrect, a control total

based on actual counts in relation to current employment
levels was used. The control total of .55 cordon cross

ings per employee was multiplied by estimates of 1990
CBD employment, to obtain a useable forecast of cordon

crossings for the year 1999. The useable forecast was
about 80 percent higher-than the unadjusted LARTS fore

cast.

This procedure g~arantees that if CBO employment increases

by 15 percent between now and 1990 then cordon crossings

for the peak hour would also increase by 15 percent. The

employment forecasts used in the DPM models include the

estimated percent induced growth resulting from the DPM

itself. Therefore, new regional trips to the CBO result

ing from induced growth are accounted for.

10. For response to the portions of the comment relating to

modelling and patronage estimation, see the response to

comment 9.

With regard to the Null alternative used in the air quali

ty analysis, the following explanation is offered. The

purpose of the air quality analysis was to identify the

differences in emissions produced in downtown Los Angeles,

both with and without the DPM. In order to present a
fair comparison, and furthermore to reflect the potential

benefits of planned improvements in bus service, the TSM
scenario was used to define the Null alternative. By

defining the Null alternative in this way, any benefits

accruing to the DPM would clearly be in addition to other
wise planned improvements in public transportation.

11. During the Preliminary Engineering phase of the DPM project,
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a major effort was made to refine and update the OPM de

mand models. Employment forecasts were updated, coeffici

ents to the demand equations were refined, bus and minibus

level-of-service data were updated, etc. Naturally, input

data must be revised as time passes. It would be unwise

to continue to rely on statistical information which is

out of date. This does not mean that the procedures used

during the alternatives phase of the DPM program were
deficient. The models-used in the earlier phases were

the best available tools at that time. It is obviously

important, that as we approach the final design stage,

we continue to refine and update.

12. Cor,rection noted. See response tO,comment 5.

13. COUNTY AND LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

As shown in Section IV-231 4, p. IV-20l, credit for

property tax increases was taken only for DPM-induced

development which would be new to Los Angeles County.

Thus, these taxes on new county developments generated

by DPM-induced development in the CBD would not be "losses"
to other parts of the County.

As stated in Part I, Chapter 6, Article 6, Section 33670,
Paragraph (a) of the California Health and Safety Code,'

affected taxing agencies in a redevelopment project con

tinue to receive funds based on the last equalized roll
pri~r to the effective date of the redevelopment ordin

ance. Paragraph (b) states that the portion of the
levied taxes generated each year in excess of this amount

shall be allocated to a special fund for redevelopment

purposes. At the completion of the redevelopment project,

all monies received from taxes revert to the funds of

the taxing agencies.



On this basis, the "tax increment" above and beyond the

"frozen" tax base generated by new development in th~

Central Business District, Little Tokyo and Bunker Hill

Redevelopment Projects would accrue to each respective

special fund for redevelopment purposes (as described
above). However, because the tax analysis for both the

County and the school district is based on new develop

ment which would not have occurred in the region without

the DPM (e.g. 500-600 room hotel and a national head

quarters office building), these "special fund" monies

would not represent "losses" to baseline (without DPM)

property tax projecti~ns for the County and the school
district. Upon completion of the redevelopment projects

(Bunker Hill in 1986 est., Little Tokyo in 1984 est.;

Central Business in 2011 with a limitation of $750,000,000

for tax increment purposes), these incremental tax monies

would revert to the affected taxing jurisdictions and

would represent additional monies above and beyond base

line projections.for the County and the school district.

•

The State Education Code, Sections 17656, 17702, 17901,

17704, establishes procedures to reimburse school dis

tricts affected by redevelopment agency freezes. School

districts receive the 'Benefits of increased valuations

in redevelopment project areas before those projects

are closed out. The reimbursement process, in turn,

becomes an additional burden on state funds and in that

respect represents an adverse impact to the State of

CaliforniC;l.

•
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

As shown on the revised Table IV-23F contained in the "Errata"

Section of this (supplement), annual "net- 1990 property tax

revenues to the City of Los Angeles generated by the imple

mentation of the DPM in the CBD are expected to be $0.43

million (in constant 1978 dollars); cumulative 1978-1990 net

property tax revenues are expected to be $1.88 million (in

constant.1978 dollars). These figures reflect the following
assumptions:

(1) 90% of the DPM-induced 1.8 million of office space in

the CBO or 1. 6 million sq. ft. would be "new" to the

City of Los Angeles, that is, it would not come from an

office building which would have been built in another

area of Los Angeles. The 1.6 million "new" square foot

age would come from the 800,000 sq. ft. national office

building which would have been located in another part
of the United States and retention of about 800,000 sq.

ft. of "internally generated" office space which would

have located in (for example) Orange County or Ventura
County, rather than remaining 1n the CBD.

Value Calculation:

1.8 million net sq. ft. (x) 90% (x) 1.176 (gross sq. ft.

factor) (x) $SO/gross sq. ft. construction cost =

$95,256,000 net gain

(2) 75% of the 2000~2l0~ DPM-induced market-rate residential

units would be "new" to the City. The assumption is

that the market for these units would have been in areas

which attract upper middle income single or married (no

children) (for example, in beach cities such as Redondo

Beach, Hermosa Beach or in Rancho Palos Verdes), the

remaining 2S% would have located in other areas of the

City of Los Angeles (for ex~mple, Brentwood, Venice, etc.)



On the basis of this analysis of "net" tax gains to the

City of Los Angeles, the City would "lose" a maximum of

$370,000 cumulative taxes because of intra-city reloca

tions to the caD ($2.27 million - $1. 9 million). The actual

loss will depend upon the termination dates of the three
, .
r~development projects in the caD (see above discussion).

Value Calculation:

20S0 units (x) 1000~unit (x) $45/sq. ft. construction

cost (x) 75% = $70,000,000 net gain

(3) The DPM-induced 500-600-room hotel would be a net gain

to the City based on the attraction of national conven

tion to the caD (because of the DPM) , rather than other

areas of the United States.

Value = $30,000,000 net gain

(4) About 60% of the DPM-induced retail space would be a net

gain to the City. This is based on the assumption that

about one-third of the retail sales would be displaced

from other areas of the City.

Total 1978-1990

Cumulative Taxes

from DPM-Induced

Development in caD
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$2.27 million* (x) 84%=

$1.9 million net gain
(rounded)

Value Calculation: *See Tables IV-23D and IV-23E ($74.52 million - $72.25
million = $2.27 million)

220,000 net sq. ft. (x) 60% (x) $65/sq. ft. construction
cost. $8,580,000 net gain to the City.

(5) Total Annual DPM-Induced Net

Value to City in 1990 $203,836,000 84%

Total Annual ,1990 Value of 243,000,000

DPM-Induced Development from CaD

(6) Net Tax Gain to the City
Total 1990 Annual DPM~

Induced Net Tax Gain to

the City $203,836,000(x) .01(1%

of full market value) (x)

.209 (City's share of
prope~ty value) = $426,000

14. In the DPM demand models, an attempt has been made to

distinguish between transfers which are made within an

integrated multi-modal terminal, and those which are made

at points where no special facilities are provided. There

is a greater likelihood that a bus passenger would trans

fer to the DPM at the special intercept facilities pro

vided at the Convention center and Union station, than

at other locations along the DPM network.

15. Mr. 'Dubbink was told at the time of the first conversa

tion that the task memoranda on which these reports were

based were based were available at CRA offices. The

patronage and the air quality reports were in typing when

he called initially, but he could have come in and read

them in draft form if he so desired. The specific ques

tions asked at that time regarding the air quality analysis

were answered over the phone.



Sherman W. Griselle
10932 Hasty Avenue
DoWlleyI CA 90241

(213, 862-1546
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COMMENTS CONCERNING THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT ON THE LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER

NOVEMBER 15, 1978*

The COl1ll1lJnity Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles (eRA) has recom

mended a Down~own Peo~le Hover (DPM). The DPM would operate on an elevated

guideway between two tenninus stations. the Convention Center and Union Station.

and there would be eleven additional stations in between. It is proposed that

the Convention Center and the Union Station tenninals would intercept approxi

mately 700 buses which now traverse downtown to distribute passengers, and to

gether they would contain 3,750 parking spaces. The proposal Is to reduce the

number of buses and autos now enterfng the downtown area by dfvertfng their occu

pants to the Downtown People Mover. The CRA also proposes to upgrade downtown

bus servfce fn conj~ction with the People Mover.
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of intensive study. issued a report oppostng the DPM portion of the CRA's Im

proved Bus/People Hover Program-Over'the past two years (after publication of the

CAP report) no, citizen participation has been pennttted by the CRA. 12
An overriding concern of the CAP was the inability of the eRA to provide clear

and conclusive evidence supporting the need for a DPM. The Draft Environmental

Impact Report (DEIR) states. "An Improved bus system could be implemented to meet

the transportation capacity needs of downtown." The Southern California Rapfd

Transit Dfstrlct has not indicated that an improved bus network could not effec

tively serve downtown In the future, and has not indicated that a bus system

nust be supplemented by a DPH.

Members of the CAP were convinced that an improved bus network could effectively

serve the moderate 30.000 person growth in employment and 10,000 person increases

In resident population forecast by th~ CRA for downtown by 1990. From facts

available In 1976 the CAP concluded that buses would adequately provide improved

and balanced transportation for downtown Los Angeles wfthout a DPM, and the DEIR

of 1978 substantiates this conclusion.

*These comments by Sherman W. Griselle are In addition to verbal comments presented
during a publtc hearing on October 26, 1978. Mr. Grtselle was a member of the
Cttizens' Advisory Panel.

To assist the CRA in planqtng for improved downtown circulation. a Cittzens'

Advisory Panel (CAP) was formed early in the program. The CAP, after twelve months First, the DEIR is deficient In not pointing out that one of the significant im-

pacts of the DPH Is to dissuade construction of alternative transportation systems ~

(e.g. regional rail, at gr:ade and in'subway) whtch are more efficient in passenger

The CRA has labeled ~ese combined proposals as an Improved Bus/DPH System. The

CRA claims this dual system will reduce the net operatfng costs of transit ser

vices In downtown and will offer the greatest social, economic, and environmental

benefits over any alternative transportation improvements for the central business

dtstrict. These claims by the ORA are incorrect.

1 The Report of the Cf~zen Advisory Panel, dated July 1976, opposed the construction

of a DPM. The report stated, ·We do not support the expenditure of City. State. or

Federal funds for the proposed AGT/SlT ~eople Mover between the Convention Center
CAP .

and Union Station in downtown Los Angeles." The DEIR Is supportive of theAconclu-

Slon in that the DEIR substantiates negative environmental impacts associated wfth

the DPM and avoids feasfble alternatives to a DP".

3
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miles travel ed; which are more effective in reducfng noise and air pollution; whfch

can reduce adverse vfsua1 impacts. and which provide a substitute for more autos~

parking lots, and buses. Construction of the DPM~ with 3.700 additional parking

spaces and with the necessity to bring autos and buses to the downtown area. wfll

preclude the possibility of developing a regional rail system which fs not dependent

on buses and new parking spaces at the edge of the central busfness district. Why

does the DEIR not measure the air pollution created by bringing autos and buses to,

the two downtown DPM terminals in comparfson to the reductfan possible by utflfzfng

an alternatlve.regfonal rafl system fnterceptfng people fn proximity to the orfgln

of their trip for transportation to the heart of downtown?

Second, adverse noise impacts created by the DPM must be considered significant.

The DPM will traverse an area which wfll exceed federal standards in 1990 and ~"

noise created by the DPM will add to an "already excessive noise problem. The DEIR

indicates that while nofse levels will be partfally mitfgated by the DPM because the

DPM is quieter than buses, the fact is the OPM f~ befng located in an area subjectfng

passengers to unhealthful noise. Why fs a new, $167.000,000 public transportation

system being located in a corridor ~xceeding federal noise level standards? Why do

the noise levels in t~e DEIR not include the "bounce" effect-of street noise off

the columns"and overhead structure? Why is the noise created by p~ssengers moving,

talking, and shouting on the overhead DPM platform not fncluded fn the EIR? Why is

the increased incidence of noise created by the DPM columns, with resultant braking

and horn blowing due to these barriers and increased traffic control, not included

in the DEIR? Anyone who has travelled under the Chicago Elevated on Wabash Avenue

understands the increase in noise created by an overhead structure. And what are

the impacts on passengers as the DPH crosses over and parallels eight lane freeways?

I
Third, the DPM will insignificantly reduce air pollution. The important issue is
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that the DPM will be unhealthful from an air quality standpoint. Why does the DEIR

not clearly state that the DPM is being constructed through an area in which afr pol

lution exceeds federal standards now and as projected to 1990. Except for the Bunker

Hill Station, all stations will be open to the air. How does the eRA propose to

mitigate the hostile station environments and the unhealthful impacts on passengers

rfding in DPM vehfc1es, especfally as they pass over and parallel freeways and

heavily travelled streets? What measurements of air pollution have been made along

!:) the DPM route and at station locations?

vls~al
Fourth. significant long-term adverse~lmpacts wiT1 be created by the DPM. The DPH

necessitates a huge structure that can hardly be considered graceful. The DPM

clutters streetscapes. creates negative visual enclosures (e.g. at Pershing Square

and the Libra~). and eliminates human scale throughout the DPM corridor. The

graphic displays in the EIR are fncorrect, as columns. overhead structure widths,

overpasses and stations. and shadowin9 are improperly shown or mIssing. As an

example. Figure IV - 22Y is fncorrect as the pTan and profile sheets indicate six

columns whereas the photograph shows only one column. Why has the eRA not pro

duced numerous and ~rrect sketches of the OPM as it traverses downtown? Is· it

~ because the DPH would clearly be revealed as a massive. fntimidating. and intrusive

structure in an area which has great promise of becoming an attractive environment

sensitive to human scale and senses?

7
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Fifth. the OPH proposal fs not as energy efficfent as alternatfve systems. The

DPMrelfes upon transportfng vast numbers of buses and automobfles to two Inter

cept terminals, the Conventfon Center and Union Statfon. The DPH relies upon

3.700 new parkfng spaces at these locatfons. Thus. the DPM Is dependent upon. and

perpetuates excessive energy consumption. Anew. ffxed public transportatfon sys

tem must provide servfce in proxfmfty to the origfn of trips. The DPM encourages

energy wasteful long trfps by auto and bus to the fntercept tenninals. Thfs is

short-sfghted and unconscfonable in an era of dfminishfng energy resources.
. ,

SIxth. the DPM fs not pl~nned as I catalyst for orderly and sound land use and

economfc development. In spfte of CRA promises to the contrary. the DP" has been

planned to serve business and touris. on the west sfde of downtown. The DPH Is

actually perpetuating unbalanced land use. The west side fs substantially de

veloped or committed to development and the DPH is not needed to serve as a

growth inducer fn that area. What fs needed is a system servfng all of downtown

and promotfng balanced land use throughout the central area. Yet the DPM fs

creatfng a roadblock for alternative systems, such as regional rail. ThIs, In '

spite of the fact that on November 7, 1978, the voters by a 541 vote preferred.

"Rafl transft from Los Angeles Internatfonal Afrport to Unfon Statfon, vfa elevated

and at-grade structure along the Century and Harbor Freeways. and subway from the

Conventfon Center to Unfon Statfon." This is a clear indication that citizens are

supportfve of a regional rail system which provides regional service.

This election also indicates that citizens should be given an opportunIty to vote

on the People Mover. Is the DPH commlting resou~ces on the already affluent west

side which wfll preclude balancing land use and revitalizing other areas downtown?

The central area is a total environment which requires balanced and equitable plan

ning for all Its parts. The continued commitment of public resources on the west

9

10

10
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side has created benefits to Bunker Hill and other west side areas at the expense

of the long-term enhancement of other central areas. The west side is not needy.

it fs greedy.

Seventh, the DPH does not encourage signifIcant new housing. State policy and new

legislation gfves first prfority to new housing along public transportatfon corri

dors. What new housing, especially low and moderate income housfng. will be in

duced by the DPM beyond housing already planned? Other than glib promises, no

new housfng/UPM links have been solidffied. The DEIR does not even measure the

impact~ of the DPM on existing housing. Is the DPH beneficial or detrimental to

residents in exfstlng housing. particularly low and moderate fncome resfdents?

Eighth, the DEIR is total'y deficient In not fully covering alternatives to the

DPM. In an obtuse way. the DEIR admits that an Improved all bus system can ade

quately serve downtown in 1990. But the DEIR is almost silent in dealfng wfth a

regional rail alternative. Why does the DEIR avoid regional rail as an alternative?

Is it because I regional rail systeM would prove to be more serviceable to a greater

number of people; more energy efficient; more able to reduce air and noise pollution;

.ore cost-effective; more visually' attractfve. and more in tune with the preference

of the citizenry? These are all questions that the DEIR must face.

The CAP asked for. and never received, answers to these questions. The DEIR is also

incorrect and fnsufflcient in many aspects. As an example. anyone who has travel,ed

on the London Underground or the Paris Metro recognizes that a rail system can ade

quately distribute people downtown. Why does the DEIR dismiss a rail system as an

unworkable ~lternative t~ the UPH? The Wilshire Corrfdor starter lfne Is being

planned as a subway downtown and the voters indicated a preference for a subway

between the Convention Center and Union Station. Why has the eRA refused to con

sider these intersecting subways as the basis for a downtown circulatfon/distributfon

12
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system? The CAP requested a downtown subway alternative three years ago and the

CRA has consistently resisted any consideration of such an alternative even though

it is now an idea whose time has come. The CRA's truculent refusal to consider

this alternative has created a defective DEtR.

Ninth, the DPM project irreversibly and irretrievably commits resources' to an un

proved technolOgy"and to a system which perpetuates noise and air pollution; which

introduces a monstrous visual, intrusion in~o the region's central area; which en

courages unnecessary energy c~~sumption. which does not, serve as a catalyst in '.

balanced land use, and which reduces opportunities to plan and develop more ef

ficient and convenient transportation systems. The DPM binds the community to an

experiment which does not solve broader and longer-range land use, environmental,

and transportation needs of the metropolitan area.

For these and other reasons, members of the CAP had the fortitude to swing a red

lantern in front of the DPM. There is a critical need for an independent analysis

of the planning, programming, and financing of the DPH and its ,relationship to over

all transportation planning for downtown Los Angeles and for the region. To my

knowledge no public agency has fully evaluated the CRA's DPM proposal. No city,

county,. state, or federal agency has published a report assuring citizens that the

numbers emanating from the patronage model have been verified. Public agencies with 11~

a responsibility in transportation planning should be required to fully analyze the

facts concerning the CRA's special interest ln the DPM with the objectlve being to

conclusively determine that a DPH ls needed. In the absence of such a neutral

study the DPM appears to be a $167,000,000 porkbarrel. From the beginning the

CRA's hidden agenda called for a people mover to traverse the Bunker "ill Redevelop-

ment Project, and this special interest bias made it impossible for the CAP to make

a worthwhile contribution to planning for improved circulation in downtown Los Angeles.
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The CRA has been highballing down an expensive side-track of its own making. The

CAP threw a red semaphore, and now it is time for agencies concerned ''lith trans

portation to perfona a detailed and objective inspection of the CRA'S pseudo-tech

nical data published voluminously in slick reports. If such an investigation is

rigorously pursued, the questions that were ,asked by the CAP would finally be

answered and public officials and citizens will be in a better position to judge

if a DPH is warranted.

In any event, citizens must be given the opportunity to partfcipate in any deci

sion co~cerning the DPM, and thfs means an opportunity to vote on the proposal. A

voting process, similar to the transportation advisory vote on the November 7, 1918

county-wide ballot, is the proper process for permitting citizens to vote yes or no

on a People Mover requiring their taxes to pay for initial constructfon. Because

people participation has been completely avoided during the past two years of

People Mover planning by the CRA it is now imperative that citizens be given the

right to vote on the DPH. If the DPM is truly feasible and necessary the CRA should

have no hesitancy tn'requesting that the proposal be placed on an advfsory ballot.



RESPONSE TO GRISELLE:

1. Mr. Griselle questions that the People Mover will

reduce net operating costs of transit service in down

town and will offer the greatest social, economic,

and environmental benefits over· any alternative

transportation improvements. The alternatives analysis

summarized in Moving People in Los Angeles: A Summary

Report of the Los Angeles Circulation/Distribution
Program, City of Los Angeles, June 1977, provides a

detailed comparison of the Improved Bus/People Hover

and the Improved Bus Alternatives. Additional
information is contained in the 1911 Summary

Environmental Impact Assessment, and in the current
Draft Environmental Impact Report. As these docu-
ments indicate, the Improved Bus/People·Hover option

does offer greater benefits and participation of the
private sector and funding people mover operations

would reduce net operating costs of doWntown transit
services.

2. The extent and depth of citizen comment on the Draft

EIR is testament to the strong citizen participation

program that has been an integral element of the
overall planning process. A monthly mailing of public

forum meeting notices went to more than 100 citizen

and citizen interest groups. Eleven public forums
were held. Average attendance was 30 persons. In

addition to the public forums, over 300 meetings have

been held with individual citizens and special interest
groups throughout the Los Angeles region. These

meetings have had a profound effect on the alignment

and financial recommendations. All published informa

tion is available for public inspection. All meetings
of the City council are open to the ~ublic and at
several Council and Council Committee meetings the
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pUblic has been invited to testify.

3. The Null and Improved Bus systems are offered as

alternatives to the DPM. M~. Griselle states that "the

DEIR admits in an obtuse way that an improved bus

system can adequately serve downtown in 1990." Treat
ment of the Improved Bus in hardly obtuse since the

report is organized to_contain a section entitled

"Alternatives to the Proposed Action." It is true

that the DEIR states that an Improved Bus system will

not generate the economic impacts associated with the
DPM, nor will a bus system be able to attract private

sector funding. These are conclusions of the compara

tive, analysis. However, .lfs pointed out in the DEIR,
the Improved Bus remains an alternative from a

transportation supply/demand perspective.

4. The DPM is one element of the 4-Part Regional
Transit Development ·Program. This Program was put

together to help solve the total transportation pro

blem, not just a part of it. As such, each element

complements the other to form an integrated program.

One element does not compete with another. Specifi
cally, implementation of the DPM does not preclude

implementation of any of the other elements of the four

part program. Since funds were set aside specifically
for the DPM Program, there is not competition for funds.

It is in the best interest of the City of Los Angeles
to implement each element of the Program as funds for

that element becomes available.

5. See responses to Mr. Griselle's oral testimony, comments

'6 and '1.



Both the "bounce effects" and station noise comments

are addressed in response to Mr. Griselle's oral

testimony. The incidence of additional noise created

by the DPM columns would not be significant, because

the columns do not constitute a continuous barrier and

because their geometry would result in rapid dispersion

of reflected noise. Contributed noise from reflection

off DPM columns would most likely not be measurable.

As to the effect of proximity of freeway noise on DPM

passengers, the DPM System Specification requires

that interior vehicle noise"with all auxilliary
systems operating, shall not exceed 63dB(A). This is

a level which is generally accepted by the public
transit industry as sufficiently low to permit normal
conversation. Thus, the potential contribution to

interior noise produced by freeway traffic would be

attenuated through vehicle design.

While federal noise standards may be exceeded in the
corridor of the proposed DPM, it should be noted that

the major contribution to noise in downtown comes from
vehicular activity in downtown streets. The DPM,
insofar as it would reduce automobile volumes on certain

streets during certain times of the day, would act to
reduce the levels of noise experienced by receivers

both at street level and in second-story offices.

Analysis has indicated that interior noise levels at
noise sensitive receptors along the DPM route would not

exceed federal standards.

6. A general response to these comments has been

in response to Mr. Griselle's oral testimony.

following response is offered to amplify upon

points.

provided

The

these

7.
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The DPM would haVe"Bminor positive impact on local air

quality, and therefore it is incorrect to suggest that
it is unhealthful.

The DEIR, in section'III-l70, clearly states that the

federal ambient air quality standards are violated in
the downtown area, on a number of days each year.

The air quality consequences for patrons of the DPM
system, whether they be in stations or vehicles, are
neither hostile nor unhealthful. As the microscale

analysis points out, carbon monoxide is the most

tr~ublesome pollutant, from a health standpoint. The

microscale analysis estimated the concentrations of
carbon monoxide in and around the two intercept

terminals and found no problem to exist. Federal

standards were found not to be violated under any
analysis case.

Concentrations of air pollutants in the DPM stations
would not exceed'those found at the intercepts,

because the intercept analysis considered worst case

assumptions regarding meteorology, emission factors,
and proximity of receptors to sources. Vehicle
ope~ating characteristics, in pa~ticular the high

proportion of cold starts, were also defined to

portray a worst case condition. Further, the analysis
at Union station considered the contribution of the
Santa Ana freeway to intercept CO concentrations.

SUbsequent to the analysis, tube samplings were taken

at several points along the DPM route, the results

verifying analysis conclusions. None of the air

quality analysis findings would indicate a potential

problem at station locations.



As to the effects on DPM patrons riding in vehicles,

the vehicles are closed, with an air conditioning

and filtration system providing adequate protection from
exterior elements.

8. The DPM guideway, stations and associated structures

were described in the DEJR as a significant change in

the visual environment of downtown. Whether that

change is perceived as"beneficial or adverse will be

an individual response, the DEIR discusses the

likelihood that different individuals could have

different responses to the structure (see pages IV-53,
IV-81 to IV-97).

Figure IV-22Y is identified as incorrect because it

does not show six columns. It does show two columnsJ

the remaind~r are obscured by the trees in the
photograph~

The sketches and photographs shown in the DEIR are

the result of work performed in the ?reliminary

Engineering Phase. The Municipal Arts Commission of

the City of Los Angeles is responsible fo~ reviewing
and approving final designs before the system can be
built.

9. A complete response to questions relating to energy

consumption of the DPM and alternative systems is

provided in response to comments made by Mr. Hubacher.

10. The People Mover Project is consistent with the adopted

growth plans of downtown and in fact was mentioned in

these plans as a necessary circulation element.

Alternative routes were studied in 1976, one of them

being on the east side. The west side alignment was

selected for further study because it would:
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• provide service to more transit users,
particularly 4uring the peak hour.

• offer the greatest potential for maintaining
the ecoQomic viability of downtown.

• require no residential relocation.

• have the least negative economic impacts
during construction.

• generate more substantial economic benefits,
thus creating greater potential for private
sector participation.

Additionally, more detailed studies have indicated that

implementation of the People Mover would have some

benefits for the east side. Response 10 to the Los

Angeles county Transportation Commission specifically

addresses beneficial economic filtering effects of the

People Mover Project.

11. The issue of putting the DPM on the ballot for a

general City-wide vote was considered by the City

Council in January, 1971 and rejected.

12. DPM-Induced Housing

It'is expected that the DPM will induce the development

of approximately 1900 to 2100 market-rate residential

units in addition to the approximately 2000 to 2300

market-rate residential units projected for 1990. Of

the 1900 to 2100 market-rate units induced by the DPM,

an estimated 630 will be constructed in Bunker Hill

and 1300 to 1500 in the South Park area (see Section

IV-221.23). With appropriate housing subsidies (e.g.
HUD Section 8, mortgage interest rate and/or land

write downs), a portion of these units could be made

available to moderate income residents.



DPM Links to Existing and New Housing - A number of

links would be provided by the DPM to existing,

committed and DPM-induced housing in the caD (see

Section IV-221.33 for complete discussion). Generally,

these links are as follows:

(1) South Park Area
The DPM would provide substantially improved

access and travel time from this area to
major activity'centers and governmental and

private sector employment areas. in the DPM
corridor (defined as as-minute "walk-shaf"
from DPM stations). This, in turn, will

improve the viability of existing and new

housing in this area. The primary link to

the planned and DPM-indaced housing in this

area would be that provided by the DPM station

at 9th and Figueroa Streets.

(2) Bunker Hill Area

The DPM station on Hill Street would provide

direct links to the elderly housing project

on Hill Street between 2nd and 4th Streets

which will be completed in 1980/1982 (two

phases). The World Trade Center Station

will provide direct links to the ~xisting

Bunker Hill Towers which will be linked to
the World Trade Center Station by the existing

pedway from the World Trade Center to the'

Towers. The Bunker Hill Station will provide
direct' links to the projected DPM-induced

housing adjacent to the station (see Figure

IV-221. 2J, p. IV-136)'.

"
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Beneficial/Detrimental Impact on Low and Moderate
Income Residents

See section IV-231.2, p. IV-19l.

13. Relation of the rail issue to decisions regarding the

DPM has many dimensions. Rail service has been

proposed in numerous elections since the late 1960's.

In the 1968 and 1974 ~~ections the ballot contained a
rail measure; both were defeated. However, SCRTD and

other technical studies conducted in the late 1960's
through the present have indicated that rail service

could be justified along certain corridors and in some •

cases where dense land uses did not exist, careful

pianning of adjacent land uses could lead to a more

complementary long-term situation.

The SCRTD Board has periodically endorsed the rail system

as a necessary line haul regional service connecting

major activity centers including downtown. The Los

Angeles City Planning Department underscored the

need for this regional service in preparation of the

Los Angeles Central City Community Plan. That Plan,

approved by the Los Angeles City Council in 1974, out

lined a transit system comprised of rail and People

Mover service to meet the 1990 growth needs of down

town.

In 1974, following completion of these transporation
and land use studies, the CRA expanded the scope of

its downtown transportation study and began design

and study of alternatives for providing downtown

circulation/distribution services. At that time three

major events occurred and shaped the course of study.

First, the rail measure was again defeated at the

ballot. SCRTD proceeded with study leading to



definition of a single feasible corridor for rail

service. Second, regional agencies such as the

Southern California Association of Governments arid

CALTRANS were actively pursuing regional bus improve

ment plans. These plans were oriented to the freeways

and depended upon the existence of local circulation/

distribution systems for successful implementation.

Third, an extensive interagency committee resolved

that a 230,000 employment level for downtown should

be used for design of a circulation/distribution

service. This meant that employment, land use densi

ties, residential population, and the resulting trip

generation and distribution estimated would be scaled

to a moderate level of growth, an increase of 30,000
in downtown employment.

In 1974 a 90-Day Interagency Study concluded tha~ down
town circulation/distribution services were needed to

support regional transit improvements, and a study of

alternatives was outlined to address,development of

the most appropriate service in downtown. CRA was

studying transportation needs to support future

development in downtown consistent with the Central

City Community Plan. CRA expanded its scope of study

to include all of downtown. CRA coordinated its study

with those of regional agencies to insure overall

consistency among transportation studies.

In 1974 CAP requested further cpnsideration of different

alternatives including the rail (A subway-bus alterna

tive is discussed elsew~ere). The eRA, while supporting

development of the rail service to downtown, did not

feel that the rail service should be considered as an
alternative for providing downtown circulation/distri

bution services. The following considerations led to
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that conclusion:

(1) If implemented, the rail line would function
primarily as a line haul commuter service
providing access to and from downtown.
Extensive circulation/distribution services
operating within downtown would also be
needed to support the level of activity
needed to make downtown the type of community
outlined in approved plans for the area. These
plans call for.added commercial activity but'
stress the need for housing and recreational
activities that would make downtown a
desirable place to live as well as work.
Even if the rail system were operational,
it could not provide the type of fine-grain
transit service and the high levels of
continuous operation needed to achieve
a multifaceted community in downtown.
Supplemental transit services would be needed.

(2) The need for improved circulation/distribution
services in downtown was reinforced by the
90-Day Interagency stUdy. That Study
concluded that downtown improvements were
needed to support regional plans ~long the
Hollywood, Golden State, Harbor, Santa Ana,
and San Bernardino freeways. The rail
service would improve travel along the Wilshire
Corridor and would relieve some travel on the
Santa Monica Freeway but additional downtown
improvements were needed to'coqrdinate all
the improvements along the numerous approach
paths to downtown.

(3) While CRA has consistently endorsed the develop
ment of rail service to downtown, it felt the
rail system would not be operational in time
to effect near term development trends in
downtown. A transit service would have to be
ready for near term implementation to capture
any benefits in the form of cash contributions
from developers.

These considerations coupled with defeat of rail

service at the 1974 ballot resulted in tRA's decision

to proceed with design of moderately priced, com

parable alternatives that could be implemented in the

near term to address downtown's transportation needs,



and that could provide a basis for development of

longer term regional services. These alternatives

were the Improved Bus and Improved Bus/People Mover

Systems.

CAP was presented this line of reasoning and they

focused their attention primarily on a plan for

modifying downtown's bus service. The CAP Report

prepared at completion of the Alternatiyes Analysis

Phase of study did not request further consideration

of rail as an alternative. Rather the Report states

"Mass Rapid Transit starter Line plans are still

unsettled. The planning of a DPM serving regional

commuters and an MRT Starter Line must be coordi-·

nated."

This demand by CAP was reflected in a December 1976

directive to SCRTD by u.S. Secretary of Transpor

tation Coleman. That directive stated " •• before

preliminary engineering of the Starter Line is

authorized, relationships between the proposed

rapid transit and DPM systems must be examined and

the duplications eliminated." This demand of CAP

and the u.S. Department of Transportation has been

met. Cooperative' planning of the DPM, bus service,

and rail service has been conducted byCRA and.

SCRTD. The DEIR contains results of this study.

Tables IV-24C and IV-24D indicate patronage analyses

for a range of bus plans. Table IV-24F contains

patronage information of the DPM/rail. Design

plans at key transfer stations have taken account

of bus and rail demands. Figure IV-24A illustrates

the freeway bus and rail routes proposed by SCRTD.

The bus, DPM, and rail elements have been planned

cooperatively and are coordinated to form the

region's 4-Part Regional Transit Improvement Program.
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The factors affecting the CRA decision in 1974 not

to include the rail as a system alternative remain

much the same today. Development patterns in down

town indicate that an active downtown community can

be realized and Housing plans can be implemented.

Transportation services connecting downtown's

numerous activity centers is still needed to achieve

an optimal environment for working, living, and

visiting. Bus plans have proceeded and some, such

as the San Bernardino Busway extension, are nearing

implementation. The ~ail issue is nearing

resolution. A preferred alignment has been endorsed

by the SCRTD Board of Directors, however once again

an election has clouded the issue. Voters in the

November 1978 election indicated preference for a

line that would operate from the airport to down

town, as opposed to along the Wilshire Corridor.

Thus further.uncertainty has been added to timely

resolution of the rail issue. Thus the viable

alternatives in a 1978 context still remain the

Improved Bus and the Improved Bus/People Mover

9ptions.

14. The People Mover Program has been reviewed on a

continuous basis by all transportation agencies

at the local, regional, state, and federal levels.

The following agencies have evaluated the program

and prepared reports and comments, approved CRA

reports or applications, or passed resolution on the

program:

o Los Angeles City Council
. I

o Los Angeles County Board of supervisors

o Los Angeles County Transportation Commission

o Southern California Association of Governments

a California State Transportation Board

o California Highway Commission



o u.s. Department of Transportation

Urban Mass Transportation Administration
Federal Highway Administration

o California Department of Transportation

o Los Angeles County Road Department and
Planning Department

o City of Los Angeles Departments 6f Traffic,
Planning, Engineering, Public Transportation
and Traffic, Police, Fire, Water and 'Power,
and Off-Street Parking. Also the City
Administrative-Officer and Legislative
Analyst

o State Legislative Analyst

o State Senate Transportation Committee
o State Senate Select Committee on Public

Transportation Problems in Los Angeles

These agencies have been fully apprised of the

facts concerning the cost, benefits, and impact

of the People Mover. In addition, community

input has been provided on a continuing basis to

the decision-making bodies.
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I- To: The Community Hedevelopment Agency, City of Los Angeles

Dear :iiI's,

1 would like to submit a formal request that the deadline

for public comments on the J::nvironmental Impact Heport of

the proposed llowntown l'eople tlover be extended from
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Jtlf#1 tt:i~

October )0, 1978 to at least November )0, 1978.

The publ1c has had insufficient time to adequately review

and ana~yze the E.l.R., and to carefully prepare responses

to this .important document.•

I also request that an aduit10nal public helirlng be held

to allow concerned citizens to publically present their

comments on the J::nvironmental Impact Heport.

Thankyou very mUCh,

John Hubacher
1666 Electric Avenue
Venice, C~lif. 90291
ti21-2708

...... .--'''''Dtr1., ., ...,..p ~
Action: +..tS.r;+!.z ~ ..
Inlo.......

. .



RESPONSE TO HODGE, HUBACHER, AND GRISELLE; REGARDING EXTENSION

OF TIME FOR PUBLIC COMMENT:

By notice of October 30, 1978, the public review period was

extended to November 15, i978. All parties commenting on

the DEIR were sent notices to this effect.
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There has been an extension to November 15, 1978 for written

comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR).

This should give Mr. Hodge time to adequately respond to the
CEIR.

RESPONSE TO HODGE:

tS'll{ rASPEIl H·
ALiA LoMA (.A. '1170'
(1!'{) f91-1,n

VINCENT A. HoO,","
STU1)£An" of l1lPAN 'LANPiIN~ AND

Tt.AtI/"OIlTIohof{

1 ..-uU -tiL k ~ 11k. ~'-4 ~ r
·tL~ c1 lL~~ IJl\ ~ ..lr.Jt ELI{--h
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inJ il..l~~~ DPM~ -J.
~~ 1 ;tL~ -e......, k ~~ en-.44 ~

~ (.4A.t I 'r\ATh-~. 1 !..we -t.J;t, '""'1 ~ ~ ~

.,~ it.. DPM ~ ~~, ~~~
~~~~~~...1.~.~~,

lOA ~ ~ ~~. 1~:ttA.., 1 be ~~
4 ~~ :tL-- ~ eJ.1, 1Wr ~ 1~ 4-J
.~ oWf-~~.~, 1~~~
;k ~ i... 4 ~ ErR. .J 4 o~ u ~,
L<1 ~ W ~ ~ ~ of.;)· ~; 1~~

.tL1 ::t4a ~ te.~ h d)W~ I --- - .i,.
~ ~ '-J. itt-~~ 1:.~ .:tL. EIIZ

_--.J.~~ J. ~~ .t, & UJ-laL..
\M. ~. ~, ~ ~ ~ iL.1- it...~ --J.
~~~t.~~~J:L~

The people mover project has had eleven monthly public meet

ings at the Convention Center: notices of these meetings have

been published in several newspapers and on the radio. There

have also been formal and informal meetings held at high

activity locations such as the Broadway Plaza, the Norld

Trade Center, Arco Towers, Little Tokyo, Olivera Street, and

Security Pacific Plaza. Plus numerous presentations and

informational materials have been given to such diverse

or9aniz~tions as the Central City Association, Broadway Im

provement Association, Citizens Advisory Committee for the

. County Transportation Association, Jonathan Club, Engineers

Association, Power Engineers Association, Greater Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce, other Chambers of Commerce, many unions,

homeowners associations, most colleges and universities in

the area, and many private groups. These meetings provided

timely, complete, and accurate information to the public and

stimulated public involvement.

Our records of the public meetin~s do not show Mr. Hodge in

attendance: there has been an active on-going process to

update the mailing list and to keep the public informed of

the project. We are not aware why Mr. Hodge had so much

difficulty being placed on our mailing list.
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The object of this report Is to present material showing the

proposed Downtown People Mover to be a costly mistake diverting energy

and attention from the real problems of regional traffic congestion

and pollution.

Hopefully, the Reader will be made aware of the needless dupli

cation of route al ignment and service potential that will occur in the

event the' proposed rail starter line is to become a reality. In these

days of public concern for tax refonn and increased efficiency of

Government spending it is vital that these public projects render the

most effective solutions to our urban problems.

As a concerned citizen with training in urban planning and prac

tical experience In the construction industry I present my findings.

I urge all concerned. especially officials of the Community Redevelop

ment Agency. the City Councli and Mayor Tom Bradley to direct their

attention to the contents of this report and to consider the conse

quences of delaying the real solution to our regional transit problem;

i.e. a comprehensive high-speed. high-capacity Rapid Rail System.

t~ike Poleinski
Los Angeles. California. 1978

Sml"RY OF THE PROPOSED PEOPLE MOVER SYSTEM

This proposed system is planned as a circulation/distribution
I

system for the Central Business District (See Fig. 1.). It will run

approximately three (3) miles between Union Station on the North and

the Convention Center on the South. Total trip time Is estimated to

be fifteen (15) minutes; an average speed of 12 H.P.H. The Downtown

Central Business District will be served by thirteen (13) stations

one to four blocks apart. At the tenninal points (Union Station and

the Convention Center) parking garages will be constructed to accom

modate commuters wishing to park and transfer to the People Mover.

The People Mover itself will consist of trains approximately

100-120 feet in length made up of cars that are available in a variety

of sizes. Those projected for Los Angeles range from 24 ft, to 39 ft.

in length. Height and width are cOll1\larable to a typical "minibus·,

(See Fig. 4).

The trains will operate on a fixed guideway supported on columns

over city streets. This guideway will run through a proposed 0.4 mile

subway tunnel under Bunker Hill. The configuration of the guideway

will be similar to that of a narrow roadway 21 to 24 feet in width

for two-way traffic. The alternate to this plan utilizes a monorall

beam guideway that is 16 ft. in width for two-way traffic.

Total construction cost is estimated to be One Hundred Eighty

Million Dollars ($180.000,000.00) with completion projected to be

thirty nine (39) months after construction starts.
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1. ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL CONGESTION AT TE~IINAL POINTS. (Please note

that all data is taken from the Environmental Impact Report. Sep

tember 1978. prepared by the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment
I

Agency. unless noted otherwise).

The primary object to the proposed system is that if it is

successful in attracting commuters to the terminal parking facility,

it will create a considerable amount of increase~ congestion on both

surface streets and freeways approaching the downtown area. Ironically.

it will make present freeway congestion wor~e.

A. UNION STATION INTERCEPT:

The proposed parking facility at this intercept is

proposed to accon.nodate 2000 cars. Of this amount 1250 will be regular

short or long term parking spaces. The remainder will constitute vans

and car pools. The morning peak period traffic will move off the

Santa Ana Freeway via the Vignes Street off-ramp. (Please refer to

Fig. 2). The traffic that will approach this ramp will be the combined

flow fronl the west-bound Santa Ana and San 8ernardino freeways. This

additional traffic will attempt to use this one exit increasing the

already congested Santa Ana-S4n Bernardino freeway congestion. The

evening peak hour situation will have a similar effect on the east

bound Santa Ana Freeway. The E.LR. also states that there will be

"incredsed impact on I~cy, Vlgnes, and Mission Road" (surface streets).

The net effect of this concentrated exit and entrance plan will be

1

1
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realized not only In increased congestion on the Santa Ana and San

Bernardino freeways. but also in an indirect congestion problem on the
f

Pamona and Golden State freeways.

B. CONVENTION CENTER INTERCEPT:

The proposed parking facility at this intercept is

proposed to accommodate 1750 cars. Of this amount 1000 cars will be

regular short and long term parking spaces. The majority of this

traffic will exit from the west-bound Santa Honica Freeway and the

north-bound Harbor Freeway onto one off-ramp at Pica Boulevard. (See

Fig. J) •. This exiting condition will increase congestion on both free-I 1
ways. The E.I.R. estimates 60-651 of the use of this facility will

occur during the peak hours. I could site many adverse surface condi

tions that will result from the proposed facility, however, consider

the following statements taken directly from the E. LR.: "Although

the volume/capacity ratio only Indicates a small capacity deficit. In

reality the high volume of left-turns on Figueroa Street could result

In a severe capacity problem".

2. LIMITATIONS OF HIE SYSTEM:

A. AREA COVERAGE: (Ple~se refer to Fig. 1).

It will be noted that the intermediate stations serve

the Central Business District in a roughly linear fonn from north to

south. At a given station the user may find himself either within easy

reach of his destination or he may encounter a considerable walk. For
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I
example, the closest station to the Department of Water &Power/Music

Center area is four blocks away at Spring and First Streets. This.
would require a hearty up-hill walk. This type of situation would

be encountered using any linear transit system with stations at cer

tain locations.

B. LIMITATION FOR EXPANSION:

The proposed system is to consist of trains with a

maximum top speed of approximately 35 M.P.H. For this reason the over

all expansion of the system is not practical since terminal to terminal

running time will average lZ M.P.H. Ironically, the guideway and sup

port will be only slightly smaller than a similar system that can ac

commodate standard rail. high-speed trains operating from a regional

network.

C. NECESSITY TO TRANSFER:

The most regretful problem of the proposed system is

the necessity to transfer from the regional mode (car or bus) to the

People Mover vehicle. According to the estimates indicated in the

E.I.R. the average conmute distance is 7.5 miles.' The number of people

actually residing within the area directly served by the People Mover

is negligible. This situation creates the necessity to transfer. This

is especially frustrating when the El r~nte 8usway corridor is con

sidered. In this case, a passenger would be traveling in the direction

of downtown - only to transfer to a separate vehicle continuing in the

2

3

1
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same direction for another three to ten blocks. If a persor has just

completed the eleven mHe drive from El Monte. for example. ,he must

park his car and ~oard the People Mover only to be carried the few

remaining blocks to his place of employment.

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE REGIONAL RAIL TRANSIT PLAN AND THE DOWNTOWN

PEOPLE ~IOVER:

A more realistic approach to solving the transportation needs is I 4:)
to provide high-speed rail lines that would serve the out-lying com

munities ,with "Park-And-Ride" facnities. This would help remove the

auto from the already over-crowded freeway system. As I stated earlier,

the average commute distance is approximately 7.5 miles. This indi

cates that our primary objective must be to deal with inter-city traffic

by providing direct acc~ss from suburban stations into downtown without

the need to transfer.

The regional Rail,Rapld Transit System has been under study by

the S.C.R.T.D. for many years. It offers a comprehensive system of

lines serving the outlying con~unities with direct access to the Central

Business District. For the purposes'~f this report 1 have selected to

look at two phases of this proposed system in detail.

A. THE EL ~IDNTE BUSWAY CONVERSION:

The existing El Honte "Busway" utilizes approximately

11 miles of'the fornrer Pacific Electric Railway right-of-way. It runs



either parallel to or In the median of the San Bernardino fr~eway from

Mission Road to the City of El Monte. The road-alignment. stations.,
under and over passes were designed for use of high-speed rail transit.

The western terminus of the line (Mission Road) is less than one-half

mile east of the proposed Union Station intercept of the People Mover.

(See Fig. 5).

Because the right"of-way. grade separation structures and stations

are built and in service, the conversion of this route to full high

speed rail service can take place quickly with ~ comparatively low in-

vestment.

Independent studies show that this 11 mile line can be converted

for approximately Twenty Seven Million Dollars (S27.000.000.00) includ

ing rollJng stock. In a~dition. an estimated yearly savings of Three

lIundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) can be realized if the more

efficient high-speed, high capacity trains are operated in place of

the present bus operation. This 11 mile line could be ready for service

in approxin~tely 27 months Including a six n~nth testing period.

feel that this projection of S2.45 Hillion/Mile Is realistic. Indeed.

eleven miles of high-speed line that would relieve the congested San

Bernardino Freeway could be placed In operation in a relatively short

time.

2. TilE DOHNTOWN-El tUNTE/WILSHIRE/AIRPORT LINK-UP:

In order to make the Initial El Monte line more effective. a

-6-

project similar In scope to the proposed Peo~le Mover. but with the

ability to handle trains from the regional system. must be ~onsldered.

(See Fig. 5).

The route shown roughly ·fol1ows that originally proposed by the

S.C.R.T.D. The stations are between 3/B mile and 5/8 mile apart in
~

the Central Business District. Considering a maximum walking distance

of 2-1/2 to 3 city blocks from a given station. the station locations

serve the Central Business District. The advantage of riding directly

into the Central Business District with direct access to important

downtown government. shopping and eRlployment centers without having

to transfer from car to train or bus to train makes this system quite

attractive. This is assuming, of course. that the El Honte Busway is

converted to rail and linked up with this high-speed line. This down

town portion. al'proximately 2 miles in length. Is estimated to cost

approximately One Hundred Forty Mfllion Dollars ($140.000.000.00).

Approximately 7/8 mile of this route will run In a ,subway under Bu~ker

Hill with the remainder running on an overhead guldeway.along a route

roughly parallel to the Figueroa Street section of the proposed People

Mover. The estimated construction cost is based on the estimated cost

of the Wilshire Boulevard subway ($70 Hillion/Mile). Therefore. for

under One Hundred Seventy Million Dollars (SI70.000.000.oo) the first

13 mile line from downtown to the El Monte ·Park-And-Rlde" station could

be open prior to 1984~ According to a survey conducted by Wilbur Smith

Associates for the S.C.R.T.D. in 1976. the area·of the San Gabriel

Valley accounted for the highest percentage of employee residences of

the Central Business District.

-7-
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Once construction is unde~lay on this route, a 1-3/4 mile exten

sion could be started on the line south to the U.S.C./Colesium area.
I

The Wilshire Boulevard subway could also be pushing its way west. As

the El Monte-Downtown starter line nears completion the southerly ex

tension could continue south of the U.S.C./Collseum area and south to

the proposed Interstate 105 Freeway. Here it could share the freeway

median and continue west to los Angeles International Airport.
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SUMMARY

Though the proposed high-speed rail system does not have the

local distribution coverage abilities of a People Hover it does possess

the main ~olution to our current traffic problems. This is the ability

to offer suburban Park-And-Ride service to reduce the number of cars

using the approach routes into our downtown area. The primary pro-

blem of major freeway congestion and smog is a result of freeway- I:S
commuter traffic. The downtown People Hover in no way addresses this

issue. Unfortunately, it will increase freeway to surface street con

gestion at the parking terminal ("Intercept") points. The net positive

effect of the People Hover can be summed up in the following forecast

presented by the E.I.R.: The forecast for vehicle-miles of travel in

the downtown area for 1990, is 318,431/Day. The savings in vehicle-miles

of travel If the People Hover project is completed will be 11,400

vehicle-miles of travel/day. This includes all types of work and non-

work related distribu~lon and circulation traffic at all peak and non-

peak hours of the day. This represents' a reduction of only 5.4%.

If our real objective is to limit the traffic approaching the

Central Business District prior to the congestion, we must have direct

high-speed, high-capacity systems. The 11 mile El Honte Busway can be

quickly converted to serve this'purpose'at relatively low cost. Once

this line is operating plublic support for rapid transit will grow.

-9-



1 am now investigating ways that funds from the Department of

Transportation. Urban Mass Transportation Administration. can be
/

diverted to the Regional Rail System. Considering the opportunity

available to us if the conversion of the El Monte Busway takes place.

we cannot afford to delay t~e real solution any longer.
I
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RESPONSES TO POLEINSKY:

1. The DPM will not increase congestion on the freeway system,

but could, in fact, reduce freeway delays due to the follow-

ing factors. First, except for those trips i~duced by new

development (see response to Engineering 15 and Dubbink '5),

DPM patrons already use the existing transportation system,

including the freeways. Second, the Union Station and

Convention Center Intercepts are located on the periphery

of the caD. Therefore, motorists will make shorter trips,

alleviating congestion on streets and freeways in the

heart of the caD thus increasing the probability of im

proved freeway flow. Third, the intercepts will accommo

date carpools, vanpools and buses which will increase

occupancy rates thereby decreasing vehicular volumes.

Fourth, as a part of the four-part Regional Transit Devel

opment Program the DPM will meld with the other elements

to encourage utilization of public transit. Fifth, there

are a variety of access routes to and from each intercept

and as noted in Figure II-21K and Section 11-332, Vignes

Street will be realigned and ramp modifications will be

made near the Convention Center to further improve access.

Also, it is germane to consider that a maximum of approxi

mately 1,000 vehicle trips may be generated by the inter

cepts during the peak hours. This number is not signi

ficant when compared with the 150,000 to 175,000 vehicles

recorded daily on adjacent freeways (including 10,000 to

15,000 vehicles during the peak hour) or the 633,415 daily

vehicle crossings of the caD cordon boundaries (including

over 60,000 crossings during the peak hour).

Section IV-242 contains an analysis of surface street

access to the intercept sites.

2. A number of alternative routes, including one that would

have gone up Grand Avenue with a stop closer to the Music



Center, were studied during the route refinement analysis.

Sections VII-112 and VII-250 in the DEIR discuss Grand

Avenue alternatives previously studied and eliminated

from further analysis. Additional information on alter

native route alignments is contained in the Route Refine

ment Report, CRA, April, 1978.

3. The LADPM has been designed to accommodate three different

types of expansion. One would involve extending the

current route southward along Figueroa toward the Coliseum.

A second would complete a loop with the current alignment,

providing service to Occidental Center, the Hill Street

Broadway area shops, and Olvera Street. The third would

be a partial loop providing service from the Music Center

to the shops east of Broadway and to the southern portion

of the financial district. This alignment would intersect,

but not necessarily interface directly with the current

and projected loop alignment.

It should be pointed out that these options have been

given only a preliminary examination. Detailed align

ments could only come about as the result of consider

ably more engineering. Further, while the design of the

current alignment is such as to specifically accommodate

these expansi9n options, it does not preclude a number of

other possible expansion plans.

4. The necessity to transfer applies primarily to distribution

trips and has been taken into account.in the ~delling

process. The number of people residing in the area dir

ectly served by the DPM is projected to grow from appro~i

mately 4,000-5,000 persons to over 8,000 in 1990. Most

of the trips residents take on the DPM would be circula

tion trips that would not require a transfer.
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5. It is true, that for DPM distribution trips, a transfer

will be required from an automobile or a regional transit

mode to the DPM. Many passengers however, will find that

the inconvenience of transferring is outweighed by other

factors, including the low cost of parking at the inter

cept sites, the speed and reliability of the DPM, the

avoidance of downtown traffic congestion, and the route

of the DPM itself. For example, if the only regional bus

available to a particular commuter bound for 7th and

Figueroa were an EI Monte Flyer that continues on down

Olive Street, it is highly probable that he would trans

fer to the DPM at Union Station, since the DPM would take

him directly to his destination.

Another consideration is that the "inconvenience" of

transferring will be mini~l. To most people, a transfer

implies waiting for 5 to 10 minutes or even longer. But

the DPM headway will be only 1.5 minutes in the peak

period, which means that on the average, the wait time

will be about 45 seconds. The intercept sites have also

been designed to minimize escalator or walk time from the

regional mode to the DPM platform.

6. Regional transportation needs can be better met by high

speed regional core rapid transit systems with park and

ride facilities. The proposed system is designed to meet

the circulation/distribution needs of the regional core

and to complement the other parts of a balanced regional

transportation system, including the regional core rapid

transit line.

7. Proposals for a regi9nal core rapid transit line have

been analyzed by the Southern California Rapid Transit

District and they are recommending an alignment quite

different from the one suggested in this submission.

SCRTD has adopted the west side alignment for the People



Mover and an east side alignment through downtown for the

proposed Wilshire corridor starter line. Alternative

suggestions should be made to them.

8. The Downtown People Mover is part of the four-part Region

al Transit Development Program, which is intended to im

prove travel and congestion on both the freeway system and

local streets. Because it is a regional transit program,

the RTDP will provide greatly enhanced pUblic transit

opportunities such that commuters can more effectively

avail themselves of public transit for an entire regional

trip, and thus would be encouraged to leave their autos

at home. By doing so, freeway-related congestion and

air pollution would be improved. For the downtown portion

of such a trip, the DPM provides a means to reach downtown

destination without the use of an automobile, thus pro

moting the use of public transit for the entire commuter

trip. The DPM therefore does address freeway commuter

traffic within the context of,the four-part program.

. I
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CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS REQUIRING RESPONSES

The fbllowing pages contain the comments received at the

public hearing of October 26, 1978, and the responses to

those comments.

The comments which were responded to are included in this

chapter as verbatim excerpts from the official transcript

of the public hearing.

The following is a list of those individuals or organizations

to whom responses have been provided.,
o Mr. B. H. Allen

0 Mr. Sherman Griselle

0 Mr. Stanley Hart, speaking for the Sierra Club

0 Mr. John Hubacher

0 Mr. Ron Pickard- 0 Hr. Mike Poleinski

0 Mr. Robert Richmond

0 Mr. Jim Wasmuth
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~lr. Allen.

4-2

Of course, most of that alignment would

MR. ALLEN: Yes. My last name is spelled be subway bored through the Bunker Hill itself. Nevertheles,,",

A-I-l-e-n. My address is 3142 Dre\~ Street in Los Angeles,

zip code, 90065.

It is my considered opinion that patronage

cannot be maximized with this divided configuration. This is

because of the psychology of potential riders, many of whom - 1
many of those who would use the system now, for example, drive

automobiles to the central business district.

Additionally, I note that the capital

when the guideway emerges, it would be elevated, and at

points beyond. The capital cost would be greater, because

of the split alignment -- or, rather, that the capital cost

increase might be small.

Another factor is that the proposed

alignment along Hill Street would tend more to divert

existing bus traffic than to attract new patronage, as an

alignment along -- through the heart of the Bunker district,

which is not well served by current public transit.

2

4

cost of this, thirtY-one million, in this region, must

certainly be greater, since approximately twice as many

_ columns over this segment \dll be used, though concrete for

the guideways must be used generally.

I also note that one of the stations

2

along this split alignment would be adjacent to Pershing

Square, Fifth and Hill Streets, and that a station has been

proposed for the future Wilshire-Fairfax corridor rail startet

line at Fifth and Broadway, just one block a~ay. It appears I ~

to me that these station locations will duplicate each other.

This is in the case, for example, of the

Grand Central Market station, which is between the Civic

Center and Fifth and Broadway stations of the Wilshire

corridor starter line.



RESPONSE TO ALLEN:

1. It is possible that the split alignment may be incon

vient to some passengers. Having to debark at one station

and then to board the system at another station for the

return trip may discourage some riders from using the

system. It appears however, that the greater coverage

offered by the split alignment outweighs this factor.

The ceo demand models were used to test the patronage

potential of seven different alignments, shown in the
following figures. Alignments C, 0' I BCE, and AFCE
included one-way segments. The results (shown below)

indicate that the Baseline Alternative A is dominated by

each of the other alternatives. The recommended alignment

(AFCEj shows a 1.5 percent higher patronage potential

than the Baseline. This is primarily due to the added

service to Pershing Square and the World Trade Center-

two major activity centers in downtown Los Angeles.

The OPM station at the World Trade Center will also be

used by the guests of the Bonaventure Hotel and the

planned MAT Associates hotel. Thus, placing the align

ment closer to a larger number of major activity centers

will increase patronage overall.

Alignment_

Alternative

-

Baseline A

B

C

D

D 1

BCE
AFCE

~stimated Daily Patronage

Percent OifferenE:e from Baseline

1.5

8.2

3.4

5.2
12.0

7.5
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2. Early in the Preliminary Engineering phase, a comparative

analysis was conducted on several alternative route re

finements, one of which was the split alignment through

Bunker Hill. One of ~he analysis categories dealt with

the implication on capital cost. The analysis revealed
that, considering overall costs, the route refinement

alternative including the split alignment resulted in a

decrease of about $8 million, when compared with the

baseline. In'terms of system costs, including substations,

central control, and other facilities, the capital cost

difference was an increase of $1.8 million, and in terms

of structure costs, a savings of $9.8 million resulted.

3. The proposed rapid transit station at Fifth and Broadway,

rather than duplicating the DPM stations at Pershing

Square and Hill Street, would complement them by provid

ing the opportunity for transfers between the localized

service of the DPM system and the regional service of the

rapid transit system.

4. The projected number of buses serving Hill Street between

1st and 5th Streets in 1990 is shown in the attached table.

The buses in Group A offer intra-CBD service as well as

regional service. These are the buses that can potentially

"compete" for passengers with the DPM along Hill Street.

A total of 70 buses per hour will operate in the north

bound direction, and 50 in the southbound direction dur

ing the P.M. peak hour.

The buses in Group B do not compete with the OPM for intra

CBO trips, in that they permit passengers to board but

prohibit them from getting off the bus within the downtown
area in the P.M. peak hour. Ap~roximately 30 percent of the

Hill Street buses would have this type of restriction.

In the southbound di~ection, the only DPM stations near
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Hill street are the Civic Center and the Hill Street

Stations. Only 14 DPM passengers are predicted to board

the system at the Civic Center and get off one station

later at Hill Street•. Competition with bu~es in the south

bound direction along·Hill Street therefore does not seem
to be an issue.

In the northbound ~irection, about 200 passengers will

board the DPM at either 'the Pershing Square or Hill Street

Stations, and deboard at either the Hill Street or Civic

Center Stations (excluding passengers who transfer to the

southbound alignment at Hill Street.) Even if all of

these passengers would have otherwise taken a bUs, it would

imply an average of only 3 passengers per bus (200 T 70

2.86) would be di\Terted to the DPM. A more realistic

assumption would be that about one third of these passengers

would have otherwise taken a bus. This is not a serious

reduction in bus patronage.

Oneof the main functions of the DPM stations at Pershing

Square, Hill Street, and the Civic Center will be to pro

vide coqvenient transfer· points between the regional buses

listed in the table. Most of the buses serve the Holly-'

wood or Golden State Freeway Corridors. Thus those

passengers living in the San Fernando Valley and working

on the west side of the CaD will ~ind the DPM/bus inter

face extremely convenient.

The DPM will no doubt increase the likelihood that a
commuter will take the bus to work instead of driving a

car. It is felt that this factor would more than compen

sate fo, the small number of passengers expected to be

diverted from buses for intra-CBD trips:

Projected No. o~ Buses per Hour Along

Hill Street between 1st and 5th Streets

1990

P.M. Peak Hour

RTD line I SB NB

32 12 12

44x 0 3

30 10 16
91 12 16

94 7 7
93x 9 16

Group A subtotal 50 70

91x 0 7

721 0 5

42x 0 4

716 0 3

121 0 4

122 3 3

123 0 1
35 10 12

Group B subtotal 13 39

Total 63 109
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MR. GRISELLE: My name is Sherman Griselle.

I live at 10932 Hasty Avenue in Downey, 90241.

I was a member of the original Citizens

Advosory Panel that reviewed, some of the work in the early

stages of the Downtown People Mover.

4-7

There is no opportunity to really review

and make any meaningful inp~t into the People Mover process.

And, therefore, it seems to me that in order to give citizens

an opportunity to determine how their tax dollars are being

spent and how they will be required to move throughout the ,
•

In fact, I came upon the notice of this

-

Therefore, at this time, I would like to

enter into the record a copy of the report of the Citizens

Advisory Panel, dated July, 1976, and at the same time, I

am requesting that the CRA, the lead agency, fully respond

to the issues set forth in that July, 1976 report.

As I mentioned, I was a member of the

original CAP. The CAP involvement lasted approximately one

year in the beginning of this three-year program.

Since that time, my feelings are that

this has been an improper procedure, because the CAP and all

other citizen participation has not been permitted in the

last two years. And due to this circumstance of a lack of

citizen participation, the DPM issue should be placed on a

metropolitan area and downtown, it's imperative that the

People Mover be decided by the people. And there should be nf>

fear on the part of the CRA, if they have a project that is

salable and feasible, in requesting the legislative body

to make that request.

J:hearing just by accident, or I might have missed it altogeth~

In view of the importance of this matter

to the public, I am requesting formally at this time for an

additional 30 days, that additional 30 days be made available

for written comments to be submitted to the CRA. In other

~ words, this is a formal request that the CRA keep the hearing

period open until November 30th at 5:00 P.M.

countywide ballot for an advisory vote, much like the rail-bu$

subway advisory vote on the November 7th ballot which is

upcoming.

And I would say, also, that there is a

need for some of the backup documentation that is missing

from the draft Environmental Impact Report before some of us

can proceed. And I think that should be available before

the publiS hearing is closed.

5
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The people mover really dissuades

construction of alternative systems, in other words, the

subway-mass rail combination, ~nd air quality will thereby

Visual impacts: the project has the

potential for creating significant adverse long-term impacts

on the environment.

terminals.

to do that.

And there's a lot more that needs to be

said about air quality, and the time hasn't been available

properly landscaped, which creates negative visual enclosures

of spaces, in other words, at Pershing Square, various streets ~

the library area and so forth, which introduces an out-of-

scale and massive structure into the central city environment

and which is, in summary, an intimidating and intrusive

structure into an area -- which has great promise to become

a human environment--indifferent to human senses and skills.

This is a huge structure which has

aesthetic disabilities which creates noise, which prevents

the street scape from -- through which a path is to be

And I also object to some of the drawings

particularly one drawing which shows the· structure. And the

structure is incorrectly depicted in the EIR, because it does

not follow the geometries that are shown in the previous

place in that same publication.

7

6

the'true air quality'impacts of buses and auto

be adversely affected by extended auto trips to People Hover

Noise impacts: some of the noise impacts

the kind

air quality benefits.

And the EIR is deficient in not stating

In other words, the People Mover fore

closes development of a more eficient system providing

trips to the Downtown People Hover terminals, as opposed to

an alternate of intercepting buses and cars with a mass rail,

a subway system which will pick up passengers in proximity

to the origin of the trip.-

listed as minor-beneficial should, of course, be considered When we look at alternatives to the

adverse.

Noise levels do not include in the EIR

the bounce effect from the Downtown People Mover structure,

the noise levels do not include second-~evel people noise

at the Downtown People Mover stations, the noise levels do

not include consequent increase of street traffic noise

8

proposed action, the EIR is deficient in not including

alternative transportation systems which would provide

generally equal levels of service or improved levels of

service and· with improved air quality over the DPM proposal.

The People Hover project should be

considered only one of a number of alternatives.

created by Downtown People Mover locations in street right-

of-ways, causing barriers to construction and greater, of

course, distractions and noise levels.
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The -- and what do we have? We have And committing the economic health of the

the null system, which is really a sham. We used to call it 1~

"the straw man," as a strategy for diverting away from other

downtown area to the west side at the expense of other areas

and business and industry in those other areas does produce

alternatives. irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which
I

The rail bus clearly works as an alternatiji.re, would be involved if this Downtown People Nover is implemente

it clearly works, and proves ~he People Mover to be unneces-

sary. And the the description of the rail bus is very

What really is happening is that the

Downtown People Hover is committing the wherewithal of many

lacking in the extension of detail that's needed to clearly

show in the EIR that this is a viable alternative and a very

workable alternative to the Downtown People Mover. The EIR

brushes over too lightly the rail-bus alternative.

The CAP, the Citizens Advisory Panel,

14
governmental agencies to one portion of the central business

d~strict at the expense of the east and south sides and at

the expense of central city east and South Park, which are

also a part of the central city plan. There is no balance,

then, by the People Mover only serving this particular

asked for and never received an alternative considering a

subway-bus circulation syste~ for downtown linked with a
15 section of downtown.

The project will have adverse effects

When we talk about the central business

regional rail mass transit system.

of the central business district planning by the CRA and the

district as a total environment which requires balanced and l'
persons with no destination in affluent Bunker Hill or in

hotels to be served by the Downtown People Mover. The public

is committing vast amounts of dollars to serve tourists and

business interests at the expense of low- and moderate-income

on human~ in that it will affect low- and moderate-income

I
and this is the thrustequitable planning to all of its parts --

i city -- we find, however, that the concentration of public

resources on the west side, including the Downtown People

families that are transit dependeat. And that's where many
16

of these dollars would be spent.

Mover, added to all of the other public resources that have

been poured into the west side, generally Bunker Hill, has

created benefits at the expense of the long-term advancement

of other parts of the central business district.



RESPONSES TO GRISELLE:

The July 1916 Citizens Advisory Panel Report was respond

ed to in detail at th~ time of its release and during

review of the capital grant application. As shown by the

following excerpt from the "Response to Issues" section

of the August 1911 Summary Environmental Impact Assess

ment, the CAP Report was distributed to all agencies in

volved in review of·the'project. The Report of the Citi

zens Advisory Panel has received the following distribution

to date:

1.

o Citizens Advisory Panel Members

o Study and Review Group, which
includes the following agencies:

July 16, 1916

July 16, 1916
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0 Urban Mass Transportation
Administration August 5, 1916

0 County Board of Supervisors September 13, 1916

d City Council October 15, 1916

0 City Legislative, Analyst September, 1916

0 City Police Department September, 1916

Discussion of the issues in the CAP report and responses by,

the CRA staff occurred throughout the review process.

Issues of concern to CAP were again raised during the

~ctober 28, 1916 public hearing on the Preapplication for

Federal Assistance. CRA staff prepared a detailed response

to 'these issues and incorporated the respon~es ipto the

Summary Environmental Impact Assessment Report so that a

documented treatment of the issues and responses would

receive wide distribution.

(1) The m~etings were held in a highly visible

place, the Convention Center, and the public

was not charged for parking.

2. Citizen involvement is an ongoing aspect of the People

Mover Program. As the program progressed from an initial

study phase into a proposed course of action, public in

terest in the peopie mover increased considerably. Accord

ingly, the Los Angeles City Council appointed itself as the

lead agency, thus insuring detailed ongoing public review

of preliminary engineering and environmental studies.

Another significant change was redirection of the citizen

participation program to encourage more public involve

ment. Six steps were taken:

..
Office of the Mayor
City Administrative' Office

C1ty Department of Airports

City Department of Engineering

City Department of Environmental Quality

City Department of Off Street Parking

City Department of Planning

City Department of Public Utilities
and Transportation

City Department of Traffic

City Department of Water and Power

Los Angeles County Regional Planning
Department

Los Angeles County Road Department

Southern California Association of
Governments

California Department of Transportation

Southern California Rapid Transit' District

Barton-Aschman Associates

Kahn Kappe Lotery Boccato

Kaiser Engineers
Keyser-Marston Associates

(2) Meetings were scheduled as close to the end of

the work day as possible. Six p.m. was the

designated time, allowing downtown employees



..

to stay on after work, to participate in the

meetings.

(3) Program findings were presented at the public

meetings bef~re they were presented to the City

Council. In this way, citizens could contact

their Council members in advance of any parti

cular action in the program.

(4) Council deputi~s were notified of each public

meeting and the material to be discussed. Council

deputies were in attendance at many meetings so

they could report feedback directly to their

Council members.

(5) An extensive mailing list was developed so that

all individuals who have contacted the program

over the past three years received notice of all

public meetings. All CAP members received notice

of all public meetings and some regularly attended

these more recent meetings.

(6) A special effort w4s made to meet with downtown

employees and businesses in downtown since they

would be users of the system. Noontime and other

meetings were arranged during workdays and display

material was used to inform employees of the

people mover project. Meetings were held with

the Central' City Association, the Olive-Hill

Merchants Association, the Los Angeles Chamber

of Commerce, and other groups representing

downtown businesses.

The Citizens' participation effort has been successful

and interested CAP members have remained involved. Smail

businesses along the corridor have been represented and

from time to time retail and hotel representatives have

participated. The meetings have been arranged so that

Cal trans and SCRTD staff were in attendance to discuss
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related issues such as corresponding bus plans, freeway

access plans, and so forth. The meetings were structured

so that half the time was spent on presentation of new

material and half on a~s~ering questions. This arrange

ment of time and the ~omposition of interest represented

at the meetings have yielded a fruitful productive public

involvement program.

3. Notice of the public hearing (as,in the case of all public

meetings) was mailed to all persons who expressed interest

in the program over the past three years. Mr. Griselle

was sent a notice of the hearing on October 9, 1978 so he

~ou~d make note of it if he so desired. Additionally,

notice of tbe public hearing was published in the local

papers of September 26, 1978.

4. Mr. Griselle was informed by letter, dated October 31,

1978, that the public review period had been extended until

5:00 P.M., November 15, 1978.

5. Mr. Griselle has never asked CRA staff for background

information on the draft Environmental Impact Report.

6.. Implementation of the people mover would not negatively

impact construction of other transit improvements such as

the regional raii starter line. The people mover is de

signed to accommodate future rail improvements. It pro

vides distribution services for the rail system. ACCOmR10

dations for transfer between the DPM and rail system are

provided at the Union Station, Civic Center and 7th Street

stations. And the DPM does not compete for operating

funds needed to support the proposed rail service.

U.S. Department of Transportation officials directed that

the systems be designed in a complementary fashion and

efforts toward this end have been successful. Both the



DPM and the regional rail service are elements of the 4

part Regional Transit Development Program. The intent of

that program is to implement the bus, DPM and rail elements

in a supportive, compl~mentary fashion.

The DPM does not encourage a net increase in regional auto

trips to the proposed intercept facilites. Rather, it

encourages the substitution of the DPM for automobiles,

for that portion of the regional trip destined .within

downtown. A net daily reduction of 11,100 VMT has been

estimated to result with DPM implementation, further pro

ducing decreases in pollution. See response to Bureau of

Engineering for derivation of VMT savings.

7. Both the above response and the response to the Bureau of

Engineering comments discuss the effects on air quality

resulting from changes in'VMT. In addition, section IV

212.1 of the Draft EIR discusses the microscale ~ffects of

the DPM intercepts.

8. Because reference is not made to specific locations, it

is difficult to respond to the question of noise impacts

being adverse, rather than beneficial. However, reference

to the discussion of noise impacts in the Draft EIR (Section

IV-2l2.2) indicates that the DPM would have a minor bene

ficial impact in those areas where automobile volumes would

be reduced. In addition, where estimated noise levels

indicate an increase, the degree of the increase ~. small

enough (2-5 decibels) such that there would be no per

ceptible effect.

As to the so-called "bounce effect," the prediction model

used for noise impact estimation considers noise radiating

in all directions from either street traffic or elevated

guideway DPM operation, and further considers the effect

of reflection resulting from buildings or similar barriers
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in the ~oadway geometry. However, the model cannot ac

count for the presence of an elevated barrier, such as the

underside of the DPM guideway, because barriers must be

coded vertically and extend to ground level.

In order to examine the question of noise reflecting from

the underside of a DPM guideway, it should be understood

that reflective noise in general does not contribute sign

ificantly to overall levels. For example, if a 100 per

cent reflective barrier were located adjacent to a con

tinuous noise source, the effect would be a doubling of

the amount of noise produced, which, when added logarithmic

ally, would result in an increase of 3 dB(A). Reflective

surfaces on downtown buildings are typically 50 to 75 per

cent reflective, which in the above example would trans

late to about a 2 dB(A) increase. However, the DPM guide

way would be located at a height of about 28 feet from

. ground level. Therefore, the reflective contribution

would also be attenuated by the distance from the source

to the guideway and back to a receiver location. Taking

this into account would result in a reflective contribu

tion of less than one dB(A). The use of concrete for the

guideway material would result in yet a further reduction

due to absorption. The "bounce effect" is therefore mini

mal.

Noise reSUlting from patron activity in the DPM stations

is not considered to be significant, when compared with

noise produced by street traffic.

9. Visual impacts were a major area of concern and considerable

analysis was done for the Draft Environmental Impact Report.

Section IV-22l.1 contains detailed information on the visual

impact of the DPM.

The drawing referred to by Mr. Griselle was used early in



preliminary engineering studies before detail design

studies were finished. The drawing has been updated and

this more finished version is comparab~e to the sketches

shown in Figure IV-22G.

10. See response to Mr. Grisel1e's written comment 8.

, 11. See response to comment 7.

12. Chapter VII of the Draft Environmental Impact Report

discusses the People Mover in the context of other

choices, such as bus, rail, PRT, and jitney. A null

option'is also included to show the effects of a no

build or delayed decision.

13. The null alternative is required by federal agencies

for their review because it offers a baseline condition

for comparison. In effect it points out what would

happen if there was no decision to proce~9' or if the

decision were prolonged indefinitely. In this respect,

the null alternative serves a useful function.

14. See response to Hr. Griselle's written 'comment 113.

15. One suggestion made during the initial phases of the

program was to improve bus service to and through

downtown tunneling and to provide stations accessing

street level activities. In effect, the system would

operate like a subway but would use buses as the

technology. This suggestion has several drawbacks

that limit its merit for further study. In general

it would cost considerably more, yet would provide a

level of service similar to a bus plan operating on

the street. A deep bore subway tunnel through down

town would cost between $10 and $20 million a mile. l )

1lSource: SCRTD
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A cut-and-cover approach would cost more due to

disruption during construction (utility r~location,

etc.). Subway stations cost between $10 and $30

million l ) and numerous stations would be needed to

provide a distribution service. These costs give an

indication of what would be involved in providing a

subway for buses.

Furthermore, buses are not automated. There would be

no operating cost savings. And, due to the emission

problem associated with buses, the stations and

tunnels would require extensive ventilation equipment

adding more to the capital costs. Travel time could

be improved slightly; however' the start up and stop

time coupled with the need for closely spaced

stations places a limit on the buses' travel time

performance.

The bus system proposed" as an alternative to the people

mover provides improved transit services without the

added costs associated with a bus-subway. The improved

bus plan is a more efficient and cost effective

approach and resulted in eliminating the subway-bus

from further consideration.

16. See response to Los Angeles County Transportation

Commission comment 10.

17. Figures 1I-32A and B in the DEIR contain total estimated

DPM ridership in 1990 as well as 1990 station volumes

and link volumes. As shown in these figures, 25,720 trips

are circulation trips -- beginning and ending in down

to\'1n, .taken by downtown residents or by employees during

the workday. 34,159 trips are distribution trips -- trans

fers from regional tra~sit services. Another 12,529

trips are taken by people using the parking facilities

at the fringe of downtown.



Where are these people going? Figure 11-328 indicates

that (with the exception of the Convention Center and

Union Station intercept facilities) most people are

traveling to and from the Civic Center, Hill Street,

the 7th street Station, and Pershing Square. These are

primarily places of employment, although elderly housing

facilities are located at the Hill Street Station.
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MR. }~RT: My name is Stanley Hart. My address RESPONSES TO THE SIERRA CLUB:

is 3104 Mount Curve Avenue in Altadena.

l1y purpose in appearing here, without

notice, unhappily, and without a prepared statement, is due.1

to my activities as a member of the steering committee of

the Citizens Advisory Panel for this project, and as

1. Providing downtown circulation/distribution services by

means of minibuses was analyzed during the study of al

ternatives (See Section VI1-220). Reasons for not using

the minibus are: operating cost, congestion, capacity,

and convenience. These issues are discussed in the DEIR.

transportation chairman for the Sierra Club, locally.

Qadly needs.

alternative source of expenditure, let's say, or another

I pointed out there was a reasonable

Also, while this phase of the people mover would operate

in one corridor, it is designed with corresponding bus

improvements that increase bus service throughout other

areas of downtown. In this respect, a balanced transit

service has been designed.

We can only agree that Los Angeles badly needs a transit

system. We believe, however, that a total integrated

system is absolutely necessary; a single mode cannot

begin to solve all the problems. This is why the RTDP is

so important. Line haul systems, such as the proposed

rail system or the freeway bus syst~m, cannot solve local

circulation and distribution problems any more than the

existing freeway system can. There is still the require

ment for local circulation and distribution. The DPM is

an integral part of the total system plan as contained in

the RTDP. As such, it does not preclude any of the other

parts and, in fact, complements them. It may be the

basic building.block upon which the total program can be

built. Successful implementation of the DPM can show

that we in Los Angeles can "get our act together" and

open the door for funding of the other RTDP elements. As

far as using the DPM monies for other projects, DOT Sec

retary Brock Adams made it very clear that it is not pos

sible to do so. In his address to the Los Angeles Cham

ber of Commerce on May 11, 1978, he stated, "I think what

you need to know is that money contained in certain pro

gram categories--people movers (DPM), light rail, and

certain other categories--is not transferable. That is,

2.

2

1

I believe

that is, toalternative for solving the evident problem

not only much more effective, much more convenient, far less

costly--would be simply to expand the minibus system to the

end of serving all of downtown Los Angeles, and not this very

special, favored corridor, which s~rves only the

only the CRA's problems in the Dunker Hill area.

It would appear to me that another

way in which these funds could be much more sensibly spent,

would be to begin the transit system which Los Angeles so

provid~ additional transportation for downtown Los Angeles

, and that was simply to -- that -- that alternative would be



if you decide to cancel one program, the Federal money

may not be moved over and added to another type of pro

gram." We pelieve that implementing parts of the RTDP as

funding becomes available for these parts is in the best

interest of the city and the region.
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MR.· HUBACHER: 1'1y name is lIubacher, spelled

H-u-b-a-c-h-e-r. ~ly address is 1666 Electric Avenue in

Venice, zip code, 90291.

So, I have a question as to the

adequacy of the discussion in this report on the concept

that this DPM is an essential link for the entire system.

And if all the justification they give is one page, then I

submit that that is insufficient data.

The DPM looked on by itself will do

almost nothing; in fact, it will increase the amount of

energy used in this city for transit. And that is infor

mation that was given to the public at the last People Mover

meeting that was held, about two or three weeks ago.

The amount of energy actually consumed

1

2
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RESPONSES TO HUBACHER:

1. The DPM is an essential link for the metropolitan trans
portation system for the following reasons:

(1) It enables an increase in metropolitan

bus transit services without requiring

those services to self-distribute

patrons throughout downtown (see Table
IV-24A).

(2) It enables downtown to maintain moder

ately priced parking. Parking would

cost less at the fringe of downtown

and permanent access would be assured

by the people mover·. 3700 spaces are

provided at the intercepts.

(3) It provides fine-grain collection/dis

tribution services for the proposed

rail starter line (see Table IV-24F).

by the DPM is going to be larger than the amount of energy

consumed by alternative systems, or all those people were

merely using their cars. So, actually it means by itself

an increase in energy.

Okay. In the Environmental Impact Report

itself it does state that for the entire region as a whole,

the DowntO\'1n People Hover will have a negligible effect, a

minimal effect on the air quality, acount of air pollution,

in Los Angeles as a whole. And I think that's a very import~nt

statement to make. It means that we are not going to have

any change in the air quality if we put in the Downtown Peopl~

Mover.

3

The people mover is designed to function with near-term

Transportation System Management bus improvements as well

as long-term bus and rail plans. Six major freeways pro

vide direct access to downtown and over sixty percent of

all regional buses are destined to downtown. Given the

scale of this investment in transportation facilities and

services, and given the concentration of activities in

downtown, any downtown service must be planned to func

tion with the regional transportation system.

An interagency study of overall transportation needs con

cluded in 1975 that circulation/distribution improvements

were needed in downtown. The people mover project, an

outgrowth of further study, is coordinated with regional

projects and is one element of the 4-part Regional Tran

sit Improvement Program•. It is designed to support



ongoing regional programs and will contribute directly to

their effectiveness,

2. As sections 1I-280 and IV-212.3 of the Draft EIR point

out, implementation of the DPM system would result in the

consumption of 18,894,200 kwh in annual energy require

ments. On a daily basis, this amounts to approximately

51,800 kwh. However, DPM system operation would also

result in the saving of approximately 11,100 vehicle

miles of vehicular travel on a daily basis (see response

to Bureau of Engineering). Assuming an estimated 1990

auto fuel economy of 25 miles per gallon (an estimate

based on adherence to federal fuel economy standards) and

an energy equivalency of 136,000 BTU/gallon (46 kwh/gal

lon), the equivalent electrical energy saved from

automobile gasoline consumption would be 20,400 kwh.

This results in a net DPM energy consumption of 31,400

kwh per day. Consultation with the Los Angeles Depart

ment of Water and Power has established the fact that

this constitutes a very minor portion of the 1990 DWP

annual load, and therefore does not constitute a signifi

cant impact.

As to the comparison between the'DPM and an equivalent

alternative, it is likely that the DPM would consume

less, since an equivalent bus system, for example, would

require buses operating at 90 second average headways.

This is not a reasonable comparison because to operate

that level of bus service would be extremely difficult.

It should also be noted that the DPM contributes to long

term energy efficiency because of its use of electrical

power, which allows the flexibility to use alternative

fuel sources.

3. The Draft EIR (see section IV-212.1) does state that the

net reduction in emissions brought about by the DPM is

very small. However, for most pollutants a net reduction
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does result, indicating that the DPM would contribute to

improved air quality in the study area. Since the study

area is small compared to the entire region, the regional

impact is small.

It is important to note that the major changes in future

air pollution result primarily from tl}e enforcement of

federal emission standards for new automobiles, rather

than from the implementation of public transportation

'improvements. Further, the burden of air pollution is

shifting't6 staeionary sources, largely because of im

proved auto emission technology. Therefore, unless a

dramatlc shift to public transportation occurs, improve

ments in transit can 9~nerally be expected to produce

only minor improvements in air quality.
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MR. PICKARD: I want to first comment that I

think we're all very concerned about the future -- future

transportation in Los Angeles, especially concerning those

questions of energy, conservation, air quality and the genera~

mobility of people in the city. I think that's one of the

reasons there is so much federal money now going into

transportation developments.

What the Downtown People Mover does by

creating 7,000 more parking places is it creates a system

There is ~nother item here on Roman

numeral I, Arabic 2, a statement that I think is flawed.

In the second half of that page, down at the bottom, it

says that they intend to be insuring flexibility so that

future technological developments could be incorporated,

and coordinating the phasing of the C.D. or circulation

distribution system with Bunker Hill and other downtown

regional developments.

And there is no review of how the

4

that is really dependent on more cars going to downtown

Los Angeles, which means more intraregional travel, which

means more air pollution, more sound problems, more traffic

congestion and more petroleum consumption by the 'vehicles

that are going to downtown Los Angeles.

There can be no agreement that they do

indeed -- or they are proposing to build a system that is

predicated on more vehicle miles traveled in the region as

a whole, which is a direct contradiction to the SCAG guide-

lines.

2

Downtown People Mover could be integrated with the technology

that is being so clearly articulated -in -- in studies in this ~

country and around the worid, personal rapid transit systems.

They don't even address the question.

If we turn again to page Roman numeral

IV, Arabic 221, section Roman numeral IV Arabic 400, when

it talks about cumulative impacts, which is a critical ~

aspect of the environmental impact report, this cumulative

. impact, this report simply does not address itself to

regional impact, and it must.



RESPONSES TO PICKARD:

1.&2. See Section 111-440 of the DEIR for reference. As

shown at the bottom of page 111-60, the Los Angeles

Downtown People Mover is an element of the SCAG-adopted

four-part Regional Transit Development Program. As

such, the DPU becomes an integral part of a "balanced

transportation system," involving coordinated service

with buses, minibuses, automobiles, and rail transit.

Thus, the DPM is not a "direct contradiction" to

SCAG policies. On the contrary, the DPM is a priority

item of the SCAG RTP.

The DPM will not create 7,000 more parking spaces in

the downtown area as Mr. Pickard claims. As described

in Section 11-330, of the DEIR, a total of 3,750 peri

pheral parking spaces will be constructed -- 2,000 at

the Union Station Intercept, and 1,750 at the Conven

tio~ Center Intercept. At each location, 150 spaces

would be reserved for carpoolers. The construction

of these parking facilities does not mean that the

DPM is "dependent on more cars going to downtown Los

Angeles." .On the contrary, the concept of peripheral

parking is based on the philosophy that commuters

should be encouraged to park at the fringe of the CBD,

thereby reducing traffic congestion, V~lT, and pollution.

The reduction in VMT resulting from the peripheral

parking lots is discussed in Section IV-242 of the

DEIR. The DPM and the intercept facilities therefore

clearly conform to SCAG transportation and environmental

guidelines.

Peripheral parking is specifically called for in a

number of plans adopted by the City Council of Los

Angeles. As shown on page 111-61 of the DEIR, the

Central City Community Plan strongly endorses the

3.

4.
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concept of peripheral parking:

"While the proportion of trips to the central
city carried by public transportation is ex
pected to increase, demand for parking in the
central city will also continue to increase
as employment and other activities grow.
Street system capacity, air quality, and
land utilization considerations indicate
that a continually greater proportion of
the longer term parking, chiefly for em
ployees, should be located on the periphery
of the more intensively developed areas.
Parking within the intensively developed
areas is intended for use of residents
and short time use by business patrons."
(Department of City Planning, 1974. Los
Angeles Central City Community Plan, p.6.)

The DPM's conformance to regional local plans and

policies is evident from a reading of the available

literature described in section 111-440 of the DEIR.

Additional discussions of plan conformance are found

in sections IV-221.25 and IV-243 of the DEIR.

See response to Dubink questions 12a and 6.

In order to limit the risk'involved in implementing

the Downtown People Mover (DPM) systems, the decision

has been made to use only those technologies with

demonstrated people moving capability. 'The more ad

vanced systems, requiring short headway operation,

high performance vehicles, and sophisticated communi

cation techniques, are not at a stage of development,

at this time, which yield an acceptable level of risk.

On the other hand, it would obviously be desirable to

have the capability of incorporating into an existing

DPM system ~echnology arising from the current effort

being expended on advanced systems. Thus, it behooves



the designers of DPM systems to assure, to the extent

possible, that their designs do not preclude incorpor

ation of those advances in technology most likely to

reach maturity.

Of the systems currently under development, the one

most likely to reach maturity in the foreseeable

future is the Advanced Group Rapid Transit (AGRT)

system. This is a demand actuated, shared ride system,

designed to operate at headways as small as three

seconds, and speeds as high as forty miles per hour.

It has relatively small vehicles (typically twelve

seated passengers) and requires a guideway network

with off-line stations for effective operation. To

safely operate the high performance vehicle at the

short headway, highly sophisticated control and data

communications systems are required.

The LADPM has been designed to allow incremental

incorporation of the technologies being developed for

AGRT, if that appears desirable. The guideway design

is such that when the initial fleet of vehicles must

be replaced, the guideway could be modified to accommo

date a different vehicle design. so long as structural

limits are not exceeded. Further. connection of the

first phase guideway to an expanded network c?uld be

possible with additions of merging and diverging

intersections.

The stations designed with side platforms could be

converted to offline stations by adding mainline

guideway on the outside of the platforms. And 'finally,

the control and data cornrnunic~tions systems could be

replaced without destroying the established fixed

facility.
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MR. POLEINSKI: Last name is P-o-l-e-i-n-s-k-i,

19600 Gault Street, Reseda.

If I may ask a question, the generation

of funds, which I assume are from Washington, the Urban Mass

Transportation, are these funds specifically aimed at the

People Mover system and no other system?
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RESPONSE TO POLEINSKI:

Federal funding for the Downtown People Mover Program is pro

vided by UMTA out of Section 3 funds. These funds are solely

for construction of fixed guideway projects such as the DPM.
UMTA has set aside a specific amount of these funds (a total

of $220 million) for implementing DPMs in several cities.

These monies cannot be used for any other. purpose or program.

This was made clear by DOT Secretary Brock Adams during an
address to the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce on May 17,

1978, when he addressed this issue. (See response to the

Sierra Club.) Since the DPM is part of the regional trans

portation plan, it is in the best interests of the city to

construct the projects when funding is available. The DPM

does not preclude any other elements of the RTDP and may, in

fact, be the basic building block for the total RTDP.



HR. RICHMOND: My name is Robert H. Richmond.

I am a citizen of Pasadena.

I can only suggest that monies that may

be indicated as being expended in the future for development

of the Downtown People Mover be transferred instead in whole

to the expenditure for development of the first segment of

a rapid transit line in the central-corridor area.
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RESPONSE TO RICHMOND:

While we can all agree that a rapid transit line is desir

able, it, by itself, will not solve the total transportation

problems of the region. This is why the RTDP was put togeth

er and includes these elements required to solve the total

problem. The DPM, being an integral part of the RTDP, does

not preclude the implementation of any of the other elements

and does not compete with them. It, in fact, complements

them as part of the total integrated program. As far as

using the money set aside for the DPM program for another

program or for another part of the RTDP, it was made very
. -

clear by DOT Secretary Brock Adams that it is not possible.

(See response to the Sierra Club.) We believe that imple

menting elements of the RTDP, such as the DPM, should be done

when the funding is available for implementation of these

elements. This can be only in the best interest of the city

and region, and will begin the monumental task of solving the....
total transportation problems in Los Angeles.



MR. WASMUTH: Yeah. My name is Jim Wasmuth.
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RESPONSES TO WASMUTH:

That's W-a-s-m-u-t-h. I live at 2227 1/4 Sunset Boulevard.

That's in Los Angeles. And currently I am a student at Cal

State L.A.

The bulk of the downtown people are the

shoppers on Broadway, down around Seventh and Broadway

through Third and Broadway. The People Mover would ignore

these people.

A final -- again, now, to save money.

1

1. Figure 1I1-33A illustrates employment densities in down

town; Figure 1II-3lA illustrates major residential cluster~

in downtown; and Figure 1II-22A illustrates municipal and

social services in downtown. This information, and other

data on downtown users and places, was used to determine

the most appropriate initial improvement of downtown tran

sit services. Major concentraiton of activities are

found along the proposed people mover corridor. Access

to Broadway is provided at the Hill Street Station which

is a 1.5 minute walk from Broadway.

The cost 'projections for this project

are never firm. They keep changing from month to month.

We're talking only about construction fee~,~

we are not talking about operating. The operation would be

an added money, and we would ~un into problems on that.

2. Detailed estimates of system capital and operating cost

were prepared for the Los Angeles DPM Program to serve

as the basis for financial planning and for commitments

of federal and local funds for system construction. The

development of these capital and operating cost estimates

were carried out'in considerable depth. During the pre

liminary engineering phase of any major program, capital

cost and engineering concepts are continually being re

fined and updated as new and better information becomes

available. The capital cost presented on page 11-61 in

clude design changes to reduce cost and represent the

best information current available. It is important to

note that these estimates are based upon limited field

investigation and preliminary development of engineering

and architectural concepts. While this provides a valid

basis for financial analysis more detailed estimates will

be available based on the selected vehicle system, addit

ional refinement of facilities requirements and further

field investigation.
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CHAPTER 5: COMMENTS NOT REQUIRING RESPONSES,

The following pages contain comments relative to the DEIR

which did not require response. Included are written sub

missions by various agencies and individuals, testimony re

ceived at the October 26~ 19?8 public hearing, and a copy of

the July 1976 Citizens Advisory Panel Report, which is here-

in included for the record as requested by Mr. Sherman Griselle.

The following is an ordering of the comments included in this

chapter. ,
Written Comments

o Gustavo Molina and Associates, Interpreters

o State of California, Office of Planning and Research,
State Clearing house

o South Coast Air Quality Management District

o Central City Association

o U.S. Department of Energy

o Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

o Mr. T. A. Nelson

o Auditorium Management Company

o Transamerica Financial Corporation

o Los Angeles Police'Department

o California Department of Water Resources

Comments Received at the Public Hearing

o Mr. Everett Welmers, Community Redevelopment Agency
Board Member

o Mr. Justin Kramer

o Mr. E. J. Richards, representing Cabot, Cabot, Snd Forbes

o Mr. Steve Robertson, Public Relations Director, L.A.
County Federation of Labor

o Mr. Chuck Meyer, Atom Helicopter Service

..
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GOVERf'!fOR·S OFFICE

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
• 400 TENTH STREET

SACRAMENTO .5814

(916) 44'-061)EDMUND G. BROWN JRSeptember 22, 1978

GUSTAVO MOLINA & ASSOCIATES.
fr<rnnE1Ul

116 SovrB ....... StaRBT

Los ANonu, c:w.0UI1A 90011

(lU) 616-1961

H. Pat Russell, Councilwoman
Transportation & Traffic Committee~ Chair
c/o Community Redevelopment Agency
Los Angeles, California

October 30, 1978

Madam,

By chance I have read a leaflet concerning the final public
meeting for the L.A; Downtown.People Hover Project to be held the
following week on the twenty eighth.

Please accept my appreciation for your efforts and the CRA
activity which I hope will someday result in an efficient, wide
scale system for the Downtown area. Daily growth of this local
metropolis demands the planification you have undertaken; in the
not too distant future, the need for such a project should be
disproportionately augmented from today. Nonetheless, many today
are willing to accept the current situation, many do not want i~

to change. I would think that parking lot moguls are vehemently
opposed to your proposals.

Either way, I sincerely wish your committee success, and I
hope I may be of some service to you some day soon. Thank you for
this opportunity, as I remain,

Albert Perdon
City of los Angeles
727 West 7th Street
los Angeles, CA 90017

SUBJECT, SCHiJ 78072467 - lOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER

Dear Mr. Perdon:

This is to certify that State review of your environmental document is
complete.

The results of the State review are attached. You should respond to the
comments as required by the California Environmental Quality Act.

. Please address your responses to the commenting agency with a copy to
the Clearinghouse.

Sincerely,

SVW/na
Attachment
ce: Ken Fellows, DWR

James F. Davis, Conservation
Richard A. Harris, RWQCB
Kenneth Buell, Health OdIe; /.,! ~.,; ..

.. . /?-Jl .. ,/
Ar.llon ".~: }w-; ..

Info.I ; · ············· .. ···· ..

•M'_ · ···················..····



SOUTH COAST AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT?-z-
':::l. ... ~"--DISTRaCT HEAOQU-'RTERS ~

••12:0 f1!LST...R AvaNua. CL MOHrE. CAU'O"H.A .'1'" . tZ13 • ....:a~:I.:J.

nate 10/19/18

File No. A 80926C
(
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COMMENTS:

~A benefit to air quality will ensue prOVided the project truly
results in reduced vehicular usage in the Central Business
District. r

Cldtec I •••••••,~

Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
Community Redevelopment
City of Los Angeles
727 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Agency
0" /0

, t'ff fH '78
Action: it-/'

Info.: ."jfa<ll.3..I?~:.;
..................................... , .••••••••1

COM..'IElfrS 011: __L=o,;;;s....;.;A;;,;n£g~e.;;l_e~s_D_own__t_o':"wn-=_P_e_ci.:.p_l_e M_o_v_e_r _
Draft Environmental Impact Report

FUllTHER AQHP REVIEW REgUESTED? DYes 6il No

AD~UACY OF AIR QUALlT'! ANALYSIS

Adequate

ExiatiJig Air Quality in Area

Existlug Daissl__ in Area 

Project Dalaaiona:

COI1StructiOll phaae - - - - .:.- - - GI
Coarpleted proj eet ....bJ.cul.r - - - - a
Statioll=7 - - - - - _. - (jJ

Project Impact 011 Air Quality - - - - rn

Inadequate

o
o

ooo
o

oo
o
o

If you have an~ farther questioDs, please call Robert Graves at (213) ~43-3931.

Ext. 2"<>, TOil Hullius at Ext. 241 Or lII~self at Ext. 238.

Ver;r truly yours,

J. A. Stuart
Executive OffLcer

~!?~
John D"lli ..t30n
3~4ior .\L:-- ?~lLlIti.::>fl .\n.:llTj-~

ARE ADEHw.n HlTIlaTION HUSUBES PROVIDm lOa PROJ!X:T AIR roLLUTANTS'l

Gil Yes 0 No 0 Inc_plate 0 NA

ARE GROll'B INDUCnn unx:TS OF mOJECT Olt roLLOTANT EMISSIOIIS DISCUSSED?

FOTEII'rIAL EFnX:T ON AIR gUALPrf (A'l)

')1ilI Beneficial: "ill probab11 teDd to improve Allo Ko effect
contact 0 Impairments probabl7 no aubstantial adverse effect

a Unfavorable: lIa;r degrade AQ to a significant ext_t
o ldYersa: will degrade AQ to a slgnificallt exteDt
o Indetemluate: due to lack of data

[BYes

AOHD PE!llUT

lit Not reQuired
o Requir;d
o Ma:r be required,

Zone ofrice

DNo Dpartla111

IS mOJlX:T CONSISTENT WITH THE ATTAINKEll'r AND
MAINTENANCE OF THE NATIONAL Am QUALITY STANDARDS? G!I Yes
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3 1.9 PH '18
OCT 10

................... ""~.' .
•••••••••• •• h .

.OCT 25 1978

Info .

Date, ~ ~ ..?>~
Actio?, Y..A CW.~ .. J::::. ..... ..••

Aminimum of four copies should be sent.

Sincerely,

fffs~~,=rector
Division of IlEPA Affairs.

Hr. Daniel T. Townsend
Circulation/Distribution
Program Director
The Community Redevelopment Agency

of the City of Los Angeles
Suite 400, 727 7th Street
Los Angeles, Calffornia 90017

Dear Mr. Townsend:

This 15. in response to your transmittal dated September 22, 1978, to
Mr. John O'Leary requesting comments on the Draft Environmental Report
for the Los Angeles Downtown People Hover.

We have examined the subject Report and have determIned that the
proposed action will not affect current or known Department of Energy
programs and have no substantive comments to offer.

In the future, reports should be sent directly to:

Director
Divisfon of NEPA Affairs
Offfce of Environment
U.S. Department of Energy
Hail Station E-201, GTN
Washington, D.C. 20545

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Thank you,

cc: Office of Federal Activities,
Environmental Protection Agency

I1l'p,zl1I1E:/)
~11"'[Wliw. STATEMENT OF CCA AT PUBLIC HEARING ON DPM EIR

The Central City Association is a strong advocate of improving

public transportation in the downtown area. In July, 1976, our

Executive Committee ex~ressed its support for the Downtown People

Mover because we felt then, as we do now, that the system will

do much in future years to relieve traffic congestion in the
Central City.

The People Mover, as proposed, will serve the area of highest

employee concent~ation, both public and private, and connect

two major transit and carpool interceptor points as well as

hotels and convention facilities. The system is a key element
of the region's transit development program.

The Association is particularly pleased that its continuing

participation in the planning of the People Mover has contributed

to the positive recommendations contained in the draft environmental
impact report. We have met on numerous occasions with the program

staff and look forward to continued involvement during the project
implementation phase.

The need for rehabilitation on the Central·City's East side

continues to be of concern to our Association. Because of this
I

concern, we are pleased that the new alignment includes a station

at Pershing Square and that the total Regional Transportation

Development Program (RTDP) will serve the East side. Our interest

continUes in examining the possibility of an additional East side
leg of the People Mover when funding becomes available. We are

confident that the People Mover will help to reinforce the actions

of private and public entities in the development and redevelopment

of the region's central business dis~rict.

We urge that implementation of the People Mover move ahead in a.;

timely fashion so that the City of Los Angeles and the ent~re

region may benefit from the system at the earliest possible time.

......................................



'XHE LOS ANGELES AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CONTINUES TO SUPPORT THE

CONCEPT OF THE PEOPLE MOVER. THE PEOPLE MOVER WILL BE A POSITIVE

FORCE IN THE LOS ANGELES CENTRAL RUSINESS DISTRICT HELPING TO RELIEVE

SOKE OF ITS CONGESTION AND K08lLITY PROBLEMS. THE CHAMBER STRONGLY

SUPPORTS THE PEOPLE MOVER CONCEPT fOR THESE REASONS AND BECAUSE OF ITS

POTENTIAL BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE ON THE CONTINUED GROWTH Of THE CENTRAL

BUSINESS DISTRICT AND THE REJUVENATION OF RLIGHTED AREAS. A HEALTHY

AND VITAL BUSINESS DISTRICT REQUIRES EASY ACCESS AND GOOD HORILITY

AMONG CENTERS OF BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT. THE PEOPLE MOVER, AS ONE OF

THE ELEMENTS OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT'S TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE NEEDED VITAILTY OF OUR DOWNTOWN AREA.

THE CHAMBER REGOGNIZED THE PEOPLE KOVER AS AN ESSENTIAL LINK IN THE

REGION'S TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM. TH8 PEOPLE HOVER WILL ESTABLISH A

NEEDED LINKAGE BETWEEN AKTRAK/BUS AND SHARED RIDE AREAS AT UNION

STATIONS AND THE CONVENTION CENTER. AT A LATER ~IME, WHEN THE WILSHIRE

LINE IS BUILT. THE PEOPLE MOVER WILL EXTEND ITS INFLUENCES BY PROVIDING

ACCESS TO AREAS AS THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FOR THE SUBWAY STATIONS.

THE CHAMBER ALSO RECOGNIZES THE VALUE OF THE PEOPLE KOVER IN THE CO~=

TEXT OF THE CITY GENERAL PLAN AND THE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR DOWNTOWN

LOS ANGELES.

THE CHAMBER IS ANXIOUS TO WORK WITH THE CITY DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE PEOPLE HOVER IN ORDER TO REINFORCE EXISTING BUSINESS. EMPLOYHENT.

AND RESIDENTAL ACTIVITIES TO MAXIMIZE THE POTENTIAL FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT.

COORDINATION WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR DURING PROJECT IMPLEMTATION WILL

HELP TO INSURE THAT SHORT RANGE INCONVENIENCES WILL BE MINIMIZED AND THE

PROJECT'S BENEFITS WILL BE REALIZED AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME.

5-5

"THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE APPRECIATES TUE OPPORTUNITY TO REINFORCE OUR

SUPPORT FOll THE CONCEPT OF THE Pt:OPLE MOVt:R. WE SEE LT AS A VOTE OF

FAITH FOR THE FUTURE AND IS EVIDt:NCE OF CONSTRUCTIVE FORWARD PLANNING

IN THE EYES OF THE CITY LEADEllS



He. Myra Frank
People HoYer Project
COIIIlIlUD1t,. Redevelopment AgenCT
727 II. 7th Street, Suite 300
tos Angales, CA 90017

Dear Ma. Frank:

~ _ is T• .l. Ifelson. I re.ide at 2563 Dearborn Dr., Ho11,."ood,
CA 90068. On October 26, 1978, I attended the puhlla hearing on the Draft
F.:zrd%"Onmantal Impact Report tar the Loa Angeles Dovntovn People Mover Project.
I had Dot seen the Report prior to the hearing end did not speak. I request
that this letter be lIlIlde a part ot the reooM of puhllo oCllllllleDt.

I vas appalled at the adverse statements lIIIde bT soma individuals
representing orgaoizatlona or thltlllllelve.. They seellled to lack eTen a
rtdimentarT understanding or either the purpose or tund1ng of the Projeot. I
vould like to addre81S brian,. a tflll or the ie_s brought torth. .

. Representatives trca the League or VaDen loters lID1 the wep
indicated the Peopla !fcrt'er is rechuJ4ant to the VUshire Starter Line.
J.iJparenU,. th.,. have been Ul1ab1. to distinguish the ditterenoe between a
local service with IIWl"J' stope and line-haul transit pusing throuch dOlllltown
with rev stops.

The response trOlll the Auto Club vas, .. expected, their 1l8Il&l point
or view that IllUS transit 111 fUle it 1JJdted to cmlT vehioles that utW.e
public road'Waye. 1s a l15Dber or the .luto Club or Sonthern Calltornia tor 30
Tears, I wish to state that there are IIlID7 lllembers vho do not share the vievs

I promolgated bT Club lll&Dag_t.

. Tvo private oitben. oOllllllentinl at the hearina evidently C&1118 to a
number of erroneows oOllcl~ions about the People Hover. The~ .tatements
included, "It doeslllt serve shoppers on Broadv.,.·, "It ia po11ntina", and
"Its parldng lots v1ll attract more tratfio in downtown.· The corner or 5th
and Bill Streets ia PDe block trom Bl'oadw,., vhich could hardly be oonsidered
a great distanoe. Th. eleetdcal propulsion equipaent or the People Hover 18
not polluting. The source ot electrioal leneration can be either non-po11utiDg
or employ more et'rectin llleans to control pollution than is likelT with the
1II0bUe internal oaubulltion engine. I vonder it thill individual has lIT8r been
on a dOlllltown sidewalk vhen a cloud ot abaut tumes rrOlll a starting bu
envaloped him1 Concerning perldng lota, 1st 118 hope the Iota do attraot
IIIOtorlst patronage and therebT divert autaaobUes from the city oenter.

Ocr 11 October 29, 1978
II !l3 i::i '78
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lIotrithstllDdJng the toregomg, the cOOllllltnts that disturbed me the
IlOIIt C81118 trOll two members ot a so-oalled Citizens' Advisory COIIIIII1ttee 'Who
advocated transter ot proposed rtmdiDg to rapid transit and stated vehemenU,.
that the People MoYer is a vaste or f'unds. Jdmitted17, an area-vide trul,.
rapid transit lI7Stem is desperatal,. needed. ROlI.var, these people surel,. IlIUlIt
Imov that the proposed L. 1. People Mover is part or a rederal demonstration
projeot. It it is not bll1lt here, it v1ll be bullt elsewhere, and federal
f'lmdiJlg is for this parpoae only; It is nat transferable.

The CitizeJllI l AdvisO'17 ~ttee has performed a disserrlce tor the
reaidanta or Los Angeles. Becaue ot the negatiTe attitude or people like
these and the failure or local government to achieye a constructive consensus,
the citizens of Los ADge1e. have seen the~ tax IIlOD87~ tor new and extended
rapid transit facilities in the eastern lhdted StAtes \Ihile receiving no
benet'it toward a .aUstactor,. solution ot our local. transit probllJlllll. The
fact 1:11410 this cCllllllittee voted lZlI'n1mou.sl,. against the People Mover seems to
lIIe to be prlma-racie evidence of, at vorst, total ignorance on the part of
the lIIelIIbers or, at best, a group not representative or residents in the Los
ADgele. area.

, 1Jl conolusion, the People HoYer is not perteot1 what system 181
Bat it we all vait tor utopia, we shall accoaapllsh nothiDg. It b m:r opiDion,
.. a registered professional engineer, that tha Projoet is technical.l7 .oaDd
aDd enrlrooaentel.l eupsrior to a::l4tina transit -in Lo•. ADge1es. As a
oODCerned olt1sen and long-time residellt or Lo. ADgeles, I lllII acute:Q- avare
or the need tor ._ tOl'll eL. grad_eparated pahllo 1IIUS transit in the
oentral 1nlaine•• distriot. Let 118 end the discusa1ons, dilllllise the
do-nothina attitude, end set on with a solution that is !loth desirable aDd
attainable.

Reapeottully,

Y A--. N~e.~-.--
1'• .&.. lelson
2563 Dearborn Dr.
&011,.,,000. CA 90068

0011l•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Acllon•...•.••...•..•....•••.•.••..••~

Info.• .'::tt.dm...$..e. .
................................................
................................................



AUDITORIUM MANAGEMENT COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Ms. Myra Frank
November 3, 1978
Page Two
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AUDITORIUM OFFICE BUILDING

427 WEST FIFTH STREET. SUITe: s:so
LOS ANGELES. CA<.JFORNIA 80013

NoveMber 3, 1978

Ms. Myra Frank
Downtown PeoDle Mover Project
Community Redevelopment Agency
727 West 7th Street
Los Angeles, California

RE: People Mover Project

Dear Ms. Frank:

Hov 13 I 11 fH '78 facilities that are not in the immediate walking distance to
our property.

We endorse this project.

/1.11Y~
E~artel
EFB:klt

The Auditorium Management Company represents the owners of:

A. Philharmonic Hall
1. Nine story office buildihg located at 427 N. 5th Street
2. 2600 seat auditorium, former home of the Los.Angeles

Philharmonic
3. Parking lot

B. Ten story office building: 439 South Hill Street

As you are aware, we are refurbishing both office buildings and
recycling the auditorium to bring Broadway shows, musicals, concerts,
etc.

We feel that downtown Los Angeles needs the People Mover. In
addition, we feel that the People ffover is vital to the success
of our 9rojects ••• not only for the effective mass movement of
people in our area ••• but for the projected economic benefits to
our projects. The public and private sector meetings held by
the Downtown Peo~le Hover Program have been informative and
effective.

In addition, the People nover and its Pershing Square Station,
located directly across the street form our building, will
provide substantially improved access to parking lots and

~~:~:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~'
!nfo., Ji.r..fd.1...;?f .

..." .

.." .
,,, , •• '" _'0
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Info., .

On the whole, the most impressive factor in the system Is the
automation. Since by your admission, the system won't decrease
air pollution (In fact, It may Increase It slightly) and won't really
make much of II dent on traffic congestion, the most positive aspect
of the system is that we'll be able to cut back on labor costs in the
future. Whether this Justifies the building ofa very expensive, but
limited transportation system is problematical. On the other h'and,
If the federal department of transportation Is committed to building
this type of system. then Los Angeles Is an excellent place to
put tt~

• • • 2

Robert D. Thom!!S

1lr ~~=~~:LG COT~GliOK

~ov 15 12 0" FH .78

... ,- .• >., .....•... •..1· ..••••••••·••

November 14, 1978

Mr. Daniel T. Townsend
ClrculaUoniOlstrlbut ion System
Program Director
The Community Redevelopment Agenoy of Los Angeles
727 West 7th St., Suite 400
Los Angeles, Cal1fomia 90017

TransamermB FmanClal Goppor8l10n
'~.; et ~ ;..~

Action• ....., ..!>-.CI1.1.3.:12 .

Bo~ %", Lo. Angelc.., Coli/orrti4 'OOSJ
1/50 S~KlhOli•• Slroe' (11J1141·4J11

Dear Mr. Townsend:

Mter a long, careful study of the people mover program and the
draft enviormental impact report, there are II few thoughts which
1 would express. Let me say that 1 found the report to be a very
well presented document; my questions and reservations are not the
result of confusion upon reading the report.

In view of recent developments in southern California transportation.
I beUeve some attention needs to be qiven to the priorities involved
in selecting transportation systems to compete for federal dollars.
In-considering the entire RTDP, my opinion is that the People Mover
is the fourth most important factor of the four, tire least Important
element of the four. So the first question to be considered Is whether
funds employed in the People Mover might be siphoned away from the
more Important transit plans, especially the freeway transit lanes and
the WUshire Corridor subway Une. Should that be the case, then
I believe the People Mover should be either shelved or modified to
ellmlnate this possibllity. Comparing the number of people each
system will carry and the impact on the transportation systems throughout
the region, the People Mover doesn't make a strong' case for itself.

Secondly, I question the wisdom of bullding a system which virtually
ignores an office bullding of 6,000 people, Occidental Center. .
If t he purpose of the People Mover Is to move large numbers of people,
particularly in terms of distributing them to and from Incoming transit
modes, then this block of people must surely be considered In the
planning. The proposed route Is simply too far from the Center to
be attractive to the majority of workers, particularly In the winter
months when people must walk five dark blocks to arrive at the
station. So, it would seem that some provision should be made to
bring the final statton on the south closer to Occidental Center to
draw these people closer to tire system.
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November IS, 197B

DARYl F. GATES
".'WXIW<W .X~¥

(hilt' of Polke
OCT 03 1978Da,e.

file.

Cali.o.... iu Roo;o..<I' Walor Quulity Conl,.ol Board
Lo. Angol... Reslon .

Gla,. of C;,lIfarnla

1- 'Resources Agency
Department DC W~tAr Renources
Resources Building, 13th floor
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

fTN: Hr. L. Frank Goodson, Project Coordinator

P. o. Bo. 30158
los Angelu, Colif. 90010
T~tephon.·
12131. "85-2636
R.II,9.1

LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT/

Mrs. "yra Frank
Commun1ty Redevelopment

Aqency
727 West 7th Street, Suite 400
Los Angeles. CA 90017

Dear Mrs. Frank:

DOIWTOIIII PEOPLE /lDVER

Th1s Department has reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Report
(dEIR) for the Los Anqeles Downtown People Mover proqram.

The dEIR adequately addresses most Police Department concerns.
However, it Is noted that both the Union Station automobile parking
fac11ity (2.000 spaces) and the Convent10n Center parkinq facility
(1.750 spaces) are to be located in areas which experience hiqh
numbers of burqlaries froM auto. thefts from auto and auto theft.
The addition of those automobile parkino facilities will result in
increased calls-for-serv1ce. It is therefore su~qested that, in
add1tion to the electronic monitoring instruments described in the
dEIR. a number of uniformed quards be deployed at these facilities
during the hours of operation. If- the Police Department provides
th1s service, 12 additional officers w111 be needed.

The dEIR ind1cates that a number of elements of des ian and route
formalization are still to be decided. It is recommended that the
Los Angeles Police Department, Planning and Research Divis10n,
Environnental Evaluation Unit be contacted for advice on the security
consequences of the planner's decisions in these areas.

Very truly yours.

from • Raymond H. Hertel
Executive Officer

Subject. Review of Draft EIR for the Los Angeles Downtown People
Hover Program - (SCH 78072467)

We have reviewed the subject Draft EIR prepared by the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles.

We 90 not foresee any serious adverse water quality impacts
associated with the proposed project as long as it is constructed
and operated as described in the SUbject document.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review this Draft EIR.

RAYMOND H. HERTEL
Executive Officer
By

~~~
RICHARD A. HARRIS
Assistant.Regional Executive Officer

cc: State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Planning
and Research, Environmental Analysis Unit
ATTN: Ms. Kathy Haitz

DARYl f. GATES

I .'J '7 /1
i~ ;"/.;({!iJ!&J[j;~

w. T. BURKE. Captain
Commandin" Offtcer
Planning and Research Division

AN EOUAL E""LOYMENT O""O~TUHITY-A""IRMAnVEAcnON E"'''LOYER



9 Discussing the Environmental Impact

16 district. I believe this is absolutely essential, from

.4 MR. WELMERS: Thank you, Mr. Campbell~

My name is Everett Welmers, W-e-l-m-e-r-s.

Welmers.

Address is 1626 Old Oak Road, Los

Angeles.

Report we are met to consider today, I think it is obvious

the concept is a viable concept, the technology is available,

the design of the system has been thor?ughly reviewed.

There has been an extremely complete integration with all

existing and planned transportation elements in the area.

It's anticipated there will be fare-payi

passengers riding this Downtown People Mover during 1983, so

it's an imminent system.

Therefore, I would like to address mysel
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primarily to the purely environmental aspects of the

project.

First of these is disruption of normal

activity during construction in the downtown business

district will be minimal •. It is not expected that it will

generate anywheres nearly the confusion that resulted from

placing subways in the San Francisco and Washington cities,

which literally almost destroyed the downtown business

districts.

This is something that's much simpler,

that will be done essentially above ground, and the ·amount

of activity that's going to be required on the streets will

be minimal.

Second, there's going to be a

diminution of bus and car traffic in the central business

17 the following points of view:

18 First of all, everybody is conscious of

19 the pollution problem, and this is becoming more and more

20 intense in the downtown area, when the pollution that's

21 generated on the streets doesn't even get up to the smog

22 area. It proceeds to lie between the high-rise buildings.

23 Fr9m the standpoint of energy, this is

24 also essential. Not only is there a propellent scarcity for
I

25 automotive vehicles at the present time, but it can be

26 anticipated that that is going to become in -~ increasingly

27 critical during the next several decades. And it may well

28 Qe that all vehicles eventually are going to be ~anned from
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the central business district because of some of these

problems.

The cost elements are perhaps not quite

environmental, but they do form a very critical aspect of

this particular consideration.

I think perhaps an element of this is

that parking in the central business district is becoming

rather expensive. In one of the buildings downtown, it is

$7.50 a day, and it is expected to go up before very long

again.

People like the convenience of being

able to move around without having to take out their car
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Los Angeles City grows and continues to exist.

There's been some criticisms, of course,

that this doesn't do something or it doesn't do something

else. Of course, we would like to have it extend out the

eastern side of the city, we would like to have it extend

further out. But we feel that for a starter, if we can tap

the particular areas that we are doing and make sure there L

appropriate interception of buses, cars, and vans at the

outskirts of the central business district, we think that

the ·environment, not only in this area but the environment

throughout the whole city, would be drastically improved.

Thank you •

'3 from a parking area and proceed to put it back in again.

4 Not only is this convenient, but, again, is a vflry

15 important aspect in the reduction of pOllution and the

6 reduction of the use of energy.

17 Another aspect is that this vitalization

a of the central business district is a long-range environ
I

19 mental problem, but it is environmental in many respects.

) It's fundamental, because as populations

21 increase, the efficiency of resource utilization is going to

~ become infinitely more critical than it is now. We are

4J going to have to look at every possible way to squeeze a

't BTU or a kilowatt into the most efficient way it can possibl

be generated.

16 We believe that this People Mover is

going to be a good step in this direction. We think it

•

28 will have a long-range impact on the way in which the
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MR. KRAMER: Thank you, Mr. Campbell.

My name is Justin Kramer, K-r-a-m-e-r.

My address is 1028 West Eighth Pla~e.

I've owned property and had an office

in downtown Los Angeles for over 15 years, and for much

before that I was and still am a member of the motoring

public.

I can tell you firsthand how congestion

in downtown Los Angeles has increased and how the smell of

the smog has also increased during the 15 years that I have

maintained an office in downtown Los Angeles.

I am convinced that as a member of the

motoring public I would be benefited by the Downtown People
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Mover, because before I had an office in downtown Los Angeles

every time I came downtown, I had the same problem: find

a parking place. Then when you do find a parking place and

have more than one appointment, it -- you either walk or you

try' to find another parking piace, which takes a lot of tim~

and also increases the -- my contribution to the smog in

downtown Los Angeles.

I find myself walking most of the time

from ,building to building.

As a member of the downtown community,

I, among many thousands, would be benefited by the People

Mover. As a member of the motoring public, I would likewise

be benefited by. the People Mover, because when I come down

to do business in downtown Los Angeles, I could get from

one place to another rapidly •.

I am very imp~essed with the tremendous

amount of engineering that.has gone into the project, and I

am convinced' that this would do for downtown Los Angeles

19 what the railroad did for the development of the west.

20 From my point of view as a member of

21 the motoring public and someone who has worked in downtown

22 for a considerable period of time, I think this is the best

23 thing that could happen to downtown Los Angeles and to the

24 citizens of Los Angeles, not just those who work downtown.

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you, Mr. Kramer, for your

26 opinion on this subject.
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ftR. RICHARDS: Thank. you, Mr. Chairman.

I spell ~y last name R-i-c-h-a-r-d-s.

And I represent Cabot, Cabot and Forbes, Wilshire Associates.

We are presently under construction with

a 22-story office building across from the Hilton Hotel, and

this building is on the route of the proposed People Mover.

And I think we want to state that we are

in favor and wiil support any progra~ that will help the

downtown areas, as we are a downtown developer.
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I also wish to state that we have made

provision for the People Mover to pass, alongside our property

at consider

CHAIRMAN CM4PBELL: Pardon me, sir. Would you

talk more directly into the microphone.

MR. RICH~S: I just wish to say that we have

made provision for the People Mover to run between our

building and the Harbor Freeway.' And we have done this at

considerable inconvenience and expense.

-

10 But we do feel the alternative alignment

11 along Figueroa Street is far more appropriate for this system

12 than the current primary route that has the People Mover

13 detour up Seventh and then run along the Harbor Freeway for a

14 few streets and then turn down. We think this diversion adds

15 mileage to the system, which would increase the capital cost

16 and operating and maintenance costs.

17 In addition, in my experience, at least,

18 any elevated system like this produces considerable noise at

19 the turns. Now, I a~ sure modern technology ,can reduce this,

20 but we have hotels and proposed hotels right at this location

21 and it doesn't seem to be the correct thing to introduce a

22 number of turns right ~t this area.

23 We also think the deviation from this

24 straightforward figueroa alignment would increase visual

25 blockage, and I think this is very important.

26 t~en the other previous elevated systems

27 are considered, the visual aspect is probably the raajor concp. 1lI

28 right now of some of these systems, and forcing them to be



torn down in other cities.

2 The -- I guess our immediate concern with

3 the system and the alignment has to do with the proposed

4 financing of operation of this system. There is a projected

5 shortfall in operating income to cover operations, and it's

6 proposed this shortfall will be made up by assessing people

7 close to the stations and the system.

8 We would like to go on record -- while

9 we will support this system, we do not consider this align-

10 ment increasing the economic value of our building.

11 Our building has gone through the rigors

12 of your Building Department, your Traffic Department, we have

13 the parking, we have excellent access for both pedestrians

14 and vehicles. We feel this system will benefit the older

15 buildings in the downtown core that do not have these

16 facilities.

17 Therefore, we do not see it reasonable

18 that we should be taxed at a premium for a system we think

19 should be located slightly elsewhere.

20 Thank you, gentlemen.

5-14
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MR. ROBERTSON: Thank you.

r am Steve Robertson, public relations

director of the L.A. County Federation of Labor, and I am

appearing here today on behalf of the L.A. County Federation

of Labor and the Los Angeles County Building and Constructio

Trades Council.

And as a representative of the labor

movement, I am here to present toe'reasons for our support

of the Downtown People Mover project.

Our support for this program is part of
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a long-standing commitment to improving the mass transit

facilities of Los Angeles and to the revitalization of the

central city.

The Downtown People Mover, as one segment

of a four-part transit program including the El Monte busway

the Harbor Freeway busway and the Wilshire corridor subway,

will go a long way towards making the central business

district, including the Spring Street area, an attractive

place for new commercial, job-creating ventures.

Construction of the people Mover itself

will create some 1700 man-hours of work with a payroll in

the neighborhood of seventy-four million dollars, and that's

very important to the labor movement.

But coupled with the project is.a ninety

million dollar increase of retail sales, one million square

feet of new office space and 160,000 hotel-room night demand.

When you take that into consideration,

it becomes clear that the People Mover will give the Los

Angeles central business district a much-needed shot in the

arm.

We in the labor movement have long

recognized the need for a coherent transit plan in Los

Angeles. One has only to attempt to travel on our disastrous y

overcrowded freeways and surface streets to realize that

action must be taken quickly.

Environmental considerations alone

27 should be enough to get this project started. The only

28 way we will ever improve the air quality of the Los Angeles
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basin is still a shift from single passenger cars for

transport to energy-efficient non-polluting forms of mass

transit.

What we are considering is an innovative

solution to a long-standing problem, and innovation ~n the

solution of problems has been the hallmark of this state.

No plan is ever perfect, and if you look

long enough and hard enough, a reason can always be found to

not do something.

Rather than stumble over the small

cracks and flaws that may exist in this or any other program,
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I think it would be important, as well,

for the Olympic Games, which are coming here in 1984.

·It would also be important -- we are
,

trying -- with the Rams leaving the Coliseum, we are trying

to encourage another professional football team to come to

Los Angeles, and we think with the People Mover moving into

that area, that would be additional incentive for an NFL club

to come here.

I think you very much.

12 let's look instead to our final goal. And the final goal is

this: Do we want a viable mass transit program for this city

14 and a downtown area we can be proud of? I think that we do.

If -- if so, the time to start is now,

not some foggy future date when the perfect solution may

magically appear.

It is for these reasons that we endorse

19 the People Mover.

I understand that s9meone for Councilman

21 Robert Farrell's staff was here today advocating that the

23

People Mover be extended to th~ Coliseum.

We have taken that into consideration,

and we endorse that concept. We believe the People Mover

25 could ~hen service a major commercial area out acrosS the

Figueroa area from downtown to the Coliseum.

It would also service the University of

Southern California.
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MR. MEYERS: I wish to speak on a positive

note for this particular project.

And I certainly wish'to c6rnmend the

people that worked on this project for quite a number of

quite a long time.

I've had on occasion several occasions

to talk to them on the phone, and I have come to a couple of
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Thursday night meetings and watched the progress of the

development as it's gone along.

, And to me, 1 feel that some kind of a

downtown transit system that is not dependent upon the

streets, that is not affected by stoplights and not affected

by cars or other traffic on the street is required if you

are going to make any kind of a mass transit systeo in

Los Angeles work, or make that in some way have that mass

transit system serve the downtown area.

1 have lived in Chicago, I have been 0:1

Wabash Street, as the gentleman just before me talked about.

In fact, I lived on the south side of Chicago, just -- when

I went to school for six years at Illinois Tech, where the

elevated train went right througn the middle of our campus.

And, of course, as it went downtown,

you know, it ducked under 'and it also stays above.

Now, he has a point about the size of

the structures on Wabash Avenue. But I have to ~ay this:

Everybody in Chicago used to say, "I wish the elevated had

rubber tires." This is the only thing. If the elevated

would just have been a quiet means of transportation, it

was efficient.

During the rush hour the freeways would

be a parking lot, practically. And we could get on at Tech

and in downtown in something like ten minutes' time. It

didn't make any difference whether it was rush hour or it

was the middle of Sunday afternoon, it took the same time

to get downtown on the elevated.



This in fact, I had a car the whole 1
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And I am working right now trying to
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time I was down there in Chicago. Whenever we went downtown,

we went in that direction. Where the elevated train would

go, we always rode it. And I think that was true of all my

fellow fraternity members and other students at Illinois

Tech that had access to that train.

In·Los Angeles here, of course, to date

we do not have a comparable rapid transit ~ystem for -- you

know, we used to have street buses, and even the street-bus

system is not as fulfilled as the Chicago was.

But in the downtown area, in particular,

if you want to break away from people's complete dependence

upon the private automobile, you need this kind of a system.

I would hope that the structures that

you know, architects and as the design phase goes on -- I

know that the design is not firmed up at this point, and

any pictures that they were to show us.now of the vehicles

or roadways would not be indicatiye of what may turn out.

And I would hope that the -- the planners on this would

consider the aesthetics of the structure.

I have to say that I am impressed -- you

know, I came from back east, and I never saw these monorails

before, such as they have at Disneyland or they have at Magic

Mountain up here. But those vehicles, the concrete beam
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develop a -- a -- an aviation-oriented rapid transit system

for the whole great.er Los Angeles area, and I can tell you

in reference to my capacity in representing that, without a

Downtown People Mover, my system will not be as effective.

And your train that you want to build

that they are talking about now that will go all the way up

to the Valley, you know, you lOok at that freeway -- the
-

worst freeway around here comes from Santa Ana, goes up 5,
o -

goes out the Hollywood Freeway and goes out to Ventura.

That freeway is constantly jammed. And the train proposal

that I've seen go out. Wilshire and up La Brea and into

North Hollywood and into the Valley will help that corridor.

But downtown, you know, you need this

other system.

And I can't agree with the previous

gentleman here who spoke about how buses have been proved

to work and buses will work. I don't -- as -- as just one

driver talking, boy, I sure don't like those things on the

street. And if you can get this second level of transpor

tation, I'm all for it. It's the key link to the Rapid

Transit system -in Los Angeles.

Thank you.

LJ goes through, and nobody can criticize the aesthetics of

that concrete beam. And the trains move along it quietly

and efficiently. I think they are -- they have a real nifty

kind of look, in my mind.
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I. Introduction

The Citizens' Advisory Panel (CAP) of the Los Angeles Bunker Hill

and Central Business District Downtown People Mover Project, after

twelve months of intensive study of all components of the planning

development of this project, now finds it necessary tq make a strong

statement of our position on a downtown transportation system:

He do NOT support the expenditure of City~ State or
Federar-lunds for the proposed AGT/SLT people mover
between the Convention Center and Union Station in
downtown Los Angeles.

The reasons fo~ our opposition will be detailed in the report which

follows. The occasion for this statement arises from actions of the

Federal Urban Mass Transportation Administration. It is our under

standing that a very large sum of money will be offered to several

eligible cities willing to serve as demonstration sites for a

transportation technology as yet untried in an urban environment.

One of those cities could be Los Angeles. It is our concern that,

by intervening in local decision processes with coercive financial

inducements, the federal government will, once again, distort and

override the careful, coordinated and comprehensive planning neces

sary to address the survival of our central city. As thoroughly
I

informed, demonstrably responsible citizens of Los Angeles, we must

warn our city that acceptance of the downtown transportation system

as now proposed for federal funding appears to be a most dangerous,

-1-
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1estructive and expensive decision, with poss~ble public and private

costs which may be far in excess of initial estimates ($126 million).

The CAP was formed in June of 1975 from a list of some 125 citizens

invited by the Mayor to volunteer this service to the community.

Since that time citizens have met regUlarly, with attendance fluc

tuating between 10-50 members, meeting at least bi-weekly and often

weekly to discuss, debate and resolve citizen positions on downtown

problems in relation to proposed transportation systems. The dili

gence, commitment and developed expertise of the group has been

remarkable:

CAP wishes to acknowledge the efforts of the CRA in supporting

~itizen input into this Program. A great effort has been expended

in providing citizens with available information, the means for

discussion, and communication with the Board of the CRA.

Phase I of our CAP project was the creation of a set of goals and

objectives* for the Circulation/Distribution System (CDS) for the

Central Business District (CBD). Those goal~and objectives have

continued to inform our considerations and recommendations through-

out our work. Our goals were chosen as derivative from and sup-

portive of the Los Angeles Central City Community Plan, as adopted

by the Los Angeles City.Council on Hay 5, 1974.

-2-



From these initial positions, CAP's interes~s have centered on an

insistence on comprehensive planning, the interrelationship of people,

land use and transit. This relationship is not confin~d to the down

town, but encompasses those communities peripheral to the downtown-

which are integral to the study. A range of study committees was

formed to focus on special interests of the CAP and, of these, the

two which met most frequently were the Comprehensive Planning Committee

and the Social Concerns Committee. Two other committees which worked

with equal commitment, although with a smaller membership constrained

by the need for subject expertise, were the Technological Committee

and the Economics Committee. The findings of these four committees,

supplemented by other committee resolutions and supported by the

general CAP membership form the text of the conclusions and recom

mendations which follow.

,

-3-
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·11. Reasons for CAP Opposition to Proposed AGT/~LT

The points of CAP opposition to the proposed transit system are

summarized below. A more detailed development of support for CAP's

findings appears in a later section, CAP Committee Reports.

1. The chosen alternative does not encourage the balanced

land use of development necessary to reflect the goals of

the City Council-approved Los Angeles Central City Com

munity Plan •.

• The selection of Alignment A, the route of the

AGT/SLT recommended by Community Redevelopment

Agency staff, reinforces a past history of im

balanced resource allocation in the downtown;

the West Side receives more than its proper

share of funding.

• Hence, the deterioration of the Eas~ and Central

sections of the CBD will not be .stemmed.

• Implementation of the proposed AGT/SLT will inhibit

the East Side rehabilitation and.redevelopment

program.

• The cost of an AGT alignment precludes implementa

tion of a balanced transportation system for all of

downtown, allocating resources away from those who

most need an improved transit system.

-4-



2. The Program does not adequately aqdress accessibility to

jobs, services, shopping, cultural and recreational

activities for all residents, workers and visitors in the
f

Central City and its peripheral communities.

• The AGT, as envisioned, cannot provide a system

flexible enough to serve both commuters and those

who use other activity centers.

• The system appears to respond to commuters" needs

at the expense of circulation needs of local users,

particularly the elderly, handicapped, transit

dependent.

• Residents of' the peripheral communities are dependent

upon the Central City, as is the commercial sector

of the Central City upon them. However, the Program's

source of funding limits the inclusion of peripheral

communities as an integral part of the CBD.
I .

3. The physical scale of the proposed AGT/SLT, as designed to

serve a primarily commuter clientele, is inappropriate for

use in most areas of the Central City.

4. The Program does not include all of the necessary components

for a complete circulation/distribution system.

• The Progra~ does not include ~n improved bus system

for those sections of the CBD.not served by the AGT/

SLT.

• The Program does not include an examination of the

interrelationships of bus and AGT/SLT to achieve a

-5-
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total circulation system for downtown.

• Movement of goods as part of the system has not been

seriously considered.

S. AGT/SLT alignments have not recognized or sought to re

inforce many existing activity centers important to users

of the CBD. Further, the Program does not show attempts

to integrate stations with other functions to augment social

and economic benefits.

6. Technology of AGT!SLT systems are still untested in urban

environments.

• Personal safety of users of unmanned'vehicles in an

urban setting is still untested.

7. The Program indicates that there is no significant differ

ence in alleviation of congestion between the AGT!SLT system

and an All-Bus Alternative.

8. The risk of negative impacts is potentially too great to

justify using Los Angeles CBD as a test area for demonstrating

the appropriateness of an AGT!SLT in a Central City setting.

• Mass Rapid Transit Starter Line plans are still un-

settled. The planning of an AGT/SLT serving regional

commuters 'and an MRT Starter Line must be coordinated.



III. CAP Recommendations

Until a transportation planning program indioates more ,benefit to

downtown than we have seen in this Program, CAP favors maintaining

an all-bus system, augmenting it as neoessary to provide full servioe

to regional cummuters as well as to downtown users and peripheral

community residents. An all-bus system can provide flexibility and

variation in design and routing.

In the event that the decision is made to build an AGT in Central City

Los Angeles, CAP would like to make the following suggestions:

• A very short segment, useful and adequate to test the

system in a downtown setting, should be built before

any further commitments are made.

• The AGT should be designed to integrate effectively with

the CBO environment in terms of scale, car and guideway

design, guideway locations on streets, and station design.

• Any stations built should serve other functional uses as

much as possible. They should be paid for by the private

commercial sector, which will potentially benefit the most.

-"1-

IV. Conclusions

He recognize that the deman~s we are making for the planning and im-
1

plementation of a transit system for downtown Los Angeles are diffi

cult to meet. OUr demands requi~e a system designed to match client

needs: discrete means coordinated to achieve a balanced end1 a com

prehensive system which integrates transportation and development in

service to the city as a whole, to the detriment of none of its parts.

Transit by itself cannot promote development, but properly planned

and executed it is an essential tool for the revitalization of the

Central City.

Investing all of our transit resources in a single line to serve a

single client group in a single city area is not a proper plan. Nor

could a massive, visually obtrusive and inflexible system be extended

from the proposed west line to serve other, older areas of the cit~.

As we have noted, the AGT size and scale proposed would not only be

inappropriate, but might spell the destruction of the existing social

and commercial systems of the eastern sections of the Central Businesss

District.

He believe that, in order to achieve the necessary coordination of

transit service systems, the public agencies of metropolitan Los

Angeles must be allowed and required to coordinate their work. No

single agency, such as the Community Redevelopment Agency, can achie~e

-8-
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,
this by itself. We believe that, fn order, to serve the many metro- V. CA P Committee Reports
po1itan client groups for downtown transit, citizen groups must

participate and inform the work of all coordinating agencies, includ-,
ing the Southern California Rapid Transit District.

We strongly support investment in improved transit for downtown Los

Angeles. We have worked long and hard toward that goal. Many of us

will continue our efforts because we are all aware that we have not

yet found the answer to the transit needs of our Central City and

its citizens.

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

• As CAP members, we maintain that any circulation/distribution sys
tem in the Central City must be a comprehensively planned and bal
anced system which repo~ds to all types of user needs--local and
regional, as well as resident, worker and visitor.

• The committee used as a basis for its work the following consider
ations: (1) the interface of the caD transportation plan with the
City, County, and regional plans, including land development,
transportation, environment and human services: and (2) compatibil
ity of existing and planned. transportation with needs of all resi
dents and employees in Central City and adjacent communities, in
cluding resid~ntial, commercial, industrial, social services (both
public and private), and recreation/leisure activities.

• In support of the Central City Community Plan, we believe that eval
uation of alternatives must be based upon this plan, as it is imper
ative that the development of the plan qet unde~way. If the Commun
ity Plan and tthe Program alternatives do not agree, thealternativ~s
are considered unacceptable. The CAP believes consideration should
be give~ to ways in which a transit system can direct growth to
achieve both the goals and objectives of the study and of the Central
City Community·Plan, focusing attention on potential revitalization
of areas within the CBD through implementation of a circulation/dis
tribution system.

• The CAP' holds fast to the concern that alternatives not be based on
the caD as is, -but rather should be focused on what should be! CAP
members oelIeve that there should be a balanced-mIi of densIty and
development in Central City, and that population growth should be
equally distributed among the areas of Bunker Hill, Central City East,
and South Park, rather than follow existing trends. With both hous
ing and office potential realxzed, the Central City could become an
area for people to both live and work, de-emphasizing the need for
automobile ownership. .

• We believe that the Program's approach should have included not only
service to Bunker Hill and the new financial district, but also the
serious consideration of rejuvenation on the east side. We suggest
that the Co~~unity Redevelopment Agency actively seek commitments
from appropriate agencies to promote development and transportation
on the east side.

• We support thelintroduction of mo~e low, medium and high cost housinLq
in the Central City to coordinate with the adopted Central City Com-
munity Plan.

-9-
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• We believe that the Program has concentrated on one technological
system (AGT) at the expense of a balanced analysis of the components
necessary for a total system.

• The Program Team has not demonstrated consideration of the components
necessary to a balanced system. Before we can support any alignment
we must see comprehensive planning on the east side, integrating
transit (buses, pedways, AGT) with development.

• We are concerned that a circulation/distribution system meet the
varying needs of the Central city users. If an AGT is selected, it
must (1) provide service to the large number of people going to work,
which suggests larger and express service, and (2) provide service
to the people who shop and use the other activity centers, which
suggests a smaller scale system with more frequent stops.

• We feel strongly that AGT stations should become an integral part of
commercial activity centers. D~signing the stations without isolat
ing them as transit facilities enqourages both economic and social
benefits.

• Whatever system is finally chosen, it should provide full service
at frequent intervals--24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

SOCLAL CONCERNS

• We find that the Program has not adequately addressed the accessi
bility to jobs, services, shopping, cultural and recreational
activities for all residents, visitors, and workers in the Central
City and its peripheral communities.

• We find that there has been an emphasis on commercial development
in the Program rather than on residential values.

• We believe that the cost of any of the AGT alignments precludes
implementation of a balanced transportation system for all of down
town. We believe that the implementation of Alignment A represents
the allocation of curr~nt resources away from those who most need
an improved public transit system.

• We view all of the AGT alternattves as responding primarily to com
muters' distribution needs at the expense of circulation needs of
residents, workers and visitors. In each of the proposed AGT align
ments, we are concerned that the regional commuter has been given
priority over other users of a downtown transportation system. For
example, the distance between stations along each of the alignments
does not encourage shoppers to use the AGT.
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• We are gratified to see that the concept of peripheral garages has
been eliminated from the Program, and we hope that this understand
ing will remain in the future. We believe that placement of these
garages in peripheral communities may, in certain instances, be
destructive to them. We consider the peripheral communities to be
an integral part of the Central City and recommend that they be
considered as such in the Program.

.- We believe that Alignment A, the route of the AGT recommended by
Community Redevelopment Agency staff, maximizes efficiency to the
transit commuter to and from work, but its program of funding is
at the expense of the deteriorating central and eastern areas of
the downtown. We believe that the selection of Alignment A as a
first increment reinforces a past history of imbalanced resource
allocation in the downtown--the west side receives more than its
proper share of funding. -

• We believe that the AGT system, on the scale envisioned, is not
appropriate to transportation on the east side. This side of the
Central City requires a smaller-, scale mode with shorter stops and
ease i~ getting on and off at will.

• We believe that on Alignments Band C serious detrimental impact
on small and marginal businesses may result from disruption of
business during the length of construction time. In addition,
we believe that the scale of the AGT as now proposed is inappro
priate to the needs and uses of these areas.

• We believe that the emphasis on peak hour regional service may
adversely affect local transportation service to residents of the
Central City and of the peripheral communities. As an example,
for the many blue collar workers, maintenance workers and others
who work evening or gr~veyard shifts, the decline or absence of
evening public transit service imperils their access to livelihood.

TECHNOLOGY

• As CAP members, we continue to have reservations about the appli
cability of an AGT/SLT system to the cen~ral City urban environ
ment of Los Angeles. We question past experience with the Morgan
town, Sea-Tac, Tampa and Dallas systems as suitable for application
to a generalized transportation system necessary to serve the core
of a major city.

• We are concerned that Los Angeles not be committed to AGT/SLT
technology until it is proven operable in a downtown setting_ This
includes the questions of reliability, maintenance, vandalism and
cost to the City should the system not be proven fully operable.

-11- ,
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• It is suggested that should an AGT/SLT be selected by the decision
makers, a small scale increment, of the, shortest, length necessary
to adequately test the system, be built initially in order to
demonstrate the applicability of the technology in an urban frame-
work before any further commitment is made. •

• We believe that concepts for improved bus operation, such as the
elimination of line haul routes and reduction of bus turns in the
Central City, or improved and available vehicle designs such as
super-wide doors and double deck vehicles, were not considered in
sufficient detail by the Program:

• Also, we believe that adequate consideration was not given to the
advantages of an all-bus CDS system in respect to flexibility and
variation in design and routing. ~us routes can be changed, sup
plemented or diminished relatively easily in response to the
changes inevitable in the development of a dynami~ downtown.

ECONOMICS

• We believe that a major justification for an AGT/SLT in the
Central City must be positive economic impact, and that a more
detailed evaluation of the major economic trade-offs within each
of the three alternatives (null, all-bus, and bus/~GT) is required.

• From a traf~ic engineering goint of view only we are told that
there is no significant difference between the reduction of con
gestion afforded by the AGT and the all-bus alternatives. The
Program has not produced a comparison between the traffic con
gestion effects of an AGT and the various traffic policies--such
as traffic engineering, the termination of free and subsidized
parking for public employees, and parking management--which might
be implemented at less cost.

• We question ·the demand forecasts for the AGT alignments. While
the Program's mid employment. projection for 1990 indicates an
equal number of employees on the east and west sides of the Central
City, the projected total daily passengers on Alignment ,A is 31,200
while on Alignment B it is 21,000. Therefore, although the employ
ees are equal in number, their forecasted demands are not. The
patronage figures appear to represent primarily regional commuters
whose destination is the west side of the Central City rather than
the local, public transportation users who patronize the commercial
facilities on the east side.

• We also believe that any transportation system for the Central City
must interface with regional transit. If, as forecast by SCAG for
the 230,000 employment level, there is a Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)

-13-
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system, CAP feels that an AGT, if built, should complement the
MaTts function in the Central City. The CAP feels that the eco
nomic impact of a possible duplication of the proposed AGT/MRT
corridors must be thoroughly investigated.

• If the Automated Guideway Transit system should achieve approval in
a final round of evaluations by public authorities; we believe that
the local government should not be expected to contribute the local
share (20') of the capital costs of the project. We feel that the
Federal government's share of the capital costs (80\) is sufficient
payment for the benefits which will accrue to the public sector from
an ACT. We believe that the private sector should provide the local
share of all the costs associated with an AGT, and that local public
funds should be directed toward relieving other urgent social de
mands such as housing, tax relief and other transportation needs.
There is need for assessment of regional trade-offs of other socia1
investments before anyone particular project can be justified.

If the local government share of 20' should be provided for an AGT,
it should not be forthcoming without lIndIng ways to recoup local
government's investment. He suggest that the following alternatives
be explored:

1. ,The application of a value recapture formula to increased
rents in new and existing buildings in the vicinity of AGT
stations, which can be attributed to improved access re
SUlting from an AGT.

2. The application of a tax increment formula to new construc
tion in the Central City which can be attributed to the AGT.
Tax i~crement funds used in this manner should not include
increases in property values due to inflation.

.3. The purchase and leasing by the Community Redevelopment
Agency or other public entity of lands around the AGT sta
tions to private developers.

4. The construction of AGT stations by the private sector on
private land in conjunction with other new construction.

S. The creation of special assessment districts around the
AGT stations.

6. The issuance of bonds.

7. The use of revenues gen~rated from fares charged on an AGT.

-14-



ENVIRONMENTAL

• CAP members believe that there are signlficant negative visual
impacts associated with the AGT. It will be composed of a massive
structure, approximately 24' to 28' wide, with 6' to 8' columns
erected on the sidewalk ahd extending out to one side of the
street, which portends a very dramatic and drastic 9hange to be
imposed upon downtown streets. ,

• The massive overhang would tend to darken building entrances and
store fronts, impede access of pedestrians, and discourage shoppers.

• The lengthy disruption on the sidewalks and streets during and
following construction would have a deleterious economic effect on
businesses.

• Drifting dust and safety effects of overhead traffic on crowded
pedestrian walkways is still unknown. However,'the addition of
columns on sidewalks and streets will require innovative cleaning
methods, with possible added costs for street cleaning. .

• The environmental design emphasis,has made no attempt to harmonize
the system with the CaD fabric, or to ameliorate its effect on the
CBD. CAP believes that any transportation system for CaD should
incorporate new ideas in a well-designed structure, complementing
the various themes of the city centers--financial, civic, cultural,
ethnic, etc., harmonizing and humanizing the structure with build
ings on the street.

• In a report prepared by Program consultants, Kaiser Engineers
points out that

"AGT systems offer the potential for a relatively high
level of circulation/distribution service in a down
town area. However, the cost, both construction and
operating, the disruption, both during and after con
struction, and the visual impact is generally much
greater with AGT than with the other transit technol
ogies described earlier in this report. In addition,
some aspects of AGT service, such as access and route
flexibility are not as good as many of the other
technologies." (Table 27A, Report 7S-98R, January,
1976.)

• Responding to the need to conserve energy by a reduction of auto
traffic in the CBD, the study does not demonstrate that addition
of an AGT would bring a significant reduction in traffic or in
vehicle miles travelled. Thus pollution and energy consumption
would not be measurably reduced.
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have received copies of the Draft Environmental Impact

Report, either by request or through initial distributiqn.

Persons and organizations who have commented on the DEIR are

indicated by an asterisk.
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D. Cunningham L.A.City City Hall T. Hughes Assemblywoman Los Angeles
Council Room 237

V. Fazio Assemblyman Fairfield, Ca.

M. Braude L.A.City City Hall -,
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R. \'lilkinson L.A.City City Hall F. Vincencia Assemblyman Paramount, Ca.
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D. Boatwright Assemblyman Concord, Ca.

P. Stevenson L.A.City City Hall
Council Room 317 M.· Roos Assemblyman Los Angeles

A. Snyder L.A.City City Hall R. Alatorre Assemblyman Los Angeles

Council Room 383 R. Kiskaddon Pres.-Century
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Hilton Los Angeles
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Secretary
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Chrmn Board
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E. Piper Chief Admin.
Parking Authority Los Angeles
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